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PREFACE 

THE COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE for the Study ofBuddhist Traditions of the Univer

sity of Michigan is very pleased to be able to present this collection of papers 

by Professor Gregory Schopen as the second volume in its series. Through his 

meticulous studies of a wide range of neglected or forgotten sources, many of 

which are carved in stone, Professor Schopen has effected a major shift in the 

direction of Buddhist Studies, a shift away from the sometimes excessive focus 

upon the rarefied categories of the scholastic ptoductions by monastic elites, and 

a shift toward a recognition of the importance of the materiality of "popular" 

practice. These practices not only occupied the concerns of a much larger segment 

of the Buddhist communities of India, both monastic and lay, but served as the 

inevitable context for the formulation and elaborat ion of scholastic doctrine. 
Professor Schopen's work, published over the last fifteen years in a wide 

range of scholarly journals, has been focused btoadly on two issues in the history 

of Indian Buddhism: monastic life and the rise of the various movements that 

we refer to as the Mahäyäna. Monastic Buddhism in India is the subject of the 
current volume. Ptofessor Schopen's highly influential papers on the rise of the 

Mahäyäna, which have called into question both the coherence of the category 
as weIl as its date, are currently being edited for publication as the next volume 
. . 
m our senes. 

The present volume provides an essential foundation for a social history of 

Indian Buddhist monasticism. Challenging the popular stereotype that repre

sented the accumulation of merit as the domain of the layperson while monks 

concerned themselves with more sophisticated realms of doctrine and meditation, 

Professor Schopen problematizes many assumptions about the lay-monastic dis

tinction by demonstrating that monks and nuns, both the scholastic elites and 
the less learned, participated actively in a wide range of ritual practices and 

institutions that have heretofore been judged "popular," from the accumulation 
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and transfer of merit; to the care of deceased relatives (a practice once assumed 
to have been part of "the Chinese transformation of Buddhism"); to serving as 
sponsors and donors, rat her than always as the recipients, of gifts; to (possibly) 

the coining of counterfeit currency. A particular emphasis of the current volume 
is the role played by monks in the disposition of their own dead, combining a 

dose examination of the various rules for monastic funerals contained in the 

t1inaya with an analysis of the available epigraphical and archaeological evidence. 
In addition, Professor Schopen provides fascinating perspectives on the role of 

the deceased Buddha in the particulars of Indian Buddhist monastic life, both 
as a relic whose presence bestows sanctity on its environs and as a permanent 
resident and property holder in the monastic economy. Taken together, the 

studies contained in this volume represent the basis for a new historiography of 

Buddhism, not only for their critique of many of the idies rep,es of Buddhist 

Studies buc for the compelling connections they draw between apparently dispa
rate details. 

All of these papers have been published previously and have been revised 
slightly here to provide a greater consistency of style. Despite the fact that they 

have appeared elsewhere, it was the opinion of the faculty of the Institute for 
the Study of Buddhist Traditions that their importance warranted their being 

gathered from far and wide into a single volume because of the edification and 

intellectual stimulation they provide as we continue to call into quest ion past 
assumptions and to ask increasingly difficult questions abouc the elusive category 
we call Buddhism. 

DONALD S. LOPEZ, JR. 

Institute for the Study of 

Buddhist Traditions 
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CHAPTER I 

Archaeology and Protestant 
Presuppositions in the Study of 

Indian Buddhism 

THE WAY IN WHICH the hiscory of Indian Buddhism has been scudied by 

modern scholars is decidedly peculiar. What is perhaps even more peculiar, 
though, is that it has rarely been seen co be so. This peculiarity is most 
readily apparent in what appears at first sight co be a curious and unargued 

preference for a certain kind of source material. This curious preference, 
although it may not be by any means uniquely characteristic of the scudy 

of Indian Buddhism, is particularly evident there; so too is the fact that it 

has no obvious scholarly justification. We might first look at a small sampie 
of statements expressing this preference and at its consequences. Then we 

must at least ask what can possibly lie behind it. 
When Europeans first began to scudy Indian Buddhism systematicaily there 

were already two bodies of data available co them, and the same is true coday. 

There was, and is, a large body of archaeological and epigraphical material, 

material that can be reasonably weil located in time and space,1 and material 
that is largely unedited and much of which was never intended co be "read."2 
This material records or reflects at least apart of what Buddhists-both lay 

people and monks-actually practiced and believed.'l There was, and is, an 
egually large body of literary material that in most cases cannot actually be 

dated4 and that survives only in very recent manuscript traditions.) It has been 
heavily edited,6 it is considered canonical or sacred, and ie was intended-at the 

very least-to inculcate an idea1.7 This material records what a smail, atypical 

part of the Buddhist community wanted ehat community co believe or practice. 
Both bodies of material, it is important co note, became available co Western 
scholars more or less simultaneously.8 The choice of sources for the scholar 

interested in knowing what Indian Buddhism had been would seem obvious. 

Originally published in History 0/ Religions 31 (1991): 1-23. Reprinted with stylistic 
changes with perm iss ion of The University of Chicago Press. 
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But the choice made was, apparently, not based on an assessment of the two 

kinds of sources as hiscorical witnesses, but on so me other kind of an assumption. 

This assumption, it appears, more than anything else has determined the status 

and use of archaeological and epigraphical sources in the study of Indian Bud

dhism, and this assumption, apparently, accounts for the fact that an overriding 

textual orientation was in place very early in Buddhist studies. 

In discussing Burnouf, who died in 1852 and whom he calls "the brilliant 

founder of the study of Buddhism," de Jong, hirnself the most recent historian 

of Buddhist studies, says: "Burnouf stressed the fact that Indian Buddhism had 

co be studied on the basis of the Sanskrit texts from Nepal and the Päli texts 

from Ceylon .... Burnouf was weIl aware of the fundamental importance of the 

study of texts for the hiscory of Buddhism. His idea with regard co India at the 

time of the Buddha, the doctrine of the Buddha and its later development, the 

relation of Buddhism to caste, etc., which he develops in the lntroduction. are all 
based on a careful study of the texts" (emphasis added),9 

De Jong hirnself has made a number of statements that clearly indicate that 
the position he ascribes co Burnouf in the first half of the nineteenth century is 

very much his own position in the second half of the twentieth: "Each of these 

vehicIes [the three main "divisions" of BuddhismJ has produced a rich literature. 
Undoubtedly, this literature is the most important source of knowledge of 

Buddhism. Buddhist art, inscriptions, and coins have supplied us with useful 

data, but generally they cannot be fully underscood without the support given 
by the texts. Consequently, the study of Buddhism needs first of all co be 

concentrated on the texts ... ." 10 

De Jong's statement is of interest both because it is recent and representative 
and because it makes explicit some of the assertions and assumptions that lie 

behind it. Notice first that de Jong gives a variant version of the all-too-common, 

simplistic view of archaeology as "the hand maiden of history."11 But he goes 

even further: not only must archaeology be the handmaiden of literary sources, 
it and the evidence it brings forth can only be "fully understood" with "the 

support given by the texts"; not only must archaeology support and amplify the 
literary sources, it must also be supported and amplified by them; otherwise, it 

has no real use. Ir cannot be an independent witness. It cannot, therefore, tell 

a different story. 

But notice coo that this position, which gives overriding primacy co textual 

sources, does not even consider the possibility that the texts we are to study to 

arrive at a knowledge of "Buddhism" may not even have been known to the 

vast majority of practicing Buddhists-both monks and laity. Ir is axiomatically 

assumed that the texts not only were known but were also important, not only 

were read but were also fuHy implemented in actual practice. But no evidence 

in support of these assumptions, or even arguments for them, is ever presented. 12 
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Notice too that no memion is made of the fact that the vast majority of 

the textual sources involved are "scriptural," that is to say, formalliterary expres

sions of normative doctrine. n Notice, finally, that no thought is given to the 

fact that even the most artless formal narrative text has a purpose, and that in 

"scriptural" texts, especially in India, that purpose is almost never "historical" 

in our sense of the term. 14 In fact, what this position wams to take as adequate 

reflections of historical reality appear to be nothing more or less than carefully 

contrived ideal paradigms. This is particularly clear, for example, in regard to 

what these canonical texts say about the monk. But in spite of this, scholars 

of Indian Buddhism have taken canonical monastic rules and formal literary 

descriptions of the monastic ideal preserved in very late manuscripts and treated 

them as if they were accurate reflections of the religious life and career of actual 

practicing Buddhist monks in early India. Such a procedure has, of course, placed 

archaeology and epigraphy in a very awkward position. If, then, archaeology and 
epigraphy are to be in the service of a "history" based on written sources of this 

kind, then they are going to have co "support and amplify" something that very 
probably did not exisc: they are going to have to sit quietly in the corner spinning 
cloth for the emperor's new clothes. 

That this is largely what has happened and continues to happen is again 
not difficult to document. We might, as a simple example, cite aseries of 

passages ftom a variety of scholars that address in one way or another the 

question of whether individual monks owned personal property-a quest ion of 
considerable importance, since it bears on the character of Buddhist monasticism 

and because Buddhism has been presented as "the world-renouncing religion 
par exce//ence. "I') 

Bühler, in discussing the second or first century B.C.E. donative inscriptions 

from SäficT, said: "Proceeding to the inscriptions wh ich mention donations made 

by monks and nuns, the first point, which must strike every reader, is their 
great number, ... As the Buddhist ascetics could not possess any prope1"ty, they must 
have obtained by begging the money required for making the rails and pillars. 

This was no doubt permissible, as the purpose was a pious one" (emphasis 
added).16 Discussing the Bhärhut donative inscriptions, which may slightly 

predate those from SäficT, Lüders said much the same thing: "It is perhaps 
striking to find monks and nuns making donations, as they were f07"bidden to OU'1l 

any personal p1"ope1"ty besides some ordinary requisites. Probably we have to suppose 

that they collected the money required for some pious purpose by begging it 
from their relatives and acquaintances" (emphasis added).17 

Arguing that a "small jar" from Ha<;l<;la that had a KharoghT inscription on 

it containing the name of a monk was not a gift made to that monk but rather 
Ha funerary jar" intended to hold his ashes, Fussman said, in part: "Surtout il 

paratt surprenant que le don soit fait a un moine en particulier. C 'est contraire 
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aux prescriptions du vinaya; ... On peut donc penser gue la jarre etait destinee a 
l'inhumation du moines"-to which he adds in a note: "En ce cas il n'y aurait 

pas l Jiolation des regles du vinaya" (emphasis added).18 Marshall, commenting on 

one of the numerous hoards of coins found at the monastic site surrounding the 

Dharmarä;ikä at Taxila, said: "Probably the hollow block of kanjur was merely 

a secret hiding place where one of the monks hid his store of coins ... the 

possession of money by a monk was contrary, 0/ course, to the rule 0/ the Church, 

but the many small hoards that have been found in monasteries of the early 

medieval period leave litde room for doubt that by that time the rules had 

become more or less a dead letter."19 Finally, Spink, in an overview of Ajat;l~ä, 

said: "A number of inscriptions at A;at;l~ä also prove that some of the caves, and 

numerous separate images, were donated by the monks themselves. This is an 

interesting commentary on the changing of Buddhism in India, for it suggests 

that monks, far from having renounced all worldly goods, were sometimes men 

of considerable wealth. It is doubtful that Buddhabhadra, the chief donor of the 

elaborate cave 26-a man who prodaims himself the friend of kings-spent 

very much time humbly wandering from village to village with his begging 

bowl as his predecessors in the early days 0/ Buddhism certainly did" (emphasis added).20 

The point here is not whether individual monks or nuns did or did not 

possess private property; the evidence we have, from all periods, indicates that 

they did. The point is that every time epigraphers, archaeologists, or art historians 

encountered evidence that even suggested the possibility that monks or nuns 

owned personal property, they first signaled their surprise ("It is perhaps striking, 
... " "Above all it appears surprising ... ") and then immediately invoked either 

explicidy or implicidy the rules in the canonical monastic codes against it to 

assert, in one way or another, that they were not really seeing what they saw. 

Either that, or they neutralized what they were seeing by attributing it to a 

"late change" or implied "dedine" within the tradition. They all axiomatically 

assumed that the textual ideal either was or had been actually in operation, that 

if it said so in a text it must have been so in reality. 

There appears to be, however, no actual evidence that the textual ideal was 

ever fully or even partially implemented in actual practice; at least none is ever 

cited. And even though the mere existence of rules against it might suggest 

that monks did own personal property,21 and even though it is dear that in the 

textual ideal itself the infraction of those rules was a "minor offence,"22 and even 

though it is almost certain that in a stricdy legal sense "the monk might retain 

the ownership of the property that he had abandoned,"23 still all material evidence 

that monks did have personal property must be explained away: Bühler's "they 

must have obtained by begging," Lüders' "Probably we have to suppose." This 

is an archaeology truly in the service of written sources, no matter how idealized 
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the latter may be, an archaeology that will find itself forced to retire in the face 

of frequently indelicate situations. One example must suffice. 

We know that Longhurst's Monastery 1 at NägärjunikoI)<;la was the gift of 

a lay-sister (upäsikä) named BodhisrT, and that it was the property of "the 
Theravädin teachers of Ceylon." These same "teachers" are further described in 

the epigraphy of NägärjunikoI)<;la as "skilled in the exegesis of both the letter 

and meaning of the ninefold instruction of the teacher and the preservers of the 
tradition of the holy lineage ... 24 Ir is of some significance that it was in this 

monastery, belonging to this group, that Longhurst discovered in one of the 

cells "a large number of smalliead coins of the usual South Indian type of about 
the second century A.D." But he also found, together with these coins, "a lump 

of lead ore and an earthenware die for the manufacture of coins of this size and 

pattern." Longhurst says simply that this indicates "that the monks made their 

own coins."25 No mention is made of the fact that the authority for minting 
coins in early India was vested in the state, or in guilds of traders or "moneyers" 

by the power of the state. 26 This would suggest either that the monk or monks 
who lived in Monastery 1 at NägärjunikoI)<;la were involved in trading and 
commercial enterprises and were empowered by the state to do so, or that they 

were involved in counterfeiting. It is difficult to say which possibility is the 
more likely, but either alternative is interesting for what it might say about the 

character of actual, historical Buddhist monasticism. Evidence for such activities 

is, moreover, by no means limited to NägärjunikoI)<;la. 27 

The question of ownership by Buddhist monks of private wealth is, of 

course, nm the only question that has been handled in this curious way. Another 
importanc example we might look at concerns the so-ca lIed docrrine of karma. 

There are hundreds of short, simple donative inscriptions on the railings 

surrounding the stiipas at SäficT and Bhärhut that have been assigned to the 

second or first century B.C.E. Almost every one of them says something like 
vajigutasa däna"J, "the gift of Vajiguta," or ghosäye däna".l, "the gift of Ghosä," 
or one or another of hundreds of names, frequently with a title added indicating 

the donor's religious or secular status. That is all. The intention of the donor, 
the reason behind the gift, is-with only one exception-simply never stated. 

Confronted with this situation, Lammte, in a book entitled Histoire du bouddhisme 

indien, a book that is the standard authority in the field, was able to say: "At 

this time the mentality remains strictly orthodox, that is co say it conforms co 

the spirit of the Buddha. By their charity, the generous donors (at Bhärhut and 
SäficI] never hope to reach the level of Nirvä1Ja, but simply intend to benefit 
from the five advantages of the gift signaled by the Anguttara (Ill p. 38-41 )."28 

Putting aside the fact that it is difficult to know how Lammte knew exactly 
what "the spirit of the Buddha" was, still it is interesting co notice what happens 

here. The inscriptions themselves-again with one exception-say nothing about 
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intention, nothing about what the donors' "hope" or what they "intended." 

There is, moreover, no evidence that the Ariguttara was ever known at either 

Bhärhut or SäiicI. Nevertheless, Lamotte not only imputes to actual individuals 

very specific intentions where none are actually expressed, he also assigns these 

intentions to a very specific text that he cannot, in fact, actually place at either 

site. This is at best a curious kind of history, a kind of history that-to put it 

most simply-seems to assurne if it says so in a canonical text, it must have 

been so in reality. Ir does not seem to matter, again, that there is no actual 

evidence that this formal doctrine was ever apart of actual Buddhist practice. 29 

If this assumption is able to override the absence of evidence, it is also 

important to notice that it is also able to override the presence of contrary 

evidence. After ascribing to the donors at Bhärhut and SäiicT the very specific 

intention of "benefiting from the five advantages" described in the canonical 

Arigllttara, Lamotte goes on to say: "There can be no quest ion (at Bhärhut and 

SäiicT] of transferring the merit (of their gift] to someone else, nor moreover of 

formulating intentions which the mechanism of the retribution of acts would 
render inoperative.":w Notice again that there can be no question either of 

transferring the merit or even of formulating a particular intention because, by 

implication, the mechanism of the retribution of acts would render both inopera
tive: that is to say, real donors-actual people-could only intend or want what 

was in conformity with a textual doctrine. There are, of course, a number of 

problems here, not the least of which is that it has never been established that 
a strin doctrine of retribution of acts was ever actually recognized outside of 

texts; it has never been established that it had any impact on actual behavior. 

In fact, what we know from contemporary anthropological studies of both Bud
dhist and Hindu communities where this doctrine is officially recognized suggests 

otherwise. It suggests that, where the doctrine is known at all, it is generally 

invoked in very limited and specific contexts, and people's behavior and their 
motivations are largely governed by other ideas or forms of a doccrine of karma 

that differ, sometimes very markedly, from the classical, textual doctrine.~l 

Moreover, epigraphical data suggest that this has always been the case. Oddly 

enough, this is clear even at Bhärhut and SäiicI, the sites Lamotte is specifically 

referring to. 
As we have seen, the vast majority of donors at both sites do not record 

their intentions. There is only one exception. But in this single case in which 

the donor actually states his own intention, that intention is exactly what Lamotte 

says is impossible: it is exacdy what the textual doctrine of the retribution of 

aces would render inoperative. However, Sagharakhita, the donor in question, 

does not see m to know that. He makes his gift mätäpituna athäyä, "for the benefit 
of his mother and father."~2 This, in fact, is one of the earliest express ions of and 

the onl)' actually attestable form of the actual-as opposed to the ideal-Buddhist 
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doetrine of karma and giving eurrent at Bharhut and Saiki. But beeause it does 

not eonform to and eonfirm the existenee of the textual doetrine, it is said, "Ir 

eannot possibly be." Textuality overrides aetuality. And aetuality-as expressed 

by epigraphieal and arehaeologieal material-is denied independent validity as 

a witness. It may not be altogether surprising to note that the more we come 

to know about what real donors aetually did, the clearer it beeomes how defective 

our textual sourees ean be as historieal witnesses. 

Sinee Lamotte wrote the remarks quoted above, a number of important early 

inseriptions have eome to light. In 1968 a number of donative inseriptions on 

what was a railing surrounding a stüpa were diseovered at Pauni in Maharashtra. 

In both style and paleography they are very similar to the inseriptions found at 

Bharhut and SaficI, and like them, have been assigned to the seeond or first 

century B.C.E. At Pauni, again as at Bharhut and SafieI, the majority of donors 

do not express their intentions, but there is at least one exception. This exeeption 

indieates that the donor, one Visamita, gave her gift "for the happiness of all 

beings" (. .. {yalya visamitaya dana sukhaya hotu salwatana).~" The other early 

inseriptions of interest to us eome from Sri Lanka and are almost eertainly even 

earlier than those from Bharhut, SafieI, and Pauni. One of these inseriptions, 

aeeording to Paranavitana, is among "the earliest in Ceylon that ean be definitely 

attributed to a partieular ruler" and dates to the period between 210 and 200 

B.C.E. It reads: gamatJi-uti-maharajhaha(jhita abi-tiHaya letJe dafa-difafa sagaye dine 

mata-pitafa afaya: "The eave of the prineess (Abi) Tissa, daughter of the great 

king GamaQI-Uttiya, is given to the Sailgha of the ten direetions, for the benefit 
of (her) mother and father."34 Additionally, we now have four virtually identieal 

inseriptions that record gifts of eaves and that may even predate Abi Tissa's 

inseription. All four end by saying that the gift was given aparimita-lokadatuya 

fatana fita-fukaye. ("for the welfare and happiness of beings in the boundless 
universe"). 35 

Known epigraphieal evidenee, therefore, proves that the earliest aetually 

attestable Buddhist doetrine of karma and giving-and this is now attesred from 

the third eentury B.C.E. and at very widely separated geographie sites-always 

involves exaetly what Lamotte, on the basis of textual sourees, said "eould not 

possibly be the ease." The intentions of actual donors at Bharhut, Pauni, and 

very early Sri Lanka, whenever they are actually expressed, indieate that they all 

wished in one sense or another "to transfer the merit to another": to their parents, 

or to all beings, or to "all beings in the boundless universe. " These same 

inseriptions give no indieation that any other doetrine, textual or otherwise, was 

ever known at these sites. 

A final example we might eite concerns the disposal of the dead. Hefe, the 

assigning of primary status to literary sources has not so much determined how 
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the archaeological record should be read. It has, rather, determined that it should 

not be read at all. 

We know from the scholarly seeondary literature on literary sourees the 

preeise views of several obseure monk-seholars on exaetly how many angels ean 

danee on the head of an abhidharmie pin, and yet that same literature tells us 

nothing about how the Indian Buddhist community disposed of its dead. Even 

de La Vallee Poussin, in writing the enrry enritled "Death and Disposal of the 

Dead (Buddhist)" for Hastings' Encyclopaedia 0/ Religion and Ethics, was able to 

say almost nothing about disposal of the dead and filled the enrry instead with 

scholastie definitions and deseriptions of the process of death itself.,6 Again, the 

reasons for this are not diffieult to determine. T. W. Rhys Davids says: "Nothing 

is known of any religious eeremony having been performed by the early Buddhists 

in India, whether the person deceased was a layman, or even a member of the 

Order. The Vinaya Pitaka, which enters at so great length into all the details 0/ the 

dait)' life 0/ recluses, has no rules regarding the mode 0/ treating the body 0/ a deceased 
bhikkhl/' (emphasis added).F Rhys Davids, writing in 1900, makes it clear at 

least why nothing is known about the ritual disposal of the monastie dead: 

beeause the eanonicalliterature known ro hirn says nothing about it, the inference 

being, of course, that it therefore did not oceur. But evidenee that it did occur, 

that early Buddhist monastic eommunities were, in fact, preoccupied not only 

with disposing of their dead but with ritually and elaborately housing them as 

well, had been published nearly fifty years before Rhys Davids and sixty before 

de La Vallee Poussin. But this was only material, physical evidenee of what 

aerually occurred-arehaeologieal evidence-not canonical evidence. 

As early as 1854, Cunningham published the results of his eursory exeava

tions of the Cenrral Indian monastie sites around Säfiel. Here already was clear 

evidence that indicated the existence of an extensive "cemetery" associated with 

the Buddhist monastic site at Bhojpur before the eommon era; here roo at SäficI 

itself and at SonärI and Andher was clear evidenee for the elaborate housing and 

worshiping of the remains of the monastie dead. 3H The epigraphieal material we 

have makes it clear that the construetion and embellishing of the monumenral 

reliquaries that eonrained these remains resulted from aetivity undertaken and 

paid for by a disproportionately large number of monks and nuns. 39 Only eight 

years later, in 1862, West published the first deseription of what he correetly 

idenrified as an extensive monastic cemetery that formed apart of the Buddhist 

mo nastie complex at Känheri on the western eoast of India. 40 In 1883 Burgess 

published a description of what is clearly another monastie eemetery in the 

midst of the monastic eave complex at Bhäjä.41 All of this evidence was available 

to both Rhys Davids and de La Vallee Poussin, but for them, it seems, Indian 

Buddhism and Indian Buddhist practice were conrained in eanonical texts. What 
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Indian Buddhists actually did was of no consequence. And since this was true, 

Buddhist archaeology and epigraphy also were of no consequence. 
It would appear, then, that the ascription of primacy co textual sources in 

Buddhist studies not only effectively neutralizes the independence of archaeologi

cal and epigraphical sources as witnesses, it also effectively excludes what practic

ing Buddhists did and believed from the hiscory of their own religion. We can 

see something more of this in, for example, another statement of de Jong's: 

Missionaries came into contact with Theraväda Buddhism in Ceylon, Burma, 
Siam, and Indochina and with different forms of Mahäyäna Buddhism in 
China and Japan. Their knowledge was based upon what they observed, 
and on discussions with Buddhist priests, but very rarelyon the study of 
Buddhist literature itself. For these reasons it must have been very difficult 
co gain a clear notion of the main Buddhist ideas. A religion like Buddhism 
which is based upon principles which are very different from the guiding 
principles of Christianity cannot be understood without a thorough study 
of its scriptures.42 

Withour wanting 10 any sense to defend "missionaries," still there are a 

number of statements here that one would like to unpack, although we can deal 
with only a few of the most important. Notice only that it is again clear that, 

for this position, Buddhism is based on texts, that it can be really-----<io we dare 

co say "correcrly"?-underscood only by a study of its scriptures. The implicit 
judgment, of course, is that real Buddhism is texrual Buddhism. Notice that 

"Buddhist ideas"-at least "correct" "Buddhist ideas"-apparenrly do not reside 
in what Buddhists acrually did or in what their "priests" said in conversation. 

Notice that knowledge based on observation of acrual behavior is not adequate. 

But if acrual religious behavior cannot tell us about religious "ideas" then this, 

again of necessity, has radical implications for the uses of archaeology and 
epigraphy: since archaeology and epigraphy tell us what people actually did, 
they cannot tell us abour "real" or "correct" religion. "Real" or "correct" religion, 

we are given co understand, and it is assumed, resides in scriptural texts, in 
formal doctrine. 

It is precisely this curious assumption concerning the location of real religion 
that lies behind the equally curious history of the srudy of Indian Buddhism. 

Bur the fact that it is so firmly fixed in Buddhist studies, and was operational 

from the very beginning, and the fact that this is a discipline largely formed-if 
not fully founded-within the Western intellectual tradition, might weIl suggest 
that this assumption too is rooted there, and that it might occur elsewhere as 

weIl. And indeed it does. It is not only found in fact in a variety of similar 
disciplines, it is much more nakedly expressed in other fields. I cite here only 

three examples. 
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Charles Thomas, one of the foremost figures in the arehaeology of Early 

Britain, starts his book entirled The Early Christian Archaeology of North Britain 

with so me important observations. He says: 

It would now be possible to build, slowly, a reliable framework for the 
Christian events of those centuries [the fifth to the sixth}, using no more 
than archaeological, artistic and architeetural data ... So mueh that we can 
today deteet through the exercise of arehaeological methods-the primacy of 
the Christian cemetery, the direct Mediterranean contacts, the introduction 
of full monastieism, and the interplay of art styles in different media-is 
nowhere explicitly described in what literature has survived. Conversely, 
much that is contained in literary guise alone is not, as yet, reflected in 
visible or tangible evidence from this period:B 

These observations-all of which point toward the importance of archaeolog

ical remains as independent sources for the history of a religion-are, however, 

followed by an otherwise curious apologia: 

The Christian reader may find many features of insular Christianity 
explained below in terms of pagan or prehistoric monuments .... This 
reguires, perhaps, a short clarification. The central message of the New 
Testament, that redemption and the means of grace were provided for us, 
the priesthood of all believers, through God's assumption of manhood and 

his crucifixion in the person of Jesus Christ, remains untouched. It is a 
message conveyed by the Gospels, by patristic writing, and additionally 
through the means of symbols; these apart, it does not and cannot reguire 
any material reflection. On the other hand, the outward and visible form 
assumed by humanly constructed burials or burial-grounds, by the com
memoration of dead humans by living humans, by the retention of skeletal 
fragments and like trivia as relies, and by the building of structures specially 
designed for the ceremonies of worship, are man's accretions in response 
to this message. As such, they are independent of the Word, and for the 
most part devoid of direct biblical authority. They are no more than the 
handiworks of what Professor Mircea Eliade has called "religious man." 
They are, moreover, the Christian versions of certain ideas ... wh ich prove, 
upon examination, to occur widely and commonly in the ourward manifesta
tions of most known religions both past and present.'l-1 

Thomas' statements, taken from a work of historical archaeology published 

10 1971 by Oxford University Press, provide us with a starrling example of how 

the assumption as to where religion is located neutralizes the significance of 

material remains and, ipso facto. the role of human behavior in the history of a 

religion. Thomas makes it very clear that because "they are independent of the 

Word, and for the most part devoid of direct biblical authority," the material 

remains that characterize the early Chris!ian archaeology of North Britain-"the 
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primacy of the Christian cemetery" (emphasis added), etc.--cannot be, paradoxi

cally, in any way essentially and historically Christian. In fact, he hastens to 

assign them to some bloodless, ahistorical abstraction called "religious man" 

who seems to have behaved much the same everywhere and at all times. 

Virtually the same position-though made even more explicit-is main

tained by Snyder in an even more recent work on "the archaeological evidence 

of church life before Constantine." Snyder makes a number of moves that are 

similar to those of Thomas, alrhough they are more neutral in their expression. 

He too seems anxious to make sure that "the central message of the New 

Testament ... remains untouched," but he goes about it in a somewhat different 

way: "In this study," he says, "there is a resolve to use only archaeological data 

as derived from the early Christians themselves. For a study of the New Testament, 

there is no such possibility. It is a basic assumption of this study that there 
never will be such data available for the study of the New Testament period. "1) 

This, of course, rather effectively neutralizes the significance of any material 

remains that might turn up from early first century Capernaum, for example, 

simply because they could not be Christian.46 

If this suggests to the disinterested reader that what early Christian people 

did or how they lived has nothing to do with the history of early Christianity, 

Snyder is quick to confirm this when he finally encounters material remains 

that are clearly "derived from the early Christians themselves" and therefore 

indicative of what they actually did: they are, in the end, also not allowed any 

significance for the history of Christianity. 

Snyder first asserts that "the interpretive edge today rests with the Bonn 
School, which proposes to study early Christian remains contextually as a Vo/kre/i

gion." He then goes on to say: 

If archaeological data belong to the realm of popular religious practice, the 
interpreter, or hiswrian, must state clearly how the evidence of archaeology 
does relate to the literary material, or, to state it another way, how the 
popular religion relates to ecclesiastical tradition. The issue raised belongs 
not w the disciplines of patristics, hiswry, or theology, but to the sociology 
of religion. 47 

The position here is as straightforwardly contradictory as was that ofThomas. 

The historian must clearly relate the archaeological evidence to the literary 

material, but that relationship--"The issue raised"--does not belong to ehe 
discipline of history. Early Christian remains and archaeological data belong, 

according to Snyder, "to the realm of popular religious practice." They must 

represent then, at the very least, what early Christian people actually did. But 

again according to Snyder, the relationship of what early Christian people actually 

did, or actually believed, to "the literary material" falls outside the purview of 
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the historian of Christianity. Christianity, like Buddhism, apparently only exists 

in texts. 

Ir is here also worth noting incidentally that, as Thomas' reference to Eliade 

suggests, the same assumption concerning religion and where it is located occurs 
in widely different kinds of work. The fact that a scholar like Eliade, whose 

concerns differ widely from those of Thomas and Snyder, also implicitly accepts 

this is only confirrnation of how pervasive and perverse it has been. 

says: 

Eliade, in speaking abour "the customs and beliefs of European peasants," 

Ir is true that most of these rural European populations have been Christian-
ized for over a thousand years. But they succeeded in incorporaeing ioto 
eheir Christianity a considerable part of their pre-Chtistian teligious heri
tage, which was of immemorial aotiquity. Ir would be wrong to suppose 
that fot this teason European peasaots are not Christians. But we must 
recognize that their religion is not confined ro the historical forms of 
Christianity .... We may speak of a primordial, ahistorical Christianity; 
becoming Christian, the European cultivators incorporated ioto their new 
faith the cosmic religion that they had preserved from prehistoric times. 48 

Although there is much here that would require clarification, for our purposes 
it is sufficient to notice that like Thomas and Snyder-bur toward a very different 

end-Eliade separates what Christians acrually did or do, their "customs and 

beliefs," from "the historical forms of Christianity." What European Christian 
peasants do or believe is excluded from the history of their own religion and is 

assigned to something called "ahistorieal Christianity." Onee again the impliea
tions are dear: the historieal forms of Christianity-whatever they are, and these 
are assumed to be self-evident-have little to do with aerual Christians. 

Ir is a curious fact that Thomas, Snyder, and Eliade-although eaeh deals 

with a different period, a different loeation, and different kinds of evidence-all 
end by doing the same thing: they all want to exclude in one way or another 
aerual Christian behavior and belief from the history of Christianity. Thomas 

wams to assign it to generalized "religious man"; Snyder assigns it to "popular 
religious practice," the domain of the sociologist of religion; and Eliade attributes 

it to "immemorial antiquity" or "ahistorical Christianity." None of them will 
admit it into the history of Christianity, and this can only be because they all 

share a common coneeption of where "essential," "real," or true Christianity is 

loeated. For them it appears to reside in texts. Ir would appear, then, that 
Buddhist seholars, archaeologists of early Britain, and historians of religion are 
all working from the same assumption as to where religion is loeated. Bur at 

least in its origin, this may not be an assumption at all. 
Although most Buddhist seholars, archaeologists, or historians would proba

bly resist the suggestion, this assumption in regard to the sources for the 
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understanding of religions looks, on closer inspection, very much like it might 

itselfbe a religious or theological position. Embedded, for example, in apparently 

neutral archaeological and historical method might very well be a decidedly 

nonneutral and narrowly limited Protestant assumption as to where religion is 

actually located.49 

The methodological position frequently taken by modern Buddhist scholars, 

archaeologists, and hisrorians of religion looks, in fact, uncannily like the position 

taken by a variety of early Protestant reformers who were attempting to define 

and establish the locus of "true religion." The unknown author of the tract "On 
the Old and the New God" proposes, according to Eire, "that Christians should 

not seek religion in outward things, but rather in scripture."50 Karlstadt, again 

according to Eire, "began to srrike out against the prevailing religious externalism 

of his day, hoping he would be able to reassert the primacy of the Word." His 

position "is clearly revealed in this dictum: Only the Spirit vivifies, and the 
Spirit works through the Word, not through material objects. 'The Word of 

God is spiritual, and it alone is useful to believers.' "51 In his Commentary Oll Tme 

and False Religion. Zwingli declared that "we ought to be taught by the word 
of God externally, and by the spirit internally, those things that have to do with 

piety, and not by sculpture wrought by the artist's hands."52 Calvin too saw 
material things-"images and like things"-not as integral and vital parts of 

"religion," but as "innumerable mockeries ... which pervert religion" and must 

be excluded from it. They are not "spiritually ordained by the Word."~) 

There are other and probably better passages that could be cited, but the 

point at least, I think, is clear: there is a remarkable similarity between the 
value assigned literary sources in modern historical and archaeological studies 
and the argument ofProtestant reformers concerning ehe location of true religion. 

This suggests, at least, the distinct possibility that historical and archaeological 

method-if not the history of religions as a whole-represents the direct historical 
continuation of Reformation theological values; it furt her suggests that if Karl
stadt's hope was to "reassert the primacy of the Word," he may have succeeded 

in doing just that in some very unlikely and unforeseen ways. 
There are other considerations that point in the same direction. It is not 

just the assigning of primacy to literary materials in the study of religion in 
both modern archaeological and historical studies that shows several signs of 

possibly being rooted in sixteenth-century Protestant tracts. The concomitant 

disinclination of archaeologists and historians to consider material remains as 
independent, critical sources for the history of a religion also looks very much 
like a more recent manifestation of the sixteenth-century Protestant distrust and 

devaluation of actual religious and historical human behavior. Sixteenth-century 
material objects-reliquaries, shrines, and images-were for Protestant reformers 

apparently irrefutable evidence of what Chriseian people were actually doing. 
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They refer to them constantly in their polemies: Calvin, in fact, drew up "an 

inventory of relics" to show, from his point of view, just how bad things were. 5.
j 

This inventory, ironically, is an extremely valuable historical document because 

it allows us co see what was actually occurring during his lifetime in specific 

geographical locations. But what is a boon for us was a bane for Calvin. In fact, 

the problem for the reformers was, in part at least, precisely what was actually 

occurring and what had been hiscorically practiced. Given the nature of the case 

they were trying to advance, they did not-more pointedly, could not-allow 

actual religious practice co have any meaningful place in defining the nature of 

true religion. To have done so would have been to concede co their perceived 

opponents the validity of a substantial portion of the argument from "tradition." 

Proponents of this new and hiscorically peculiar conception of religion, therefore, 

were of necessity forced co systematically devalue and denigrate what religious 

people actually did and to deny that it had any place in true religion. 55 This 

devaluation, not surprisingly but in fact almost obsessively, focused on material 

objects. The religious power and importance of these objects are, however, only 

underlined by the fact that they frequently had to be forcefully removed and 

destroyed and always had co be fulsomely denounced with an otherwise curious 

ardor. We, it seems, may have inherited both tendencies: the llnwillingness co 

allow accual praetice a meaningful plaee in the definition of religion and the 

devaluation of any sources that express it. 

Merely stating the striking similarity between the arguments of sixteenth

century Protestant reformers and the assumptions of modern Buddhist scholars, 

archaeologists, and historians of religion, does not, of course, prove anything. It 

does, however, suggest some possibilities. Ir is possible that the curious history 

of ehe scudy of Indian Buddhism is neither euriolls nor llniqlle. It begins co 

appear as only one instanee in which a particular assumption coneerning the 

loeation of religion has diccated and determined the value assigned co various 

sourees. 56 Ir is possible that what originated as a sixteenth-eentury Protestant 

polemieal coneeption of where "true" religion is located has been so thoroughly 

absorbed into the Western intellectual tradition that its polemieal and theologieal 

origins have been forgotten and now it is taken too often entirely as a given. ')7 

It is possible then, that it is this coneeption that has determined the hiscory of 

the study of Indian Buddhism and that-as a eonsequence---our pieture of Indian 

Buddhism may refleet more of our own religious hiscory and values than the 

history and values of Indian Buddhism. Ir is possible, finally, that the old and 

ongoing debate between arehaeology and textual studies is not-as is freguencly 

assumed-a debate about sourees. It may rather be a debate about where religion 

as an objecc of investigation is co be loeated. It is possible, perhaps, that the 

Reformation is not over after all. 
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Notes 

1. There is, of course, no single, systematic survey of Buddhist archaeological 
remains in India. The best anempt so far is D. Mitra, Buddhist Monuments (Calcutta: 
1971). It, however, was not only not intended to be exhaustive but is now also some 
twenty years out of date. For inscriptional remains we have, for the period up to 1910, 
H. Lüders, A List 0/ Brahmi Inscriptions /rom the Earliest Times to abollt A,D, 400 u'ith the 
Exception 0/ Those 0/ Afoka. Appendix to EI 10 (Calcutta: 1912). It is, though, by now 
badly outdated and, as its tide indicates, does not list material beyond "about A,D, 400." 
Both more comprehensive and much more recent is Shizutani Masao, Indo bllkkyä himei 
mokurokll (Catalog of Indian Buddhist Inscriptions) (Kyoto: 1979), but it too is already 
dated and contains serious omissions--cf. Shizutani's listings of the KharoghI inscriptions, 
e.g., with those in G. Fussman, "GändhärI ecrite, gändhärI parIee," Dia/ectes d4ns les 
lit/eratures indo-aryennes, ed. C. Caillat (Paris: 1989) 444-451. Shizutani is especially 
unreliable now for important sites like Mathurä (only one of the finds from Govindnagar 
is included) and like AmarävatI (none of the early inscriptions brought to light in the 
"clearance-operation" in 1958-1959, e.g., are included; see A. Ghosh, "The Early Phase 
of the Stupa at Amaravati, Southeast India," Ancient Ceylon 3 [1979J 97-103). 

2. On the curious fact, e.g., that a considerable number of Buddhist inscriptions 
were never intended to be seen, let alone read, see H. Lüders, "The Manikiala Inscription," 
JRAS (909) 660; S. Konow, Kharoshthr Inscriptions with the Exception 0/ Those 0/ Afoka. 
Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. 11, Pt. 1 (Calcutta: 1929) 31; A. V. Naik, "Inscrip
tions of the Deccan: An Epigraphical Survey (circa 300 B.c.-1300 A.D,)," Bulletin 0/ the 
Deccan College Research Institute 11 (948) 3-4; ete. 

3. This point in regard to archaeological evidence in general has been made a 
number of times. See, for example, R. Grenet, Les pratiqlles juneraires dans I'asie centrale 
sedentaire de la conquete grecque Ci l'islamisation (Paris: 1984) 7, who, in referring to Zoroastri
anism, contrasts "canonical or clerical texts-always untiringly sctutinized although the 
narrowness of the milieux which produced them is ever more clearly evident," with 
archaeological materials "which allow us the most direct access to the religion as it was 
lived and practised by all social classes." Much the same has also been said of epigraphical 
sources. For example, 1. H. Kant, in speaking of )ewish inscriptions from the Greco
Roman world, says "inscriptions, in contrast to most other wrinen records, reflect a 
broad spectrum of society-from nearly illiterate poor, who wrote many of the Roman 
catacomb inscriptions, to the apparently wealthy patrons of funerary poetry and from 
tradesmen such as shoemakers and perfume seIlers to educated persons such as rabbis 
and disciples of sages. It is also striking that, unlike many wrinen texts, the inscriptions 
express for us religious views that have not been filtered by a subsequent normative 
literary tradition" (")ewish Inscriptions in Greek and Latin," Aufstieg und Niedergang der 
römischen Welt: Geschichte und Kultur Roms in Spiegel der Neueren Forschung, Teil 2, Principat. 
Band 20, Halbband 2, ed. W. Haase [Berlin: 1987J 674). Likewise, in regard to "les 
inscriptions latines chretiennes," Sanders has said: "De la sorte, les inscriptions nous 
renseignent aussi de maniere privilegiee sur la masse, sur la majorite oubliee par la 
linerature a hauts talons, le majorite silencieuse, l'homme de la rue, sa vie privee, son 
imbrication dans son monde a lui, telle qu'elle fut definie par les coordonnees du temps, 
de l'espace, des conditions sociales, du climat religieux et emotionnel ... " (G. Sanders, 
"Les chretiens face a l'epigraphie funeraire latine," Assimilation ef risistance Ci la cultlm 
grico-romaine dans le monde ancien: Travaux du VI' congres international d' etudes dassiques. 
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ed. D. M. Pippidi [Paris: 1976] 285). For the points of view represented in Indian 
Buddhist inscriptions and the role of the "lettre," whether "moine ou sculpteur," see the 
important remarks in G. Fussman's review of Epigraphital Hybrid Samkrit, by Th. Dams
teegt, JA (1980) 423-424. It should be noted, finally, that inscriptions are, of course, 
written sourees, but they are most easily and clearly distinguishable from literary sources 
by the simple fact that they were not meam to be circulated. 

4. For so me representative recent views, see K. R. Norman, "The Value of the Pali 
Tradition," Jagajjyoti Buddha Jayanti Annual (Calcutta: 1984) 1-9. He points out that 
it is now known that "the Pali canon is a translation from so me earlier tradition" (4), 
that, in fact, "all traditions wh ich we possess have been translated at least once" (5). See 
also L. O. G6mez, "Buddhism in India," Encydopedia of Religion, ed. M. Eliade (London: 
1987) 352ff ("Textual sources are late, dating at the very least five hundred years after 
the death of the Buddha"); G. Schopen, "Two Problems in the History ofIndian Buddhism" 
Ch. II below, 23-25. 

5. This, ironically, is especially true for the so-called early canonical literature. For 
Päli, see O. von Hinüber, "Päli Manuscripts of Canonical Texts from North Thailand-a 
Preliminary Report," Journal of the Siam Soäety 71 (1983) 75-88 ("most of the surviving 
[Päli} manuscript material is hardly older than the late 18th century" [78]); and the material 
cited in G. Schopen, "The StUpa Cult and the Extam Päli Vinaya." Ch. V below, n. 23. For 
Central Asian Sanskrit material, see L. Sander, Paläographisches zu den Samkrithandschri/ten 

der Berliner Turfamammlung, Verzeichnis der orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland, 
Supplementband 8 (Wiesbaden: 1968) 51 ("Unter den in die Tausende gehenden, von den 
vier preussischen Expeditionen [1902-1914] im Norden Ostturkistans gefundenen frag
mentarischen Sanskrithandschriften gibt es, soweit mir bekannt ist, nur sieben mit den 
charakteristischen Merkmalen der Ku~äl)a-Brähmi," and so on). 

6. I. B. Horner, Women under Primitille Buddhism (London: 1930) xx: "Still another 
inherent difficulty in dealing with the Päli texts arises from the various editions, glosses, 
and revisions which they have undergone at the hands of the monks"; ete. 

7. A. K. Warder, e.g., starts his discussion of the Päli Canon as a "historical record" 
by saying "the Buddhists ... were ready to turn everything to account in developing 
and popularizing their ideas and in presenting a comprehensive 'world view,' " and ends 
it by saying: "The bias of the repeaters [of the canon] sometimes imrudes itself, often 
very clumsily"; see "The Pali Canon and Its Commentaries as an Historical Record," 
Historiam of India, Pakistan and Ceylon, ed. C. H. Philips (London: 1961) 46-47. 

8. For the history of the study of the archaeological and epigraphical material, see 
D. K. Chakrabarti, A History of Indian Archeology: From the Beginning to 1947 (New Delhi: 
1988); there is also some interesting material for the earliest period in P. Mitter, Atllch 
!H(tligned Monsters: Histor)' of European Reaetiom to Indian Art (Oxford: 1977); and some 
llseflll data in A. Imam, Sir Alexander Cllnningham and the Beginnings of Indian ArchaeoloF,Y 

(Dacca: 1966). For the study of literary sourees, the most recem and reliable work is J. 
W. de Jong, ABrief History of Buddhist StIldies in Europe and Ameriea, 2nd rev. ed. (Delhi: 
1987); see also H. de Lubac, La Ye/'ontre dll bOllddhisme et de toteident (Paris: 1952); R. 
Schwab, The Oriental Renaissance: Ellrope's Rediscwery of India and the East, 1680-1880, 
trans. G. Patterson-Black and V. Reinking (New York: 1984); W. Halbfass, [!ldia and 

Ellrope: An Essay in Understanditlg (Albany, N.Y.: 1988). 
9. J. W. de Jong, "The Study of Buddhism: Problems and Perspectives," St"dies il1 

Indo-AJictn A,·t and eultllre, Vol. IV, ed. P. Ratnam (New Delhi: 1975) 21, and ABrief 

H iJtor)' 0/ BJlCItlhi.ft StIldies in Ellrope anti America, 20. 
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10. De Jong, "The Study of Buddhism," 14. 
11. Archaeologists themselves have contributed heavily to the cutrency of chis view; 

see G. Daniel, A Short History 01 Arrhaeology (London: 1981) 13; J. A. Alexander, "The 
Archaeological Recognition of Religion: The Examples of Islam in Africa and 'Urnfields' 
in Europe," Spare, Hierarchy and Society. ed. B. C. Burnham and J. Kingsbury, British 
Archaeological Reports, No. 559 (Oxford: 1979) 215; cf. D. P. Dymond, Anhaeolol!.) (md 
History: A Plea lor Recoflriliatiofl (London: 1974). 

12. Epigraphical evidence, at least, does not support the idea that Buddhist literature 
was widely known in actual Buddhist communities, but in fact points in the opposice 
direction; see, most recently, G. Schopen, "A Verse from the BhadracarTpraQidhäna in a 
10th Century Inscription Found at Nälandä," JIABS 12.1 (989) 149-157, and the 
sources cited in the notes there. 

13. In speaking about "early Christian archaeology," G. F. Snyder refers to "three 
miscaken assumptions" about "sacred" literature: "It is assumed the literature represents 
rat her accurately the historical situation when actually it may have a tendentious pur
pose .... It is assumed the literature speaks mm solo Z'O(e when actually other voiees have 
been ignored, repressed, or assimilated .... It is assumed the literature represents a 
reflective or literary level of popular religion whereas aetually literature and practice 
often stand in tension with each other" (Aflte Pacem: Archaeolol!.ical El'idence 0/ Cbllrcb Li/e 
be/ore Comtantine (Macon, Ga.: 1985] 8). Snyder's formulation is, of course, suggestive 
of what has been assumed in Buddhist studies as weIl; bur cf. below pp. 11-12. 

14. It is worth noting that even those South Asian Buddhist literary sources that 
have been taken to most elosely approximate "historieal" documents in our sense of the 
term were intended, by their authors or transmitters, to fulfill a very different function. 
The chapter colophons of the Mahäva'!1sa, e.g., uniformly say: Here ends such and such 
a chapter "in the A1ahäl'a1~/Sa, eompiled for the faith and exhilaration of good men" 
(slljanappasädasa'~ll'egatthäya). See W. Geiger, Afahäl'al~lsa (London: 1908) 11, 15,20, ete.; 
see also the opening exhortatory verses in H. Oldenberg, Tbe Drpazoa'~/Ja: An Allcient 
BllddhiJI Historical Record (London and Edinburgh: 1879) 13. 

15. So R. C. Zaehner in his foreword to P. OliveIle's The Orif{in and Earl)' Det·elopment 
0/ Buddhist Monasticism (Colombo: 1974). 

16. G. Bühler, "Votive Inscriptions from the Sänchi Stüpas," EI 2 (1894) 93; cf. 
J. MarshalI, A. Foucher, and N. G. Majumdar, The Afonll",entJ 0/ Säfichr. Vol. I (Delhi: 
1940) 34 and n. 2. 

17. H. Lüders, Bharh"t Inscription.r. Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. H, Pr. 
2, rev. by E. Waldschmidt and M. A. Mehendale (Ootaeamund: 1963) 2. Like Bühler 
before hirn, and in similar terms, Lüders points out that a comparison of Buddhist with 
Jain inscriptions makes it very difficult to avoid (he fact (hat, in Buddhist inscriptions, 
the monks themselves appear as donors-they are not acting as organizers or agents of 
others: "The wording of the Bhärh[ut} inscriptions refers to the Buddhist clergyman in 
such a way, as if he himself had made the donation" (2). 

18. G. Fussman, "Une inscription KharoHhT a Ha<;l<;la," BEFEO 56(969) 8-9. 
19. J. MarshalI, Taxila: An I1lustrated Accollnt 0/ Archaeological ExeClt'atiom Carried 

out at Taxila /Inder the Orders 0/ the Government o/India betznen the Years 1913 and 1934, 
Vol. I (Cambridge: 1951) 240. Such hoards are, in fact, found in Buddhist monasteries 
that are very much earlier than "the early medieval period"; see R. B. D. R. Sahni, 
Archaeological Remain.r and Exeavation.r at Bairat (Jaipur: 1937) 21-22; D. B. Diskalkar, 
"Excavations at Kasrawad," IHQ 25 (1949) 12ff; ete. 
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20. W. Spink, "Ajanta: ABrief History," Aspects 0/ Indian Art: Papers Presented in a 

Symposium at the Los Angeles County Museum 0/ Art. October 1970. ed. P. Pal (Leiden: 1972) 
51. For yet other examples, see D. D. Kosambi, "Dhenukakara," JASBom 30.2 (955) 
52-53; R. A. L. H. Gunawardana, Robe and Plough: Monasticism and Economic Interest in 
Sri Lanka (Tueson: 1979) 81-86; N. A. Falk, "The Case of the Vanishing Nun: The 
Fruirs of Ambivalence in Ancient Indian Buddhism," Unspoken Worlds: Women's Religious 
Lil··es in Non- Western Cultures. ed. N. A. Falk and R. M. Gross (San Francisco: 1980) 223, 
n. 2; H. P. Ray, Monastery and Guild: Commerce under the Sätavähanas (Delhi: 1986) 104. 

21. Compare W. Wassilieff, "Le bouddhisme dans son plein developpement d'apres 
les vinayas," RHR 34 (1896) 321: "pour le vie en communame, me me dans les amres 
religions, les regles etablies ne peuvent sortir du cadre connu." 

22. See, for the sake of convenience, C. S. Prebish, Buddhist Monastic Discipline: The 
Sanskrit Prätimok~a SOtras 0/ the MahäSäf!lghikas and Molasarvästivädins (Universiry Park, 
Pa.: 1975) 13-14, 70-71; I. B. Horner, "The Pattern of rhe Nissaggiyas," IHQ 16 
(1940) 268-291; M. Wijayaratna, Le moine bouddhiste selon les textes du Therat'äda (Paris: 
1983) 93-104. 

23. R. Lingat, "Vinaya et droir lai'gue: Etudes sur les conflits de la loi religieuse 
et de la loi lai'gue dans l'indochine hinayaniste," BEFEO 37 (1937) 415-477, esp. 431ff; 
cf. H. Oldenberg, Buddha: His Lifo. His DOffrine, His Order, trans. W. Hoey (London: 
1882) 355 and n. 

24. J. Ph. Vogel, "Prakrit Inscriptions from a Buddhist Site at Nagarjunikonda," 
EI 20 0929-1930) 22-23. 

25. A. H. Longhursr, The Buddhist Antiquities 0/ Nagarjunakonda, Madras Presidenty. 
MASI, No. 54 (Delhi: 1938) 10; cf. I. K. Sarma, "A Coin Mould-Piece from Nägärjuna
kOI).<;la: New Light on the Silver Coinage of the Sätavähanas," Journal 0/ the Economic and 
Social History o/the Orient 16(973) 89-106, which deals with an even earlier mold from 
the site. 

26. K. D. Bajpai, "Authority of Minting Coins in Ancient India," Journal 0/ the 

Numismath Society o/India 25 (963) 17-21; D. C. Sirear, "Note on Chinchani Plate of 
Krishna 111," EI 37 (968) 277-278; ete. 

27. Evidence for rhe manufacture of coins at Buddhist monastic sires is both early 
and widespread. For such evidence at Kasrawad, see Diskalkar, IHQ 25, 15; for Nälandä, 
B. Kumar, Archaeology 0/ Pataliputra and Nalanda (Delhi: 1987) 212; S. S. P. Sarasvari, 
Coinage in Ancient India: A Numismatic, Archaeochemical and Metallllrgical Study 0/ Ancient 

Indian Coins, Vol. I (Delhi: 1986) 202ff; and so on. 
28. Histoire du bouddhisme indien, 456. I have elsewhere discussed this same passage 

from a somewhat different point of view; see my "Two Problems in the History of Indian 
Buddhism," Ch. II below, 41-42. 

29. There has been very litde discussion of the assumptions and method that lie 
behind this imporrant book. The only serious attempt to get at some of the problems 
involved is, as far as I know, M. Pye, "Comparative Hermenemies in Religion," The 

Cardinal Meaning: Essays in Comparative Hermeneutics. Buddhism and Christianity, ed. M. 
Pye and R. Morgan (The Hague: 1973) 1-·58, esp. 31ff. At least some ofthe problems, 
moreover, appear ro be directly relared ro Lamotte's declared intentions, which, on the 
sueface, appear ro be mutually contradicrory. He first says, "Notre premier souci a ete 
de replacer le bouddhisme dans le cadre hisrorigue gui lui manguait, de le retirer du 
monde des idees OU il se confinait volontairement poue le ramener sur terre," but then 
says: "En laissant au merveilleux la place gu'il a toujours occupee dans les sourees, on 
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pense donner un reflet plus fidele de la mentalite des disciples du Buddha. Cest cette 
mentalite qui constitue l'objet propre de notre enquete et non une fuyante et insaisissable 
cerritude hisrorique" (Lamotte, vi, x). Note that H. Durt has alteady pointed our that 
"certes, l'Histoire du bOllddhisme indien n'est pas une 'histoire des mentalites' au sense 
contemporain du terme" in "Etienne Lamotte, 1903-1983," BEFEO 74 (985) 14. 

30. Histoire dll bouddhisme indien. 456. 
31. Even the most steadfastly conservative have had to admit this in regard to 

contemporary Buddhism. See, for example, R. F. Gombrich, Precept and Prartice: Traditiollal 
Bllddhis", in the Rural Highlands 01 Ceylon (Oxford: 1971) 243: "The canonical theory of 
karma survives intact-cognitively; affectively its rigour is sometimes avoided. Similarly, 
though the doctrine of anatta can be salvaged by the claim that the personality continuing 
through aseries of birrhs has as much reality as the personality within one life, prärthanä 
for happy rebirths and the transfer of merit to dead relatives show that the anatta docrrine 
has no more affective immediacy with regard to the next life than with regard to this, 
and that belief in personal survival after death is a fundamental feature of Sinhalese 
Buddhism in practice." Interestingly, something very like this had been pointed out 
more than a hundred years ago; see P. E. de Foucaux, Le Laliftll'iJtara: Del'iloppement des 
jeux. contenant l'histoire du Bouddha C;akya-muni, ckpuis sa naissance jllJqu' a sa predication. 
Vol. I (Paris: 1884) xvi, n. 2, and xvii, nn. 1 and 2. For the Hindu context, see, 
among many possibilities, U. Sharma, "Theodicy and the Docrrine of Karma," 1\1an 8 
(973) 347-364. 

32. Lüders, Bharh"t Inscriptiom, 55 (A 108). 
33. V. B. Kolte, "Brahmi Inscriptions from Pauni," EI 38 (969) 174 (D); S. B. 

Deo and J. P. Joshi, Pa/mi Excal'ation (1969-1970) (Nagpur: 1972) 38, no. 2. 
34. S. Paranavitana, Imcriptiom 01 Ceylon, Vol. I, Crmtaining Cat'e ImcriptioflJ /ro", 3rd 

Cent"ry B.e. 10 I JI Centll1)' A.e. and Other Imcriptiom in the Ea'-/y Brahmi Script (Ceylon: 
1970) no .. )4; see also lii-liii. 

35. Paranavitana, Imcriptiom 0/ Ceylon, Vol. I, nos. 338-341; see also lii-liii. 
36. L. de La Vallee Poussin, "Death and Disposal of the Dead (Buddhist)," EniJ'dopae

dia 0/ Religion and Ethics, ed. J. Hastings, Vol. IV (Edinburgh: 1911) 446-449. 
37. T. W. Rhys Davids, Bllddhist Suttas. Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XI (Oxford: 

1900) xliv-xlv. 
38. A. Cunningham, The Bhilsa Topes: 0,., Buddhist MOflll1l1entJ 01 Cent ra I I ndia (Lon

don: 1854) 2 11-220, Bhojpur-at which Stilpa 8c, e.g., contained numerous large bones; 
184-189, SäikI, Stüpa no. 2; 203-205, SonärT, Stt7pa no. 2; 223-226, Andher, Stl7paJ 
nos. 2 and 3. 

39. This is beyond doubt, for example, in regard to SäikT Stt7pa no. 2; see Schopen, 
"The Stt7pa Cult and the Extant Päli Vinaya." Ch. V below, 92 and n. 32. M. Benisti 
has recendy argued that this stt7pa is older even than Bhärhut in "Observations concernant 
le stupa no. 2 de SäficT," BEI 4 (986) 165-170. 

40. W. West, "Description of Some of the Kanheri Topes," JBomBRAS 6 (1862) 
116-120; S. Gokhale, "The Memorial Stupa Gallery at Kanheri," Indian Epig"aphy: Its 
Bearing on the Histor)' 0/ Art. ed. F. M. Asher and G. S. Gai (New Delhi: 1985) 55-59; etc. 

41. J. Burgess, Report on the Buddhist Cave Temples and Their Imcriptiom. Archaeological 
Survey ofWestern India, Vol. IV (London: 1883) 7; see Mitra, BliddhiJt A101llmJe11ts. 15.). 

42. De Jong, A Brie/ History 0/ Buddhist Studies in Ellrope aud America. 11. 
4.). C. Thomas, The Ea'-/y Christian Archaeology 0/ North Britain (London: 1971) l. 
44. Ibid., 3-4. 
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45. Snyder, Ante Pace"" 10. 
46. This same assumption also makes it impossible for archaeological investigation 

to critically comment on the nature of the New Testament as a historical document; cf. 
the remarks in E. M. Meyers and J. F. Strange, Archaeology, Rabbis and Early Christianity 
(Nashville: 1981) 58-59, on the absence of a first-century synagogue at Capernaum in spite 
or the fact that Mark 1 :21 places one there. For other problems concerning Capernaum in 
the New Testament, seeJ. Blenkinsopp, "The Literary Evidence," in V. Tzaferis, EXCcll'cltionJ 
dt C"!Jt:rJJau",. Vol. 1.1978-/982 (Winona Lake, Ind.: 1989) 201ff. 

47. Snyder, 7, 9. 
48. M. Eliade, The Sacred and ,he Profane: The Nature ofReligion (San Diego: 1959) 164. 
49. "Protestant" is used here in the broadest and most general sense, and the 

assumption involved is probably only meaningfully so-called in regard to its origins. It 
has, ie seems, been so generalized and fuily assimilated into Western intellectual and 
Clllrural values rhat, in irs present form, ir is probably most simply characrerized as 
"Western." Elements of rhis assumption were, of course, much older. There was, to begin 
with, the "Second Commandment" and its long and convoluted hisrory; see J. Gutmann, 
"The 'Second Commandment' and the Image in Judaism," Hebreu' UniwJ College Amlllal 
. .,2 (961) 161-174, and "Deureronomy: Religious Reformation or Iconoclastic Revolu
tion!" in The Image "nd the Word: Confrontations in judaism, Christianity and Islam, ed. J. 
Gutmann (Missoula, Mont.: 1977) 5-25. There was Vigilantius, of whom Saint Jerome, 
at least, was not fond and the later Iconoclastic controversies; see W. H. Fremantle, The 
Principal W'm'ks of St. jerome. Selen Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the 
Christian Church, Ser. 2, Vol. 4 (Grand Rapids, Mich.: 1983) 417-423, and, among an 
immense bibliography, D. J. Sahas, lcon and Logos: SOllrces in Eighth-Centllry Imf/od"sm 
(Toronto: 1986) along with the selen bibliography given there. There was Guibert of 
Nogent 's Oe Pignoribm Jancfomm; see K. Gurh, Cuibert z'on Nogent und die hochmittelcdterliche 
Kritik "n der Reliquiem'erehmng (Ottobeuren: 1970), but see also J. F. Benton's discussion 
of Guibert's character in Se/f ami Society in Mediet.al France: The lHemoirs of Abhot Cllihert 
of Nogent (New York: 1970) 1-33; and even Erasmus in Ten Colloqllies. trans. C. R. 
Thompson (lndianapolis: 1979) 56-91. But none of these in and of themselves had 
lasting cultural influence, and almost alt are more significant in retrospect-that is to 
say, in ehe way in wh ich they were perceived and used during and after the Reformation. 

50. C. M. N. Eire, Wt,r ag"hlSt the Idols: The Refomtation of Wrmhip fmm ErdS"'U.r to 
C"Iz'in (Cambridge: 1986) 76. 

51. Ibid., 55, 59. 
52. Ulrich Zwingli, Co",,,,mtclry on True and Fahe Religion, ed. S. M. Jackson and 

C. N. Heller (Durharn, N.C.: 1981) 331-332. 
5.", "The Lausanne Articles," No. 7, Ca/t'in: Theologica/ Treatises. ed. J. K. S. Reid, 

Library of Christian CIassics, Vol. 22 (Philadelphia: 1954) 36. 
54. "An Admonition, Showing the Advantages which Christendom might Derive 

from an Inventory of Relics," Tracts Relating to the Reformation by john Calz'in, trans. H. 
Beveridge (Edinburgh: 1844) 289-34l. 

55. This can be illustrated by a number of passages from the Institutes of the Christian 
Religion by lohn Ccdt.'in. ed. J. Allen, Vol. 11, 4th ed. (Philadelphia: 1843). In reference 
to the intercession of saints, 3.20.21: "Therefore, since the Scripture calls us away from 
all others ro Christ alone ... it would be a proof of great stupidity, not to say insanity, 
ro be so desirous of procuring an admission by the saints, as ro be seduced from hirn, 
withour whom they have no access themselves. But that this has been pracrised in some 
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ages, and is now practised wherever Popery prevails, who can deny?"; 4.9.14: "Of 
purgatory, the intercession of saints, auricular confession, and similar fooleries, the Scrip
tures contain not a single syllable. But, because all these things have been sanctioned 
by the authority of councils, or, to speak more correctly, have been admitted into the 
general belief and practice, therefore every one of them is to be taken for an interpretation 
of Scripture"-a position Calvin, of course, denies; 4.10.1: "Whatever edicts have been 
issued by men respecting the worship of God, independently of His word, it has been 
customary to call human traditions. Against such laws we contend. " 

56. This, of course, is not to deny that other factors were involved. P. C. Almond, 
for example, has recently discussed the textualization of Buddhism as an instrument of 
colonialist ideology: a "Victorian Buddhism ... constructed from textual sources increas
ingly located in and therefore regulated by the West" (The BritiJh DisCOl'e1J 0/ Bllddhis!!I 
[Cambridge: 1988) 24ft). A striking example of the effects of this textualization may 
be seen in S. Hardy, A j\fanuaf 0/ Buddhis!!I in Its Modern Dez'efopmeJlt, 2d ed. (London: 
1880) 412: "The difficulties attendant upon this peculiar dogma [the textual conception 
of anatta} may be seen in the fact that it is almost universally repudiated. Even the 
sramana priests, at one time, denied it; but when the passages teaching it were pointed 
out to them in their own sacred books, they were obliged to acknowledge that it is a 
tenet of their religion." See also L. Rocher, "Max Müller and the Veda," Alilanges A,.IlIand 
Abel. ed. A. Destree, Vol. 111 (Leiden: 1978) 221-235. That the textualization ofHinduism 
by Indian "reformers"-in imitation of the Protestant missionary model of religion-had 
the same consequences for the evaluation of Indian religious practice as the Protestant 
location of religion had had on the evaluation of European practice, at least at the 
intellectual level, is painfully clear from a number of sources. Rammohan Roy said, e.g., 
"My constant reflections on the inconvenient, or rather injurious rites introduced by the 
peculiar practice of Hindoo idolatry which more than any other pagan worship, destroys 
the texture of society, together with compassion for my countrymen, have compelled me 
to use every possible effort to awaken them from their dream of error; and by makin,~ 
them acquainted with their Scriptures. enable them to contemplate wirh true devotion the 
unity and omnipresence of nature's God"; quoted in G. Richards, A Source-Book o/Alodem 
Hinduislll (London: 1985) 5 (my emphasis); see also 6-9, 24, 30-33, 45, 48-50, etc. It 
is undoubtedly and notoriously difficult to separate the religious and the political in 
colonialist ideology, but since both were also at work in founding the Archaeological 
Survey of India (Imam [no 8 above) 40-41), the ideological concern could not irself have 
been a sufficient cause for the dominance of the textual orientation. 

57. This, again, is not to say thar there were not powerful competing conceptions, 
but only to say that they did not culturally win. Early on, the "Catholie" conception 
held its own and produced, as a consequence, some important scholarly works: "Catholic 
scholars tended to anchor their investigation of Chrisrian religious observanee in aneient 
tradition. It was the study of this tradition that inspired the monumental and often 
reprinted Annales Ecclesiastici and the work on the Roman martyrs by Cesare Baronio, as 
weIl as Bosio's Roma sotterranea. the first major archaeological account of the Roman 
caracombs. On the other hand, when Protestants discussed the practice of Christian piety, 
they most often appealed to reason and to theological and philosophieal prineiples .... 
In the words of John Calvin, a Christian should have 'no use [for} place apart from the 
doctrine of godliness' which could be taught anywhere at all"; see S. MacCormaek, "Loca 
Sancta: The Organization of Sacred Topography in Late Antiquity," The Blessings 0/ 
Pilgrilllage. ed. R. Ousterhout (Urbana, m., and Chicago: 1990) 8-9. But recent seholar-
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ship, which has tended to see "the Counter-Reformation and the Protestant Reformation 
as analogous social and religious processes" (so Badone in her introduction to Religious 

Orthodoxy and Popular Faith in European Sodety, ed. E. Badone [Princeton, N.].: 1990} 
12), has also pointed clearly to the strong textualizing responses in the former; so ]. 
Delumeau, in La Catholicisme entre Luther et Voltaire (Paris: 1971): "De l' extraordinaire 
interet qu'on marqua pour les choses de la religion, au moins dans le public qui savait 
lire, temoignent les statistiques concernant l'edition ... l'histoire religieuse et celle des 
mentalites ne peuvent negliger ce fait quantitatif: jamais autant les livres de spiritualite
souvent de petits formats et en langue vulgaire-, jamais autant d'eloges de la vierge 
n'avaient ete mis en circulation" (84); "Surtout, l'epoque de l'humanisme vit l'essor de 
la theologie positive . .. qui est l'etude de l'Ecriture, aidee par les interpretations des Peres 
et des conciles" (85); "En 1654, Godeau, eveque de Vence, donna dans ses mandements des 
listes de livres a lire a ses prerres. En 1658 l'archeveque de Sens, Godrin, demanda a ses 
eures de se procurer 47 ouvrages qu'ils devaient, le cas echeant, presenter lors des visites 
pastorales et, parmi eux, une Bible, le carechisme romain" (271); cf. also B. Baroni, La 
mfltre-riforme devant la Bible: La question biblique (Lausanne: 1943). Delumeau's remarks 
raise, as weIl, the question of the sheer influence of the development of printing on the 
loeation of religion in texts, and it undoubtedly played a role. But any argument 
eontending that printing in itself is a sufficient explanation must take into account the 
fact that printing served a very different function in the Far East-especially in the 
earlier periods. There, sacred texts were printed not so they could be read, but so they 
could empower saered objects. The earliest extant examples of printing in Japan, e.g., 
eontain "vers ions of Sanskrit charms [dhära'lls} transliterated into Chinese characters," 
and, even if they had been seen, they would have had litde or no literal meaning for a 
literate Japanese. But they, in fact, were never intended to be seen. They were meant to 
be inserted into miniature stiipas; see]. Needham, S"ience and Ch'ilization in China, Vol. 
V, Chemistry and Chemical Technology, Pt. 1, Paper and Printing, by Tsien Tsuen-hsuin 
(Cambridge: 1985) 336-.)37; see also 321-322. 

* * * 
(For some furt her observations on the early inscriptions from SancI see now: G. Schopen, 
"Whar's in a Name: The Religious Function of the Early Donative Inscriptions," Umeen 
Presence: The Buddha and Sanchi, ed. V. Dehejia (Bombay: 1996) 58-73. For monks and 
private property, see Schopen, "Monastic Law Meers the Real World: A Monk's Continuing 
Righr to Inherit Family Property in Classical India," Histor)' 0/ Religiom 35 (1995) 
101-123. For Buddhist disposal of rhe dead, see chs. VII, IX, and X below.} 



CHAPTER 11 

T wo Problems in the History of 
Indian Buddhism 

The Layman/Monk Distinction and the 
Doctrines of the Transference of Merit 

I. 

IN AN AREA like Indian Buddhist docrrinal hisrory, where there is constanr 
discussion but litde proof, it might sometimes be useful if we try co draw up 

lists of what we actually know. Such lists might be even more useful if we 
distinguish clearly, in so far as this is possible, what we know from what we 
have conjectured or reconstructed or hypothesized. This is what I have rried co 

do here in regard to two particular problems: the problem of the Layman/Monk 

Distincrion in Indian Buddhism, and the problem of the Doctrine, or Docrrines, 
of the Transference of Merit in Indian Buddhism. If, however, we begin with 
the purpose of limiting ourselves ro what we can acrually know in regard ro 

these problems, then the convenrional evaluation and use of literary sources in 
discussions of Buddhist doctrinal history becomes, in fact, our firse problem, 

and it is here that we must begin. 

H. 

We know, and have known for some time, that the Päli canon as we have it-and 

it is generally conceded to be our oldest source--cannot be raken back further 

than the last quarter of the first cenrury B.C.E., the date of the Alu-vihära 
redaction, the earliest redaction that we can have some knowledge of, land 
that-for a critical hisrory-it can serve, at the very most, only as a source for 

the Buddhism of this period. But we also know that even this is problematic 

Originally published in Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik 10 (1985 }:9-4 7. Reprimed with 
stylistic changes with permission of Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik. 
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since, as Malalasekera has pointed out: " ... how far the Tipi!aka and its commen

tary reduced to writing at Alu-vihära resembled them as they have come down 

to us now, no one can say."2 In fact, it is not until the time of the commentaries 

of Buddhaghosa, Dhammapäla, and others-that is to say, the fifth to sixth 

centuries c.E.-that we can know anything definite about the actual contents 

of this canon. 

We also know that there is no evidence to indicate that a canon existed 

prior to the Alu-vihära redaction. Although Asoka in his Bhäbrä Edict specifically 

enjoined both monks and laymen to recite certain texts, wh ich he named," he 

nowhere in his records gives any indication that he knew of a canon, or the 

classification of texts into nikäyas. cl We do know, however, that the epithet 

par1canekäyika OCCuts in the Bhärhut and SäficI inscriptions, but we also know 

that Lamotte has shown that it is unlikely that this refers to the five collections 

of the Silttapi!aka. ') And even if it could be shown to refer to the nikäyas as 

codified collections, this would still not push the data for the collection of at 

least some texts into nikäyas mueh beyond the first eentury B.C.E., the approximate 
date of the inscriptions from Bhärhut and Säficl. The earliest known reference 

to the Tripi!aka is still later. It is found in an inseription published in 1974 by 

Fussman that is dated by hirn to year 5 of Kani~ka.6 And finally, we also know 

that it is not until NägärjunikoI)<;la and AmarävatI-and then only in the 

South-that we find speeifie referenee to the Dfgha-. Majjhima-. and, probably, 

to the Sa/~tylltta-nikäyas in inseriptions. 7 

The occurrence of the titles sutal!Jtika, sutätika, ete., "one who knows the 

JIItta" (onee at Bhärhut, three times at SäficI), or l/inayadhara, "one who knows 

the t'inaya" (onee at SäficI), or pe!akin, "one who knows the Pi!aka" (onee at 
Bhärhut),H proves that just prior to, or contemporaneous with, the date of the 

Alu-vihära redaetion at least some Buddhist literature had been classified as slltta 

and l'inaya. and that some idea of a Pi!aka had already emerged. But we have 
no idea what these classifications included. 

What we definitely know of the Päli texts that preeeded the Alu-vihära 

redaction, or perhaps better, the AUhakathä redaetion-the redacrion known to 

Buddhaghosa, et al.-is limited. We do know that at least two collections of 

texts, the Auhakazlagga and the PäräyarJavagga, preceded the first redaction of 
the canon that we have; both collections are quoted or referred to by name in 

other texts of that eanon; both eolleetions have already reeeived commentaries 

by the time of the earliest known redaetion, and they are the only texts that have; 

finally, the eommemaries on both eolleetions are themselves already considered 
canonieal in that early redaetion.'> We also know that at least seven texts (dha/~l!Ila

pClliyäya) were known to Asoka sinee he refers to them by name in his Bhäbrä 

Ediet, but unfortunately only three of these have been identified with anything 

approaehing unanimity (AItmi-Gäthä = S"ttanipäta vss. 207-221; MOl'leya-Sl7te 
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= Nälaka-slItta. Suttanipata vss. 699-723; Upatisa-pasine = Säripllfta-slIfta. SlIt

tanipäta vss. 955-975) and even these are not certain. 1O If, however, we can take 

the Auhakat'agga. the Pärayat;avagga and perhaps the three Asokan texts as we 

now have them as representing something like their original form, then we 

know, in addition, that those texts that are demonstrably old are all short texts 

in verse, and that none of them in form and-it now appears-in content are 

anything like the finished slIttas of the nikäyalägamas. especially the first and 

second nikäyas. 11 This is of importance for the study of doctrinal hiscory, since 

the majority of proof texts cited usually come from these two nikäyas. 

We also know that Lüders has argued that the reliefs and their accompanying 

labels on the railings of Bhärhut presuppose acrual texts,12 but this, again, has 

been called into question by Lamorte. I
.
1 An interesting point, however, is that 

if Lüders were to be correct, then the texts that we would once again have early 

evidence for are, again, unlike the finished sllftas of the nikäyas: if the Bharhut 

railings give evidence of actual texts, those texts are in content almost entirely 

jätaka or al'aMna texts. 14 And it is interesting to note that the donors who 

commissioned illustrations from these "texts" were-as we shall see in a consider

able number of cases-monks or nuns. 

We know too that the earliest source we have in an Indian language other 

than Pali-and this, according to Norman, is a translation 15-appears to be the 

GändhärI Dharmapada. the manuscript of which may date co the second century 

CE. 16 Of our Sanskrit sources, almost all from Central Asia, probably none is 

earlier than the fifth century,17 and the Gilgit Manuscripts, which appear to 

contain fragments of an Ekottaragama. IR are still later. Our Chinese sources do 

not really begin until the second half of the second century, and it is, in fact, 

probably not until we arrive at the translations of the jI.·fadhyamägama and the 

Ekottarägama by Dharmanandin in the last quarter of the fourth century that we 

have the first datable sources which allow us co know-however imperfectly-the 

acrual doctrinal conte nt of at least some of the major divisions of the nikäyal 

agama literarure. 19 It is from this period, then, from the end of the fourth century, 

that some of the doctrinal content of HInayana canonical literature can finally 

be definitely dated and acrually verified. Not before. 

BI. 

I am, of course, aware of the fact that it has been maintained that "higher 

criticism" is able to take us back to a point considerably before our earliest 

known redacrion. Unforrunately, I am also aware of the fact that there are cerrain 

fundamental problems involving the cardinal tenet of this "higher criticism" 

and that tenet's application, which have not been critically examined. The cardinal 

tenet of this criticism states, in effect, if all known sectarian versions of a text 
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or passage agree, that text or passage must be very old; that is, it must come 

from a presectarian stage of the tradition. This principle, in one form or another, 

underlies virtually all of the important historical and chronological statements 
formulated by Bareau, Frauwallner, et al. 20 Bur in applying this principle, almost 

no account has been given to two important sets of facts. 

First, we do not actually know when the sectarian period began. We do 

know, as Bareau says, that "Les ouvrages qui nous ont transmis les tableaux et 

listes de sectes ne sont pas tres anciens. Aucun ne remonte avec certitude au 
dela de 300 apo J.-c., c'est-a-dire quelque 500 ans apres les evenements qu'ils 
rapportent."21 There is, as Bareau clearly shows, a good deal of agreement between 

these late sources, and they have much in common. One of the most striking 
common elements, however, is that they all give different dates for the appearance 

of the schisms. Of those sources that Bareau classifies as "Les traditions de la 

premiere epoque," the Drpavattpa says that "tous les schismes se seraient produits 
dans la courant du ne 

S. apres la Nirvaf)a"; the SammatIya tradition says that 

the firse took place in 137 E.N. (= "he du Nirvaf)a"), the second in 200 E.N., 
and the third in 400 E.N.; "La tradition cachemirienne" has schisms taking place 
in 100 E.N. and in ehe IY, nIe, and IV centuries E.N., but according eo the 

Mafijufrlpariprcchäsütra "tous les schismes auraient eu lieu dans la ler S. de l'ere 
du Nirvaf)a."n We also know, again as Bareau says, that on the basis of epigraphi

cal sources 'Texistence de la quasi-totalite des sectes est un fait certain," but 

that "nous n'avons plus d'autres renseignements avant le ne 
S. de notre ere. A 

cette epoque, les inscriptions nous apprennent la presence des Sarvastivadin: 

pres de Peshawer, dans rOuest du Cachemire, a Mathura et a ~ravastI; des 
Mahasanghika: a Mathura, a Karle, etc." We know, in other words, that it is 
not until the second century C.E. that we begin to find references to actual 

"schools" in inscripcions. 2
' They simply do noe occur in the earlier periods of 

known Buddhist inscriptions. Not at Bharhut and SaficI-although boch sites 
testify to the existence of the beginnings of the division of labor (sutattpika, 

l'inayadhara. etc.) that so me have argued was an important precondition to ehe 

eventual emergence of the sects. 24 And not in the known Asokan inscriptions. 
In spite of the fact that there appears to have been some kinds of internal 

problems within the Sa".Jgha, Asoka always speaks of it as "the SaTl}gha" or "the 
Bhik~,,-SaJ!Jgha. "25 We know, therefore, chat there is no actual evidence for the 

emergence of ehe schools prior to the second century C.E. The precise value of 

the literary tradition--especially the llinayas-in regard eo this question leads 

us to the second group of problems involved in the application of this particular 
method of criticism. 

In applying the principle that says, in effect, if all known versions of a text 
or passage agree, chat text or passage must be very old, almost no account has 

been given to ehe fact that all the material to which it is applied is very late: 
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the Pali sources, as we have already seen, cannoe be taken back beyond 29 to 

17 B.C.E. (the Alu-vihara redaction), and we cannot know anything definite abour 

their actual contents until the fifth or sixth centuries (the Atthakathii redaction); 

probably none of the Chinese sources go back beyond the second century C.E. 

and most are considerably later; the Sanskrit sources for the early literacure-and 

here we are talking about manuscripts-are, with few exceptions, even later 

(from the fifth cencury on); and the Tibetan sources later still (not before the 

seventh century). The texcual critic is therefore comparing texts from uniformly 

late stages of the literary tradition. Once this is taken fully into account, any 

agreement between the sources is open co a very different, if not the very opposite 

interpretation. The cardinal tenet may then have co be framed in the following 

form: If all known versions of a text or passage agree, that text or passage is 

probably late; that is, it probably represents the results of the conflation and 

gradual leve1ing and harmonization of earlier existing traditions. 

This idea, of course, is not new. Wassilieff, for example, in an old paper 

which raised a number of points that have never been answered, says: 

Ordinairemene pour etablir l'anciennete de la composition des Vinayas on 
insiste sur ce traic que, dans coutes les redaccions ou dans coutes les ecoles 
ils sone a peu pres ideneiques .... Mais a notre avis ce trait meme prouve 
que les Vinayas parvenus a nous one ete rediges a une epoque tardive, quand 
la question de la vie ascetique ne constituait plus un sujet de discussion, 
et que toutes les ecoles etaiene deja fort tranquillemene etablies dans des 
monasteres, et avaient pris en consequence une teinee monotone, parce que 
pour la vie en communaute, meme dans les autres religions, les regles 
etablies ne peuvene sonir du cadre connu. 26 

More recently Lamoete has said in his re marks on Frauwallner's The Earliest 

Vinaya and the Beginnings 01 Buddhist Literature that 

Si dans le canevas de ces derniers (i.e., the various l'inayas]--et nous songeons 
surtout aux Vinaya Pali, MahTsäsaka et Dharmagupta---on constate de 
remarquables simiIitudes, le fait s'explique par un developpemene parallele. 
Les communautes bouddhiques ne vivaiene pas en vase eIos; elles suivaiene 
avec ineeret les travaux executes par leurs voisins. 11 n'y a donc rien d'eton
nane a ce qu'elles aiene cravaille selon les memes methodes et en suivane 
pratiquemene le meme plan. 27 

And Bareau hirnself notes that "les exemples de bonne entente entre moines de 

sectes differentes abondent." He then says, as an example, that "Dans l'U<;l<;liyaQa, 

les Mahasanghika, les Sarvastivadin, les MahTsasaka, les Dharmaguptaka, et les 

KasyapTya vecurent durant des siec1es en parfait accord et meme en veritable 

symbiose ... "2H Bur perhaps even more important chan these general considera

tions is the fact that something like wh at I have suggested can, I think, accually 
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be shown to be the case in those instances where we are fortunate enough to 

have an unrevised version of a text or passage still preserved. 

The fact, for example, that the Pali version as weIl as the Mahasanghika, 

MahTsasaka, and Dharmaguptaka versions of the account of the remains of the 

Buddha Kasyapa studied by Bareau all agree in placing a stilpa of Kasyapa at 

Toyika cannot result from the fact that this is an old, presectarian tradition. On 

the contrary, the fact that they all agree in this seems to result from the very 

opposite; it seems to result from the fact that they all represent later, revised, 

and conflated vers ions of an earlier tradition that knew nothing of a stlipa. Here, 

unforrunately, I can give only a very condensed summary of this important case, 

but it is dear that we have in this instance a fine example of how the accepted 

principle of this "higher criticism" is supposed to work, and-as we shall 

see-when we can acrually check it, it is also dear that it does not seem to 

work very weIl at all. 

To begin wirh what Bareau has collected, we have three versions of what is 

clearly the same text: a Mahasanghika, a MahTsasaka, and a Dharmaguptaka 

version. These three versions, according to Bareau, "sont etroitement apparentees 

et proviennent manifestement d'un meme recit anterieur."29 We also have a Pali 

version of this text, wh ich appears to be the latest of all the versions and is also 

obviously related to the other three.'>o These four versions have a number of 

elements in common, and although each has been padded out with one or more 

of a variety of subplots and literary diches taken from the common stock of 

Buddhist story literature, '>I the basic elements of the text are, in each version, 

still clearly visible and can be separated out: the Buddha is traveling in Kosala; 

he reaches a spot near a village called Tou-i, Tou-tseu, Todeyya (all = Skt. 

Toyika); he has an encounter with a man working in a nearby field as a result 

of wh ich it becomes known that the stlipa of the Buddha Kasyapa lies buried 

under this spot; the Buddha then makes the stüpa appear momentarily and, after 

it disappears, he and/or the monks construct a stüpa on that spot from mud 

("boue", "boule de boue"; in the Pali account a stüpa of stone appears; the 

MahTsasaka account adds "ce fut le premier stüpa eleve alors sur le territoire du 

JambudvTpa"); this then is followed-in one case preceded-by instructions on 

how a stüpa should be built and/or by verses praising the merit of building or 

worshipping stt7pas. Since all four versions agree on these basic elements of the text, 

and since each version belongs to aseparate school, we can condude-according to 

the accepted principle-that the essential elements of this account must go back 

to a very old or presectarian stage of the tradition. As a matter of fact, on the 

basis of the agreement between the three Chinese versions set alongside his 

interpretation of the NigalT Sagar Edict of Asoka, Bareau concludes that "cette 

legende paralt anterieure a Asoka."'>2 Here, however, unlike in the overwhelming 

majority of such (ases, we can actually check both the conclusion and procedure, 
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since yet another version of this text-a version of an unusual kind-is in this 

case also available. 

What is dearly a fifth version of this account of the remains of the Buddha 

Käsyapa is now found once in the Mt71asart1ästil läda-l'inaya from Gilgit'" and 

twice in the Dit1yävadäna. 54 And, although this version dearly belongs to the 

same group and has the same basic narrative structure (the Buddha going to 

Toyikä, his encounter with the man working in the field, his "miraculous" raising 

of the relics for the monks co see, ete.) it differs from the other four in at least 

two important ways. First, it has none of the various subplots found in the other 

versions-a fairly sure sign of priority~5-and, second, it knows absolutely 

nothing about a stt7pa at Toyikä or its construction. Here, it is not a st17pa 

that the Buddha makes appear, but only "the undivided mass of relics of the 

Sarpyaksarpbuddha Käsyapa (käfyapasya samyakSa1!lbllddhasyäl'ikopitall farTrasa1!I

ghäta ucchräpita!;)." The text, in fact, knows only these relics, u.'hich are bllried in 

the grolmd. and is concerned solely with the sacralization of that otherwise 

unmarked piece of ground by acts of worship and the establishment of a festival 

(maha). The merit it praises arises, first of all, from activities undertaken in 

regard co this Prthiz'Tpradefa and, secondly, in regard co bllddhacaityas (always 

plural), a term which here quite dearly has nothing co do with stt7pas. This 

version, in short, reflects a tradition-apparently later revised-that only knew 

a form of the relic cult in which the stt7pa did not yet have apart. '>(, 

The existence of this version is somewhat puzzling, but I think it is impossi

ble to see it as anything else but an old account that, for some reason, was never 

revised. The simple narrative structure, the absence of the well-known subplots 
and literary diches, the absence, especially, of any reference co a stt7pa-all make 
it impossible, I think, co put it any place but at the beginning of the known 

history of this particular text. We have, then, what appears co be the earliest 

known account that knows nothing of a stt7pa at Toyikä-and this is an important 

stt7pa-set over against the versions of the Mahäsänghika, MahTsäsaka, Dharma
guptaka, and the Theraväda, all of which must be later and all of which agree 

that there was a stt7pa of Käsyapa at Toyikä. It would appear, then, that the 

original version, represented now by the Mülasarvästiväda account, was revised 

at some point in time, and that once this revision was made in one school's 

account, it was accepted and incorporated into the accounts of all schools other 

than-and here probably only by an oversight-the Mülasarvästiväda. In any 

case, here it appears in one of the very few cases where we acrually have the 
means co check the condusions that would be generated by our "higher criticism," 

that the Mahäsänghika, MahIsäsaka, Dharmaguptaka, and Theraväda accounts 

agree not because they represent the old presectarian version, but because they 

almost certainly represent later, conflated, and fundamentally altered versions of 

an earlier tradition.'7 
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IV. 

But if we know that we cannot know anything definite about the actual doctrinal 

content of the nikäya/ägama literature much before the fourth century C.E., we 

also know that a very considerable number of Buddhist inscriptions predate by 

several centuries the old Chinese translations of the Madhyamägama and the 

Ekottarägama. and that if we want to look at the oldest verifiable sources for the 

question of the layman/monk distinction in Indian Buddhism-and this is one 

of the questions we are concerned with here-we must look first at these 

inscriptions. 

This inscriptional material has at least two distinct advantages. First, much 

of it predates what we can definitely know from literary sourees. Second, and 

perhaps of greater importance, this material tells us not what some literate, 

edueated Indian Buddhist wrote, but what a fairly large number of practieing 
Buddhists aetually did. In Buddhist studies, seholars intent on generating histori

cal statements have consistently used textual sourees as if they were somehow 

descriptions of aetual behavior, and litde explicit eonsideration has been given 
to the almost certain noncongrueney between an ideal and the aetual. This is 

partieularly weIl illustrated in a long series of statements concerning the Monk. 

Implieit in almost everything that has been said about hirn is the assumption 
that the scheme of the religious life for the monk preserved in our literary sources 

is not a normative and earefully eontrived ideal paradigm, but an adequate 

historieal reflection of the aetual eareer of the typieal Buddhist monk of the 
early eenturies. I think we need eite here only a single example--enormously 

influential-whieh is partieularly germane to our topie. In the sole paragraph 

devoted to the stilpa/relie eult in his classie Buddha, sein Leben. seine Lehre, seine 

Gemeinde, Gldenberg stated flady in reference to the stilpa cult that "the order 

of monks as such has nothing to do with this pompous show of veneration; the 

old rules of the order have not a word to say about it."'H Gur donative inseriptions, 

however, would seem to indieate otherwise. 

V. 

The earliest donative inseriptions that we have eome from the railings of Bhärhut 

and Sä fiel and date from about 120 to 80 B.C.E.59 Here already, we know for 

eertain that a eonsiderable proportion of the donors-those donors actively 

involved with establishing and embellishing saered objeets and saered sites, 

those donors actively involved with the stilpa cult and donative, merit-making 
aetivity-were monks or nuns. At Bhärhut, for example, almost 40 pereent of 

the donors were either monks (twenty-four) or nuns (fourteen).40 We also know 

that a eonsiderable proportion of these individuals were not simply monks, but 

doctrinal speeialists: six are ealled bhänakas, "reeiters"; one is ealled suta'~ltika. 
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"one who knows the sutta"; one is called a pe~akin, "one who knows the Pi~aka"; 

and one is referred to as a pacanekayika, "one who [according to Lamotte] was 
versed in the canonical doctrine taken as a whole."·H 

A very similar pierure emerges from an analysis of the Kharo~~hi inscriptions 
edited by Konow. Here, if we restriet ourselves to donations that are connected 

with the stiipa cult or the cult of images, we find that again more than 40 percent 

of the donors are monks (sixteen) and the rest laymen of different categories (ni ne
teen).42 Here too, although titles are much less common in the Kharoghi inscrip

tions, at least one of the monk-donors is called a 1)enaea. a tJainayika. "one who knows 
the lJinaya." and another is called a trepic/aka. "one who knows the Tripi~aka. ,,45 

We also know from other donative inscriptions that the proportion of monastic 

donors increases. For example-and it is a representative example-in the Mathura 

irlscriptions collected by Lüders, which are certainly Buddhist and in which the 

name of the donor is given or preserved, weil over 50 percent of those donors are 
monks or nuns. 44 Among these we find a monk who is cailed both a bhänaka and 

a catun'idya (wh ich Lüders takes to mean one "who knows the fourfold scriptures"); 
another who is called a dharmakathika, "a preacher of the Dhar1lla"; and two monks 
who are cailed präha'!rkas or, according to Lüders, "practisers of meditation"; we 

also find a nun-donor who is said to be the niece of another nun who is a trepi~aka 
and the pupil of a monk who is given the same title. 4

'i 

In the inscriptions from the "Buddhist cave temples" coilected by Burgess, 

if again we restriet ourselves to donations connected with cult forms (images, 
caityagrhas. relics, etc.) and exclude gifts of residences (ceils, caves, cisterns) and 

endowments for the material support of the residences and the monks living 
there, we find that slightly more than 65 percent of the donors were monks or 
nuns (twenty-eight) and fewer than 35 percent were laymen.46 

Finally, if we go further and look at those inscriptions that, as I have recently 

attempted to show, are probably Mahayana, the figures are even more striking. 
In those inscriptions that appear to be Mahayana-and here we are talking about 
nearly eighty individual inscriptions-the donors in more than 70 percent of 

the cases are monks or nuns, mostly the former, and only 20 percent are laymen:P 

None of this accords very weil, if at ail, with received views on the matter, 

with the views that maintain that there was a sharp distinction between the 
kinds of religious activities undertaken by monks and the kinds of religious 

activity undertaken by laymen, and with the view that cult and religious giving 

were essentially and overwhelmingly lay concerns in the Indian Buddhist con
text:lH In fact, if we stick to what we can actually know, it would appear that 
something very like the opposite was the case: we know for certain from inscrip

tions that from ca. 150 B.cE.-that is to say, from our earliest knowable donative 

inscriptions and weil before we can have any definite knowledge of the textual 

tradition-monks and nuns formed a substantial proportion of those involved 
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in donative, merit-making aetivities eonneeted with the stllpa eult and, somewhat 

later, the cult of images, and that this proportion inereased continually as time 

passed. We also know that, in a considerable number of cases, these individuals 

were not just ordinary monks, but doctrinal specialists (trepi!akas, t'ainayikas. 

etc.) and the acknowledged transmitters ofBuddhist teaching (bhänakas). FinaIly, 

it is also worth noting that the Mahäyäna figures are particularly significant. We 

know on the basis of these figures that, from its first appearance in inscriptions, the 

Mahayana was a monk-dominated movement, and that it continued to be so 

until the thirteenth century, the date of our last known Mahäyäna inscription. 

But this is not all that we can know from these donative inscriptions. 

VI. 

The donations reeorded at Bharhut and Sänc1 concern gifts of posts, railings, 

sculpted medallions, and the like-that is to say, gifts intended to ernbellish 

and rnark the stiipa as an object of worship. The KharoghI inscriptions too, at 

least in their earlier phases, are often connected with the stüpa/relic cults, although 

we also find a nurnber of inscriptions connected with irnages. But the donations 

recorded in the Mathurä inscriptions as weIl as the inscriptions frorn the "cave 

ternples," while still including gifts connected with stllpas and the so-called 

establishrnent of relics, are inereasingly more concerned with the setting up of 

irnages, and the Mahäyana inscriptions are alrnost exclusively so. So, while the 

putely epigraphic evidence of the monastie control and dorninanee of the st17pa 

eult-at least in our samples-is perhaps not quite so clear, there is absolutely 

no doubt that the cult of irnages was overwhelmingly a monastic concern. In 

the eighteen KharoghI inscriptions edited by Konow that record the setting up 

of an irnage and in which the narne of the donor is given or preserved, alrnost 

two-thirds or thirteen of eighteen of the donors are rnonks. j
<) The figures for 

Lüders' Mathurä inscriptions are almost exaetly the sarne: in the twenty-eight 

inscriptions that have or preserve a name and that record the gift of an irnage, 

eighteen of twenty-eight of the donors are rnonks and nuns-again alrnost two

thirds. 'iO In the seventeen "cave temple" inseriptions collected by Burgess that 

are connecred with an irnage, the donor in every ease but one is a rnonk. 'i I In 

the inscriptions I have identified as Mahayana, virtually a11 of which are eoncerned 

with the rnaking or setting up of irnages, more than 70 percent of the donors 

are rnonks or nuns (mostly, again, the former).'i2 

But we know even rnore than this. We know that not only was the irnage 

cult overwhelrningly a rnonastie coneern, it was also, on the basis of the available 

inforrnation, a rnonastically initiated cult. We know that the earliest Buddha 

irnages accompanied by a dated donative inscription-and these are sorne of the 

earliest datable examples of both Mathura and Gandhära art-were all set up 
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by monks or nuns. We can cite, for example, the images set up by the ubiquitous 

Bhik1U Bala or his pupils at Kosam, Särnäth, Set-Mahet, and Mathurä,'H or the 

image set up by Buddhänanda in the fifth year of Kani~ka. ').j Note too that, 

once again, we know for certain that in many cases these monastic donors were 

not jusr average monks. Both Bala and Buddhänanda are specifically said to be 

trepi!akas, that is to say, "those who know the Tripi!aka"; a little later at )auliäfi 

we find an image that was rhe gift "of the friar versed in the Vinaya" (l'{e}nae( i)a.ra 

bhikshma). ,)'S All of these monks were doctrinal specialists, and they were all 

actively engaged in and concerned with popular cult practice. 

VII. 

The earliest donative inscriptions that we know clearly establish the active and 

sizable participation of monks in the stt7pa cule from at least 1 SO B.cE. This 

again, we know, is fully confirmed by archaeology and the history of monastic 

architecture. We know, again from the very beginning of our actual evidence 

(e.g., the early cave complexes at Kondivte, Nadsur, Piralkhorä, AjaQtä, and so 

forth) rhat, as Nagao has inadvertendy shown, "rhe caitya was already part of 

the monastic complex," and that "the stüpa was not merely approved and accepted 

by the monastic community but accually adopted by it, integrared into cenobitic 

life as one of its most important elements."'S6 I think, however, it is only fair to 

say thar Nagao probably did not intend to show that from rhe very beginning 

of our actual evidence, the caitya was already part of the monastic complex, ete. 

Like a number of other authors, he posits several earlier phases for the development 
of monasric architeccure. Unfortunately, that there is evidence for these phases 

is less than clear. For example, for rhe first of these phases, Nagao takes several 

passages from the vinaya as evidence for the fifth or fourth century B.C.E. after 

he hirnself has already said that the vinaya "took its present textual form only 

about the beginning of the Christian era," and that "these texts [the 1 'inayas} , 

though they refer to many incidents contemporaneous with the Buddha hirnself, 

reBect the thinking of a much later time, the time of their own redaction. " He 

bases the next of his phases on an overstatement of the archaeological facts. He 

refers to what might or might not be the )Ivakämraval).a--or )Ivakäräma (Päli: 

)Ivakämbavana), the ärä1lla supposedly given to the Buddha by the famous 

physician )Ivaka-and draws a number of conclusions from what he sees there. 

But again, we do not know anything definite about the nature or purpose of 

the building in question; we do not even know whether it was a monastery, let 

alone wh ether it was the )Ivakämraval).a, and we still do not have anything like 

a full report on what the excavation brought to light. There are, as a marter of 

fact, a number of other "Elliptical Structures" similar to the so-called )Ivakämra

val).a, and, according to Sarkar who has made a study of them, at least two of 
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these buildings, "are identified as stüpas"!57 Nagao's discussion of actual, verifiable 

monastic architecture begins then only with his remarks on the "cave temples" 

and, importantly, the place of the stüpa at those sites. 

The hiscory of Buddhist monastic architecture, however, does not simply 

confirm the active participation of monks in the stüpa/relic cult. It would also 

seem co indicate something more than this; it would seem to indicate that the 

cult was, from the very beginning of our evidence, both monastically controlled 

and monastically dominated. That this was the case seems to follow from the 

fact that the stüpas that we know are almost always found in dose association 

with monastic complexes and very frequently fully incorporated into such com

plexes. The significance of this relationship is reinforced when we note that 

only very rarely do we find stilpas or raityagrhas disassociated from monastic 

establishments. The only instance, in fact, that I am able co cite is Sirkap. 5H 

We can also add to this two pieces of epigraphical evidence not yet specifically 

mentioned. First, everywhere, but especially noticeable in the Kharoghr inscrip

tions, even when relics or stüpas are given by laymen, they are almost always 

given "in the acceptance of' or "for the acceptance of' (parigrahe. pratigrahe) one 

or another monastic community or school. 59 Either that or they are specifically 

said co be given in conjunction with a Sal!lgharama or t'ihara or to a particular 

llihara. W Second, we might note an interesting KharoghI inscription that is yet 

to be fully understood. This particular inscription seems to record that, on the 

date that "the pole of the stüpa was erected" ()'a{hi".l aropa)'ata) , "a laywoman" 

(ltpaJika) gave in addition to-assuming Konow's interpretation of {hapa{ifchtlf!l 

is right-the "setting up of the pole" (ya{hiprati{hana) , the "surrounding struc

ture" as well. It is dear that the erection of the ya~'{i was a significant event; 

the inscription is dated on the day that this took place, and it probably indicated 

the completion of the stilpa and signaled its inauguration as an object of worship. 

The significant point here is that although both the setting up of the yal{i and 

the "surrounding structure" were the gifts of a laywoman, it was expressly stated 

that it was a monk, a "preacher of the Dharma" (dharmakathika), who performed 

the ceremony that appears to have officially marked the stt7pa as an object 
of worship.61 

VIII. 

We also know a few more specific things about doctrinal history on the basis 

of our donative inscriptions. We read, for example, in an inscription dated in 

the year 51 of Huve~ka from Mathurä: 
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(I) ... (a}sya (p}u(rva}yä (bhi}ks.u(,!ä) (b}uddh(a}t'amla,!ä (bhagatla}ta~ 

(fäk}y(am}u . .. pratimä pratis.täpita sarva(b}uddhapüjärt(th)a(m} anana 

d( e }yadharmaparityägen( a} upadhy( ä }yasya saghadäsasya 

(n}irvä(n}ä(va}ptaye = (s}t(u) mätäp(it} ... buddh(a}vamlas(y}a 

sarvad( u )khopafamäya sarvasatvahitasukh( ä }r( th Ja ... 

35 

Lüders, Mathurä lnscriptions §29 

... on this date an image of the Blessed One Säkyamuni was set up by the 
Monk Buddhavarman for the worship of all Buddhas. Through this religious 
gift may his Preceptor Sanghadäsa attain nirvä,!a, (may it also be) for the cessation 
of all suffering ofhis parents ... (and) for the welfare and happiness of aB beings. 

In anoeher inscripeion on an image pedeseal, again from Mathurä, we find: 

(II) bhikhusa budhav(ä}lasa dän(a} mät(ä}pit(r}in(a} pujäye satWav(ä}n(a} ca 

Lüders, Mathurä Inscriptions §90 

(This is) the gift of the Monk Buddhapäla (which is made) as an act of piljä for 
his parents and all beings. 

Even more intereseing are ewo inseripeions, one on a pillar base from ehe Jamälpur 

Mound, ehe other a KharoghT inseripeion on an image "said CO have eome from 
near Peshawar":62 

(IIl) +63 (d}ä(naht bh(ikJs.us(y}a b . .. + ... m(i}trasya 11(oJjya + {t1afi}kasya 

- {mätap}i + (trl'!a {abhyat}itaka + laga{tä}nä".J pujäy{e} + bhazJatu 
sa{dh}yivi + harfsya dharma(d}ev(a}s{y}a + ar(o}g{a}däks.i,!{a}y{e} 
( bha Jvat{ u) 

Lüders, Mathurä lnscriptions §44 

(This is) the gift of the Monk ... mitra, the VojyavaSika (?).64 May i( be an 
act of Piljä for his deceased parents. May it (also) be for the granting of healrh 
(0 his companion Dharmadeva. 

(IV) sa(".l) 4 1 phagunasa masasa di pa".Jcami budhanadasa trepic/akasa danamukhe 

madapidarana adhvadidana puyaya bhavatu 

Fussman, BEFEO 61 (1974) 54 

Year 5, on the fifth day of ehe month Phalguna. This is the gift of Buddhänanda 
who knows the Tripitaka. May it be an ac( of Piljä for his deceased parents. 

Finally, we mighe eiee yee anoeher inseripeion on a pillar base found ae the 

Jamälpur Mound: 
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(V) aymt' ku( !!t}bhako dänaf!' bhik~/mm!t ;"rryasya bllddharak~itasya ca prähal!rk( ä}

n(af!l} an(e}n(a} deryadharmmaparftyägen(a} san'1'q(a}ltl pr(ä}haf!rkänaf!l 

arogY'ldak~ir!fä}ye Mal'at{äf!t} 

Lüders, Alathurä I f/Scriptiof/J §46 

This pillar base is the gift of the Monks SurTya and Buddharak~ita who are 
praetisers of meditation.()~ May this offering of a religious gift be for granting 
health to all praetisers of meditation. 

Wh at we want to note are the basic ideas expressed in these records. It is, 

for example, clear that it was held that someone could be expected co obtain 

"irt'ell!cI as the result of an act of püjä undertaken on his behalf by another. It 

was held that acts of püjel could be undertaken for one's parents, whether living 

or dead. It was also held that aets of püjä could be undertaken for the sake of 

conferring health on others. These are the expressed ideas and intentions of the 

individual donors. And we know beyond the shadow of a doubt that these ideas 

and goals were held and, more importantly, acted upon by members of the 

monastic community, that these were, in fact, monastic ideas and goals. We can 

add co this that, here again, the members of the monastic community in guestion 

were not, at least in two cases, just average monks. In one case they refer to 

themselves and the intended beneficiaries of their an as "practisers of meditation"; 

in another the donor is said co be one "who knows the Tripi(aka." 

IX. 

Fussman, in his remarks on the KharoghI inscription cited above (no. IV), 

introduces our second problem. He explicitly recognizes that this inscription is 

a concrete expression of "la doctrine ... du transfert des merites." In fact, the 

same is true for all of the inscriptions just cited. All of these are individual 

applications of a single basic idea, the idea that the results of a religious act 

undertaken by one individual may be assigned or "transferred" to others, and 

even to a11 others-an act is undertaken "for the welfare and happiness of a11 

beings" (Jclyt'aJatl'ahit<ls"khärtha".I), or "as an act of püjii for one's parents" (l1Iiitiipi

t6"a p"jäye), or "for the granting of health" (<lr()gyadak~irJiiye) to one or another 

individual. But in recognizing this fact, Fussman makes a number of statements 

that are more difficult to aecept. He says: 

Je crois plutat gu'il (the gift made in honor of the donor's deeeased parents 
in IV eited above) impligue l'existenee de la doetrine mahäyäniste du 
transfen des merites ... Si notre interpretation est eorrecte, ce relief a ete 
offen par un seetateur du Mahäyäna ... Nous avons, done, pour la premiere 
f()is, une preuve de l'existenee de eourants mahäyänistes dans I'Inde du 
Nord-Duest, a la tIn du premier siede de n.e.M 
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Fussman is almost certainly right in seeing here a doctrine of the transference 

of merit, but I think-and I think it can be shown-that the doctrine of the 

transference of merit which occurs in these inscriptions is not a Mahayana 

doctrine, and that none of the inscriptions I have cited, including his Kharoghl 

inscription, are Mahayana inscriptions. 
We know that the formula "May it be an act of püjii for his deceased parents" 

(madapidarana adht1adidana puyaya bhavatu) found in Fussman's inscription is also 

found elsewhere. He himself refers co the similar formula found in the inscription 

from the Jamalpur Mound that I have cited above (I1l), and Damsteegt refers 

co at least fifteen examples (including Fussman's and the Jamalpur inscription) 

of what he calls the "shorter" and "extended" forms of this expression.67 From 

a survey of these we know that, in at least five instances, this formula appears 

in conjunction with a specifically named school and that in every instance that 

school is a HInayana school: in a Mathura inscription edited by Sircar that 
records a gift to the Mahasanghikas, we find the expression mätapitra11a abhatita

na(l~I} . ... 68 In an inscription from Kanheri dating from the Satavahana period 
in which we find the phrase (mä}tapitüna11,l abhatTta(naf~/} ... püjäya. the donation 
is made in conjunction with the BhadrayaI)Iyas.69 Three instances of what Dams

teegt calls the "shorter" form-mätäpit(r}ina pujäya. etc.,-also occur in associa
tion with the name of a school: at Nagarjunikol).9a we find lIlätäpituno püjä ... 

in conjunction with the Aparamahavinaseliyas (Aparasailas);70 at Karli lIliitapitlllla 

püjä(ya} in association with the Mahasati.ghikas;71 and the shorter form also 

occurs in a Kharoghl inscription from Wardak, again in association with the 

Mahasanghikas. 72 Ir is, I think, clear from this that whenever expressions like 
madapidarana adhvadidana puyaya, mätapituna püjäya. occur in any inscription 
that also contains the name of a school, that school is always a HInayana school 

(the Bhadrayal).Iyas once, the Aparasailas once, and the Mahäsati.ghikas three 

times). The other side of this is that the expression madapidarana adhl'adidana 

puyaya or any of its variants is never found in association with the name Mahayana, 
or with the titles Säkyabhik~ul-bhik~urJfor Paramopäsakal-opäsikä (which, as I have 

tried to show, were used at first by the group we now call the Mahayana), and 
here again we are talking abour nearly eighty inscriptions from several periods 

and from almost all parts of India.73 Exactly the same pattern recurs if we look 
at any of the other formulae found in the five inscriptions I have cited above. 

In the second inscription of this group, the Monk Buddhapala makes his 

donation "as an act of püjä for his parents and all beings" (mät(ä}pit(r}in(a} 

pujäye savasav(ä}n(a} ca). In the first, the Monk Buddhavarman sets up an image 
and specifies that this act-that is co say, the resulting merit-is co be for, in 

part, "the welfare and happiness of all beings" (sal1'asatt'ahitasukh(ä}r(th}a). This 
latter formula, which again clearly "implique l'existence de la doctrine ... du 

transfert des merites," is found very frequently in Buddhist inscriptions of almost 
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all periods, and in a number of inseances ie is also found in conjunceion wieh a 

specifically named school, buc never in conjunceion wieh ehe name mahäyäna or 
ehe titles fäkyabhik~u and ehe like. At Maehurä ie occurs in conjunceion with 

ehe Sarvästivädins once and twice with ehe Mahäsänghikas/4 at Kärli it again 
occurs in association with the Mahäsänghikas,15 and in yet another KharoghT 

inscription edited by Fussman it occurs in association with the Dharmagupta
kas;76 it occurs in two inscripeions from Känheri in connection wieh the Bhädräya

r:lIyas;77 and in one inscripeion from NägärjunikoQ9a published by Vogel ie occurs 
in conjunceion wieh ehe MahTsäsaka,18 while in another from ehe same place ie 

is associated wieh the Vibhajyavädins/9 finally, it appears again associaeed wieh 

the Sarvästivädins in a Kharo~~hT inscription published by Konow80 and in an 
inscription from Käman published by Bühler.81 We know, eherefore, thae when

ever the expression sar1/asat1/ahitasukhärtha, or some variant ehereof, occurs in 
any inscription that also contains the name of a school, that school is always a 
HTnayäna school, and that the expression is never found in inscriptions associated 
wi th the groups we now call the Mahäyäna. H2 

I ehink ehae, in lighe of ehis maeerial, Fussman's remarks on the possible 

Mahäyäna characeer of his inscripeion must be pue aside. Bue in ehe process of 

eeseing his hypoehesis, we have discovered ae lease one very important face: we 
know now, beyond any doubt, ehat virtually all of ehe HTnayäna schools mentioned 

in inscriptions accepeed gifts thae were given wieh an implicie docerine of ehe 
transference of merie explicitly acrached co ehern, ehat ehey accepeed gifts thae 
were expressly stated co have been made, for example, "as an act of Piljä for one's 

dead parents." This, coupled wieh the face ehat, in at lease some cases, the donors 

were monks presumably belonging co ehe same schools, would seem co indicate 
ehat we can legieimaeely conclude that all of these schools, ehe Mahäsänghikas, 
Sarväseivädins, BhädräyaQTyas, and so on, had and held a docerine of the eransfer

ence of merie. But ae ehe same time, we also know thae ehe groups we now call 
ehe Mahäyäna did noe have and did not hold ehis same doctrine of the transference 

of merie. We know ehis from ehe face ehat the formulae ehae express this docerine 
are compieeely absent from whae appear co be Mahäyäna inscripeions. We also 

know it from the formulae actually found in inscriptions that appear co belong 

co the Mahäyäna group. 

x. 
As we have seen above, the docerine of the transference of merit, which in 
inscriptions is explicitly associated with the named HTnayäna schools, is expressed 

in a number of formulae. An act may be undertaken "for the welfare and happiness 
of all beings," or "as an act of Piljä for ... (deceased) parents," or more specifically 

"for the granting of health" to one individual or another.H1 We might also note 
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that the act might also be undertaken, as in the first inscription from Mathura 

cited above, for the attainment of nirväf/a by someone other than the donor, or, 

as in the Taxila Silver Scroll Inscription, for a generalized, nonspecific attainment 

of nirvä1Ja. 84 But this is not a frequently expressed intention of religious donations 

in HInayana inscriptions. 85 The actual transference in the doctrine of the transfer

ence of merit associated with the Sarvastivadins, Mahasanghikas, and so on, is, 

therefore, not consistently oriented toward one specific goal. In most cases, it 

seems to simply involve the assignment of merit by one individual (the donor) to 

another (the expressed beneficiary) for no specific purpose other than, presumably, 

increasing the recipient's store of merit. When a more specific purpose is also 

stated, it is, on occasion, the attainment of nirvä1Ja. but more frequently, it is 

something less than the religious goal sanctioned by the literary tradition: 

granting health or conferring long life on some specified individual, for example. 86 

In wh at appear to be Mahayana inscriptions, by contrast, apart from a very sm all 

number of questionable exceptions,87 the act or gift recorded is always undertaken, 

first of all, for "all beings"--even if, as we shall see, certain individuals within 

the category of "all beings" are, in many cases, particularly singled out. And, 

again in virtually every case, the transference of merit to "all beings" in the 

Mahayana inscriptions is explicitly stated to be for a single, specific purpose, 

the simplest form of this being yad atra pll1Jyal!1 tad bhamtll sanlasatz'änäm 

anllttarajfiänäl/äptaye: "what here is the merit, may that be for the obtaining of 

supreme knowledge by all beings." That is to say, the merit of the act in 

Mahayana inscriptions is always said to be intended specifically for the attainmenr 

of anllttarajfiäna. 88 This is apparent from the very beginning of our Mahayana 

inscriptions and is found even in what might be called, from a purely epigraphical 

point of view, an earIy proto-Mahayana inscription from Mathura. 

This proto-Mahayana inscription, published first by Nakamura and more 

recently by Mukherjee,89 is of importance for a number of reasons, not the least 

of wh ich is the fact that it contains the earIiest, indeed the only, reference to 

the Buddha Amitabha in Indian inscriptions and is, therefore, one of the few 

hard facts we have concerning this Buddha and his cult in India properYo The 

inscription records the fact that in the year 26 of Huve~ka an "image of the 

Blessed üne, the Buddha Amitabha, was set up for the worship of the Buddha" 

(bhagal/ato bllddha amitäbhasya pratimä prati{{hapita buddha püjäye) by an individual 

named Nägarak~ita or Sämrak~ita.91 He is not given a title, although his son is 

called a särthaväha, "caravan merchant" or "itinerant trader," and his grandfather 

is called a fre{{hin, "banker" or the "head of a guild." The record (hen concludes 

with the words imena kufalamlilena sa rva ( satana)anllttarajfiäna1l.1 prätp( i)m (rd:präp

tim) (bha) (va) (tll): "through this root of merit may there be the attainment of 

supreme knowledge by alt beings." 
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Alchough chis inscripcion does noc yec have all of che feacures chac characcerize 

those inscriptions that can, I think, be shown to be Mahäyäna, it is clearly 

related to them: its donor, unlike the donors of the majority of our typical 

Mahäyäna inscriptions,92 does not refer to hirnself as a paramopasaka or a fakyopa

Jaka (he appears to be, by the way, almost certainly a layman); where the typical 

Mahäyäna inscriptions always use the phrase yad afra p"'1ya'~1 tad . ... the pres

ent inscription uses the phrase imena kUJ(alamulena (a phrase that, according to 

Damsteegt, also occurs in three KharoghT inscriptions and one from Bodh-Gayä, 

but one wh ich does not occur elsewhere, even at Mathurä);9) finally, the present 

inscription, instead of the final conscruction standard in our Mahäyäna inscrip

tions-tad bhat'atll . .. afiltttarajrlanalJaptaye-has afl"ttarajfianaf!l praptif!' bhat·'atu. 

In spite of these differences, I think it is obvious that the present inscription 

represents a stage in the development toward the classical form of Mahäyäna 

inscriptions. When we bear in mind that it is earlier by at least two centuries 

than the earliest of our typical Mahäyäna inscriptions, I think that we can 

legitimately see it as an early prototype of ehe latter. It is significant, therefore, 

that this early prototype al ready contains the two features which distinguish the 

doccrine of the cransference of merit associated with the group now known as 

the Mahäyäna from that associated with the HTnayäna schools: it explicitly 

declares that the merit from the act undertaken is to be assigned to "all beings," 

and that merit so assigned is intended specifically for "the attainment of supreme 

knowledge" by those beingsYl 

We can compare one other formula found in inscriptions associated with 

the HTnayäna schools with its counterparts in Mahäyäna inscriptions. In the 

former inscriptions, as we have seen, donors frequently present their gift "as an 

act of püjcl for their parents" or "as an act of püjä for their deceased parents." 

This, again, is always expressed simply as a "cransference" of merit from donor 

to parent; the merit is never said to be for any specified end. The corresponding 

formula found in the Mahäyäna inscriptions-and it is very frequently found-is 

once again quite different. The simplest forms of the expression are yad atra 

pm/ya!~l fad bhal'at" matäpitrpl7rl'afzgamaf!l krtl'ä Jart'aJaft'änäf?1 an/lttarajfianäl'clp

tcqe. "What here is the merit, may that, having placed my parenrs in the forefront, 

be for the obtaining of supreme knowledge by all beings"; or yad atra pm/ya!!, 

tcul bhaz'atll matapitro~ sarl'aJatl'ana,l cänuttarajficlnäl,aptaye. "What here is the 

merit, may that be for the obtaining of supreme knowledge by my parents and 

all beings." Here again, using the same basic formula as before, the donor declares 

that he wishes that the merit from his act should go for the obtainment of 

cWllttaraj,lana by the category "all beings," but here he adds a kind of subclause 

to the formula specifically singling ouc cercain individuals within that cacegory. 

Eicher chat, or he simply joins ehe specific individuals he wants to mention and 

the larger category with an "and." Bue in any case, whenever parents or ocher 
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specific individuals are mentioned in Mahayana inscriptions as the intended 

beneficiaries of a donor's act, they are never mentioned by themselves as they 

are in HInayana inscriptions, but always in conjunction with the category of 

"all beings," either together with that category (matapitro!; Jart'aJatl'anaii ca) or, 

more commonly, as a subgroup within it (mätapitrPt7n'a1igama'~1 k1:t1'a Jan'aJatl'a

nä'~l). And note again that, in inscriptions associated wirh the Mahayana, whether 

the donor directs his merit only to the general category "all beings" or whether 

in addition he specifically singles out his parents or other individuals wirhin 

that larger group, the merit from his act is alu'a)'J explicitly stated to be for the 

obtainment of "supreme knowledge."95 Finally, we might note that in none of 

our Mahayana inscriptions is merit ever transferred to deceased parents or for 

such things as conferring health or granting long life. These seem to have 

been-at least epigraphically-exclusively HInayana ideas. 

XI. 

There is very little doubt about which of the two basic forms of rhe doctrine of 

the transference of merit found in inscriptions is-epigraphically-the oldesr. 

If we put aside the proto-Mahayana inscription from Mathura, none of our 

Mahayana inscriptions are earlier than the fourth century C.Ey6 This means rhat 

a very considerable number of the inscriptions associated with the HInayana 

predate them by at least one or more centuries. As a matter of fact, we know 

that at least some form of the doctrine of the transference of merit associated 

in later inscriptions wirh the various schools of the HInayana is as old as Bharhut. 
We know because, in the single instance where the intention of a donor is 

actually stated, it is said, as Lamotte has pointed out, that the act was undertaken 

mätiipituna arhii)'ii, "pour le benefice de sa mere er de son pere." Ir should be 

noted, however, that Lamotte draws from this somewhat different conclusions. 

Lamotte says: 

A cetre epoque [of Bhärhut and SäfkT], la menralire demeure srrictemenr 
orthodoxe, c'est-a-dire conforme a l'esprit du Buddha. Par leurs aumönes, 
les genereux donateurs n'esperenr nullemenr acceder de plain-pied au Nir
värya, mais enrendenr simplemenr beneficier des cinq avantages du don 
signales par l'Aliguttara (lII. p. 38-41) ... Bien plus, ils savenr que ces 
oeuvres meritoires sont leur bien propre ... er qu'ayanr ete seuls ales 
accomplir, ils devront seuls en recueillir le fruit. Il ne peut etre quesrion 
de rransferer ce merire ades riers, ni meme de formuler des inrenrions que 
le mecanisme de la retribution des acres rendrait inoperanres.'n 

This, however, is conjecture and the imputation of very specific vlews where 

almost none are expressed. In actual fact, we simply do not know what the 

intenrions of the vast majority of donors at Bharhut and Sand were. What we 
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do know is that in the lone case in which a donor hirnself expresses his intentions, 

they are just exactly what Lamotte says is out of the question: "Parmi les 

nombreux donateurs de Bhärhut et de SäficT de l'epoque Sunga, Sagharakhita 

fut le seul a avoir accompli son oeuvre pie 'pour le benefice de sa mere et 

de son peee.' " The rest of the donors-and, as Lamotte says, "ils sont des 

centaines"-simply do not express their intentionsYs Lamotte's views have also 

been implicitly queried from yet another point of view. Agasse, after quoting 

the above passage from Histoire, says: 

Pourtant si 'innovation' il y a eu, ce n'est pas sans gue les textes y aient 
invite et Sagharakhita, pour isole gu'i! soit, aurait pu lui aussi apres tout, 
pretendre a guelgue 'orthodoxie'. Car cette pratigue (the transference of 
merit) ... appartient bel et bien au corps de doctrine originel et les textes 
canonigues en portent temoignage en plusieurs endroitsY9 

Now, however, several important inscriptions have come to light that were 

not available to Lamotte. Although none of these were found at Bhärhut or 

SäficI, one appears to be contemporaneous with the inscriptions from these sites, 

and several others may be considerably earlier. The first of these comes from 

Pauni and palaeographically seems to belong co the "Iate Maurya/early Sunga" 

period. It is found on a coping stone and appears co be missing a few ak~aras 

at the beginning: ... ya t'isamitäya dana( f!l) slIkhäya hottl sal./asatänafl,l, "the gift of 

Visamitä ... may it be for the happiness of all beings."\OO The other inscriptions, 

interestingly enough, all come from Ceylon. The first of these inscriptions is 

one of "the earliest inscriptions in Ceylon that can be definitely attributed to a 

particular ruler" and dates, according to Paranavitana, "to the period between 

210 and 200 B.e.": gama,!i-uti-maharajhaha(jhita abi-ti} faya le'!e dafa-difafa saxaye 

dine mata-pitafa a{aya, "The cave of princess (Abi) Tissä, daughter of the great 

king GämaI)T-Uttiya, is given co the Sang ha of the ten directions, for the benefit 
of(her) mother and father."\O\ In addition to this, we find four virtually identical 

inscriptions recording the gifts of caves to the Sangha by "Princess (Abi) AnurädhI, 

daughter of King Näga and wife of King Uttiya, and King Uttiya," all of which 

end by saying that the act was done aparimita-Iokadatllya fatana fita-fukaye, "for 

rhe we1fare and happiness of beings in the boundless universe." Although less 

cerrain, it is possible that these four inscriptions are even slightly earlier than 

(he record of the Princess Tissä.\02 

All of this renders Lamotte's interpretation less and less likely: the occurrence 

of the formula mätäpitllna a{häyii at Bhärhut, of sllkhäya hotll sat'asatäna1!' at 

Pauni, of matä-pitafa a{aya and aparimita-Iokadatuya fa ta na fita-fllkaye in third 

century BLE. Ceylon, clearly proves (hat (he docrrine of the rransference of merit 

associated with the HInayana schools in later inscriptions was both very old and 

very widespread. 
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XII. 

In concluding, we can note that all of this is of some interest in regard to the 

problem of the transference of merit in the Päli canon and in modern Theraväda 

Buddhism in Southeast Asia. Bechert, among others, has written extensivelyon 

the subject and, although his exact position is not always immediately clear, he 

seems to want to say that the doctrine of the transference of merit is a "Mahäyäna 

idea." He says, for example: 

The fact that the possibility of transferring merit-a concept originating 
from the very beginnings of Mahäyäna Buddhism-has been acknowledged 
by all Buddhists-by the adherents of the 'Great Vehicle' as well as the 
Theravädins--confirms clearly ro what extent this theory has ro be consid
ered as a logical consequence of the doctrines of early Buddhism. Thus we 
must not be asronished if we find traces of the Bodhisattva ideal in many 
texts of the Sarvästivädins, e.g., the Avadänasataka. These rraces are not to 
be explained as outside influences; i.e., influences from Mahäyäna doctrines. 
On the contrary, these ideas followed quite naturally from the dynamics 
of early Buddhist thought-and Mahäyäna was based on these (the earlier 
German version of this passage says simply "Vielmehr ergaben sich diese 
Gedanken zwanglos aus der Entwicklung der buddhistischen Lehre"). 10) 

The position here is, as I have said, not altogether clear, although in a later 

paper Bechert appears to be a litde more straightforward. 104 

If then, in the end, Bechert wants the doctrine of the transference of merit 
to be a "Mahäyäna idea" in the Theraväda Buddhism of Ceylon, there appear to 

be only two problems. The first is that this ignores the early and massive presence 
of the doccrine in HTnayäna inscriptions. The second is that he does nm give us 
the means by which we could know where what he presents as the "Mahäyäna 

idea" of the transference of merit actually comes from. His references are always 

in the form "in den Mahäyäna-Texten," but those texts are never cited nor are 

we ever given specific references. Moreover, the implication he re is that there is 
a single, unified, and unchanging conception of the "idea" in Mahäyäna texts. 

But on the basis of a limited acquaintance with Mahäyäna Si/tra literature, this 

does not, to me, seem very likely, and in any case is yet to be demonstrated. 

What we need is a thorough study of the idea (or ideas) of the transference of 

merit in Mahäyäna literature. Then we will have something to compare and 

contrast with the material presented most recendy by Agasse. For the moment, 

we can only observe that we know that the Päli material that Agasse has analyzed 
is quite clearly much closer to the doccrine of the transference of merit which 

is associated epigraphically with the HTnayäna schools than it is co the doccrine 

found in Mahäyäna inscriptions. Bur again, Bechert, by formulating an interesting 

hypothesis, has opened up new ground for what promises to be some very 

interesting exploration. 
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1953) 2070, 2082-2083. 

20. For Bareau, see especially Reeherehes sur la biographie du Buddha dans les Sütrapi
{aka et les Vinayapi{aka anriens: Je la qllne de I'iveil CI la cont1ersion de Säriputra et de 
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27. H istoire du bouddhisme indien, 197. 
28. Bareau, Les secles bouddhiques, 48. See also L. Renou and J. Filliozat, L'inde 

classique. Mamlel des EI/des indiennes, T. U (Paris-Hanoi: 1953) 517 (§ 2245); H. Bechert, 
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32. Bareau, "La construction et le culte des stüpa," 261. 
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1967) 424-427. 
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80.9,465.10-469.18. 
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Bllddhist Rock Temples. A C/mJf/ologi,,,1 StNd)' (London: 1972) ,15-,16, 186-188. I fol!ow 
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40. Histoire d" bo"ddhisme indien. 455. Lüders, Bh(/rh,(/ If1Jo·iptions. 1-2, counts 
twenty-five monk donors, sixteen nuns, and ninety-four lay. The figures for Säfic1 are 
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fragmentary or nondonative), there are one hundred sixty three monastic donors. See G. 
Bühler, "Votive Inscriptions from the Sänchi Stüpas," EI 2 (1899) 87-116; Bühler, 
"Furt her Inscriptions from Sänchi," EI 2 (1899) 366-408. 

41. M. Shizutani, Indo bllkkyö himei mokllrok" rCatalof!,lIe 0/ Indian Bllddhist IlIJcrip
tions} (Kyoto: 1979) §§ 206, 210, 217, 223, 231, 254; 226; 277; 288; Histoire du 
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Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. 11, Pt. 1 (Calcutta: 1929). Monks: XXXVI, XXXVI.I , 
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XVII, XXI, XXVII, XXXI, XXXII, XXXV4, XLVI, XLVII, XLIX, LXXIV, LXXVI, 
LXXVII, LXXX, LXXXII, LXXXVI. 

43. Konow, Kha1"OshthlInscriptions. XXXVI.7; Fussman, BEFEO 61 (974). 
44. H. Lüders, Afathllrä IlIJrriptiollJ. Abh. d. Akad. d. Wiss. in Göttingen, Philo

Hist. Klasse, Dritte Folge, Nr. 47, ed. K. L. Janert (Göttingen: 1961) §§ 4(?), 8, 24, 
29,31,32, .Ba, .Bb, 35a, 35b, 36, 37, 38, 39a, 39b, 40a, 40b, 41, 44, 45, 46,52, 
5.1,54,55,56,58,59,67,80 (?), 90,103,121,126,152,154,157,179,185,186. 

45. Lüders, l\tathllrä Inscriptions, §§ 33a, 33b, 35b; 46 [on prähtll!lka cf. BHSD. 
389 s.v. prahä,!a: 390 s.v. prahäf;ika Ccharaeterized by religious strenllosity"); 394 s.v. 
prähii1;ika Cengaging in [aseetic] exertion"); Th. Damsteegt, Epif!,raphical Hybrid Safl.rkrit. 
ItJ RiSt, Spre<td. Charactet'istics and Relationship to B1Iddhist Hybrid Samkrit (Leiden: 1978) 
247; Lüders, Math"rä Inscriptions. 83, n. 2]; 24. 

46. J. Burgess, Report on the Buddhist Calle Tm/pIes and Their I nscriptions. Archaeologi
cal Survey of Western India, Vol. IV (London: 1883; repr. Varanasi: 1975) IV7, 8,9, 
10,20 (?); VI.2; VIL" 8, 9,12,13,14,16,17; VIII.17; XI.6, 7, 9; XII.l,), 5, 7, 8, 
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, for monastic donors. 

47. G. Schopen, "Mahäyäna in Indian Inscriptions," IIJ 21 (979) 1-19, esp. 9. 
It should be noted that there is a eenain amount of overlap among the "Mathurä 
Inscriptions," the "Cave Temple Inseriptions," and those grouped under the heading 
"Mahäyäna." A number of inseriptions from the first two groups are also included in 
the third. 

48. See Oldenberg's statement quoted above. That this position is still very much 
current is clear, for example, from H. Bechert, "Contradietions in Sinhalese Buddhism," 
Religion and the Legitimation 0/ POil 'er in Sri Lanka, ed. B. L. Smith (Chambersburg, PA: 
1978) 192-193. We ean, however, also eite two reeent exceptions to these views: R. F. 
Gombrich, Precept and Practice. Tt-aditional Buddhism in tbe R"ral Hif!,b1ands 0/ Ceylon 
(Oxford: 1971) 319, and D. Seyfort Ruegg, "A Recent Work on the Religions of Tibet 
and Mongolia," TP 61 (976) 313-314. 

49. Konow, Kharoshthr Inscriptions, monastic: XXXVI.I, 2,4, 5,6,7,8, XL, XLII, 
XLIII, XLIV, LVIII, LXXXVIII; an inscription reported by Fussman, BEFEO 61 (1974), 
wOllld be one more. Konow's lay inscriptions are: XXI, XXXV4, XLVI, XLVII, XLIX. 
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50. Lüders, Mathurä Inscriptions. monastic: §§ 4, 8, 24, 29, 41, 67, 80, 90, 103, 
121,126,152,154,155,157,179,185,186; lay: §§ 1,74,76,81,135,136,150, 
167,172,180. Note that §§ 8, 67,152,179,185,186 also faH into the inscriptions 
grouped under the heading "Mahäyäna." 

51. Burgess, Rep(JYt on the Buddhist Cat1e Temples. IV. 7, 8, 9, 10; XI. 7, 9; XII. 1 , 3, 
5,7,8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, all monastic; XII.2 is the one exception. Here, the overlap 
with the Mahäyäna group is much greater. Only five of the seventeen inscriptions 
considered here are non-Mahäyäna: XII.2, 3, 7, 11, 13. 

52. Schopen, "Mahäyäna in Indian Inscriptions," 9. 
5.3. Lüders, A List 0/ Brähmr Inscriptions, §§ 918, 919, 925, 926, 927; K. G. 

Goswami, EI 24 (1938) 2lOff; Lüders, Mathurä Inscriptions, § 24; Damsteegt, Epigraphical 
Hybrid Sanskrit. 152, 178-180; A. K. Coomaraswamy, Histor)' 0/ Indian and Indonesian 
Art (London: 1927) 58-59; O. Takata, "On the Dated Buddha Images in the Kushan 
Art of Mathurä," Bijutsu Kenkyu 184 (1956) 223-240. 

54. J. c. Harle, "A Hitherto Unknown Dated Sculpture from Gandhära: A Prelimi
nary Report," South Asian Archaeolog)' 1973. ed. J. E. van Lohuizen-De Leeuw and J. M. 
M. Ubaghs (Leiden: 1974) 128-135. The inscription on this image is the same one 
published by Fussman in BEFEO 61; see n. 6; cf. K. W. Dobbins, "Gandhära Buddha 
Images with Inscribed Dates," EW 18 (1968) 281-288. 

55. Konow, Kharosh{hr I nscriptions, XXXVI. 7. 
56. G. Nagao, "The Architectural Tradition in Buddhist Monasticism," Studies in 

History 0/ B"ddhism, ed. A. K. Narain (Delhi: 1980) 194, 195; cf. G. Nagao, The Ancient 
Buddhist Communit)' in I ndia and its Cultllral Aetiz'ities (Kyoto: 1971); D. Mitra, Bllddhist 
Monuments (Calcutta: 1971) 20-52; Dehejia, Earl)' Bllddhist Rock Temples. 71-113. 

57. H. Sarkar, Studies in Earl)' Buddhist Architeettlre o/lndia (Delhi: 1966) 15-24, 
esp. 22. 

58. Sarkar, StIldies. 53,55; note, however, that there has been so me doubt expressed 
as to whether these are Buddhist stUpas: cf. Mitra, Buddhist Monuments, 124. 

59. Konow, Kharosh(hr Inscriptions, XV, LXXII, LXXX, LXXXVI. 
60. Konow, Kharosh!hr lnscriptions. XIII, XXVII, LXXVI, etc. 
61. See Konow, Kharosh{hJ Inscriptions, 140, where he discusses the interpretations 

of Hoernle and Majumdar as weH as his own. There can, however, be little doubt that 
ya{hi here refers to the "pole" ()'aui) of the stUpa. There are textual paralleis for both 

ya{hiprati{hana and )'a{hi,!l aropa)'ata. We find )'üpa-yauir abh)'antare pratipäditä. for exam
pIe, in the much-studied stüpa passage at Djz,'yät'adäna (CoweH and Neil ed.), 244.7; see 
most recently G. Roth, "Bemerkungen zum Stupa des K~emarpkara," Stil 5/6 (980) 
181-190, esp. 184-186; cf. F. B. J. Kuiper, "Yupayagi- (Divy. 244.11)," Ilj 3 (959) 
204-205. And ya~{im äropa)'ed occurs repeatedly in a short text, three copies of which I 
have identified among the Gilgit Manuscripts, entitled the Adbhutadhamtapar)'ä)'a. See 
O. von Hinüber, "Die Erforschung der Gilgit-Handschriften. Nachtrag," ZDA1G 130.2 

(1980) *25*-*26* nos. 11, 13d, and 18; here in the repeated description of a miniature 
stüpa, we read )'0 t'ä . .. mrtpifJ4äd äfftalakapramäfJaff.l stUpaff.' prati~{häpa)'et sücfmäträff.l yauim 
äropa)'ed. etc. [See G. Schopen, "The Ritual Obligations and Donor Roles of Monks in 
the Päli Vinaya, " Ch. IV, below; and Y. Bentor, "The Redactions of the Adbhlltadhamlapary

('ya from Gilgit," JIABS 11.2 (988) 21-52.] 
62. Hade, "A Hitherto Unknown Dated Sculpture from Gandhära," 128. 
63. The crosses mark an interesting feature of this inscription. Lüders says, "The 
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text contains eight matigala symbols which are engraved generally after the seventh ak~ara 
irrespective of the meaning of the words" (Mathurä Inscriptions. 80). 

64. According to Lüders, "Vojyava.sika (?) probably refers ro the native place of 
the donor" (Mathurä Inseriptions. 80). 

65. This is Lüders' translation of präha'llka; see n. 45 above. 
66. Fussman, "Documents epigraphiques kouchans," BEFEO 61 (974) 56. 
67. Damsteegt, Epigraphical Hybrid Sanskrit. 164-165 and notes. 
68. D. C. Sircar, EI 300953-1954) 184; Damsteegt, Epigraphical Hybrid Sanskrit. 

164, n. 50; Shizutani, Indo bukkyö himei mokuroku, § 639. Here, I follow Damsteegt. 
69. J. Burgess, Report on the Elura Cave Temples and the Brahmanical and Jaina Cat'es 

0/ Western India, Archaeological Survey of Western India, Vol. V (London: 1883) 11. 
Känheri Inscriptions, no. 7; Damsteegt, Epigraphical Hybrid Sanskrit, 186. 

70. D. C. Sircar, EI 35 (1963-1964) 7ff, no. 2 (A, B); Shizutani, Indo hllkkyö himei 
mokllrokll. 71 5 . 

71. Burgess, Report on the Buddhist Cave Temples. IX.21. 
72. Konow, KharoshthlInscriptions. LXXXVI; Damsteegt, Epigraph/cal Hybrid San-

skrit. 160, 165, n. 51. 
73. Schopen, "Mahäyäna in Indian Inscriptions," 17, n. 24. 
74. Lüders, Mathurä Inseriptions, §§ 2; 125, 157. 
75. Burgess, Report on the Buddhist Cave Temples, IX.21. 
76. Fussman, "Documents epigraphiques Kouchans," BEFEO 61 (974) IV. "Vase 

inscrit de Qunduz," 58-61. 
77. Burgess, Report on the Elllra Cave Temples. H.4, 27; Shizutani, Indo bllkkyö himei 

mokllroku. §§ 464, 482. 

78. J. Ph. Vogel, EI 20 0929-1930) H; Shizutani, Indo bllkkyö himei mokllrokll, 
§ 708. 

79. D. C. Sirear, EI 33 0959-1960) 250; Shizurani, Illdo bllkkyö himei 1ll0kllrokll, 
§ 712. 

80. Konow, Kharosh!hIInseriptions, LXXII; Shizurani, Indo bllkkyö himei mokllyokll, 
§ 1775. 

81. G. Bühler, EI 2 (1892) 212, no. 42; Shizutani, Indo bukkyö himei mokm·okll. § 460. 
82. There is one possible, though I think doubtful, exceprion to this. Lüders 

gives his Mathurä Inscription § 135 as: {S}ä{ky}opäsakasya SII~asya Häru~asya-dänal!1 
BlIdhaprat{i}mä Uttarasya H{ä}rll~a{sya} vihäre sahä mätäpitihi-sart lasatl länal!J hitaslIkhar
tha{l~l}. Note that what Lüders reconstructed as {S}ä{ky}opäsakasya. Cunningham and 
Vogel read as IIpäsakasya. Note roo that if Lüders' reconsrruction were to be accepted, 
this would be the only instance in the forty-five inscriptions associated with Säkyabhihll/
bhik~u'lls. Säkyopäsikas, etc., where the formula sart1asatvänal!1 hitasukharthaf!l occurs. And 
it is not only the occurrence of this formula which is odd here. The whole structure of 
Mathurä § 135 differs from what we find everywhere else associated with Säkyabhik~1IS. 
etc. Dänaf!l never occurs with the latter, but always deyadharmo 'yaf!1. and neither the 
term budhapratimä. nor the phrase sahä mätäpitihi is ever found in their inscriptions. All 
of this, I think, puts Lüders' reconstruction in doubt. 

83. The direct evidence for the affiliation of the formula arogyadaks,if!äye is not so 
abundant as for so me other formulae. It occurs three times in the Mathurä inscriptions 
(§§ 44,46, 180) and, according to Damsteegt, in seven KharoghI inscriptions (Epigraphieal 
Hybrid Sanskrit, 162). U nfortunately, ehe name of a school appears ro occur in only 
one of these inscriptions, the Wardak Vase Inscription (Konow, Kharosh!hIInscriptions. 
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LXXXVI) where san'asafl'ar!tI arogadakshir!ae is found in association with the Mahasanghi
kas. We also find the phrase (Itmal!as)'a arogada{ kdi{ 'Ja . .. } in an inscription from Hac)c)a 
published more recendy by Fussman in association with the Sarvastivadins (BEFEO 66 
[1969J 5-9). We can say only that, in the two instances in which the formula occurs 
in association with a speciflcally named schooI, that school is a Hinayana school, and that 
the formula never occurs in inscriptions associated with the Mahayana or Siikyahbik~IIJ. ete. 

84. Konow, Kharosh(hr Inscriptions, XXVII; S. S. Ram, "Taxila Silver Scro11 Inscrip
tion, Year 1.16," Indologieal St"dies 2 (974) 4S-S2. 

8S. In addition to Mathura Inscription § 29 cited above, it is also found, for 
example, at Konow, Kharosh(hr Inseriptions, XXVII and LXXXII; in an inscription from 
KaIawan edited by Konow, } RAS (1932) 949ff (cf. Shizutani, I ndo bllkkyo himei fJ/Okllrokll, 
§ 174S); and in severaI inscriptions from NagarjunikoQc)a in Vogel, EI 20 (1929-1930) 
C" B4, BS, C2, CS; Sircar, EI 35 0963-1964) 11-13, no. 'cl; cr N. Dutt, B",ldbiJt SertJ 
in India (Ca!cutta: 1970) 124-12S. 

Since we have traced the affiliation of al! the other formuIae that occur in the flve 
inscriptions I have quoted above, we might note that the formuIa san·abllddhajJ/7järfball/ 
is also consistendy associated with the Hinayana schooIs. It occurs three times in the 
Mathura Inscriptions in association with the name of a school: once with the SammitTyas 
(§ 80) and twice with the Mahasanghikas (§§ 86, 157); it occurs in the Mathura Lion 
Capital Inscription in association with the Sarvastivadins in Konow, KharOJh{bJ ImcriptirlflJ. 
XV; and again it occurs in association with the Mahasanghikas in a Mathura inscription 
published by Sircar in EI .)0 (1953-1954) 181; Shizutani, I ndo Imkkyo himei !lIOkllrokll. 
§ 6.19. 

86. Health and longevity are mentioned, for exampIe, in two inscriptions from 
NagarjllnikoQc)a associated with the Aparamahavinaseliyas (Vogel, EI 20 U929-19.)OJ 
E; and Sircar, EI 35 [196.)-1964J 7ff, no. 2 [A, BJ; Shizutani, Indo h/lkkyrJ himei mok"rokll, 
§§ 684, 715), and in an inscription from Tor Qherai in conjllnction with the Sarvastivadins 
(Konow, Kbarosh{hr Imcriptio!lJ, XCII). 

87. There are four possible exceptions: MadP i, Aj iii 4, Bih ii, and Sa i B(b)59; 
the key to any abbreviations used here (e.g. MadP i) and in what follows will be found 
in Schopen, "Mahayana in Indian Inscriptions," Il} 21 (1979) 2-4. Of these, MadP i is 
very carelessly done and is full of omissions as can be seen in the text it gives for the 
PratItytlsamlitpädagiithä, and it is therefore safe to assurne that our formula-which makes 
up the second half of the inscription and which reads only yad atra P",!yäl'.' tat bhal'ätll 
miifiipitarehhya~-has suffered the same mutilation. Aj iii 4 reads: deYtldhärmo 'ya", säkya
/;hi( kIor) bhadanta-dha{ r"'ä} det1asya / / / miitiipitro{:} -dasya y(1{ d afra} Pli { r!yal!' tml bhtl hatll 
cii( ,,"tta)räjila!/äl1äptaye. But again this has obviously been badly written and is corrupt. 
Note that the yad atra clause and the mätäpitr clause have been inverted. But note 
especially the 'cl preceding äfilittara-. This is a good indication that sarl'dsatt'iinälJl has 
probably been inadvertendy omitted. Bih ii, which reads deyadharmo 'y(/f!' prCll'aramabä
yä1h1-yäyillyä( ~) pa ramopiisikii-s(//I ( srJ)-sanfo~a-lladhll-maharokiiyii yad afra pm!)'a,!] tad /;ha-
1"lfl' iti, is-in spite of the iti. or perhaps because of it (iti = etc.)-obviously incomplete. 
There is neither person nor thing for which the merit is supposed to be. The last case, 
Sa i B(b)S9, is in the main weIJ written and correct: deyadharlllo 'yal!l siikY(lbhik_!o{r) 
ImddhaPri( riJyasya yad atra pm!ya,!, tad bhat'atll anuttarajiiiiniil'iitma(pta )ye. But in light of 
the fact that in every other occurrence of our formula san'asaft'änälll is either present or 
its absence can be accounted for, it is probably safe to assume that ie has simply been 
accidentaIJy omitted here. 
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These remarks concerning the presence of both sart'asatl'a- and an"ttaraßiäna- in 
virtually all instances of the formula do not agree with so me statements made in my 
earlier paper. The latter, however, must be correcred. Cf. the following note. 

88. There are again some apparent exceptions in which a11llftaraßiänät'äptaye 

appears to be omitted: MadP i, Bih ii, Ma i 185, MadP ii B, Aj iii ,', and Aj iii 
5. Bur the first two of these are, as we have already seen, faulty or incomplete (cf. 
n. 87), and Ma i 185 also, according to Lüders, is probably incomplete (Mathllrä 

Inscriptions, 211, n. 4). MadP ii B is one of four inscriptions on a set of seven images 
from Phophnar Kalan, two of wh ich are very short, and two of which contain a 
formula. One of these formulae-yad atra p"'lyam tad bhal'atli aparimita-lokadhätIlJtha
san't'-ällllfaya-( ba} ndha n-äl labaddha-satl1a-lokasy-änät'ara,!a-ßiäll-äl'äptaye-is very un u
sual and, as Gai has pointed out, His not met with anywhere else in epigraphs" 
(G. S. Gai, Post-script to M. Venkaearamayya and C. B. Trivedi, "Four Buddhist 
Inscriptions from Phophnar Kalan," EI 37 (l967} 150). We have, therefore, some 
grounds for suspecring that the other formula-which reads only yad atra pll1!J'a( ,~/} 
tad (Maz'atll sa}1T'1'a-(sa}tt'änäm, omitting anuttarajiiänäl'äptaye-is also unusual, since 
it roo is found nowhere else in complete and otherwise unproblematic inscriptions. 
Finally, Aj iii 3 and 5 are perhaps somewhat more complicated. Aj iii 5 has yaJ 
at ra (p"'lyam) tad bhal'atll mä(täpitro~) sart't'asatt'ä(näll) ca, but Dhavalikar says, "The 
inscription consists of rhree lines while there are traces of some letters in the fourth 
line" (M. K. Dhavalikar, "New Inscriptions from Ajal)ra," AdJ 7 [l968} 151). Aj 
iii 3 has virtually the same reading, but here Dhavalikar says that the second sentence 
of the inscription states "rhar the merit accruing to the pious act of Mitradharma 
was meant for the attainment of the supreme knowledge by all sentient beings 
including his parents and others" (150). On ehe basis of this remark it would seem 
that Dhavalikar has probably omitted one line in his transcription. 

After having looked at the same material from a different point of view it is clear, 
as I said in the previous note, that a number of statements in my earlier paper "Mahäyäna 
in Indian Inscriptions" must be corrected. Withour going into details here, let me simply 
say that lines 8-17 on p. 5 of that paper should be deleted, as weIl as the related 
statement ar lines 32-33. And it should be noted that the simplest, certainly attestable 
form of the formula appears now ro be yad atra p"'lya,~/ tad Mal'atll sarz'l'aJatl'älläll/ 
anllttarajHälläl'äptaye. found for example ar Ma i 186, Bo i 72, and Na ii. 

89. Cf. Shizutani, Indo bllkkyä himei mokllrok", § 1823; B. N. Mukherjee, "A 
Mathura Inscription of the Year 26 and of the Period ofHuvishka,"JAIH 11 (1977-1978) 
82-84. The same inscription was also published in R. C. Sharma, "New Buddhist 
Sculptures from Mathura," La/i! Ka/ä 19 (979) 25-26; R. C. Sharma, Buddhist Art 0/ 
Mathllrä (Delhi: 1984) 232, n. 169. Neither of these editions appear to be alrogether 
satisfacrory and the publication of both a good facsimile and a critical edition is very 
much needed. [See now G. Schopen, "The Inscription on the Ku~än Image of Amitäbha 
and the Character of the Early Mahäyäna in India," JIABS 10.2 (987) 99-134.J 

90. For what appears to be "the earliest datable literary reference" ro Amitäbha, 
see P. Maxwell Harrison, "Buddhänusmrti in the Pratyurpannabuddhasamrpukhävasthita
samädhi-sutra," JIP 6 (978) 42-44, and for arecent view on at least certain aspects of 
the "cult" of Amitäbha in India, see G. Schopen, "SukhävatT as a Generalized Religious 
Goal in Sanskrit Mahäyäna Sutra Literarure," IIj 19(977) 177-210, esp. 204-205, and 
the additions and corrections ro this in G. Schopen, "The Five Leaves of the Buddhabalädhä
naprätihäryavikurväl)anirdesa-sutra Found at Gilgit," JIP 5 (978) 335, n. 2. See also J. 
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C. Humington, "A Gandhäran Image of Amitäyus' SukhävatT," Atltlali deli' Imtitllto 
Orientale di Napoli 40 (1980) 651-672; Humington, "Mathurä Evidence for the Early 
Teachings of Mahäyäna," to be published in a volume of papers read at an Imernational 
Seminar on Mathurä at Mathurä in January 1980 [since published in D. M. Srinivasan. 
ed., Afathurä. The Cultural Heritage (New Delhi: 1988) 85-92) (I should like to thank 
Prof. Huntington for sending me copies of his papers, but I also must add that I think 
that there are a number of things in both papers that require further discussion); J. 
Brough, "Amitäbha and Avalokitesvara in an Inseribed Gandhäran Sculpture," Indologica 
Tma'inensia 10 (982) 65-70. (This, too, I think requires further diseussion.) 

91. Nakamura reads nägarak~ita (cf. Shizutani, Indo bukkyä himei llJokuroku. § 1823), 
Mukherjee, .rämrak~ita (cf. JAIH 83.3). 

92. There are, however, at least six inseriptions where the Mahäyäna donative 
formula is also used by a donor who does not use a title, but gives only his name. Cf. 
Schopen, "Mahäyäna in Indian Inscriptions," 9, and the parenthetieal statement at the 
bottom of 1 1 . 

9.). Damsteegt, Epigraphical Hybrid Samkrit. 185. A phrase very like it, however, 
occurs frequently in Sanskrit literary sourees; e.g., Ajitasenat1yäkara,!anirdefa. Gi/gi! Ala1111-
Jcripts, i, 129.10: anena kllfalamiilena sart!asatvä anuttarä'!l samyakSaT!lbodhim abhisaf!Jblldhy
ante; S. Bagchi, Miilasart'ästit1ädat1inayat/astu, Vol. I (Darbhanga: 1967) 210.18: )'an mayä 
Magal'atal{ käfyapasya samyaksan,lbllddhasya (sat jkäräl{ krtäl{ / anena mama kllfalamt7lena 
/;,,/;al'al{ pllfrä Mal-eYllr iti: Bagchi, Miilasart'ästit1ädatlitlayax'cIJtll, Vol. 11 (Darbhanga: 1970) 
170.20; P. L. Vaidya, Al'tIdäflafataka (Darbhanga: 1958) 2.15,5.11,12,16, etc. 

94. Although they cannot be discussed here, it should be pointed out that Shizutani 
has collecced six inseriptions from the Gupta period which he thinks belong to the 
Mahäyäna (M. Shizutani, "Mahäyäna Inseriptions in the Gupta Period," IBK 10.1 [1962) 
-17 - 50). However, apart from the first two of these, which I also have classified as 
Mahäyäna, there appears to be no direct evidence for their affiliation. They do, though, 
certainly merit fuller discussion. I might also add that after writing the paper "Mahäyäna 
in Indian Inscriptions," an inseription published by Bühler ("The New Inscription of 
Toramana Shaha," EI 1 [l890} 238-241) came to my attention in whieh, if we could 
aecept Bühler's reeonstruction, the formula yad atra pll,!yan,l. etc. would seem to appear 
in conjunction with the MahTsäsakas. But there are so me serious doubts about the 
text and Bühler's reconstruction, which in the end make his interpretation, I think, 
unacceptable. (This, too, must be discussed at a future time.) 

95. Although it is usually the donor's parents who are thus singled out, references 
to his upädhyäyäcärya. his "teacher and preeeptor," are not rare, and it can oceur that 
they are mentioned even where his parents are nor. We ean find, then, either äcäryopädh)'ä)'e 
lIIätäpitrpiin'afigamaf!1krtt'äas at Bih iii 69, Bo i 76,Ma i 67 ,etc.,orsimply upädhyäyäcäryapiir
l'm!If!,aman,1 krtt-ä as at Bih iii 51. The transference of merit to "pädhyäyäcäryas found in 
these inscriptions is interesting. Something like it occurs less frequently in non-Mahäyäna 
inscriptions; cf. Mathllrä Imcriptiom. § 29 eited above, and "pajayasa + name + pllyae 
in Konow, Kharosh{hr Imcriptiom. LXXXVIII. And yet, according to Woodward, one of 
the earliest referenees in Päli to the doctrine of the transference of merit is in the 
Upasampadakammat,aca where the eandidate for ordination transfers his merit to the 
ordaining monk; see F. L. Woodward, "The Buddhist Doctrine of Reversible Merit," The 
Buddhist Rex'ieu- 6 (1914) 38-50, esp. 38-39; see also, however, R. Gombrich, "Merit 
Transference in Sinhalese Buddhism. A Case Study of the Interaccion between Doccrine 
and Practice," Histor)' o! Religiom 11 (971) 205. For a more detailed discussion of the 
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place of parents in Indian Buddhist inscriptions, see G. Schopen, "Filial Piety and the 
Monk in the Practice of Indian Buddhism," Ch. III below (which was written after 
this paper). 

96. See the very approximate chronological summary in Schopen, "Mahäyäna in 
Indian Inscriptions," 13-14. 

97. Histoire dll houddhisme indien, 456. 
98. For some views on the development of the formulae by which donors express 

their intentions and some of the concepts found in them, see E. Senart, "Notes d'epigraphie 
indienne," JA (890) 119-123, and Damsteegt, Epigraphical Hyhrid Sanskrit. Ch. III. 

99. J.-M. Agasse, "Le transfert de merite dans le bouddhisme päli classique," JA 
(978) 311-332, esp. 312-313. On Agasse and on the transfer of merit, see the short 
but important paper by J. Filliozat, "Sur le domaine semantique de plll/ya," Indiallismc 
ef BOflddhisme. Milanges o/ferts a Mgr. Etienne Lamotte (Louvain-La-Neuve: 1980) 10 1-116. 

100. Deo and Joshi, Pa/mi Excavation, 38, no. 2; Kolte, EI 38 (969) 174 (D). 
101. Paranavitana, Inscriptions 0/ Ceylon. Vol. I, no. 34; see also lii-liii; cf. W. S. 

Karunaratne, "The Date of the BrähmI Inscriptions of Ceylon," Paranaz'ital1a Felicitatioll 
Volflme (Colombo: 1965) 243-250. 

102. Paranavitana, Inscriptions 0/ Ceylon, Vol. I, nos. 338-341; see also lii-liii. 
103. H. Bechert, "Notes on the Formation of Buddhist Sects and the Origins of 

Mahäyäna," German Scholars on India, Vol. I (Varanasi: 1973) 17-18; "Zur Frühgeschichte 
des Mahäyäna-Buddhismus," ZDMG 113 (964) 535. 

104. H. Bechert, "Buddha-feld und Verdienstübertragung: Mahäyäna-ideen im 
Theraväda-Buddhismus Ceylons," Academie Royale de Belgique, Btt/letin de la Classe des 
Lettres et des Sciences Morales et Politiques, Y' serie, T. 62 (976) 27-51, esp. 48-49. Bechert 
cites and discusses most of the previous discussions of the problem of the transference 
of merit in a Theraväda context on 37ff; but see in addition D. S. Ruegg's review of N. 
A. Jayawickrama, The Shea/ 0/ Gar/ands 0/ the Epochs 0/ the Conqueror. JAOS 92 (1972) 
180-181, and his "Päli GortaJGotra and the Term Gotrabhü in Päli and Buddhist 
Sanskrit," Buddhist Studies in Honour 0/ I. B. Horner. ed. L. Cousins et al. (Dordrecht: 
1974) 207 and n. 37. Ir is also worth pointing out that two old papers by H. S. 
Gehman have been consistently overlooked in discussion of the transfer of merir: "Ädisati, 
anvädisati, anudisati, and uddisati in the Petavatthu," JAOS 43 (1923) 410-421; "A 
Pälism in Buddhist Sanskrit," JAOS 44 (924) 73-75. 

* * * 

(For some critical remarks on so me aspects of this paper, see H. Bechert, "Buddha-Field 
and Transfer of Merit in a Theraväda Source," II} 35 (992) 95-108, esp. 104-106; see 
also G. Fussman, "Documents epigraphiques kouchans (V). Buddha et bodhisattva dans 
l'aft de mathura: deux bodhisartvas inscrits de l'an 4 et l'an 8," BEFEO 57 (988) 5-25, 
esp. 10-11; L. Schmithausen, "An Artempt to Estimate the Distance in Time between 
Asoka and the Buddha in Terms ofDoctrinal Hisrory," The Dating o/the Historical Bllddha / 
Die Datierung des historischen Buddha, ed. H. Bechert (Görtingen: 1992) Pt. 2, 111 and 
n. 9; 113 and nn. 15,17,18; 130, n. 142; 143, n. 231.] 



CHAPTER 111 

Filial Piety and the Monk in the Practice 
of Indian Buddhism 

A Question of "Sinicization" Viewed from 
the Other Side 

In memory 01 my lather-in-lau', v. L. Thorpe 

IN HIS CATALOG of Indian Buddhist epigraphical material, the final version of 

wh ich was published in Kymo in 1979, Shizutani Masao lists more than two 

thousand separate inscriptions.' These inscriptions come, of course, from all 

periods and virtually every part of India and have been thoroughly mined by 

hiscorians, but not, unfortunately, by Buddhist scholars. Buddhist scholars, in 

fact, have shown very little interest in this material, especially those scholars 

writing on the development of Buddhist doccrine-this in spite of the face that 

this material contains considerable information about such important matters 

as the conception of the Buddha or Buddhas, the conception or conceptions of 

merit and religious aces, and the nature of the acrual, as opposed co the ideal 

goals of religious activity among practicing Indian Buddhists. In fact, this 

epigraphical material has, as I have said elsewhere, at least two distinct advan

tages. First, much of it predates by several centuries our earliest acrually datable 

literary sources. Second, it teHs us what a fairly large number of Indian Buddhists 

aetually did, as opposed CO what-according to our literary sources-they might 

or should have done. 2 But in addition co these two advantages, there is a 

third: this material, in a considerable number of cases, teils us what individuals 

themselves-whether laymen or monks-hoped co accomplish by those religious 

aets which they chose co record. 

l )riginally puhlisheJ in T' oung Pao, Revue internationale de sinologie 70 (1984): 110-126. 
ReprinteJ with stylistic changes with permission of E. J. Brill. 
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The failure of Buddhist scholars to take this epigraphical material into 

account has generated a number of distortions both within the realm of Indian 

studies and beyond. One particular example will concern us here. 

Ch'en, in his deservedly weIl known book on Buddhism in China, says in 

reference to the Lung-men inscripeions ehae daee from ehe very end of the fifeh 

to the beginning of the sixth century that: 

... the frequent references to filial piety in the inscriptions testify co the 
change that had taken place in Buddhism after its introduction into China. 
Buddhism started as a religion renouncing all family and sociaI ties, yet 
in the inscriptions one meets again and again with prayers for the well-being 
of deceased ancescors, uttered even by monks and nuns. These express ions of 
piety indicate that although the monks and nuns had joined the monastic 
order, their ties co family and ancestors still remained strong and enduring. 
This is a speci/ic example 0/ hou' BuddhisJJl had adapted itJelj to (OntemporalJ 
Jotial (Onditiom in China (emphasis added).' 

It should be noted here that I have noe cited Ch'en's remarks because they 

are in any way unique. Quite the contrary. leite them because they are a 

particularly clear formulation of a very widely held notion concerning the transfor

mation of Indian Buddhism in China,4 and because they so clearly reflect the 

conception of the Indian Buddhist monk presented by even our best modern 

authorities. The implications of Ch'en's remarks are clear: there is not supposed 

to be in Indian Buddhism anything like the kind of "filial piety" he finds 

expressed in the Lung-men inscriptions, and even if there were, Indian Buddhist 

monks most certainly would not be involved in ie. This second point, of course, 

accords very weIl wieh the accepted view of the Indian Buddhist monk. The 

Indian monk is rather consistently presented as a radical ascetic who had severed 

all ties with his family and who was not involved in eult activity and, especially, 

not in religious giving. According to the accepted view, these practices were 

the province of the laiey.5 Questions remain, however, whether Ch'en's interpreta

tion of his material is acceptable, whether ehere is not comparable material in 

India, and whether the current conception of the practicing Indian Buddhist 

monk aecurately refleces whae we can actually know about hirn. We want to 

know, ehen, two ehings: first, do our sources for Indian Buddhism give any 

indicaeion of a concern similar to that expressed at Lung-men for ehe "well

being of deceased ancestors," or for departed or living parents; and second, if 

such a concern is, in fact, attested, is ehere any indicaeion thae this was an aetive 

concern of Indian monks and nuns. If we look at Indian epigraphical material, 

the answer to boch of our quest ions is, I think, quite clear. 

Most of our very earliest Buddhist donative inscriptions do not indicate ehe 

intentions of the donor. They say, for example, only ghosäye diinal~l. "the gift of 

Ghos~l" (Bharhut),r; or l'ajiglltasa däna1l.1. "the gift of Vajiguta" (SancT).7 There 
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are, however, exceptions, two of which are of parricular interest. The first of 

these exceptions comes from Ceylon. leite it here as Indian evidence because it 

is in effeer an Indian inscription: it is written in early BrähmT script and dates 

from aperiod during which an indigenous Ceylonese Buddhism could not have 

been developed. Ir is, in fact, one of "the earliest inscriptions in Ceylon that can 

be definitely attributed to a parricular ruler" and dates, according to Paranavitana, 

"to the period between 210 and 200 B.c."8 The inscription concerns the gift of 

a cave and reads: gamaIJi-uti-maharajhaha{jhita abi-tiHaya leIJe dafa-difafa sagaye 

dine mata-pitafa a!aya, "The cave of princess (Abi) Tissä, daughter of the great 

king GämaI)T-Uttiya, is given to the Sangha of the ten directions, for the benefit 

of (her) mother and father. "9 The second exception comes from Bhärhut and is 

probably to be dated about a hundred years later than the Ceylonese inscription. 

Here on a suci we read: sagharakhitasa mätäpituna a{häyä dänam: "The gift of 

Sagharakhita, for the benefit of (his) mother and father."lo 

Here al ready in very early Buddhist Ceylon and at Bhärhut, we have inscrip

tions in which the donors themselves say that they performed acts of religious 
giving for the "benefit" or profit of their parents. In either case, we do not know 

if the parents were deceased when the gifts were made, although we do know 

that these inscriptions are six- and seven-hundred years older than those found 

at Lung-men. We also know that wording very like that which we find in our 

Ceylonese and Bhärhut inscriptions is also frequently found in the KharoghT 
. .. 
IOscnptlOns. 

Our KharoghT inscriptions come predominantly from Northwest India. The 

earliest of them may date from around the middle of the first century B.C.E., but 

most appear co fall in the first few centuries of the Common Era. Of the KharoghI 

inscriptions edited by Konow-and this is our single, most important colleerion

twenty-nine contain statements in which the individual donors express the inten

tions for which they undertook the religious act recorded in the inscription. 11 Of 

these twenty-nine, fourteen, or almost exactly one-half, indicate that the religious 
act was in whole or in part undertaken on behalf of the donors' parents. 12 Similar 

statements are also found in at least five additional KharoghT inscriptions published 
after Konow's colleerion. I" The donors' intentions may be expressed in as simple 

a form as ... matapitll puyae. "(this is done) as an act of püjä for my parents" 
(XXXVII. 6),1-i or they might add in addition co reference co their parents any 

number of other elements. They might say ... klle karite matapitae puyae sar't'asatl'alJa 

hidasuhae. " ... this weIl was made as an act of püjä for my parents (and) for the 

advantage and happiness of all beings" (XXIII), or ... par{i}t'ara {shaJdhadana ... 

mira boyar!aJa erjhllIJa kapaJa pllyae madll pidll pllya{eJ. "(this) chapei is the religious 

gift of ... (name) ... as an act of püjä for Mira, the Saviour [a royal title} (and) 

Prince Kapa, as an aer of püjä for my mother and father" (XX). We can note here, 

however, that although these and other additional elements occur in the donors' 
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expressions of their intentions, reference co benefiting their parents is the single 

most frequent element. We can also note at least one more additional fact: in one 

of our KharoghI inscriptions, it is specifically said that the gift recorded was 

made for the donor's deceased parents (. . . danamukhe madapidarana adht'adidana 

puyaya bhavatu).15 

It is clear then that "benefiting" parents, both living and dead, was, in the 

KharoghI inscriptions, the most frequently mentioned purpose for religious 

giving. It was, it seems, a major preoccupation of those who engaged in such 

activities. But this means that this preoccupation occurs already in inscriptions 

that predate those found at Lung-men by several centuries. Again in regard co 
China, we might also note that, already more than twenty years ago, Brough 

published a KharoghI inscription-which he would date "with some reservat ions 

... towards the end of the second century A.D.,"-that was found at or around 

Lo-yang. This might suggest that we are dealing here with a case of direct 

contact between two widely separated bodies of Buddhist inscriptions. 16 

This same preoccupation also appears elsewhere in Indian inscriptions which 

predate Lung-men. In the Mathurä inscriptions published by Lüders, there are 

thirty-nine Buddhist inscriptions in which the donors' intentions are expressed. 

Of these thirty-nine at least one-fourth or ni ne indicate that the donation was 

made in whole or in part for the sake of the donors' parents; 17 and in at least 

two other inscriptions not included in Lüders' collection, the donors' parents 

are, again, the intended beneficiaries of the religious act. 1H Here again the 

intentions of the donors can be expressed in a number of ways. The donor may 

say that the gift was made "as an act of püja for his mother and father and all 
living beings" (mat{a}pit{r}in{a) pujaye sat!asat!{a)n{a} ca § 90);19 or he may 

conclude his inscription by declaring that "what here is the merit (of my act] 

may that be for my parents" (yad attra putJyallJ matapi{t}tra sya § 78). And here 

again, although in the majority of cases we do not know if the donors' parents 
were living or dead, in at least one of our Mathurä inscriptions the donor 

explicitly says that he intends his act "as an act of püja for his deceased parents" 

({matap}i{tt:}tJa (abhyat}itakalaga{ta}nall.l pujaye bhaz'atu § 44). And another frag

mentary Mathurä inscription also appears co make explicit reference to deceased 

parents (matapitratJa abhatitana{l~l) ... ).20 

Like the KharoghI inscriptions, the inscriptions from Mathurä also predate 

those found at Lung-men by several centuries. Although Lüders classifies a few 

as belonging co the Sunga period, the majority belong to the K~atrapa, the 
Ku~äQ.a, and-to a lesser extent-the Gupta periods. 2\ But we also find a 

considerable number of inscriptions that fall into these same periods elsewhere 

in India in which an act of religious giving is expressly stated to have been 

undertaken for the benefit of the donors' parents. This is the case, for example, 

at Bodh-Gayä, where a donor ends the record of his gift by saying "by this root 
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of merit may it be as an act of püjä for my mother and father" (imenä kllfala

mIlIena mätäpitr'lä('~t) pl7jäye bhat'tltll ... ),22 or again at Bodh-Gaya, but in a 

record more nearly contemporaneous with Lung-men: "Whatever merit may 

have been acquired by me by all this, may this be for the benefit of my 

parents at first .. ," (tad etat sart't'al~l yall fIla)'ä p,olyopacitasambhärtll!l tall mätäpitro~ 

p(l7rz'al!lgamal!1 krt11ä ... ) . ..') This is also the case at NagarjunikoD9a, where the 

donors frequently state that they made their gifts so that, first, they could 

"transfer" their aet of giving co their morhers or co their families by birth and 

marriage. In several instances it is specifically said that the "transfer" is co be 

made co past, present, and future members on both sides of the donors' families. 

We find, for example, 

· .. this stone pillar was set up in order to transfer [it, i.e., the act and the 
fruit of the act} to her mother and for procuring the attainment of nirt'ä1la 

for herself ... 

· .. apano mätar",!, hal!JllJaJiriflikal!J parinamatlll1a atane ca 

nit'äl!elJtIf!JpeltiJa1!tp,ldelke imell!' selathal!Jbhal!' patithapita,!, , . , 

or, more elaborately, 

C2; cE. C4 21 

· , , this pillar was set up in order to transfer (it) to past, futute, and present 
members of both of her families for the attainment of benefits and ease in 
both worlds, and for the procuring of the attainment of nirzlällel for herself, 
and for the attainment of benefits and ease by all the world ... 

, , . aptlf/O "bhaY,Ikll/aJa atichhitam-ell1ägata-l'a(amänakänal!1 parinämetllnal!l 

IIbh'I)',t!okelhitasllkh,lz'elhelthanäya atano ca nizläflaSal!Jpatisaf?lpädake 

J,Il,tI/ok"hittlSllkh,ll'"h"thanäya ca imal?l khal!lbh,Il~1 patithapital!l ti , .. 

C3; cE. B2, B4, E 

We also have a comparatively large number of inscriptions from Sarnath 

and AjaDrä that either predate or are nearly contemporaneous with the Lung

men inscriptions. And here again the donors frequently state that their intention 

in making their religious gift was, in whole or in part, co benefit their parents. 

Among the inscriptions from Särnäth that have been taken as belonging either 

co the Gupta period or, more specifically, co the fourth, fifth, or sixth centuries, 

I have norieed at least ten inscriptions in which the donors' parents are specifically 

listed among the intended beneficiaries. 2
,) We find donors saying: 

What here is the merit acquired by me after having had this image made, 
may that be for the obtainment of cessation for my parents and gllms and 
the world. 

y"d atra pm!)""!l pr"timäl!l kärayitz1ä mayä bht;tamlmätäpittror glm7fläl!1 c" 

/ k ' ,(, o aS)'eI ca samäptaye,-
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or, perhaps more typically, 

What here is (my) merit, may that be for the obtaining of supreme knowl
edge by my mother and father and all living beings. 

)Iad atra p",!yaJ~l tad bha{ lla }tll mätäpi{ tro~} sart'lla{.rattt'ä }näli ca 

allllftarajiiänät1äptaye. 27 

This second formula is, in fact, also very common at Ajal)tä. 

61 

The inscriptions from Ajal)tä, the last group of inscriptions we shall look 

at here, are of particular interest. If Spink is right-and the chances of this seem 

to be very good-most, if not all, activity ceased at Ajal)tä in the last quarter 

of the fifth century .. ~H This would mean that the inscriptions at Ajal)tä are close 

in time to those at Lung-men and yet clearly predate them. Moreover, Ajal)~ä 

and Lung-men are not only close in time, they are also sites of essentially the 

same kind. Both are complexes of excavated cave shrines; both received royal 

patronage, and yet a large number of individual, non royal donative inscriptions 

have been found at both sites. 

I have been able to find twenty-one inscriptions from Ajal)~ä that have a 

donative formula. Of these more than 90 percent, or nineteen inscriptions, declare 

that the intended beneficiaries of the gifts recorded are, in whole or in pare, the 

donors' parents. 29 In eleven, or slightly more than half of these, the donors' 

intentions are expressed by means of variants of a single basic formula. In its 

simplest form at Ajal)~ä it occurs as 

What here is his merit, may that be for the obtaining of supreme knowledge 
by his mother and father and all living beings. 

yad al ra {pII}J!)'aJ~l lad bhat1alll 1lläläpitro{~} sart'l'a{sa}/t'älläJl 

cänllttarajiiänäl1äp{ I }aye."o 

This, of course, is almost exactly the same version of the formula as in our second 

example found at Särnäth, and this or some other variant of the basic formula 

occurs, as I have said, in eleven of the nineteen inscriptions from Ajal)~ä in 

which the donors name their parents as beneficiaries. But other donors at AjaQ~ä 

express their intentions without having recourse to this particular formula. We 

find, for example, the donor saying simply: "This is the religious gift of ... 

STlabhadra (made) in the name of his father and mother" (deyaddharlJlJllo yaJII 

... fllabbadrasya mätäpitaram "di{fya})."1 The expression used here, mäläpitaram 

uddifya. "in the name of his mother and father," is of particular interest and 

occurs in at least four other inscriptions from AjaQ~ä."2 In fact, the use of the 

term uddifya seems to imply-as Senart appears to have suggested some time 

ago, and as its occurence in a variety of literary sources also would suggest-that 

the individuals concerned are deceased." This would seem to be more clearly 

the case in The Prafasti of Buddhabhadra in Cave XXVI. Here Buddhabhadra 
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says his gift was made "in the name of Bhavviräja and also his [Buddhabhadra's] 

mother and father" (tal!1 bhaVt'iräjam uddifya mätäpitaram eva ca), and then a litde 

later he says "what merit is here, may that be for them [i.e., Bhavviräja and his 

parents] and for the world for the attainment of the fruit of great awakening 

and the accumulation of all pure qualities" (yad atra pU'lyall.l tat te~ä{'!l} jagatäll.' 

(cl bhaz'atl' idal!1 sarz1l1ämalagu'latyäta-[read llräta-] mahäbodhiphaläptaye). Bur Bud

dhabhadra has al ready specifically indicated right before the uddifya passage that 

Bhavviräja, at least, was dead (. .. pitaryy "parate).'>l 

We are now in a position to answer our first question. Indian epigraphical 

sources prove beyond any doubt that the basic elements of the inscriptions from 

Lung-men, wh ich eh'en interpreted as indications of "filial piety," occur already 

in Indian Buddhist inscriptions that predate those from Lung-men by as much 

as seven centuries. They prove that concern for the "weIl-being" of both deceased 

and living parents was a major preoccupation of Buddhist donors in India; that 

one of the most frequently stated reasons for undertaking acts of religious giving 

was to benefit the donors' parents, both living and dead; and that this concern 

was both very old and very widespread in India.''5 But if we have answered our 

first question, we still must discover whether ehere are any indications that this 

concern for the weIl-being of their parents was an active concern of Indian 

Buddhist monks. This, perhaps, is an even more interesting quest ion and, once 

again, I think our answer can be unequivocal. 

Our ewo earliest donative inscriptions that refer to benefiting ehe donors' 

parents both record the gifts of laymen. We know, however, that the Bhärhut 

inscription is only one of a large number from that site recording similar gifts, 

and that in thirty-six cases, or almost 40 percent of these inscriptions, the donors 

were monks or nuns. In several instances the individual monks involved are 

specifically said co be bhänakas or "reeiters"; one is called a s"tal!ltika. "one who 

knows the sutta", another a pe~akin, "one who knows the Pitaka," and yet another 

is referred to as a pacanekäyika, "one who is versed in the canonical doctrine as 
a whole."'6 

We also know that perhaps as many as one-fourth of the KharoghT inscrip

tions that refer to benefiting the donors' parents record the gifts of monks.'7 

One of these inscriptions, interestingly enough, is also the single KharoghT 

inscription in which there is specific reference to deceased parents. The whole 

inscription reads: 

Year 5, on ehe fifeh day of ehe month Phalguna. This is the gift of Bud
dhänanda who is one who knows ehe Tripi~aka. May ie be an act of PJ7jä 
for his deceased parents. 

Ja( 1!J) 4 1 phagltnaJa masasa di pa".Jcami b"dhanadasa trepirjakaJa 
danamllkhe madapidarana adhl1adidana pllya)'a bhal'at" .. '>H 
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Here, then, not only is a gift given by an individual for the benefit of his 

deceased parents, but this individual, to judge by his title, is not a simple, 

uneducated, village monk. He appears to have been, like many of the monk

donors at Bhärhut, a religious specialist. He is "one who knows the Tripi{aka," 

one who has mastered the Buddhist literature of his time. 

Our Mathura inscriptions present us with a similar-and perhaps even more 

definite-set of facts. There are eight inscriptions from Mathura that record 

gifts made for the benefit of the donors' parents in which the donors' names or 

titles have been preserved. In six cases, or in 75 percent of these inscriptions, 

the donors were monks.'9 In the one instance where reference is specifically 

made to deceased parents, the donor is again a monk: 

(This is) the gift of the monk ... mitra, the VojyavaSika (?). May it be an 
act of Piljä for his deceased parents. May it (also) be for the granring of 
health to his companion Dharmadeva. 

(d}ä(nahl bh(ikhus(y}a b ... + ... m(i}trasya l'(oJjya + (t'afi}kasya -

(mätap}i + (tr}1!a (abhyat}itaka + laga(tä)näJ!lpltjäy(e} + bhat'atlt sa(dh}yil'i 
+ harTsya dharma(d}et'(a}.r(y}a + ar(o}g(a}däk~i1!(ä}y(e} (bha}tlaf(It}.1O 

At least one other of the monk-donors at Mathura who intended their gifts for 

the benefit of their parents is given a title that appears to indicate that he was 

a learned monk, a religious specialisr: he is referred to as a dha(r}mma(kafhi}ka, 

"a preacher of the Dharma.,,41 

In one of the two inscriptions I have cited above from Bodh-Gayä the donor 

is, again, a monk. Here, the donor who declares that his act was intended to 

benefit his parents describes hirnself as either "a monk who preserves the Vinaya" 
(vinayadhara) or the "companion" or "co-resident" of such a monk (sadhet.lihärt), 

and as a "preacher of the Dharma" (dharmakafhika).42 

If the evidence in all of these inscriptions is clear, it is equally if not more 

clear in those Indian inscriptions from the Gupta period-especially those from 
the fourth and fifth centuries-or in those inscriptions that are in date near to, 

though somewhat earlier than, the inscriptions found at Lung-men. At Sarnäth, 
for example, in the ten inscriptions that record gifts made for the benefit of the 

donors' parents, four-fifths or eight of the donors were monksY' In the nineteen 
inscriptions from Ajarnä that express a similar intention, thirteen of the donors 

were certainly monks, two more were probably monks, and in one case it is 

impossible to say. In only three of the nineteen inscriptions were the donors 
certainly laymen. 44 

We have looked so far at the KharoghT inscriptions, at inscriptions from 

Mathura, Bodh-Gayä, Särnäth, and Ajarna, and we have found a recurring pattern. 

Before, however, we can summarize our findings, we must deal briefly with an 

apparent exception: in none of the fairly numerous inscriptions from Nägärjuni-
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kOQ.9a in which the merit of the act is transferred to the donors' parents or 

family is the donor a monk. At first sight, this could be significant. But seen 

in a larger context it is probably only another indication of the atypical character 

of all the NagarjunikoQ9a inscriptions connected with the Ik~vaku dynasty. There 

is, first of all, the atypical character of the vocabulary of these inscriptions. 

Several set express ions and terms are füund in these inscriptions that are not 

found anywhere else in Indian inscriptions. This is the case with IIbhayakllla. 

with the expression dhätllt1araparigahita used co describe a stt7pa. with the verb 

pdrinämetllna that is always used co express the intended "transfer." This is 

also the case with the formula IIbhayalokahitasllkha and the formula atano ca 

niz'äl!dJal!lpätisel!!lpädake. All of these elements are found again and again in 

inscriptions of this period at NagarjunikoQ.9a but nowhere else at any period 

in India.l'i An equally arypical characteristic of the Ik~vaku inscriptions from 

NagarjunikoQ.9a is the fact that monastic dünors are extremely rare. Ir, This is in 

marked contrast with what-as I have said elsewhere-we find everywhere else 

in India. From Bharhut and SancI and thereafter, monks and nuns everywhere 

consrituted a considerable portion of the active donors at religious sites: almost 

40 percent of the donors at both Bharhut and SancI were monks or nuns; well 

over 50 percent of the donors in the Mathura inscriptions were also monks or 

Olms; 40 percent of the donors in the Kharoghl inscriptions, 65 percent of the 

donors in the inscriptions of the Western Cave Shrines, and 70 percent of the 

donors in those inscriptions that I have argued belong to the Mahayana were 

members of the monastic community.\7 Even at AmaravatT, also in the South, 

twenty-four of rhe sixty-five individual donors were either monks or nuns. 111 

Clearly then, Ik~vaku NagarjunikoQ.9a is atypieal and should be treated as such. 

Ir represents an isolated, very narrowly localized aberration both in terms of 

geography and in terms of time; all three of the Sanskrit inseriptions from rhis 

area published by Ramachandran date from the fifth century and record the gifts 

of monks. llJ 

Having established the purely loeal and markedly atypieal eharacter of the 

material from Ik~vaku NagarjunikoQ.9a, we can now summarize our findings. 

Indian epigraphical material establishes that not only was one of the most 

frequently stated reasons for undertaking acts of religious giving in Buddhist 

India co benefit the donors' parents-both living and dead-and that this was 

a major preoccupation of Buddhist donors in India, it also clearly establishes 

that this concern for the well-being of deceased and living parents was an active 

concern and major preoccupation of Indian Buddhist monks in particular. In 

the Kharoghl inscriptions, as many as one-fourth of the donors who indieated 

that their act was undertaken to benefit their parents were monks; at both 

Mathura and AjaQ.~a 75 percent of sueh donors were monks. At Sarnath the 

percentage is even higher: there, in eight out of the ten inscriptions in which 
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the donors indicated that their acts were undertaken to benefIt their parents, 

those donors were monks. In fact, if we take the total number of inscriptions 

in our sampie, it would appear that not only was the concern for their parents

both living and dead-a major preoccupation among our monk-donors, bllt it 

was perhaps a special concern 0/ this group: in more than 60 percent of all of the 

Indian inscriptions in our sampie in which acts were undertaken to benefIt the 

donors' parents, the donors were monks, and the percentage of monk-donors is 

considerably higher, as we have seen, at Mathurä, AjaQ!ä, and Särnäth. It is also 

worth noting again that at least three of the monk-donors who made religious 

gifts for the benefIt of their parents, or their deceased parents, were not average, 

uneducated village monks: one is called a trepic/aka: one is called a dharmakathika: 

and a third was either a t1inayadhara, or the "co-resident" of a vinayadhara. as 

weIl as a dharmakathika. These monks appear to have been the teachers and 

transmitters of "official" Buddhist literature. 'i0 

In light of what we have found in Indian epigraphical material, and in light 

of the fact that all of the material we have looked at predates-in some cases 

by five or more centuries-the inscriptions from Lung-men, it hardly seems 
necessary to emphasize the fact that Ch'en's interpretation of his Lung-men data 

is unacceptable. Clearly, "the frequent references to filial piety in the inscriptions" 

from Lung-men do not testify to any "change that had taken place in Buddhism 

after its introduction into China"; nor is the fact that monks make up a consider

able number of the donors at Lung-men who are concerned with deceased 

or living parents "a specific example of how Buddhism had adapted itself to 

contemporary social conditions in China." Bur the merit of Professor Ch'en's 
interpretation of the Lung-men data is that it forces us to focus on an aspect of 
the practice of Indian Buddhism that has been almost completely ignored by 

Buddhist scholars: in answering the questions raised by Professor Ch'en's remarks, 

we have come to see that "filial piety" was an old, an integral, and a pervasive 

part of the practice of Indian Buddhism from the earliest periods of which we 
have any definite knowledge, and that in actual practice the idea of benefiting 

one's parents, whether living or dead, by making religious gifts on their behalf 
was a major, if not a specific preoccupation of Indian Buddhist monks. Once 

again, the actual monk of the first to the fifth centuries C.E. in India turns out 

to be-when we can catch a glimpse of him-something quite different from 

the pieture of the monk that has been abstracted from our textual sources. ') I 

This is, in fact, the second point of merit in Ch'en's interpretation: it makes 

clear the very real dangers that arise when making historical statements on the 

basis of textual sources alone, when treating literary elaborations of doctrine as 

if they were records of actual description. We have just seen that it is clear from 
Buddhist inscriptions beginning from the time of Bhärhut that the donation of 

religious gifts was as much apart of the monk's religious life as it was of the 
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layman's. And alehough ehis is contrary CO whae vircually all our modern authori

eies want us co believe, and although ie receives no very definiee suppore in early 

eexcual sources, ie is nevercheless a demonscrable fact. 

But ehere are also ae lease ewo curious qualieies found in ehe inscripeions 

thae reveal ehis face, boeh of which bear on how we are co underseand ehis eype 

of religious giving in an Indian Buddhise context. First, although our inscriptions 

conseancly refer co ehe objeces made or presented as "gifes" (diina, deyadharma) , 

ehere is ae lease one essential component of ehe classic Indian definieion of ehe 

"gift" wh ich is missing: although there is always a giver and an object given, 

there is, in the vast majority of epigraphical cases, no recipient. Moreover, in 

the great majority of the inscriptions we have looked at here, ehe thing given 

is of no economic value: it is not land, housing, clothing, or food. On the 

contrary, the gifts recorded are almost all relics or stüpas or images or paintings. 

We have then a giver and items of no economic value given to no specific 
recipient. Clearly, there seems co be little here which even approaches the classic 

definition of a "gift" as a "cransaction": there is no exchange; no conception of 

incurred debt; no noeion of reciprociey. In itself ehis mighe seem somewhae odd, 

but the situation appears even stranger when we add to this the fact ehat ehe 

inscriptions that record these gifts were in a considerable number of cases-as 
Lüders and Konow pointed oue long ago-never meant co be read by anyone. ')2 

These facrors combine co leave only more questions. For example, if our inscrip

tions were never meant to be read, why did the individual donors take such care 
in recording noe only their names, eitles, and their pI aces of residence, but also 

the exact date on which the donations were made? 
The answer co at least some of these puzzles may be found, I think, in a 

fuller understanding of whae our donors were giving and in the concepeions of 

merit wh ich they held. Ic is true that, on one level, the laymen and monks who 

made these gifts were giving objects, but because these objects were of a specific 
kind, they were actually giving more than mere objects: they were giving objeces 

of worship, objects ehat, in face, made worship possible. They were, then, really 

giving co any of their fellow beings who ricually approached those objects boch 

ehe means and ehe opporcunity to make merit; they were providing for all both 

ehe opporcuniey and ehe means co furcher their religious lives. But ehis would 

also seem eo suggest that ehe initial gift of the actual object only marked the 

first moment in the donor's act of giving. Each time the objece was approached, 

he or ehe persons to whom he eransferred his ace of giving was co be credited 

with having provided an additional opportunity for someone else co make merit. 

Each opportunity was aseparate act of giving. The donor's act of giving and ies 

consequent merie, then, were continually repeaeed over time in every act of 
worship directed coward ehe objece he had provided.·51 Ic was the donor's initial 

ace ehae in a very concreee sense made each consecutive acr of worship possible. 
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Ir was because the donor's act was continually repeated over time, because it 

cook place again and again long after the donor hirnself had disappeared, that 

it was necessary to clearly record the donor's name, the moment of the initial 

act, and-most importantly-the donor's intentions. And it was no small matter 

to transfer such an act to the donor's parents. Hy doing so, the donor denied to 

hirnself but provided for his parents a source of merit which would continue 
and be maintained long after the donor hirnself was dead. This, it would seem, 

is tme filial piety. 
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Vimänat'atthu and Petavatthu, Vol. II (London: 1977) 2.14, but there are several others. 

6. B. Barua and K. G. Sinha, Barhut lnscriptions (Calcutta: 1926) 31, no. 56. 
7. G. Bühler, "Further Inscriptions from Sänchi," EI 2 (1892) 370, no. 25. 
8. S. Paranavitana, Inscriptions of Ceylon, Vol. I, Containing Cat'e Inscriptions /rom 3,-d 

Century HC to 1st Century AC and Other InscriptionJ in the Early Brähmf Scrip! (Ceylon: 
1970) lii-liii. 

9. Paranavitana, lnscriptions 0/ Ceylon, Vol. I, no. 34. 
10. Barua and Sinha, Barhut lnscriptions, 22, no. 28; for several different views of 

the significance of this inscription, see Histoire du bo"ddhisme indien, 456; Schopen, "Two 
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Problems in the History of Indian Buddhism," now Ch. 11 above; J-M. Agasse, "Le 
transfert de merite dans le bouddhisme päli classique,"JA (978) 312-.113. On Agasse, 
and the question of the transfer of merit generally, see the important paper by J. Filliozat, 
"Sur le domaine semantique de pu!)ya," Indianisflle et bllddhisme, Mi/eiliges oilem' c/ MW' 
Etit:nne Lalllotfe (Louvain-La-Neuve: 1980) 101-116. 

11. S. Konow, Kharosh(hl IflJrriptioflJ u'ith the Exceptiofl 0/ Those 0/ Afoka, Corpus 
Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. II, Pt. 1 (Calcutta: 1929) I, II, XIII, XV, XX, XXIII, 
XXIV, XXVI, XXVII, XXXI, XXXV.2, XXXVII.6, XLVI, LV.c, LVII, LVIII, LX, 
LXIII, LXXII, LXXIV, LXXV, LXXVI, LXXX, LXXXI, LXXXII, LXXXV, LXXXVI, 
LXXXVII, XCII. 

12. Konow, Khar()jh(hl IflJcri/ltioflJ, II, XIII, XX, XXIII, XXVII, XXXI, XXXV.2, 
XXXVII.6, LV.c, LXXV, LXXVI, LXXXV, LXXXVI, XCII. 

I,. These five KharoghI inscriptions are: 1. S. Konow, "Charsadda KharoghI 
lnscription ofthe Year .,0.,," Acta O"ienta/icl 20(947) 107-119; 2. G. Fussman, "Docu
ments epigraphiques kOllchans," BEFEO 61 (974) 54-58 ühe same inscription read 
ami translated by J. Brough was published in J. c. Harle, "A Hitherto Unknown Dated 
Sculpture from Gandhara: A Preliminary Report," in J. E. van Lohuizen-De Leeuw and 
J. M. M. Ubaghs, SOllth Asiall Archae%gy 1973 [Leiden: 1974J 128-116); 3. G. Fussman, 
"Documents epigraphiques kouchans (11)," BEFEO 67 (980) 55; 4. G. Fussman, "NoLI
velles inscriptions saka: ere d'Eucratide, ere d'Azes, ere Vikrama, ere de Kani~ka," BEFEO 
()7 (1980) 6; 5. H. W. Bailey, "Two KharoghI Casket Inscriptions from Avaca," JRAS 
(1978) 3. This same inscription has also been published in B. N. Mukherjee, "An 
Interesting KharoghI Inscription,"JAIH 11 (1977-1978) 93-114; G. Fussman, BEFEO 
67 (1980) 3--4; R. Salomon, "The 'Avaca' Inscription and the Origin of the Vikrama 
Era,"JAOS 102 (1982) 59-68. [See now also R. Salomon and G. Schopen, "The Indravar
man (Avaca) Casket Inscription Reconsidered: Further Evidence for Canonical Passages 

in Buddhist Inscriptions," JIABS 7.1 (984) 107-23.} 
14. All parenthetical roman numerals refer to the inscription numbers in Konow, 

Khat'IJsh(hi I wcri/'tioflJ. 
15. Fussman, BEFEO 61(974) 54; Brough in Harle's So/(th Asian Anhcle%!!.y 1973. 

129 and n. 1. 
16. J. Brough, HA KharoghI Inscription from China," BSOAS 24 (961) 517-530. 
17. H. Lüders, Mclthllrc7 Iwcriptiom, ed. K. L. Janert, Abhandlungen der Akademie 

der Wissenschaften in Göttingen, Philologisch-Historische Klasse, Dritte Folge, Nr. 47 
(Göttingen: 1961) 1,2, .,,8,24,29*, 31, 35,41,44*,46,50,60,61,62,67*,73, 
76,78*,80,81,86,87,89,90*,125*,126,128,135,136, lY3, 154, 157, 179*, 
180*, 184*, 185, 186, 187. Here and in the notes that follow, those inscriptions in 
wh ich the donations were made for the sake of the donors' parents are marked with 

an asterisk. 
18. D. C. Sircar, "Mathura Image Inscription of Vasudeva," EI 30 095.1-1954) 

1 H 1-1 H4 (cf. n. 20 below); Sircar, "Brahmi Inscriptions from Mathura," EI 34 0961-

1962) 9-U, no. 1. 
19. All numbers marked with § refer to the inscription numbers in Lüders, AJath

Imi ImcriptionJ. 
20. Sircar, EI .,0 0955-1954) 184, reads mätäpitYel!cI clbha{s}i{ fcl}llclli1: the reading 

cited above, however, is that proposed by Th. Damsteegt, Epigr"phical Hybrid Samkr'it. 
It .. RiJe, Spmtd, ChtlrtltleriJtin anti Re/titiowhiP to Bllddhist Hybrid Sclwkrit (Leiden: 197H) 

164 and n. 50; cr 119. 
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2l. Lüders, Mathllrä I nscriptions, 22-23. 
22. B. M. Barua, "A Bodh-Gayä Image Inscription," IHQ 9 (933) 419. 
23. B. M. Barua, "Old Buddhist Shrines at Bodh-Gayä," IHQ 6 (930) 27-28. The 

translation here is Barua's; the end of the line is missing and he has supplied a bhal'afll. 

although it is possible that more than just a bhavatll has been lost. 
24. All the letter and number references refer to J. Ph. Vogel, "Prakrit Inscriptions 

from a Buddhist Site at Nagarjunikonda," EI 20 0929-1930) 1-37. 
25. D. R. Sahni, Cataloglle 0/ the MlIsellm 0/ Archaeology af Sarnath (Calcutta: 1914) 

53(B[b}60)*, 85(B[b}292), 85(B[b}293)*, 239(D[f} 1)*; H. Hargreaves, "Excavations at 
Särnäth," ARASI1914-1915 (Calcutta: 1920) XIV*, XV*, XVI*, XVII*, XVIII*, XIX. 

26. Hargreaves, ARASI 1914-1915, XVI, XVII. 
27. Sahni, Cataloglle 0/ the Museum 0/ Archaeology af Sarnath. 85(B[b}292). 
28. W. Spink, "Ajanta: ABriefHistory," Aspects o/Indian Art (Leiden: 1972) 49-58, 

esp. 56-59; Spink, "The Splendours ofIndra's Crown: A Study ofMahäyäna Developments 
at AjaQ!ä," journal 0/ the Royal Societ)' tor the Encollragement 0/ Arts. Manufactlms. and 

Commerce (974) 743-767; cf. J. G. Williams, The Art 0/ Gupta India. Empire and P"ol'ince 

(Princeton: 1982) 181 ff. 
29. J. Allan, "A Note on the Inscriptions of Cave 11," Appendix to G. Yazdani, 

Ajanta. Part 11: Text (Oxford: 1933) Cave II.ll (fragmentary, note ... pitrm:) N. P. 
Chakravarti, "A Note on the Painted Inscriptions in Caves VI-XVII," Appendix to G. 
Yazdani, Ajanta. Part III: Text (Oxford: 1946) Cave VI; Cave IX.l*, IX.6*; Cave X.2, 
X.10*, X.l1*, X.12, X.17, X.21*; Cave XVI.l*, XVI.2*, XVI.3*; N. P. Chakravarti 
and B. Ch. Chhabra, "Notes on the Painted and Incised Inscriptions ofCaves XX-XXVI," 
Appendix to G. Yazdani, Ajanta. Part IV: Text (Oxford: 1955) Cave XX(lnc.) n. 3*; 
Cave XXII(P) n. 4*; Cave XXVI. 1 *, XXVI.2*; D. C. Sircar, "Inscription in Cave IV at 
Ajanta," EI 33 (960) 262; M. K. Dhavalikar, "New Inscriptions from Ajal)fä," A,{) 7 
(968) nos.3, 4*, 5*. The two inscriptions that do not make reference to the donors' 
parents are Cave VI, and X.2. 

30. Yazdani, Ajama, Part III, Cave XVI .3. On this formula, see G. Schopen, 
"Mahäyäna in Indian Inscriptions," Il} 21 (979) 1-19, and corrections to this in the 
second half ofSchopen, "Two Problems in the History ofIndian Buddhism," Ch. II above. 

31. Yazdani, Ajanta, Part III, Cave X.21. 
32. Yazdani, Ajama, Part III, Cave X.10, 11, 12; Yazdani, Ajama. Part IV, Cave 

XXV!.1. 
33. E. Senart, "The Inscriptions in the Caves at Nasik," EI 8 09(5) 64; L. de La 

Vallee Poussin, "Staupikam," HJAS 2 (935) 283; H. Kern and B. Nanjio, Saddharma

plI'lcfarJka (St. Petersburg: 1908-1912) 50.9, 241.6, 340.6; C. BendaII, Sik{äSa",,,ccaya 

(Sr. Petersburg: 1897-1902) 309.6. 
34. Yazdani, Ajanta, Part IV, Cave XXVI.l. 
35. It should be noted here that there are a considerable number of mher Indian 

inscriptions in which we find reference to parents, but the interpretation of these inscrip
tions is uncertain. They almost always contain a formula, the key element of which is 
sahä. Lüders, Math"rä Inscriptions. § 126 is a rypical example: ... bh(i}kh",!iye blldhadet'äye 
bodhisatl'o pratithäpito sahä mätäpitthi sarvasat( lJ}ahitas"kh( a }ye. Lüders translates: " ... the 
Bodhisattva was set up by the nun Budhadevä (Buddhadevä), ... together with her 
parents for the welfare and happiness of all sentient beings." But there are at least three 
possible interpretations here. First, the inscription may record a donation that was acrually 
made jointly by the nun and her parents. Secondly, it may be that the nun-donor simply 
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used rhe sahä formula as a way of sharing the merit of her act wirh her parents by 
associating them with that ace That is to say, she shares or transfers the act rather than 
the merit, although the end result is the same. Thirdly, it is possible that the syntax of 
the formula has not been properly understood and that we should translate: " ... the 
Bodhisattva was set up by the nun Budhadevä for the welfare and happiness of all sentient 
beings together with her parents" (cf. yad atra p",!yafl,' tad bhavattt mätäpittjJiirt'angamaf(1 

krtz'ä sarz'asatl'änäri anttttarajriänäväptaye or yad atra PU,!yaftl tad bhal'atll mätäpitro~ sarz'aSat

l'änä;i cänlltlarajriänäväptaye; Schopen, "Two Problems in the History ofIndian Buddhism," 
Ch. H, above). There are a number of cases where the first interpretation is almost 
certainIy impossible. This is the case, for example, at Sahni, Cata/oglle 0/ the ltfmemll 0/ 
A rchcll;%gy at Samath, 35 (B[a] 1), where, if we adopted the first interpretation, we would 
have a single image that was the actual gift of a monk named Bala, his parents, his 
preeeptors, teachers, fellow monks, pupils, a nun, the Satrap Vanawara, and the fourfold 
Buddhist community (i.e., all monks, nuns, laymen, and laywomen), This appears rather 
unlikely, and we must adopt either the second or third interpretation. But adopting 
either of these last two interpretations would mean rhat all such inscriptions would then 
have to be added to our list of inseriptions rhar record an act undertaken-in whole or 
in part-for the benetit of the donor's parents. This, of course, would only further and 
more fully eonfirm the observations we have already made. [See G. Schopen, "On Monks, 
Nuns and 'Vulgar' Pracrices," Ch. XI, below; and Fussman, BEFEO 57 (988) 10, n. 27.] 

_)6. Cf. Schopen, "Two Problems in the History of Indian Buddhism," Ch. 11 above, 
and rhe soure es cired rhere in nn. 40 and 41. 

") 7. Konow, Kharosh!hi Inscriptions, XXIII (cf. 64), LV.c, XCII; Fussman, BEFEO 61 
(974) 111. 

38. Fussman, BEFEO 61 (974) III. 
_)9. Lüders, Mathtträ Inscriptions, §§ 29,44,67,90,179; Sircar, EI 340961-1962) 

no. 1. 
40. Lüders, Mathurä Inscriptions, § 44. 
41. Sirear, EI 34 0961-1962) no. l. 
42. Barua, IHQ 9093_,) 419. 
43. I.e., chose inscripcion numbers marked with an asterisk in n. 25 above. 
44. In those inscriptions marked wirh an asterisk in n. 29 above, the donors are 

definitely monks. 
45. For occurrences of these terms and formulae, see the glossary in Vogel, EI 20 

(1929-1930) 26-35. 
46. Cf. Vogel, EI 20 0929-1930) Cl (p. 17). 
47. Schopen, "Two Problems in rhe History ofIndian Buddhism," now Ch. II above. 
48. G. Sivaramamurti, Amaräl/ati Seil/plI/reS in the Madras GotJemment Museum. Bulle

tin of the Madras Government Museum, N.S., Vol. IV (Madras: 1956) 271-304. There 
are one hundred and twenty six inscriptions collected here, but six are nondonative, in 
eleven the donor has no tide, and forty are too fragmentary to be intelligible. In four a 
nigama is given as a collective donor. 

49. T. N. Ramachandran, Nägärjllnako'!4a 1938. MASI, No.7l (Calcutta: 1953) 
28-29. 

50. The fairly massive participation of monks in cult activity and religious giving 
that our inscriptions document raises a number of interesting points. In this regard it 
is weIl to note-as Bühler noted many years ago--that the role of the monk in Jaina 
inseriptions differs very markedly from the role of the monk in Buddhist inscriptions. 
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Bühler says, in specific reference to SäikT: "Proceeding to the inscriptions which mention 
donations made by monks and nuns, the first point, which must strike every reader, is 
their great number ... But it is interesting CO note the different proceedings of the 
Jaina ascetics, who, according to the Mathurä and other inscriptions, as a rule, were 
content co exhort the laymen to make donations and co take care that this tact was 
mentioned in the votive inscriptions" (G. Bühler, "Votive Inscriptions from the Sänchi 
Stupas," EI 2 [l892) 93). For examples of the kind of thing Bühler is referring tO in 
Jaina inscriptions, see Lüders, Mathurä Inscriptions. §§ 13, 14, 93, 140, where the key 
term is nirt'artana- (on which, see Damsteegt, Epigraphical Hybrid Sanskrit. 75, 171, 173, 
252). Geher Jaina inscriptions express the same thing with a different vocabulary; cf. D. 
C. Sircar, "Indological Notes 7, VidisaJain Image Inscriptions of the Time ofRämagupta," 
JAIH 3 0969-1970) 150-151. It is also worth quoting a wise old art hiscorian here. 
Walter Spink says: "A number of inscriptions ae Ajanta also prove that some of the caves, 
and numerous separate images, were donated by the monks themselves. This is an 
interesting commentary on the changing of Buddhism in India, for it suggests that 
monks, far from having renounced all worldly goods, were sometimes men of considerable 
wealth. Ir is doubtful that Buddhabhadra, the chief donor of the elaborate Cave 26-a 
man who proclaims hirnself the friend ofkings-spent very much time humbly wandering 
from village to village with his begging bowl as his predecessors in the early days of 
Buddhism certainly did" (Spink, "Ajanta: ABrief History," Aspe(/J o/Indian Art. 51). 
The question, of course, is whether the facts from AjaQrä that Spink refers to renect any 
change at all. In fact, we simply do not know what Buddhabhadra's "predecessors in the 
early days of Buddhism" aetually did. We do know, however, that from the very beginning 
of our actual epigraphical evidence (Bhärhut, SäncT, etc.), a large number of monks were 
doing exactly what the data indicate they were doing at AjaQ~ä; cf. Schopen, "Two 
Problems in the History of Indian Buddhism," Ch. II above. What we do not know is 
what else they were doing. 

51. Cf. Schopen, "Two Problems in the History of Indian Buddhism," Ch. II above. 
52. H. Lüders, "The Manikiala Inscription," JRAS (909) 660 (repr. H. Lüders, 

Kleine Schriften. hrsg. G. von Hinüber [Wiesbaden: 1973) .) 35); Konow, Kharosh!hJ I nscrip
tions. 31. 

53. Cf. the eighth verse of the prafasti of the monk Buddhabhadra from Cave XXVI 
at AjaQrä: yät'at kMtir lIoke täz'at svarggqu modati ca dehJ / candrärkkakälakalpä kät')}ä 
kMtir mahJdhre~,,//: "And as long as the shrine (he built) remains in the world, so long 
does that man enjoy the heavens. So a shrine equal in duration co the sun and moon 
should be buile on the mountains." Text cited from Yazdani, Ajanta. Part IV, 115. 



CHAPTER IV 

The Ritual Obligations and Donor Roles 
of Monks in the Pali Vinaya 

MORE THAN ONCE recendy it has again been suggested that Buddhist monks 

had lirrle or no role in life-cyde ceremonies in early India. I I do not know on 

what evidence these suggestions are based, but it does not see m that it could 

be the Päli texts. In fact, Buddhist l'inaya texts in Päli, Sanskrit, and what Roth 

calls "Präkrit-eum-Sanskrit" seem to suggest quite otherwise. They seem co 

suggest and assurne that monks regularly had a role in sueh ceremonies and that 

their ritual presence and performance at such ceremonies was of some imporrance. 

Most passages, indeed, employ language that suggests "obligation" (kar(If!Jycl). 

The same texts suggest and assurne that Buddhist monks were acrive donors co 

their own monastic eommunity. 

Ironically, the one life-eyde ceremony in whieh a signifieant place for monks 

has been explicidy conceded-the funeral-is also the one whieh is not explicitly 

included in the list of such ceremonies that appears in the Päli Vinaycl passage 

that seems most concerned with such marrers. But although the funeral is not 

explicitly mentioned there, the passage may allude at least co death rituals as 

Edgerton sometime ago seemed to surmise: it speaks of "illness" <.giläna), and 

the illness in question seems to be, to judge by context, terminal..? 

The passage occurs in the Vassllpanäyika-khandhaka. the secrion dealing with 

the "beginning of the rains." In the Pali Text Society edition, the only one 

available to me, this passage is rather badly ehopped up in an apparent attempt 

by editor or scribe to abbreviate repetitions. Ir deals in general with the occasions 

or situations when a monk could legitimately break the rain-retreat during 

which he was otherwise strictly forbidden to trave!. One of these reasons-but 

only one-has been widely cited: a monk may be away for up to seven days if 

he goes co learn from a lay-brother (IIpäsaka) a "reeognized J/7tra" (a!Jhiiirlät(l!!1 

... Jlltfanta1~') that might otherwise be in danger ofbeing lost. There are, however, 

a nLlmber of other equally legitimate reasons." 

Originally publisheJ in Juumal ofthe Pali Text Suciet)' XVI (992):87-107. Reprimed wirh 
stylistic changes with permission of the Pali Text Suciety. 
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The enumeration of these reasons begins in Horner's translation as follows: 

This is a case, monks, where a dwelling-place for an Order comes to have 
been built by a layfollower (idha pana bhikkhat'e upäsakena sa!!lgha1!1 "ddiJJa 

t1ihäro käräpito hoti). If he should send a messenger to monks, saying: "Let 
the revered sirs come, I want to give a gift and to hear dhamma and to see 

the monks" (ägacchantll bhaddantii, icchämi diinaii ca dät"'!1 dha!JImafi ca Jotm!1 

bhikkh!7 ca passitllJl ti), you should go, monks, if you are sem for (pahita) 

and if the business (kara,!lya) can be done in seven days, but not if you are 
not sem for. 

(l, 139.27; IV, 186.16) 

This is followed by a long list of the kinds of buildings, including "bath

rooms" and other constructions Ca lotus pond"), which a lay-brother has built 

for "an Order," or "for several monks" or "for one monk," and so on, in regard 

to which the same instructions are given. Since in these cases the order or the 

monks are the recipients of the constructions, it is perhaps not remarkable that 

their presence on these occasions was considered important enough to justify 

breaking the rain-retreat. The same considerations, however, will not account 

for their presence on other occasions. 

The passage continues: 

This is a case, monks, where a dwelling comes to have been built by a 
layfollower for hirnself (idha pana bhikkhal'e IIpäsakena attano atthäya nit'esa

na1~1 käräpita'~l hoti) ... a sleeping room (sayanighara) ... a stable (llddosita) 

... a hall in the bathroom ... a lotus pond ... a shed ... a park ... 
(I, 140.27; IV, 187.22) 

This list-an abbreviation of an already abbreviaeed text-is much longer 

and contains almost every conceivable kind of domestic construction. Here, there 

is no question of these constructions being presented to the monks; they are 

explicitly said to have been made for the lay-brother hirnself. The monks in 

these cases cannot be there as recipients, and their presence must have been 

sought, and allowed, for other reasons. Since the text expresses the lay-brother's 

request using the formula "I want to give a gift and to hear dhal1lma and to see 

the monks," it would seem reasonable to assurne that not just here, but even in 

the prior cases where the monks were the intended recipients, the reason for the 

monks' presence was essentially ritualistic. Ir would appear that the text allows 

as legitimate and even requires the presence of the monks at some sort of 

ceremony marking ehe completion (the verbal form is kiiriipita) of construction 

of all sorts of domestic structures owned by laymen at wh ich monks would 

receive gifts and recite religious texts. It is, in fact, hard to interpret the text 

otherwise. But two further points should be noted: it appears to have been 

assumed by the redactors of the text that monks would regularly receive such 
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requests, and that their compliance with such requests was important enough 

to justify their temporary absence from the rain-retreat. 

If what we see here looks very much like sanctioned and assumed monastic 

participation in the domestic house-dedication rituals that are frequently found 

in traditional cultures, then what follows in the passage can only verify this 

impression. To the list of house-dedications the text then adds at least three 

other occasions of traditional domestic rituals: 

This is the case, monks, where a dwelling comes co have been built by a 
layfollower for hirnself ... a sleeping room ... a park ... , or there comes 
to be his son's marriage <pllttassa (la llareyyar!l hoti), or there comes to be his 
daughrer's marriage (dhftltya l'a vareyyal!' hoti), or he becomes ill (giläno l'ä 
hoti) ... 

0, 140.35; IV, 188.3) 

In each of these cases-as in those that precede them-monks, if requested 

through the formulaic request, are required to go, Since the reason or occasion 

that immediately follows concerns preserving "a recognized siltra" that is in 

Janger of being lost, and since no distinction is made between it and the 

marriages of sons or daughters, for example, it would seem that the redactors 

of the Therat'ada-l,inaya considered the laeter occasions to have rhe same impor

tance as the former; in other words, rhe presence of monks at weddings was as 

important as the preservation of sRtras. It is, moreover, difficult to avoid rhe 

impression that this passage presupposes something like a dient relationship 

between monks and lay-brothers. That there was some sense of obligation in 

this relationship seems virtually certain: the text does not say the monk may go, 

but that-if sent for and if it can be aecomplished in seven days-he ""'lISt 

go" (gantabba). 

The clarity of the text here renders elaborate diseussion, I think, unnecessary. 

Ie is all bllt self-evident that the redaetors of the Pali Vinaya assumed and insisted 

upon monastic presence at anJ partieipation in a whole se ries of purely domestic 

or life-eyde rituals. Dur passage is not simply of interest for its dear artieulation 

or a set of ritual obligations bearing on Buddhist monks, however, because it 

also assumes that requests for the ritual presence of monks will not be made by 

Iaymen onIy. Ir goes on to enumerate in very nearly the same language another 

series of individuals who have dwelling places and monasteries built for rhe 

orJer and themselves, anJ who also request the ritual presence of the monks on 

such occasions: 

This is a case, monks, where a dwelling place ... a sire for a monastery 
for an Order ... for several monks ... for him-(her-)self is built by a monk 
... a nun ... a probationer ... a novice (idha pana bhikkhal'e bhikkhllna 
JtIf!lgha!!1 "delissa, bhikkhuniya sa!!Jgha!!J uddissa ... attano atthäya l'iharo kara-
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pito hoti). If he (she) should send a messenger to monks, saying: "Let the 
revered sirs (masters) come. I want to give a gift and to hear dhamma and 
to see the monks," you should go, monks, if you are sent for and if ehe 
business can be done in seven days ... 

0, 141.31; IV, 189.11) 
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Here toO, I think, the text has an elegant clarity. The redactors of our passage 

could only have assumed and taken very much for granted that~xacdy like 

laymen-monks, nuns, "probationers" (sikkhamäna) , and novices (säma'Jera) all 

had monasteries and monastic buildings regularly constructed both for the order 

and for themselves, and-again like laymen-all had on such occasions need for 

the ritual presence of fellow monks. The text does not rule on, buc assumes, 

that monks and nuns can and do act as major donors. We need not again belabor 

the fact that this kind of assumption by the redactors of the Theraz'äda-z'inaya 

fits awkwardly, if at all , in the picture of monastic Buddhism found in our 

handbooks but very nicely with the actions of monks and nuns recorded in 
Indian inscriptions.4 Nor is the role of monks in domestic rituals a commonplace 

in modern presentations of monastic Buddhism. The apparenc discordancy-since 

we prefer so often the pictures in our own books-might suggest some suspicion 
in regard to the presenc passage, or perhaps that it is just another aberration 

peculiar to the Päli Vinaya. 5 That such suspicions are unfounded seems to follow 

from two furt her guite different texts. 

The Mülasarvästiväda-vinaya found at Gilgit has a seccion-the Var~ät'ast"

that corresponds in the main to the Päli Vassupanäyika-khandhaka. There is, as 
well, in the Gilgit Var~ävastu a long passage that corresponds to the Päli passage 

cited above and enumerates the occasions on wh ich the monks may legitimately 

be away during the rain-retreat. Both the enumeration and language here are 

similar to what occurs in the Päli Vinaya, but by no means are they the same. 

The Var~ävastl' passage starts with a list of obligations (karaf!fya) owed to "päsakas 

or lay-brothers. Unfortunately, the description of the very first of the occasions 

on which a monk must go when sent for by a layman involves a textual-and 

perhaps lexical-problem that I cannot solve. It is, however, virtually certain 

that it had something to do with the marriage of the lay-brother. 6 I therefore 

cite what is, in fact, the last occasion enumerated co give an example of the 

formulaic character of the language used in the Var~ävastu: 

There is moreover a further obligation to a lay-brother (upäsakas)'a kara
'!fyam). It may occur that a lay-brother has a sickness, suffering, a serious 
illness. He will send a messenger to the monks (saying) "Will the Venerable 
Ones give a recitation" (äryä l/äcafl) däsyanti). A monk should go, having 
been authorized for seven days, through this obligation to a lay-brother 
(gantavya,!J bhik~u'Jä saptäham adhi~thäya upäsakas)la karal!f)lena)."7 
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The AIt7laJarl'äJtit'äda-l,jnaya. like the Vinaya of the Theraväda, then assurnes 

and requires the presence of monks at certain lay, domestie life-eyde eeremonies. 

It does not list all of the same oeeasions, however, referring explicitly only to 

marriage and serious, if not terminal, illness. The Ml7laJart'äJtiz'äda-z'inaya does 

not seem to refer to house-dedieation rituals; it certainly does not contain the 

long list of different kinds of structures found in the Pali. But it does contain 

some of the same occasions found in the Päli that are more specifically Buddhist. 

It refers, for example, to a lay-brother having a l'ihära constructed, although 

here too it uses a different language: "It may oceur that a lay-brother wishes ro 

have erected a monastery for the community of monks from the four directions" 

(ytltbäpi tad IIpäJakaf cätllrdife bhik~'lIJa'!,ghe l'ihärm!l prati~(häpayitllkäl!lo bhat'ati). 

It also lists a number of more specifieally Buddhist occasions not found in the 

Päli Vinaya: a lay-brother "desiring to donate bedding and seats to that monastery" 

(. .. (/slIiinn et'eI l'ihäre fayewäJane'lIi elnllpradätllkämo bhcll'ati), "wanting to designate 

a permanent alms-giving" in it (. .. aJ!!Iinn ez'a l'ihäre dhrlft1abhik.rä1!l praj,/ajhlyitll

källlo bhal'ati), and, interestingly, "wanting to have erected a Jtl7pa for the body 

of the Tathägata in that monastery" ( ... tCIJ!!Iinn ez'a l'ihelre fclthell?,tltcIJ}e/ J~/rTr{l

JtI7P'''!l prdti~(häpayit"kämo bhal'ati).H In all of these cases-as in the case of 

marriage and illness-if the monks are sent for, and if they can return within 

seven days, they are, of course, required to go. One such occasion, however, may 

be particularly important beeause we may be able to connect it with arecord 

that can be much more securely placed in time and place. 

The Gilgit text gives one of the more specifically Buddhist occasions in the 

following form: 

There is moreover a furt her obligation to a lay-brother. Ir may occur that 
a lay-brother wants ro donate the raising of a staff on that Jtilpa. the raising 
of an 11mbrella, the raising of a flag, the raising of a banner ... he sends 
a messenger to the monks ... a monk shollid go ... 

apem,," apy IIpäJdkaJYcl kara,!iyam. yathäpi tad IIpäJakaJ taJminll el'cI stilpe YCl~O'

dropCll!"'!' chaträropCll!mtl dht'cljäropa'laftl patäkäropaf!am ... emup"cldät"källlo 

Melmti ... Jel Mik~'7f!ä'!/ d,7te"" Clnllprqelyati ... gelnttll')'af!/ bhik~'ltl!ä ... () 

Admitting that the exaet sense of ya~(i-although mllch discussed 1 ()-is 

uncertain, it is still difficlllt not to see in this passage a regulation that corresponds 

almost exactly to the record of an actual event that appears to have occurred at 

a Jtl7Pcl near Bahäwalpur in the first eentury of ehe Common Era. This event was 

recorded in a KharoghT inscription, ehe language of which one might call "a 

Sanskritized Präkrit." Although there have been some differences of opinion in 

regard to its interpretation, Konow's-as usual-appears to be basically corren: 

The eleventh year-year ll--of the Great King, the King Surpassing 
Kings, the Son ofDevas, Kani~ka, in the monch ofDaisios, on the eighteench 
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day--day 18-when the monk (bhik~u) Nagadatta, a narrator of Dha1'ma 

(dha{ rmalkathi) , the student (fi~ya) of the teacher (aca1'ya) Damatrata, the 
student's student of the teacher Bhava, raised the staff (yathi/!l aropayata) 

here in Damana, the mistress of the monastery (z'iharasl 'aJllil!i), the lay
sister (llpasika) BalanandT and the matron, her mother Balajayä, also gave, 
in addition to the setting up of the yaHi (imal!J yathipralithana11.1), (he 
enclosure (paril/ara). May this be for the beneftt and ease of all living 
beings. 11 
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Here we seem to have the record of almost precisely the kind of occasion 

envisioned in the text. A lay-sister donates "the setting up of the ya~(i" at a 

stIlpa. but the presence of a monk-if not his actual direction of the event-is 

carefully recorded, using in at least one case exactly the same wording as the 

Vinaya passage. The importance of the epigraphical record lies, of course, in the 

fact that it allows us to say that what was promulgated, in at least this Vinaya, 

appears co actually have been occurring by the first century.12 

Apart from these points, and apart from noting that the Mülasarvästivada 

passage also lists as one occasion the recitation of texts by a lay-brother, we need 

only note that this Vinaya not only confirms the kind of participation of monks 

in the domestic rituals that was taken for granted in the Pali Vinaya. it also 

assumes-again as in the Pali-that monks will regularly act as donors. The 

first of a monk's obligations co fellow monks occurs in the following form: 

What is the obligation to a monk (bhik~o~ kara1'ffyam). Ir may occur that 
a monk wants to present a park co the community of monks from the four 
directions (yathäpi tad bhik~uf cäturdife bhik~uSal!lghe ärämaf!l niryälayilllkäJllo 

bhal'ati). By hirn there an abundance of material things and worldly things 
are brought together (tena tatra prabhüto vastuläbha ämi~aläbhaf ca samllpällfto 

bhat'ati). He sends a messenger to the monks (saying) "Come! The Reverends 
will enjoy." A monk should go, having been authorized for seven days, 
through this obligation to a monk. 1:1 

In referring to bringing together "material things and worldly things," the text 

uses exactly the same formulaic wording it had used several times previously in 

regard to lay-brothers. Moreover, immediately after this passage the text also 

lists in abbreviated form virtually all the occasions it had enumerated in detail 

in regard to obligations to lay-brothers: yathäpi lad bhik~/lr aJmiml el läräme l'ihäraf!J 

fayanäJanaJ!1 dhrtlt'abhikYj'~1 lathägataJya färJraJtl7pam, ... 11 As in the section 

dealing with lay-brothers, so here the section ends with reference co a monk's 

obligation co artend co a sick or dying fellow monk by giving a recitation: 

yathäpi lad bhikFIr äbädhiko d/ll;khito ['ätihaglätlO bhal'clli. Ja bhik~171!ä'!1 dl7talll 

atltlpre~ayalj. ägacchanfl' äy,,~manto i'äcä)!l Mä{ Ii 1 uanti , ... 1 'i 

We have then two apparently distinct l'inaya traditions-the Theravada and 

Mülasarvastivada-that both assurne and enjoin monastic participation in at 
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least some domestic, lay life-cyde rituals and take as a given the fact that 

monks-exactly like laymen-make both major and minor religious donations, 

and that when they do, other monks are obliged co be present. There is, moreover, 

at least a third t'inaya tradition in which we find something very similar. 

The AbhiJamäcärikä, the "Prakrit-cum-Sanskrit" text of wh ich was discovered 

in Tibet by Sankrityayana, belongs co the Mahasanghika-Lokottaravada monastic 

tradition. In its formal structure it does not contain divisions corresponding co 

the Pali VasJupanä)'ika-khandhaka nor to the Gilgit Var~ällastll and, as a conse

qllence, we do not find in it a passage that formally corresponds co those we 

have discllssed. We do find, however, the expression of the same sorts of assump

eions and ideas. Its first chapter,16 for example, which deals in large pa re with 

the dllties of a senior monk (satljgha-sthavira), says that one of the duties of such 

a monk is to determine, when an invitation co a meal has been received by ehe 

monks, what the occasion for ehe meal is (jänitatya".l. kim älambana".l bhaktat!l). 

He is co determine whether, significantly, the invitation is "connected with a 

birth, connected wieh a death, connected with a marriage, connected with a 

hOllsewarming" (jätakat!l tm:takam tJä llevähikam t'ä grha-prat'efakam t'ä).17 These 

are the occasions, apparently, on which it was assumed monks would receive 

and accept invitations from the laity, and they, as in the Pali and Gilgit Vinayas, 

are all connected with domestie life-eyde rituals. The text goes on to say that, 

in addition co the oeeasion, the senior monk must also determine the source of 

the invitation; he must determine whether it comes from "a visicor, a villager, 

a householder, or a renuneiant" (ägamllkasya gamikasya grhasthasya prat'rajitasya). 

It is dear from the instructions given by the senior monk co the person sent co 

determine these matters that when the invitation is made by a householder, he 

is generally assumed co be a lay-brother or upäJaka: tena gacchiya Prcchitaz')'am. 

koci ima'lJ hi itthannämo näma upäsako. Ir is equally clear from similar instructions 

that the inviter eould be a monk or nun: ko nimamreti. bhik~u bhik~u1JfllpäSakopäsikä 

ägantltko gamiko zlä1Jijako särthaväho. IH 

After indicating how all of this should be determined, the text goes on co 

specify how on eaeh oecasion the transfer of merit apparently expecred from the 

monks should be performed, eiting--curiously-both an inappropriate and an 

appropriate verse co be recited that in every case is tailored co the speeific 

occasion. Typical are the instructions concerning an invitation "connected with 

a death": 

Now, then, when it is an occasion conneceed with a death, it is not permissi
ble to direct the reward ehus (näyaTlJ k~amati eva'lJ dak~i1Jä ädifitu".l): 

''Yoday for you is a very good day, very efficacious. At present has 
arrived an auspiciollS moment. 
Today for YOll in the well-ordained, through the well-ordained, ehe 
reward in ehe most excellent vessel shines." 
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Not in this way is the reward to be directed, but rather the reward should 
be directed (atha khalll dak~irJä ädifital1yä): 

"All living beings will die. Indeed life ends in death. As was their 
action so they will go, going towards the result of good or bad. 
There is hell for those of bad action; good being done, they go to 

heaven. 
Having developed the noble path they without further consequences 
enter rm·l-'ä,!a. 

In this way the reward is to be directed. 19 
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The monks on each occasion are required to recite an appropriate verse and 

"to direct the reward" that results from this. Although not frequently, the 

expression used here to refer to the "transfer of merit"-dak{irJä ädif-does occur 

in the Päli canon, and there, as here, is also associated with the recitation of 

verses. It is far more frequent and firmly anchored in the i\Jl7lasan lästit läda-l 'inaya 

and related sources, where again it is frequently connected with the recitation 

of verses or Dharma. And it is referred to as weIl in other Mahäsänghika sources. 20 

The appropriate verse here, as in most other cases, occurs elsewhere in canonical 

literature. 21 But for our present purposes the most important point to be noted 

is, of course, that the Abhisamäcärikä. though representing yet another distinct 

t1ilzaya tradition, assumes, and makes rules to govern, the participation of monks 

in domestic life-cyde rituals, and assurnes as weIl that monks and nuns act as 

donors. Though minor details may vary, it has in common a set of basic assump

tions and ideas with both the Theraväda and Mülasarvästiväda monastic traditions 

and codes. All share the assumption and acceptance of a monk's obligation to 

be present at, and to have an active role in, a variety of domestic, life-cyde 

rituals connected with birth, marriage, house construction, sickness, and death. 

All promulgate rules governing such obligations. 22 All recognize as perfectly 

regular that monks and nuns will act as donors. The texts, I think, are unambigu

ous on these points, although there is, as well, an important qualification in all 

of them. 

The qualification or restriction that appears to apply to the obligations 

monks owe to others is highlighted in, for example, another discussion in the 

Päli Vinaya. The case involves a monk whose mother falls ill and sends for hirn 

during the rain-retreat. The monk is made to recall the Buddha's ruling on the 

matter, but it apparently does not cover this particular case because the monk 

says: ayarl ca me mätä gilänä sä ca anupäsikä. katha'~l 1111 kho mayä patipajjitabban 

ti. "This is my mother who is fallen ill, but she is not a /ay-sister. How now should 

I proceed?" The Buddha responds by adding the monk's mother and father to 

the previously established list of individuals-all otherwise formally connected 

with the Buddhist community-to whom a monk had a dear obligation in such 
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circumstances: a monk, a nun, a probationer, a novice, a woman novice, and lay

brochers and -siscers. 2) 

This case confirms and makes explicit what all of our texts, whether Thera

väda, Mülasarvästivada, or Mahasänghika, seem co imply: the obligation of monks 

co artend and participate in lay life-cyde ceremonies is not owed co the tota/lay 

population, but only co individuals who are formally designated as lay-brothers 

(upäsakaJ) or lay-sisters (upäsikäs). To which the Päli tradition, at least, adds a 

monk's mother and father, even if the parents are not formally connected with 

the Buddhist community. This restricrion is significant for understanding the 

social dynamics of the Buddhist community as it was underscood by l'inaya 

masters. It is also significanr because epigraphical material seems strongly to 

suggest that only a small number of those people who made gifts at Buddhist 

sites identified themselves as IIpäsakas or upäsikäs. 2
.
j The ritual dientele of Bud

dhist monks may necessarily have been limited in earIy India. The problem that 

remains, then, is determining what "earIy" can mean here. 

This situation is not new. It recurs repeatedly in the study of earIy Buddhist 

canonical sources, especially when textual sources transmitted by more than one 

Buddhist monastic order are consulted. In this instance, we have texts redacted 

and transmitted by the Theravada, Mülasarvastivada, and Mahasanghika chat, 

although they differ in regard co detail, share or have in common a set of rules 

and a common assumption in regard to monastic participation in domestic ritual. 

To account for such shared or common elements, two basic theories have been 

used: one says that common elements in discrete textual and monastic sources 

must go back co aperiod which predates the development of schisms; the other 

says that such common elements result from contamination, murual borrowing, 

and a process of leveling, and, cherefore, are late. 2
'i The first theory depends on 

the assumption that Buddhist monastic groups can be meaningfully treated as 

so-called seets-this has been repeatedly questioned. 26 Ir depends on the assump

tion that, once developed, these seets existed in isolation, hermetically sealed, 

with no significant contaet or interchange-this is contrary co all our evidenceY 

Ir depends on the assumption that we aetually know when the splits or schisms 

occurred-bur we do not. The textual sources, all very late, give a variety of 

discordant dates, and epigraphical sources suggest that discrete monastic orders 

appeared centuries later than our textual sources say.28 Finally, this theory assurnes 

that "orthodoxy" or uniformity among related religious groups is established 

first and then, only over time, do significant differences develop-this is contrary 

co almost everything church hiscorians and sociologists have discovered: if unifor

mity is ever achieved, it is achieved over more or less long periods of time 

through a complex process of mutual influence, borrowing, and sometimes violent 

leveling that works on originally discrete and competing groups and voices. 2
<J 

The second theory seems co avoid these problems. 
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A similar, in fact related, set of questions concerns the date of the various 

Vinayas. But it roo seems that the old observations and arguments of Wassilieff 

and Levi remain unrefuted and best account for what seem ro be the facts. The 

former said some years ago that it appears that "les Vinayas parvenus a nous ont 

ete rediges a une epoque tardive," and the evidence seems to be mounting in 

his favor.'o 

Fortunately, however, the dates of the vinayas need not here be decided. It 

is probably true that, in terms of absolute chronology, a/l of the l'inayas are late. 

But from the point of view of relative chronology, they also represent ehe earliest 

codification of monastic rules that we have. For our specific purposes, this means 

that monastic presence and participation in a range of domestic life-cycle rituals 

is assumed, judged important, and prescribed in the earliest t'inaya literature 

that we have, and that our earliest vina)'a sources assume that monks and nuns 

will regularly act as donors and rule on the obligations of fellow monks when 

they do. 
We still, of course, do not know if monks actually participated in domestic 

rituals. We only know that the monk redactors of several t'inayas assumed they 

did and said they should. That monks and nuns acted as donors, however, is 

certain. Not only do those same monk redactors assume they did, and formulate 

rules for governing the behavior of other monks when they would, but Indian 

inscriptions put this beyond any doubt. Once again, the isolated, socially disen

gaged "early" Buddhist monk of modern scholars and Mahäyäna polemics is 
difficult to find."\ 
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Vinaya,"JPTS 15(990) 127-138; C. Hallisey, "Aptopos the Päli Vinaya as a Historical 
Document. A Reply to Gregory Schopen," ibid, 197-208; R. Gombrich, "Making 
Mountains Withour Molehills: The Case of the Missing StI7Ptl." ibid, 141-14.1. What 
has come our of this discussion-apart from some light entertainment provided by 
Professor Gombrich-seems to be: an increased awareness of the complexity and extent 
of Päli Vina)'a literature, and a promising suggestion that there is something like an 
"ideal" Vina)'a (the canonical Vinaya) and an "actually used" Vina)'a (the various summaries 
and "different monastic handbooks"), with the consequent confirrnation of the suggestion 
"that the canonical Vinaya text is not as useful as once thought as a ready source for 
extracting usable historical data" (Hallisey, 207). It seems too that rhe suggesrion of 
"the loss of text" is weaker even than I thought, but some problems remain. Though 
the Katikät'ata passage might be neurralized by invoking the d" or ca, this will not affect 
the VisllddhilllaggCl passages. They, as Hallisey says, "are more difficult to explain." There 
is, moreover, what appears to be a much more likely case of "loss of text"-here again 
concerning "relics"-in the Sri Lankan manuscripts of rhe Sm!z)'IItta: see G. Schopen, 
"An Old Inscription from AmarävatT and the Cult of the Local Monastic Dead in Indian 
Buddhist Monasteries," Ch. IX below, 191-192 and 203, n. 11l. Finally, ir seems 
absolurely certain-given Professor Gombrich's agreement-that it can no longer be 
said rhat the Pali Vina)'a does not contain any references to stl7pas. He seems to have 
been so convinced by my suggestion that the references to ceti)'aJ in the SIIttCl- Vihbmiga 
are to be understood as referring to stüpas that he wants to use them against me (140). 
Bur the presence of such tules in one part of the Pali Vi naya , but not in another, does 
not see m to puzzle. 

15. Gilgit AfanllscriptJ, iii 4, 142.5. EIsewhere in the ,\Jl7lasart'ästit'äda-l'inaYCI-in 
irs Clt1arat1ast1l-there are even more specific rules governing the performance of a 
"worship of the Teacher (= Buddha)" (fästuf ca püjä) for a siek and dying monk and how 
that Pl7jä should be financed; see Gilgit Manuscripts, iii 2, 124.11-125.9. 

16. The whole text was first edited in B. Jinananda, Abhisamäcärikä {Bhik~"prakrr
'Jaka} (Patna: 1969). The first chapter has been again edited and translated-though rhe 
latter, at least, is far from satisfactory-in S. Singh and K. Minowa, "A Critical Edirion 
and Translation of Abhisamacarika Nama Bhik~u-Praklrr:lakaJ:!," Buddhist St"dies. The 
Journal 0/ the Department 0/ Buddhist Studies. Unit1ersit)' 0/ Delhi 12 (988) 81-146; see 
also M. Prasad, A Comparatit1e StNd)' 0/ Abhisamäcärikä (Patna: 1984). 

17. Singh and Minowa, 91.26; Jinananda, 17.8. 
18. Singh and Minowa, 91.27, 89.32, 95.27; Jinananda, 17.9, 14.9, 25.1. 
19. Singh and Minowa, 92.15f; Jinananda, 18.13f. 
20. For references in both primary and secondary sources and some discussion 

concerning the expression dak~i'Jä ädif-, see Schopen, "On Avoiding Ghosts and Social 
Censure," Ch. X below, esp. n. 43. It has yet, however, to be fully studied. [See also 
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G. Schopen, "Ooing Business for the Lord: Lending on Interest and Written Loan 
Contracts in the Millasarz1ästiz'äda-z'inaya, "JAOS 114(994) 527-554; esp. 545f.J 

21. This verse or variants of it occur at jlAahät'astll, ii, 66; Sa'!'Y"tta. i, 97; etc. 
22. The various l'inayas obviously do not list all the same ritual oecasions. The 

AbbiJil1lliicärikä list is the most inelusive, and the Päli Vinaya puts eonsiderable emphasis 
on "house dedieation" rituals. The Alillasart!ästil'äda-l'inaya is noticeably the most restric
tive in terms of the kind of domestic rituals at which monks are obliged to be present. 
The explanation for these differences is not yet determined. It may be related to the 
cultural and geographieal milieu in which the various codes were redacted rat her than 
to chronology. We may see in rhe resrricrive character of rhe AfillaJarz'ästiZ'iida-l'ina)a, 
tcx example, another indication rhat it was redaeted by, and far, a Buddhist monastic 
community in elose contact with brahmanical or significantly brahmanized groups in 
wh ich domestic ritual was already in the hands of other religious specialists. The needs 
or requirements of a monastic group in "tribai" or partially brahmanized areas could 
differ markedly. Cr. Schopen, "On Avoiding Ghosts and Social Censure," Ch. X below. 

2?). Päli Vinaya, i, 147.20ff. 
24. A thorough study of upäsakas and "päJikäs in Indian Buddhist inscriptions has 

yet to be done. But at SäficT St17lla no. 1, for example, only eighteen of the more than 
three hundred twenty-five lay donors call themselves IIpäJelkas or "päsikäs; at Bhärhut 
none du; at Näsik only four of twenty-three; at Kärli only two of twenty-two; and I 
very much suspect a similar pattern will hold throughout until at least the fifth or 
sixth century. 

25. Cr. L. O. G6mez, "Buddhism in India," Bllddhis", and Asian HiJtory, ed. J. M. 
Kitagawa and M. O. Cummings (New York: 1989) 6·4, and L. Schmithausen, Preface, 
E"r/it:Jt BllddhiJm a"d AI {ulhyemJaka , Panels of the VIIth World Sanskrit Conference, Vol. 

II (Leiden: 1990) 1-2. 
26. See H. Bechert, "Zur Geschichte der buddhistischen Sekten in Indien und 

Ceylon," LI lJolll·dlt: dio 7-9 0955-1957) 311-.%0; Bechert, "On the Identification of 

Buddhist Schools in Early Sri Lanka," Ind%gy and LilU'; St"dit:J in Hot!or 0/ Professor J. 
D"f/um M. Derrdt. ed. G. D. Sontheimer and P. K. Aithal (Wiesbaden: 19H2) 60-76. 

27. H istoir/! cl" bOliddhiJllI/! indien, 197. 
2H. See Schopen, "Two Problems in the History of Indian Buddhism," Ch. Il 

above, 26. 
29. See, fix example, the now classic W. Bauer, Orthodox)' and Heres)' in Eca-lieJ! 

CJmstiamty (Philadelphia: 1971). Something similar has occasionally been argued in the 
development of Indian Buddhism-but only occasionally. J. Przyluski, for example, in 
discussing the pratItyasallllttpäda formula said many years ago: "En somme, nous ne 
pOLlvons admertre qu'iJ y eüt a I'origine du Bouddhisme une serie de douze 'conditions' 

dont les autres listes ne seraient que des deformations recentes. Plus haut nous remontons 
dans le passe, plus grande est la diversite gue nous constatons. C'est probablement a une 

epoque assez tardive qu'on s'eHcx~a de concilier les theses divergentes et que finit par 
prevaloir la serie: az'id)'ä ... jarämarcU/a" <J. Przyluski, "La roue de la vie a Ajal)~ä," JA 
[1920} .127-.128). 

50. W. Wassilieff (V Vasilyev}, "Le bouddhisme dans son plein developpement 
d'apres les vinayas," RHR 54 (896) 518-325, esp. 32Iff; S. Levi, "Les elements de 

fiJrmation du Oivyävadäna," TP 8 (1907) 116-117 and n. 1; Levi, "Les saintes ecritures 
du bouddhisme," Mimorial Sylz'ilin Lit'j (Paris: 1937) H2-84: "Oe plus, la vie du couvent, 

qui allait en se developpant sans cesse, proposait ainsi sans cesse des problemes pratiques 
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qu'd fallait resoudre au nom du fondateur de l'ordre. Les couvents les plus riches, les 
mieux frequentes, se creaient ainsi des collections qui se perpetuaient en s'accroissant. 
Les religieux errants, qui circulaient toujours nombreux de couvent en couvent, mainten
aient dans ce vasre ensemble une communication constante qui tendait a niveler les 
divergences trop accusees. Reduits par elagage aleurs elements communs, les Vinaya de 
toutes les ecoles se ramenent sans effort a une sorte d'archetype unique, gui n'est pas le 
Vinaya primitif, mais la moyenne des Vinaya," 

31. The influence of the characterizations of "early" monks found in Mahäyäna J/7!ra 
literature on modern scholarly characterizations is a subject not yet studied, but one 
which may weIl be of particular significance. There are cases, für example, where what 
appears to be Mahäyäna polemical caricature has been used to account für historical 
development. Dayal has said that " ... it seems that the Buddhist monks ... in the 
second century B,C. ... emphasized a few duties to the exclusion of others. They became 
too self-centered and contemplative, and did not evince the old zeal for missionary 
activity among the people. They seem to have cared only for their own liberation from 
sin and sorrow. They were indifferent to the duty of teaching and helping all human 
beings .... The hodhisattl'a ideal can be understood only against this background of a 
saindy and serene, but inactive and indolent monastic order" (H. Dayal, The BodhiJaltz'tl 
Doctrine in BuddhiJt Samkri/ Litera/lire [London: 1932J 2-3). This explanation of a hisrorical 
occurrence has, in a variety of forms, often been repeated (see H iJtoire du bOllddhiJme indien. 
73, 78, 699), but no evidence for it is ever cited, and it appears to be litde more than 
a paraphrase of the polemical position taken in Mahäyäna Jt7traJ. There is, moreover, 
linie, if any, indication in Indian inscriptions that monks--either betöre or after the 
beginning of the Common Era-were "self-centered," "cared only for their own libera
tion," and "were indifferent to ... helping a11 human beings." In face, the indications 
are quite otherwise. They suggest a monk very active in giving, concerned with benefiting 
parents, teachers, friends, and "all beings," and very much engaged in the social world; 
see the references in n. 1 above. We see this monk in Indian inscriptions that date to 
almost exactly the period during wh ich we think Mahäyäna Jt7traJ were first composed. 
Obviously, much remains to be learned here. 

* * * 
[For a short response to this paper see R. Gombrich, "The Monk in the Päli Vinaya: 
Priest or Wedding Guest?" jPTS 21 (1995) 193-197. For more on the tide translated 
here as "mistress of the monastery," see now G. Schopen, "The Lay Ownership of 
Monasteries and the Role of the Monk in Mülasarvästivädin Monasticism," jlABS 19.1 
(996) 81-126,J 



CHAPTER V 

The Stupa Cult and the Extant Päli 
Vinaya 

ONE OP THE MORE curious things about the Pali Vinaya as we have it is that it 

contains no rules governing the behavior of monks in regard co st17pas. In this 

respen it is, among the various {Iinayas that have come down co us, unique: 

"tous les Vinayclpi(aka . .. a la sellle exception dll t'inaya päli, contiennent," according 

to Bareau, "d'interessantes donnees concernant la construction et le culte des 

.\t17Pd" (emphasis added).1 Bareau seems to see the absence of such "donnees" in 

the Pali VinclJel as a function of the chronology of the compilation of the various 

l'j""YdS and seems co suggest that the absence of such material results from the 

rdatively earlier date of the closing of its compilation . .? Roth explains the absence 

or such rules in the Pali VinclYcl in a somewhat different way: "The Pali tradition 

apparently did not include such a section, as the compilers of the ancient Pali 

canon were governed by a tradition according to wh ich the construction and 

worship of a stil/lei was the concern of laymen and not of monks. Therefore, there 

was feh to be no need for a particular stilpa-seccion to be included in ehe 

Kbcll/db"kcl-section of the Pali Vinaya. ") There is, however, a passage in a twelfth 

century Sinhalese Katikäl'ata, or monastic code, a passage in the Visllddbi"'''gr,cI. 

and several passages in the SlItta-l·ibhanga, that might suggest quite a different 

possible explanation. 

The Mahc7-Pclräkralllabähll Katikäl'ata. which has come down to us in a 

twelfth century inscription from Galvihara;1 was promulgated as apart of one 

of ehe many attempts co "purify" or "reform" the Sri Lankan Saligha. and ies 

auehors claim that it "was formulated also without deviaeing from the tradition 

of the lineage of precepcors [äd"rol = äCc7rya-k,da] and after the consultation of 

Dhamma and Vinaya."'i One of the seccions intended co regulate the daily life 

of the monks says, in part, in Raenapala's translation: 

Originally published in Journal uf ehe Pali Texe Socieey XIII (1989):83-100. Reprinted with 
stylistic changes with permission of ehe Pali Text Society. 

86 
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They should rise at dawn and pass the time walking up and down (for the 
sake of bodily exereise). Thereafter they should wear the cTvara covering 
themselves properly with it and after they have finished cleaning the teeth 
and have attended to the dllfies speci/ied in the Khandhaka slleh as the dllties 
pertaining to Stl7pas, the great bodhi-tree, the temple terraee, the teaehers, 
the Theras, the siek and the lodging plaees (dahagab mäiilbo ailgal!a-l'atll
dN ädltm-wt tera-l'at gilan-tJat senaSIIn-t'at ä kandll-z'atll-dll sapayä), should 
if need arise enter the refeetory ... (emphasis added).C, 

87 

It would appear from his translation that Ratnapala understood the Katikä

['ata co be saying that a11 the "ducies" enumerated here were "specified" in the 

Khandhaka, and that he assurnes that Khandhaka here refers co the portion of 

the Vinaya so named. But this would suggest, if Ratnapala's interpretation of 

the text is correct, that the authorities who drafted this Katikäl'ata in the 

twelfth century knew-and presupposed that their intended audience knew-a 

Khandhaka which contained mIes concerning "ducies pertaining co StUpas." The 

Khandhaka-l'atta, or duties specified in the Khandhaka." were, again according 

to Ratnapala, specifica11y identified by Mahäsvämi Säripucra, a Ieading figure 

and ['i11aya authority contemporary with the promulgation of the Katikäl'atä. 

with "the major and minor duties enumerated in the Vättä-khalldhäkä. i.e., 

Vinäyä ii 207-230."7 Säripucra, then, also underscood Khändhäkä-l'aftä co refer 

co the text of the Vinäyä, and his specificity, in fact, should make it easy co 

Iocate these mIes. But when we look at Vinaya ii 207-230, it becomes clear 

thar, although rhere are now mIes there regarding "the reachers, the Theras, the 

siek and the lodging places," Vinaya ii 207-230, äS zn häl'e it. does not contain 
a word about stupas. This might suggest either that Säriputra was wrong in his 

identification of the Khandhaka-tJatta with these specific pages, or that the 

compilers of the Katikävatä knew-and expected eontemporaries to have-a 

Vinäyä different from the one we have, a Vinäyä which had a fuller text of Vinäyä 

ii 207-230 than the one that has co me down to us. Oddly enough, even if 

Säriputra was wrong in his specific identification, we are still lefe in much ehe 

same position: even if ehe Katikävata is not specifically referring eo Vinaya ii 

207-230, it muse at least be referring co the Villäyä. HAnd ie is not in just 

Vinaya ii 207-230 that there are no references co "duries pertaining to Stüpas"; 

there are no references to such duties anywhere in ehe Päli Vinäyä that we know. 

It is, however, not just the authors of our Kätikäl'ätä who appear possibly to 

have known a Päli Vinaya different from ehe one we have. 

Buddhaghosa refers on several occasions in his Vis/lddhimaggä to the Khän

dhäka and there is, I think, no doubt about what he underscood by the term. 

In one place he says: lIbhato-vibhangapariyäpännal!1 l'ä ädibrähmä{(Jriyäka1!1. khand

hakat'ättapäriyäpanna'!l äbhisamäcärikal!l. which Pe Maung Tin translates as "Or, 

that which is included in both the Vibhangas is the 'major precept'; that which 
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. is included in the Khandhaka duties i5 ehe 'minor preeept'."Y At another plaee 

he refers to the "proper duties" promulgated by the Blessed One in the Khandhaka 

(y"n Ü"!' bhagat'atä ... khandhake sallünätJatta".l pafifiattafl.l) and then quotes a 
passage similar to th,it· found in our Katikät'ata that is found now in Vina)'a ii 

231. W Ir seems fairly obvious, then, that when Buddhaghosa uses the terms 

Khandhaka or Khandhaka-l/atta. he 1S always referring to the text of the eanonieal 

Villclya which he knew. This is of some importanee beeause in yet another passage 

.. in his Visllddhimagga. he refers his-readers to ehe Khandhaka for rules regarding 

many of the sam.e things that the Mahä-Paräkramabähu-Katikät'ata refers to. The 

passage in question reads: 

ilgamllkaftJ pana bhikkhur!i disl'Ci ägantllkapa{isanthäro kätabbo l'tI. az'amäni 

pi cetiyanga,!az'atta-bodhi)'anganaz1atta-uposathägäraz'atta

bhojanasäläjantäghara-äcariyupajjhäya-ägantuka-gamikat,attädrni sabbäni 

khandhakat'attäni püretabbän' et'a 

wh ich Pe Maung Tin translates as: 

On seeing a guest-monk, he should give hirn the greetings due to a guest. 
All the-remaining Khandhaka duties should be performed, such as the duties 
of the shrine-yard, ehe yard of ehe Bo-tree, the sacred-service hall, the dining
hall, the fire-room, the duties towards the teacher, the preceptor, guests. 11 

Ir is dear from his translation tnar Pe Maung Tin understood Khandhaka 

iO the Visllddhimagga to be a proper name or the title of a work. T. W. Rhys 

Davids allel Seede before hirn understood ehe term in the Visuddhimagga in the 

same way. Citing the same passages we have cited above from the Visllddhimagga. 

Rhys Davids and Stede defined khandhaka-t'atta as "dueies or observanees speeified 
.. in the v. khandha or chapter of the Vinaya which deals with these duties." 12 But 

if these scholars are eurreet; ehen it is hard to avoid concluding from the passage 

justcited that, like the authors of-the Katikät'ata who knew a Khandhaka 

containing rules "pertaining to Stilpas, " Buddhaghosa knew a Khandhaka ehat 

contained-rules concerning "ehe shrine-yard" or retiyanga'la. Sinee he was-like 

- . ehe auehors of the Katikäliata-giving praetieal instruetions to his readers, it is 

again difficule to avoid ehe assumpeion that he assumed ehat they would know 

--- or be able to eonsule a similacKhandhaka. Bue, alehough the Mahäsanghika 

Vinaya preserved in Chinese, for example, has rules coneerning whae Bareau 

- translates as ''l'eneeinte du stüpa,"!'> and although the Sanskrit version of the 

Mü/clJart'ästil'äda-t'inaya has rules regarding the Jtüpänga'la, ,.} the Päli Vina)'a as 

[l't: Hal'e i: does not have a single reference co the cetiyänga'la or stüpäriga'la. 1 'i 

U nless Rarnapali, Pe Maung Tin, Rhys Davids, and Seede are all wrong in 

their interpretations of the compound khandhakat'atta, unless, in short, we do 

not understand what theterm actually refers to, these ewo passages--one from 

the fifth·century Visuddhimagga. the other from a twelfth century Sinhalese 
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Katikävata-seem to suggest that there is a distinct probability that the Päli 

Vinaya. like virtually all the other vinayas known co us, had on ce contained 

specific "duties pereaining co Stüpas" and "duties of the shrine-yard." Ir is, 

moreover, not just sources external co the Päli Vinaya like the Visuddhimagga 

and Mahä-Pm-akramabähll Katikällata that seem co suggest that this Vinaya may 

have originally contained such rules. There are indications within the Päli Vinaya 

itself that would seem co point co much the same conclusion. 

Although, as we have aiready noted, the PäIi Vinaya as we have it, and more 

pareicularly the Khandhaka, have no rules specifically governing behavior in 

regard to stilpas. stilpas-or at least cetiyas-are taken for granted as an integral 

pare of the monastic life in at least four passages in the SlItta-l'jbhanga. We might 

look briefly at these. 

In discussing the passage from the Visllddhilllagga above, I have assumed 

that Buddhaghosa's cetiyangalJa was the PäIi equivalent of the Mülasarvästivädin 

stilpängalJa and of the 'Tenceinte du stilpa" found in the Chinese l'inayas. Given 

the narrative uses and descriptions of the cetiyanga1!a in Buddhaghosa, it would 

be hard to argue otherwise. But if this equivalence of cetiya and stüpa holds here, 

it may hold elsewhere as well. Two of the four passages from the SlItta-l,ibhaliga 

that concern us, for example, deal with properey rights in, and the tripareite 

economic structure of, Buddhist monastic establishments. The first of these, 

Vinaya iii 266, reads: 

sa1~lghassa parirJatal~1 afifiasa".lghassa t1ä cetiyassa l'ä parirJämeti. äpatti 

dllkkafassa. cetiyassa parirJata1?/ afifiacetiyassa I/ä sal?/ghassa I'ä p"ggalassa 
l'ä parirJämeti. äpatti d"kkafassa. pllggalassa pariflatal!l afifiapllggalassa 1'ä 

sa1!lghassa vä cetiyassa vä parilJameti. äpatti dllkkafassa. 

And Horner translates the passage as: 

If he appropriates wh at was apportioned co the Order for another (part of 
the) Order or for a shrine, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he appro
priates what was apporeioned to a shrine for another shrine or for an Order 
or for an individual, there is an offence of wrong-doing. If he appropriates 
what was apportioned co an individual for another individual or for an 
Order or for a shrine, there is an offence of wrong-doing. 16 

This passage, and the virtually identical passage at Vinaya lV 156, can, I 

think, onIy represent the PäIi versions of similar discussions of properey rights 

found in Sanskrit in the Mülasarvästiväda-vinaya and in several l'inayas now 

preserved in Chinese. In the Mülasarvästiväda-vina)'a. for example, we find: 

bhagavän äha / sart'aSa".lgha".l sannipätyasall laksJtaz')'a/:; / kif!/ 

sambhinnakärr na I/ä iti / yadi sambhinnakärr / Sä1!/ghika".1 sta"pikal!l karoli / 

sta"pika".l vä Sä".lghikam / evam adhärmikam / 
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The Blessed One said: 'Having assembled the whole community, this is to 
be considered: is this a (case for) making a full division [or: mixed distribu
tion], or is it not) If there is a full division (and) it takes what belangs to 
the S'IJigh" as what belangs tu the st17pa. or what belongs to the Jtüpa as 
whar belangs tu rhe S,uigh'l-S11Ch (a procedure) is not in conformiry wirh 
the Oh,n.,"'1 (de Ita hu chUJ d'lflg ",i JIIthllll pa yin paJ).17 

In regard ro the Chinese l'itzayas, Bareau notes, for example, that "les Sarvasti

vadin parlent aussi des biens inepuisables du Jtiipa. qui sont inalienables. Les 

biens qui sont donnes en offrande au Jt17pa ne pellvent etre urilises a d'allcres 

fins. On ne doit pas les melanger avec les biens de la Communaute des quarre 
directions, ni avec les biens consistant en nourriture, ni avec les biens apartager." IH 

It would seem fairly certain that the SlItta-l/ibhaliga passage, the IllI7Ia.f?/n'asti

I'üc/a-l'intlya passage, and the Sarvastivadin material summarized by Bareau are 

all dealing with the same basic concern: the distribution of properey ro, and the 

ownership rights of, the different corporate or juristic entities within a monastic 

establishment. The faet that, in exactly similar contexts, the Sarvastivädin and 

Mülasarvastivadin Vina)'aJ speak of stüpas or chat which "belongs ro the JtüPClS" 

(Jhlllpiktl) and the Pali Sut!a-l'ibha/iga speaks of cetiyaJ would seem again ro 

suggest that the two terms are equivalent, that ceti)'a in these contexts is the 

Päli equivalent for stüpel. Ir is interesting ro note that the Pali preference for 

(etiya may, in fact, represent a relatively late South Indian influence on the 

vocabulary of the Pali Vina)'a. At NagärjunikoQ<)a, for example, what elsewhere 

would be called a stüpa is, in the inscriptions, consistently referred to as a (eti)"" IlJ 

Buc if ceti)'tI in these contexts and in the compound cetiyaliga/!a is the Pali 

eqllivalent of stl7pa, then it is equally possible that it is being used in rhe same 

way in the two remaining passages we must mention from the S"t!a-l'ibhaliga. 

Salighadisestl V prohibits monks from acting as "go-betweens" (Jaflcaritla) but 

notes that "there is no offence if it is for the Order, or for a shrine, or if he is 

ill; if he is going on business, if he is mad, if he is a beginner" (emapatti stl'~/ghtlJJtI 

I'Ü cetiYtlHtI l'a gila1'JtlJJa l'a karal!f)'ena gacchati, umwatlakaHa. adikaJllmikelsJa ti).20 

Si m ilarly, in the Bhikkh""h'ibhaiJga. Pacitliya XLIV, wh ich prohibits nuns from 

doing household work, cooking, etc., it is said that "there is no offence if it 

[cooking, etc.} is a drink of conjey, if it is for the Order; if it is for worship at 

a shrine ... " (anapatli yagupane sal?ighabhatte cetiYtl-p17jaya ... ) . .?l If Pali celiya in 

these two passages does not refer ro what in other Vina)'aJ would be called stüPClJ, 

it is hard to know what it could refer co. The ceti)'a in these passages is an 

"object" for whose worship nuns can properly prepare food and for whose sake 

monks can engage in activities otherwise forbidden to them. It is unlikely, 

therefore, that the term here could be referring co 10cal or non-Buddhist 

"shrines"-the only other "objects" generally referred co by the term in Päli 

canonical literature. 22 These considerations, and the fact that the use of Pali 
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atiya for stüpa is virtually assured, as we have seen, elsewhere in the SlIfta

llibhclIiga would certainly support the possibility that it is so used here as weil. 

If we keep in mind, then, the eguivalence of (etiya and st!7pa that seems 

virtually certain in two cases in the Päli SlIfta-l'ibbaliga. and likely in two more, 

it would appear that the Päli SlItta-I/ibhanga (although it has no wIes specifically 

governing behavior in regard to stüpas or cetiyas) takes such behavior and the 

existence of st!7pas or atiyas very much for granted when it deals with other 

matters. The wIes governing the division of property, acting as a "go-between," 

cooking foods, etc., take the st17pa or cetiya and activity undertaken in regard to 

it as established and fully integrated elements of the monastic life. This, of 

course, makes the complete absence of rules specifically concerned with st17pas 

or (etiyas in the Khalldhaka even more striking and would seem to provide yet 

another argument for concluding that the Päli Khandhaka must originally have 

contained such wIes. But if-as the Mahil-Parilkralllabahll Katikat'ata. the ViJlld

dhimagga. and the SlItta-z/ibba,iga see m to suggest-the Päli Vinaya had originally 

contained such rules, then the fact that they are no longer found in the Vinaya 
known to us could, apparently, only be explained by assuming that either they 

had inadvertently dropped out of the manuscripts or, perhaps, that they were 

intentionally written out. 

The comparatively recent date of the vast majority of the surviving manu

scripts for texts in the Päli canon/' coupled with the long and troubled history 

of their transmission-especially after the twelfth century--could easily account 

for the loss of material from these texts on a fairly Iarge scale and makes an 

uninterrupted transmission of our Päli texts extremely unlikely. In fact, the 

historical situation would suggest that the transmission was probably interrupted 

not once but on several different occasions. 24 It is, therefore, possible to think 

that the loss of "the duties pertaining to Stüpas" could have occurred in just 

this way. There is at least one consideration, however, that renders this possibility 

less forceful and may, in fact, suggest guite a different process. 

In the llillayas surveyed by Bareau-those of the MahTsäsaka, Dharmagup

taka, Mahäsänghika, Sarvästivädin, and Mülasarvästivädin-the rules regarding 

stüpas. although concentrated in the various K~udrakatlastus. are scattered through

out this I/astu and, in so me of the collections, in other t'astlls or divisions of the 

t'illa)'a as well. 25 They do not occur as a single block. Assuming that much the 

same held for the Päli Villaya. and that although concentrated in a single t'astll. 

wIes regarding stupas would have been scattered throughout it and eIsewhere 

in the Skalldhaka. it would be easy enough to see how some of these scattered 

rules could have been lost through accidents of transmission. But that all such 

wIes would have been lost in this way seems very unlikely. In light of this, the 

total absence of rules regarding stüpas in the Päli Villaya would see m to make 

sense onIy if they had been systematically removed. 
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But aeknowledging the possibility-if not the likelihood~f such a system

atie removal having aetually oeeurred is one thing; knowing why ic mighc have 

oeeurred is something else again. One might be tempted to cry to explain any 

removal from the Päli Vinaya of rules regarding stüpas by referring co the 

purported prohibition of monastie partieipation in che stüpa/relie eult that is 

supposed to oeeur in the AIahäparinibbäna-sutta. This, however, will raise many 

more questions than answers and, in fact, leads us co mueh the same eonclusion 

that eonsideration of the Katikät'ata. the ViJuddhimagga. and the Sutta-l'ibhanga 

suggests. First of all-as I hope to show in some detail elsewhere-che injunetion 

addressed co Änanda eoneerning sarfra-püjä has nothing co do with an ongoing 

eult of relies or stüpas. 2
(' Not only ean this be shown from the Mahäparinibbäna

.mtta and relaced texts, but ic is equally clear from ocher sourees that any 

diseomfiture wich monastie partieipation in stüpa or relie eule activity is distinetly 

modern. In the Udäna version of the scory of "Bähiya of the Bark Garment," 

for example, there is a clear direetive co monks co build stilpas: 

... having seen (the body of Bähiya, the Blessed One) addressed the monks: 
'Vou, monks, must take up the body of Bähiya of the Bark Garmem! 
Havjng put jt on abier, having earried it out, you must cremate je, and 
you must build a stt7pa for it! For monks, a fellow-monk has died.' 

... diJliäna bhikkhü ämantesi: gar!hatha bhikkhat'e BähiYaJsa därucfriya.fJa 
sarTrt/ka/!1 maflet/kar!, äropetl'ä nTht/ri/l'ä jhäpetha thüPa/7 e'aHa karo/ha, sabrah
",,,eärT 1'0 bhikkh"lo'e k(l/arikt/to ti. 27 

The Apadäna version of the same story has the Buddha saying CO the monks: 

... thilpa'!l karotha piljetha. "You must build a stilpa/ You must worship it!".!H 

That these texts give expression to very early praetiee eoneerning the disposal 

of the monastie dead is eonfirmed by some of the earliest arehaeologieal and 

epigraphieal evidenee that we have. There are, for example, the group of stüpas 

of the loeal monastie dead ac the monastery eomplex at Bhäjä, "probably one of 

the oldest Buddhist religious centres in the Deeean";.!9 or the old stüpa of the 

"forest-dweller" Gobhüti built by his monk pupil at Bedsä;'o or Stüpa no. 2 at 

SäfkT, whieh held che mortuary remains of the loeal monastie dead, and whieh 

Benisti has reeently argued is older even than Bhärhut:' I this stl7pa appears co 

have been established and largely funded by monks and nuns. ,2 The same early 

kind of evidenee proves the early and massive monastie partieipation in the eult 

of the relies and stüpas of the hiscorieal Buddha at Bhärhut, SäficT, and Pauni." 

Clear evidenee for the aecive partieipation of monks and nuns in the stüpa/relie 

eult is found as well at other sites. At Pangoraria in Madhya Pradesh at a very 

old monastie site, the ya~!i. or shaft, and umbrella of the main stl7pa. both of 

whieh were very finely worked, were the gift of a bhik1"'!f and her diseiples 

aeeording co the inseription on the shaft that dates co the seeond eentury B.CE."\ 
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The inscriptions on the Bhaniprolu relic caskets, whieh have been dated variously 

from the third to the first centuries B.C.E., show that monks (samana) took an 

acrive and prominent part in the enshrinement of the relies of the Buddha 

(budhasarira) there, both as donors and members of the gothi or "committee" 

that undertook the pro;ect.~'i Of the many early inscriptions from AmarävatT 

recording gifts of monks connected with the stilpa cult, we might note the one 

"in Maurya characters" that records the gift of a dhamakathika or "preacher of 

the Dharma."56 An inseription dating from the seeond or first eentury B.LE. 

from Gut;rupalle indicates that the "steps leading to the circular brick chaitya

griha" were the gift "of the pupil of the Thera, the Venerable Namda."'7 An 

early first century C.E. inscription from Karli says: "a pillar containing a relic 

(sasariro thabho), the gift of the Venerable Satimita, areeiter (bha,!aka) belonging 

to the Dharmottariya Sehool, from Soparaka."'>H A KharoHhT inseription from 

32 B.C.E. records the gift of relics made by a monk that were given to "the 
MahTsäsaka teachers."'>'J If it is true, therefore, as T. W. Rhys Davids asserted 

long ago, that the Pali Vinaya "enters at so great length into all the details of 
the daily life of the recluses" (emphasis added),lO then, oddly enough, this 

archaeological and epigraphieal evidenee would seem to argue fot the fact that 

either the Pali Vinaya must have originally eontained rules referring to such 

activity, or that the Pali Vinaya was unknown or had no influence at these early 

Indian sites-and they are among the earliest sites that we can know. 

Sri Lankan literary data also suggests monastic concern with and involvement 

in the stl7pa/relic eult from the very beginning and, in so doing, would strongly 

suggest that premodern Sri Lankan tradition could not have understood ehe 
in;unction in the Mahaparinibbana-sutta--or any other passage in the canon-as 

prohibiting monastic participation in the eult. Mahinda, the monk par excellence 

and nominal founder of Sri Lankan monasticism, is presented by the tradition 

itself as intending to leave the island because "it is a long time since we have 

seen the Perfeet Buddha, the Teacher ... There is nothing here for us to worship." 

The reigning king is puzzled and responds, "But, sir, did you not tell me that 

the Perfecr Buddha has entered nirvä,!a?"; to which the Monk Mahinda responds 
in turn: "When the relics are seen (or: "are present"], the Buddha is seen (or: 

"is present"]". The king promises to build a stl7pa; the Monk Mahinda appoints 
another monk to fly to India to proeure relics; he suceeeds; and Mahinda stays.l1 

The moral of this tale, written by a monk about a monk, seems obvious: the 

conti nuance of Buddhist monasticism in Sri Lanka depended on procuring a 

relic and building a st17pa so that the monks would have an ob;ecr of worship. 

The relie and stilpa cults were, therefore, seen by the author of the A1ahäl't1l~IJa 

as a primary concern of the monastic community and a necessary prerequisite 
for its continuance. That such a pivoral part of the institution would have been 

left out of the rules that governed the early community seems very unlikely. 
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It would seem, then, that there is much to suggest the likelihood of the 

interpretation of the Katikävata and Visuddhimagga passages, and of the data in 

the Sutta-vibhanga. presented here. But even if this interpretation rums out not 

to be entirely correct, in considering it we have come upon further considerations 

that seem to indicate, at least, that the absence of rules regarding stiipas in the 

Pali Vinaya is much more problematic for the historian than has heretofore been 

recognized. If the interpretation presented here is correct, the Pali Vinaya, like 

all the lli!ltIYaS, had such rules, and they were removed at a comparatively recent 

date. If this interpretation is not correct, and if the Pali Vinaya did not contain 

such rules, then it either could not have been the Vinaya which governed early 

Buddhist monastic communities in India, or it presents a very incomplete picture 

of early and acrual monastic behavior and has, therefore, litde historical value 

as a wirness for what we know acrually occurred on a large scale ar all of rhe 

earliest monastic sires in India that we have some knowledge of. The whole 

question clearly deserves further consideration. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Monks and the Relic Cult in the 
Mahaparinibbana~sutta 

An Old Misunderstanding in Regard to 
Monastic Buddhism 

IT IS ALMOST always instructive to look at the actual evidence for what are 

taken to be established facts in the history of Indian Buddhism. If nothing 

else, such an exercise makes it painfully obvious that most of those established 

facts totter precariously on very fragile foundations. One example only will 

concern us here. 

Ir is-and has been-consistently asserted that there was in early Buddhism 

a fundamental difference between the religious activities of monks and the 

religious activities oflay persons, especially in regard to worship and participation 

in cult. Moreover, this fundamental difference is said to distinguish not only 

the religious lives of monks from the religious lives of lay persons in early 

Buddhism, it is also said to distinguish the Mahayana monk from his non

Mahayana coreligionists. All of this is, of course, asserted as fact, and far-reaching 

implications are made to follow from it. But this so-called fact-as I have pointed 

out several times now-stands in jarring contrast to everything we know from 

Indian epigraphy and archaeology.' It is, indeed, the accumulating weight of 

this epigraphical and archaeological material that, in the first instance, forces 

us to reexamine the evidence on which the fact of this asserted difference is 

founded. That evidence-not surprisingly given the history of Buddhist Stud

ies-turns out to be exclusively literary. But it is not just exclusively literary 

evidence on which this fact rests: it rests entirely, it seems, on a less-than-careful 

Originally puhlished in Koichi Shinohara and Gregory Schopen, eds., From Benares to 

Beijing: Essays on Buddhism and Chinese Religion (Oakville, Ontario: Mosaic Press, 1991), 
pp. 187-201. Reprinted with stylistic changes with perm iss ion of the editors. 
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reading of a single passage of a single text. The passage in question is, of course, 

Afahaparinibbana-sutta V.iO: 

kathal!l maya!!, bhante tathagatassa sarIre pa!ipajjamati 

(Il')'ät 'a!ä tumhe ananda hotha tathagatassa sarTra-pujaya, ingha tumhe 

änanda sadatthe gha!atha, sadattham anuyufijatha, sadatthe appamattä 

ätäpino pahitatta l 'iharatha. sanI' ananda khattiya-patJe/itä pi brähmatJa

Palle/itä pi gahapati-patJe/itä pi tathägate abhippasannä te tathägatassa sarTra

püjaf!/ karissantTti. 2 

This, in T. W. Rhys Davids' still-standard English translation of the passage, 

appears as: 

'What are we to do, lord, with the remains of the Tathagata?' 
'Hinder not yourselves, Änanda, by honouring the remains of the Tathagata. 
Be zealous, I beseech you, Änanda, in your own behalf! Devote yourselves 
to your own good! Be earnest, be zealous, be intent on your own good! 
There are wise men, Änanda, among the nobles, among the brahmins, 
among the heads of houses, who are firm believers in the Tathagata; and 
they will do due honour to the remains of the Tathägata." 

This single, shore passage, probably one of the most frequently quoted 

passages ofBuddhist canonicalliterature, has been taken co establish, for example, 

that "sarlrapüjä, the worship of relics, is the concern of the laity and not the 

bhik~usarpgha,"\ that "advanced monks were not co occupy themselves with 

such worship of stüpas," and that "the worship of stüpas should be left co the 

laity alone."" But, even if we bracket the distinct possibility raised by Bareau 

that this passage-and a number of related passages-are co be considered as 

interpolations in the Mahaparinibbäna-sutta, (i the passage as u'e halle it simply 

will not support the conclusions modern scholars have drawn from it. 7 First of 

all, nowhere in the passage is there a reference co monks. The injunction, if it 

is an injunction, is addressed co Änanda, not co alt monks. Ir is true that plural 

pronominal and verbal forms are used in the Päli version of this passage. But if 

the plural forms are used there as inclusive of the category "monk," then they 

should be used in that same way at, for example, Mahaparinibbana V. 7, where 

the same thing occurs. That, however, as the context makes absolutely clear, is 

out of the question since the plural maya1!1, "we," is actually used there in such 

a way as to exe/ude "monks in different districts." Likewise in VI. 1 , where a first 

person plural form of the pronoun is used, Rhys Davids himself recognized that 

it could not be intended co include all monks: he translates siyä kho pan' änanda 

t"",häka", et'am assa as " 'Ir may be, Änanda, that in some 0/ yo" the thought 

may arise' " (emphasis added). Moreover, when in the Mahaparinibbäna-sutta we 

acrually find explicit reference to rules governing the Sangha as a whole-as we 

do in the passage dealing with the abolition of the "lesser and minor precepts" 
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at VI.3-it is explicitly stated to be a matter for the entire Sangha. But these 

eonsiderations, although eonsistently overlooked, may not neeessarily be, in the 

end, the most important ones. The fact would remain that, even if it could 

somehow be argued that the injunetion was intended for the entire Sangha. it 

would still be diffieulr to establish that that injunetion had anything to do wirh 

the stüpalrelie eults. 

There has been more than the usual degree of ineonsisteney in translating 

the text of the injunetion and virtually no attempt co determine the preeise 

meaning of the term sarlra-püja as it is used there. Even the great de La Vallee 

Poussin gives at least four different translations of the injunerion, two of rhem 

in the same book: 

"Ne vous oeeupez pas du culte de mes reliques."H 
"Ne vous oecupez pas des funerailles." 
"Ne vous occupez pas du culte des religues. "9 

"Ne vous preoccupez pas d'honorer mon corps."10 

This kind of inconsisteney, which ean slip so easily into confusion, is still 

with uso Reeenrly, for example, Hirakawa said: 

During the early period ofBuddhism offerings co the Buddha's relics (.(arft-a

pilja) were made by laymen. Aeeording co the Mahaparinibbana Suttanra, 
the Buddha was asked by Änanda whar type of ceremony should be held 
for the Buddha's remains. The Buddha replied, 'you should strive for the 
true goal (sadattha} of emaneipation (vimok~a}.' The Buddha thus prohibited 
monks from having any conneetion with his funeral ceremonies and instead 
called upon wise and pious lay believers to conduct the ceremonies. 11 

Here in four sentences, farfra-püja is glossed in three different ways: as 

offerings to relics, as eeremony for remains, and as "funeral eeremonies." 

The problem, of course, with de La Vallee Poussin's and with Hirakawa's 

treatments is, as it is with virtually all treatments of the passage, that rhey 
make no attempt co establish the preeise meaning of farlra-püjä and, as a 

consequence, may be inadvertently conflating what are typologically two quite 
distincr phenomena: funeral ceremonies and eult aetivity direeted coward 

relies or reliquaries are fundamentally different forms of religious behavior. 
In this instanee the texts-as we have them-seem clearer than their interpreters. 

In arguing for his interpretation of the curious statement at rhe end of 

rhe Ahraura version of Asoka's First Minor Rock Edict, Norman says "that 

in Sanskrit farlra means 'body,' not 'relies,' whieh is its meaning in the 

plural. "12 That rhe same holds for the Pali sarlra in rhe Mahaparinibbana

sutta is, uneharacreristieally, beyond doubt. Before a eertain point in rhe 

narrarive, the term is never used in the plural, always in the singular, and 

can only me an "body": in V.2, for example, the trees burst into bloom out 
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of season and scatter their flowers on the bad)' of the dying, but not yet 

dead, Buddha (te tathägataHa sarfral!l okiranti); in V.ll the bad)' of a cakkaz'attill 

is said to be wrapped in a new cloth (cakkaz'attissa sarfral!' ahatena z.'atthena 

['e(henti); in VI.13 the Mallas are said to have approached the bady "with 

dancing and hymns, and music, and with garlands and perfumes" (yena 

bhagtll'elto sarfral!' tm' IIpasamkamil!ISlt, UpaSal!lkamitl'a bhagal1ato sarfrm!l naccehi 

gItehi ... pl7jentä); in VI.18 the bad)' is said to have been wrapped (bhag(ll'ato 

sarIr(,,!, ['e(hetl'ä), "placed on the pyre" (bhagaz1ato sarfrat!, eitakat!' ampes",!/), 

ete. Wherever, therefore, the term sarfra occurs in the singular in the 

Afahap(Jrinibbana, it unambiguously means bod)', and it occurs in the singular 

throughout the emire description of the actual funeral. It is, in fact, only 

after the funeral proper, only after the cremation, that we find sarIra in the 

plural, and it is only here that the text could be speaking about "relics." 

We can actually watch-in VI.23-the transition in both grammatical Ollmber 

and meaning as it takes place in a single paragraph. The only question that 

remains, then, is which of the two possible meanings of sarIra is in play in 

the injunction delivered to Änanda. 

Since the text of the injunction uses sarIra in compound-al')'äl'a(a t/l",he 

an?lnda hotha tathagatassa s?lrfra-plljäya-we have no formal indication of the 

implied grammatical Ollmber and, therefore, of the imended meaning of sarIra. 

But even in the absence of a formal indicator, the comextual indication is virtually 

certain. The injunction is not an unsolicited declaration; it is a response or 

answer to a very specific question, and the quest ion itself does have the formal 

indication of grammatical number that we need. The quest ion is put in the 

following form: katha'~l ",aya'~l bhante tathagataHa sarfre pa(ipajjällläti. SarIre here 

is almost certainly a locative singular used in the sense of "in regard to" exactly 

as in the immediately preceding lIIätllgäme, which is constructed with the same 

verb: k,lfh,,,~, lIlaya!!1 bhante fI/,l!ugäme pa(ipal/ämäti (V. 9). Rhys Davids translates 

the latter as "Howare we to conduct ourselves, lord, with regard to womankind!" 

If the construction of the question leading to our injunction is analogous, and 

ifsdrJre there is in the locative singular, it would accordingly have to be translated: 

"Howare we to conduct ourselves in regard to the body of the Tathagata(' To 

argue that sarIre is not a locative singular, moreover, would be difficult. The 

only other thing it could be, as far as I know, is an accusative plural, but there 

is much evidence against this. A neuter accusative plural in -e, though found 

on occasion elsewhere, would be distinctly out of place in the language of the 

Mahäparinibbäna-slltt,I; 1" when sarJra occurs elsewhere in the A1ahäparinibbäna

SlIttcl in the accusative plural-and it does so at least five times-it always occurs 

with the normal neuter plural ending, -äni; in the one other instance where 

sclrire occurs in the final sections of the AI ahäparillibbiilla-slltta , i t forms apart 
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of a locative absolute so there can be no doubt about irs interpretation: daqqhe 

kho pana bhagatiato sarJre, VI. 23. 

All of this is only ro say that ir seems virtually certain thar Änanda, in his 

quesrion, was not asking about his or anyone else's parricipation in the relic 

culr. He was asking about how the bod)' of rhe Buddha should be treated 

immediatei)' after his death, about that which we would call "rhe funeral arrange

ments."J,j But if the question is about funeral arrangements, it is at best disingenu

ous ro suggest that the answer and the injunction is about something else. In 

fact, the text of the injunction itself also seems ro indicate that sarJra-pilja, the 

activity Änanda was not to be preoccupied with, was intended ro refer to only 

funeral activities. 

The text says in V.II that "the body of the Tathägata" is to be treared in 

the same way as "the body of a wheel-turning king" is treated. Ir is this that 

rhe "wise men ... among the nobles, among the brahmins, among the heads 

of houses" are ro do, and it is this that Änanda is not ro be overly concerned 

with. But the treatment accorded to the body of a dead king thar is detailed in 

the Pali text makes no reference either ro relics or ro an ongoing culr. The sarJra

pilja of a dead king's body described in the text involves the following steps: 

the body is wrapped elaborately in cloth; the body is then placed in an "oil 

vessel of iron"; a funeral pyre is built; the body is cremated; and a stl7pa is built. 

That is all. "This is the way they treat the body of a wheel-turning king, 

Änanda," the texr says, and then goes on: 

yatha kho iinanda raiino cakkatiattissa sarJre pa(ipaJjallti eta!!, 

tathiigatassa sarJre pa(ipajjitabbaf!l. eiitummahiipathe tathiigatassa thl7po 

kiitabho. tattha ye miila1!l I'ii gandhaf!l vii varp!akal!l I'ii iiropessanti 

abhit'iidessanti vii citta1!l vii pasiidessanti teSa1!l ta1!l bhat'issati dJgharafta1!1 

hitiiya sukhiiya. 

As indeed, Änanda, they proceed in regard co the body of a wheel-rurning 
king, so in regard ro rhe body of rhe Tarhägara the procedure is to be 
followed. At the main crossroads astOpa of the Tathagata is co be made. 
Who will take agarland or perfume or paint there, or will salute, or will 
cause their mind to be tranquil, that will be for their benefit and ease for 
a long time. 

Ir may be of some importance ro note the shift in verbal forms rhat takes 

place in rhis passage, since that shift would seem to indicate that the final 

sentence was not intended as apart of the instructions concerning the treatment 

of the Buddha's body and that, therefore, the activities it describes were not 

thought ro form apart of sarJra-piljä. When the text refers ro what is ro be done 

in regard ro the body of the Buddha, it uses future passive participles ro indicate 

what must be done by the wise laymen who will perform the sarT1'a-piljä: the 
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procedure followed in regard to a deceased king is to be /ollou'ed in regard co the 

Buddha; a stilpa 0/ the Tathägata is to be made. These are clear injunctions in both 

grammar and sense. But the injunctions end here. The final sentence, which 

contains the only references in the passage to what might be called culr practices, 

constitutes not an injunction, but a statement about the future. The text shifts 

from future passive participles with an imperative sense co simple futures, from 

"it is co be done" co "those who will do." Notice too that the final sentence also 

introduces a new grammatieal subjeer: context suggests that the injunctions are 

addressed ro the wise laymen who will perform the sarrra-pl7jä. but ehe subjecr 

of the final sentenee is the indefinite ye which Rhys Davids renders by "whoso

ever." All of this, again, would appear ro indieate that all of those aetivities that 

we assoeiate with an ongoing relie eult did not-for the author of our text-form 

apart of sarrra-püjä. and that sarrra-püjä was used to refer only ro funeral activities 

that began with the wrapping of the body and ended wieh eremation and 

constructing a stüpa and had-like ehe injunction as a whole-nothing ro do 

with relics. 

That this was indeed the original meaning of sarrra-püjä is, in fact, further 

demonstrated by a number of passages in HTnayäna literature where we have 

clear referenees ro monastic funerals. In an interesting passage from the Af17lasart'äs

tit'äda-I1inaya we find, for example: 

Again on that oeeasion another monk, being siek, died in his eell. Hav
ing brought hirn co the burning ground, having performed the u'orship 0/ 
the bod)'. that monk was burnt. Then the monks returned to the mon

astery (. .. Ja bhik~'/tr ädahana/!I flItz'ä larrra-piljäf!1 k,:tz1ä dClgdhaJ, tato l'ihäram 
ägc1tä).1 'i 

To that passage from ehe M17Ic1Sc1rt1ästi1/äda-t'inaya we might add another from 

the same souree: 

Again on that oceasion another monk died. The monks, having earried out 
his body, having simply thrown it ioto the burning grounds (. .. tc1n 
'bhinirhrtyc1 et'alll et'a lmafäne chorcqitt1ii), returned to the monastery. The 
distributor of robes entered the dead monk's eeU saying 'I distribute the 
bowl and robe.' He-the dead monk-having been reborn among nonhu

man beings appeared there wielding a club. He said: 'Uotil you perform 
/he ll.'orJhip 0/ the body for me (yäz·afl //Ic1///a farrra-piljäf!1 kIl1'llth(1), do you now 
distribute (my) bowl and robe?' 

The monks asked the Blessed One concerning this matter. 
The Blessed One said: 'By the monks the u'orJhip 0/ the body for the 

deceased is first to be performed (bhik~"bhiJ tas)'c1 pilrt'ar!1 ,(c1rrrc1-piljä kar·t
tc11,)'eti). After that the bowl and robe are to be distributed.'16 
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Boeh of ehese passages enumeraee a sequence of aceivieies involved in ehe disposal 

of ehe body of a monk who has died in his ceIl. In boeh ie is eIear ehae farlra

püja-whaeever ie involved-cook place afeer ehe body had been removed and 

eaken co ehe cremation ground, but before ie was cremaeed, before ehere could 

have been anything like what we call "relies." It is again fairly certain ehae farlra

pRja involved ehe ritual handling or treatment of the body prior to cremation since 

ehe second passage contrases ie with-and insises ehae ie replace-"having simply 

thrown the body into the burning grounds." That ie is ehe body and noe relics 

ehae is ehe object of ehis treatment is both eIear here and made even more 

explicit elsewhere. 

The forty-eigheh avadana of the Al)adanafataka looks very much like a 

literary eIaboration of the much simpler narratives concerning the disposal of 

the monascic dead found in the MülasanJastivada-l'inaya, two examples of which 

have already been cieed. It leaves us in no doubt as co ehe object roward which 

farlra-pilja is directed. It says a certain monk: 

... kaI aga tal{ sl'ake layane prete~Rpapannal{ / tato sya sabrahmacaribhir 
fllurJqikaf!1 garJqT!?1 parahatya farlrabhinirharal{ kt:ta~ / /a/o :rya .rarIre 
.rarlrapüjal?l kr/va l'iharam aga/ä~ / 

... died and was reborn in his own cell as a hungry ghose ühi nas rang gi 
gnas khang du yi dags Sll skyes so). Then his fellow rnonks, having struck ehe 
1l1ll11qika gong ("la eIoche funebre"), perforrned ehe rernoval of ehe body. 
Then, having perforrned ehe worship of ehe body on his body, ehey reeurned 
co ehe rnonaseery.17 

Virtually every element of this passage from the Al'adanafa/aka also occurs in ehe 

M17lasaroastiIJada-vinaya. The "mu'l4ika gong," or "eIoche funebre,"IR for example, 

is referred co in the lauer more intelligibly as ehe mrta-ga'l410r "gong for thedead." I<) 

It is, however, not just ehe elements of ehe funeral procedure thae are essentially 

the same in the ewo works; ehe sequence in which ehey are said co occur is also 

basically the same. It is, eherefore, significant ehat where the Aft7/asart'as/iz.'iida

I'inaya has farlra-pilja1~1 krtIla, "having performed the worship of the body," the 

Al'adanafa/aka has corresponding co it the even more explicit farlre farlra-pl7ja,~/ 

krtI'a. "having performed ehe worship of the body on his body." This conseruceion 

leaves no doubt about ehe object of ehe püja involved. 20 Nor is this in doubt in 

anoeher inseance where ehe construction is used. In the Sanskrit version of the 

Mahaparinin,arJa-Sl7tra (48.8) when Mahäkäsyapa meees an Äjlvika coming from 

KusinagarI, he asks hirn if he knows his teacher. The Äjlvika answers: 

jäne / .rramarJo galltama~ I parinirtlrtas te aYlqlllafi chasta I adya (gate 
saptahe va)rtate farlre .rarlra-p17ja. 

I know hirn. He is the Srama'la Gauearna. Bue sir, your eeacher is dead. 
For seven days now ehe worship of the body on his body is perforrned. 21 
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But sinee the Buddha had not yet been eremated, it is here not just the eonstruetion, 

but the eontext too that makes it certain that J!arlra-püjii was understood to be an 

aetivity direeted toward the body of the deceased that took plaee after the individu

ars death, bur before or as apart of his eremation. Ir could not, therefore, have 

anything to do with rdies for the simple reason that there were no rehes. 

All of this is riehly eonfirmed by a variety of other passages as weIl. In the 

aeeount of the funeral of MahäprajäpatI and her companions found in the Villaya

k~"/Ielr"k'1-1'(/Sfll of the AIülasart'iiJfil'iida-l'inaya, for example, in whieh prominent 

monks eome from afar to undertake the full performance of the worship of her 

body <ele'j IIIJ I" ",,,hoel Pel Ihag par bya bei la hrfJon IJelr hYaJ), the text says: 'Then, 

having performed the great worship and having removed the bodies, they set 
the biers down at an appropriate and isolated spot" (eie nelJ !IIchod pa ehen po bYaJ 

fe khyer flelS Ja phyogJ bar skahs dben par khyogs rnalllJ bzhag go). Only after the 

great worship was performed and the bodies were removed did the eremation 

take plaee (eie lieH . .. bsregJ SO). 22 In the terse aecount of the end of Asoka found 

in the Dil'yiit'eldiina, the text says that the ministers thought of enthroning the 

new king only "after having carried out (Asoka's body) on dark blue and yellow 

biers, after having performed the worship of the body, and after having eremated 

hirn" (Yiil'eld ell"iifyair nllapltiibhil; fiz'ikiibhir nirharitz'ii farlra-pI7jii!?1 ktft'ii dhllliipay

ifZ'ii rc7jiinal!1 prafi~'(hc7payiUäl1la ifi).2". Here again, "worship of the body" preeedes 

cremation; it takes place before there could be any relies. 

Still other passages make it dear that farIra-püjii also took plaee prior to 

the erecrion of a sfüpa. The Safighabhedaz'aStll of the Alülasan'iiJfiz 'iida-z 'inaya. 

describing the events that followed the death of a former Buddha, says: 

A great crowd of people, after having performed the worship of the body 
in regard to his body, established a great st17pa on an isolated spot. 

tcIJ)'tI lJwhäjm/tlkii)'ena sarlre farrra-piljäl!1 krfzlii z.,it'ikfiiz'akiise Prthil'Tpradefe 

fll"hän Jt17pa~ prati~(hiipita~. 2i 

Similarly, in the deseription of events that followed the death of a senes of 

former Buddhas found in the Az'adiinafataka-a deseription that is repeated at 

least eleven times-the text says: 

The king ... , after having performed the worship of the body in regard 
to the body of the Blessed One, established a Jt17pa a yojanc/ in circumfer
ence, etc. 

tc/ta räjiiä ... bhagaz'ata~ farIre farrra-püjäl!' krU'ä Jamanta)'ojanaJt17paf 

((/fl7r(/tfla",aya~ pr"tiHhäpita~ krofam IIccatl'ena. 2
) 

Signifieantly, in several instances, this statement is completed with the phrase 

"and a festival of the Jtüpa was instituted" (stüpamahaf ca prajfiaptal;). In all of 

these eases then, farTra-püjii eould not possibly have been thought to be connecred 
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with activity In regard to stilpas since it was only after farlra-piljä had been 

completed that a st17pa was established. Moreover, in those cases in which it was 

said that "a festival of the sti7pa was instituted"-and, therefore, something like 

an ongoing cult is referred to--this coo cook place after farlra-pl7jä had been 

performed. Sarlra-pi7jä did not form apart of any ongoing activity. 

We might consider here one final and perhaps particularly interesting passage 

from the Sanskrit text of the Mahäparinirt'äl!a-Sl7tra (49.15). In this version, 

when Mahakasyapa approaches the funeral pyre of the Buddha, he takes the lid 

off the oil vessel, removes the doths wrapped around the body, and "pays reverence 

co the uncovered body of the Blessed One" (bhagaz'atal? .farn"am az'ig()pita'~l l'andate). 

Then the following thought occurs to hirn: yan lll' ah(/1~1 sz'aya1ll ez'a bbagaz'atal; 

farTra-piljäyäm allf5llkyam äpadyeya, "What if I myself, indeed, were co be zealous 

in regard to the worship of the body of the Blessed One." Having thought this, 

he brings other doths, wraps the body with them, puts it back into the vessel, 

doses the lid, makes a(nother) pyre, and stands to one side. That is all. It is 

apparenrly just this sequence of activities that the text intends by the term 
farTra-piljä. Although it looks co us like "worship," what Mahakasyapa does in 

regard to the body when he has initially uncovered it is not even induded; that 

activity is expressed by a compietely different word: z'andate. 
Ir is also important co note that, in the Sanskrit text, Mahakasyapa does pre

cisely what Änanda is earlier cold not co be concerned with, and the two passages 

use virtually the same words. Änanda's question is expressed as katha/~/ l'aya/~/ ... 
bhagal'ata~ farTra-Pi7jäyä1ll alltsllkyam äpadyemahi (36.2) and the injunction as alpot

slIka.r tl'amänanda bhaz'a farTra-piljäyä~ . .. (36.3), while Kasyapa's intention appears 
as yarl 1lt' aha!~l wayam ez'a bbagavata~ fartra-plijäyä1ll allts/lkyam äpadyeya (49.19). 

Since we know wh at Kasyapa did when he involved hirnself in fartra-pl7jä. we also 

know quite precisely what Änanda was not to be concerned with and, again, it has 

nothing co do with the relic cult. 26 But since the Sanskrit text goes co the trouble 
co point out that Kasyapa was a monk of the highest standing, one of only fOUf 

Mahästhaz'iras alive at the time (49.16), and since it is precisely this Afahästbaz'ira 

who is said co have engaged in fartra-piljä. we also know that i t is extremely unlikely 

that the authors of the text underscood the earlier injunction addressed co Änanda 

co apply co a11 monks or co forbid monastic involvement in such activity. In fact, 

if there were any restrictions on participation in fartra-pl7jä. they appear from the 

Sanskrit text to have been of a very different order. Since, again, the Sanskrit text 

takes the trouble co point out that Kasyapa was not only one of only four MabäJtbaz'i
raJ. but was also--in Buddhist monastic terms-rich and famous,27 and since he 

involved hirnself actively in behaviors Änanda was counseled not co be concerned 

with, the text may be suggesting almost the opposite of what we would expecc: it 
may be suggesting that participation in that part of monastic funerals known as 

fartra-piljä was-in, at least, important funerals-the prerogative of advanced 
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monks ofhigh status . .:?H Since Änanda, at this stage, appears to have been neither, 

this may only eonfirm from an unexpeeted angle that the injunction addressed to 

hirn was fundamentally ad hominem. 

All of the evidenee we have, then, would seem to argue for the fact that 

fClrlrd-piijä did noe originally mean "ehe worship of relies" and did noe have 

anything to do with a relie eult. It would seem to strongly suggest-if not 

establish-that, originally, it referred to that part of the funeral eeremony that 

took plaee primarily beeween ehe time of death and ehe eremaeion and conserue

tion of a stilpa, and involved primarily what we would eall "preparation of ehe 

body." The eonstruetion of a stilpa-if it is included at all-signaled the end of 

farTra-piljä, not ies beginnings. 

But if the available evidenee suggests that farlra-piljä was not connected with 

an ongoing rehe eult, that same evidenee suggests the injunction eoneerning it as 

it was delivered to Änanda was not intended to apply to all monks. The restrieted 
range of ehe injuneeion is eonfirmed from an unexpected souree. 

The injunction delivered to Änanda ereated problems, apparently, for the 
later Theraväda tradition. It reappears as one "lemma" of an interesting dilemma 

in the Fourth Book of the Milindapanha. This dilemma is pareieularly important 

for our diseussion sinee it allows us to see at least something ofhow the injunction 
was understood in Sri Lanka in aboue the fifth eentury C.E. 29 In preseocing ehe 

dilemma Milinda points out ehat ehe Buddha said boeh "Do noe you, Änanda, 

be oeeupied with honouring the Tathägata's bodily remains," and-in the Vimäna

I'atthu 82, vs. 8-"Venerate that relie of hirn who is to be venerated (piljetha 

nar!l piljaniyaJSa dhätu'!l); by doing so, you will go from here to heaven. ,,~() It is 

clear from the conjunetion of these two passages that by the time this Book was 

added to the Milinda a change in the meaning of sarlra-piljä had oeeurred; ie is 

clear by ehe way in which ehe dilemma is framed ehae sarTra-piijä was now 

eonsidered equivalent to "veneraeing a relic," and could now mean ehat. Bue ie 

is also clear from Nägasena's response ehae even ehen, and even when eaken eo 

refer to relie worship, the injunction addressed to Änanda had not yee been 

underseood to apply to all monks. If ehe injuneeion had already been understood 

to apply to all monks, or if ehis interpreeaeion had been widely or fully accepeed, 

Milinda's dilemma eould noe have arisen and Nägasena's response would have 

made no sense. 

The response of Nägasena comes in the following form: 

hhäsitam p'etani mahäräja hhagal1atä: ab)'äl1a{ä tlJmhe änanda hotha tathägataJJa 

sarfrapüjäyäti. puna ca hha'litan,l: 

püjetha naT!1 püjaniyaJJa dhätun; 

el1a'!lkarä saggam ito gamiJJathäti 

tan ca pana na sabbesan;. jinaputtänaftl )'ez'a ärahbha bhaf!itaf!l: ah)'älla{ä tumhe 

änanda hotha tathägataJJa sarfrapüjäyäti. akammaf!l h 'etartl mahäräja jinap"ttä-
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na1~l yad idaTl.' püjä; sammasanaTIJ sankhäränaTl.1, yoniso manasikäro, sa!ipaUhänä
nupassanä, äramma'1a-säraggäho, kilesayuddhat{1 sadattha1llaml)'ldijanä. etat!l 
jinaputtäna1!l kara'1lyat{l; at'asesänaTIJ devamanmsäna1{l püjä kara'1lyä. 
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Taking into account the new meaning attributed to sarTra-piljii. this can be 

translated as: 

Great King, this was indeed spoken by the Blessed One: Tou, Änanda, 
should not be coneerned with worshipping the relies of the Tathägata!' 
And again it was said (by hirn): 

'Worship the relie of one who is to be worshipped! 
Aeting thus, you will go from here to heaven.' 
But that (wh ich was said) was not (intended) for everyone. Only 10 

referenee to the sons of the Conqueror was it said: 'You, Änanda, should 
not be eoneerned with worshipping the relics of the Tathägata!' For this, 
Great King, is not an action for the sons of the Conqueror, namely, worship. 
Thoroughly understanding the conditioned; coneentrating the mind; realiz
ing the establishment of mindfulness; taking hold of the most exeellent 
foundations; destroying the impurities; pursuing the highest goal-this is 
what is to be done by sons of the Conqueror. By the remainder of gods 
and men worship is to be performed. 

The primary purpose of this passage and of the elaborate series of metaphors 

that follow it is readily apparent. Irs primary, if not its sole purpose was to 

establish the meaning of the injunction delivered to Änanda by establishing to 

whom that injunction was to apply. The mere fact that this was a dilemma can, 

again, only mean that, at the time that this passage was written, it had not yet 

been established for whom the injunction was meant; it had not been determined 

that-as modern scholarship would have it-the injunction was meant for all 

monks. In fact-and this is the significance of the passage--even this late book 

of the Mi/inda does not und erstand the passage in this way. 

According to the Mi/inda, the injunction did not apply to monks but to 

what it calls jinaputtas, "sons of the Conqueror." But, first of alt, this could not 

have been the intention of the original injunction since the DTgha as a whole is 

completely ignorant of such a group. "The compound [jinaputtaJ appears to 

occur," according to Horner, "three times in Buddv. (= Buddhat'a1ll~aJ, but 

nowhere else in the Päli Canon."31 Moreover, what litde we know about this 

term comes from a single passage in the Madhuratthaviläsinl, a commentary on 

the BuddhavaflJsa, which in Horner's words "is late. "32 It says simply jinapllftä 

ti drpankarassa satthuno sävakä, "the sons of the Conqueror means the disciples 

of the Teacher Dlpankara."B The equation jinaputta = sät'aka is, of course, not 

terribly helpful. Ir has recendy been pointed out that it is not always easy to 

determine who was understood to be included in the category siil'aka, that it 

certainly included monks-but by no means, perhaps, all monks-and certainly, 
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at times, included some laymen.'d The group designated säl'aka is not, therefore, 

eertainly eoterminous with the group designated bhikkhu and, given its vagueness, 

the group designated jinaplltta seems even less so. It would, as a eonseguenee, 

be diffieult ro argue even that the author of this Book of the Ali/inda was 

moving tou'(lrd the modern interpretation, whieh wants to see in the injunetion 

a ptohibition of monastie involvement in the relie eult. But even if this argument 

were to be made, it would have to be coneeded that even that author is yet a 

long way from articulating it with any preeision. That interpretation, even as 

late as ehe Fourth Book of the Alilinda. simply has not been made. Had ie been, 

the dilemma would not have arisen; had it been, the author of Book Four, instead 

of using a term like jinaplltta, eould have simply used the word hhikkh/l. The 

fact that he did not is important; the fact that he used a metaphoric epithet 

rather than an ecclesiastical tide mayaiso be important. 

Bhikkhll and jinap/ltta are fundamentaHy different kinds of designations. 

Bhikkhu is a tide eonferred on an individual as a result of having undergone a 

set of formal ecclesiastieal procedures for induccion into a partieular group. Ir 
designates his formal membership in that group. That membership is not subjecc 

to interpretation or opinion; it is subjeer to recognized procedure. Anyone who 

undergoes the proeedure is a monk. The same, of course, is not true of an epithet 

like jinap"tta. if for no other reason than it obviously eannot be taken literally. 

An individual so designated cannot literally be "a son of ehe Congueror." More

over, there are no formally reeognized procedures that make one such a "son" 

and no formally recognized criteria for determining membership in this group. 

It, in effeet, does not designate membership in a particular group, but conformity 

to an ideal notion of what the religiosity of a follower of the Buddha-whether 

that follower be a layman or a monk-ought to be. This, of course, is decidedly 

a matter of interpretation and not a matter of ecclesiastical proeedure. Ir may 

weH be, then, that the author of the Fourth Book of the Mi/inda saw in the 

injunction addressed to Änanda support for his view that Pl7jä was not an activity 

of what he thought was atme monk, but even he could not see in ehe injunction 

support for the view that it prohibited all monks from such activity. The eonrrast 

for hirn, in fact, continues to be not that between soeial groups (laymen and 

monks), but that between different styles of religiosity (meditative and devo

tional), and a particular religious style had not yet been identified exclusively 

with any particular group. 

Ir would seem, then, that if the arguments and observations presenred here 

turn out to be even approximately eorreer, we will be required to admit that a 

good deal of what has been said about early monastic Buddhism is based on a 

misunderstanding. If sarfra-pl7jä in the l\iIahäparinibbäna-JUtta has nothing to do 

with relies or an ongoing eult of relies, then the only textual basis for asserting 

that monks were not allowed to be involved with either aetivity disappears. If 
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the injunction concerning sarrra-püjä-however the latter be precisely under

stood-was not addressed to all monks, then, once again, we are left without 

any warrant for one of our favorite claims, and we must rethink what we thought 

we knew about the acultic character of early monastic Buddhism. Once again, 

it seems, we have encountered material-this time literary-that appears to 

suggest that our view of the Indian Buddhist monk is in need of more than a 
little revision.~5 
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CHAPTER VII 

Burial Ad Sanctos and the Physical 
Presence of the Buddha in Early Indian 

Buddhism 
A Study in the Archaeology of Religions 

IT IS HARDLY REVOLUTIONARY to suggest that, had the academic study of religions 

started quite literallyon the ground, it would have been confronted with very 

different problems. It would have had co ask very different questions, and it 

would luve produced very different solutions. It would, in shore, have become 

not the History of Religions-which was and is essentially text-bound-but 

the Archaeology of Religions. It would have used texts, of course, but only those 

that cOllld be shown co have been actually known or read at a given place at a 

given time, or co have governed or shaped the kind of religious behavior that 

had left traces on the ground. In fact, texts would have been judged significant 

only if they cOllld be shown co be related co what religious people actually did. 

This Archaeology of Religions would have been primarily occupied with three 

broad sllbjeces of stlldy then: religiolls consttuctions and architectures, inscrip

tions, and art hiscorical remains. In a more general sense, thOllgh, it would have 

been preoccupied not with what smalI, literate, almost exclusively male and 

certainly atypical professionaliled SUbgrollPS wrote, but radler, with what reli

giollS people of all segments of a given community accually did and how they 

lived. 

All of this-since it did not happen-is, of course, totally academic. But

and this is the beauty of it-since the History of Religions is also totally 

academic, it still might. In face, what I will present here is meant as a small 

push in that direction. In what folIows, I want co look at Indian Buddhism on 

the ground. It is, however, very clear co me that, since this is something of a 

Originally ruhlished in Religion 17 (1987): 193-225. Rerrinted with stylistic changes 
with rennission of Academic Press Limited. 
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first attempt, I the results that it will produce will necessarily be somewhat 

tentative. My data can and should be supplemented. My methods may have to 

be refined. My conclusions and interpretations may have to be modified and 

perhaps, in part, rejected. But it should be an interesting discussion, and on ce 

the discussion is engaged, I very much suspect it will become an unavoidable 

part ofBuddhist Studies and, I hope, of the academic study of religions in general. 

Starting on the Ground 

If, then, our study of Indian Buddhism is to start on the ground, the first and 

most noticeable things we encounter are Buddhist sacred sites. Like so many 

sacred sites elsewhere, these sites immediately appear to be connected, at least 

in part, with the way in which the early Buddhist tradition disposed of and 

behaved toward its "very special dead. "2 

From two inscriptions of Asoka we know that, already in the third century 

B.C.E., the Buddhism that he knew had developed two geographically fixed sacred 

sites. In fact, both of these sites are probably pre-Asokan. One of them most 

certainly iso Although these two sites appear to us to be different in kind, Asoka 

hirnself behaves in regard to both in exactly the same way. In both inscriptions 

when he initially describes what he did, he uses exactly the same wording: "King 

Priyadarsl ... came in person (and) worshipped (here)" (dez'ällapiyena ... atfalla 

ägäcca mahJyite, Rummindei; and del'äna'!lpiyena ... atfana ägacca mahJ)'ite, Nig

liva).' The pI aces in question are Lumbini, the birthplace of the Buddha Sakya

muni, and the Jtüpa or monumental reliquary of the past Buddha Konakamana. I 

In regard to the latter, it should be noted that some years before "coming in 

person," Asoka had the reliquary doubled in size (thllbe dlltiYt11!1 l'a44hife). In 

regard to the former, he also effected some construction at the site, and he 

describes it in an important way. He says: 

King Priyadarsl ... came in person (and) worshipped, saying 'Here the 
Buddha was born, Sakyamuni,' he had a stone wall made and erected a 
stone pillar. Saying 'Here the Blessed One was born,' the village ofLummini 
was freed from tax and put at one-eighth. 

det'änapiyena . .. aftana ägacca mahlyate hida bliddhe jäte Jakya"'"fll ti Jilät'iga
qabhl cä käläpita Ji/äfthabhe Ca IiJJapäpite hida bhagaz1t11!1 jäte ti 1II1!I111inigäme 
IIbbalike kate auhabhägiye Ccl. 

The statement "here the Blessed One was born," however, is almost certainly 

not Asoka's, but an old ritual formula that was to be spoken by any individual 

upon arriving at the sacred site. It is almost certainly an actual quotation or 

direct paraphrase as is indicated, at least in part, by the particle fi (Skt. ifi), 
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although this has not always been understood. 5 This quotation, or direct para

phrase, makes it highly likely that Asoka knew some version of a short text now 

preserved in somewhat different forms in the various vers ions of the Mahäparinir

l'ä,!a-sR/ra. The earliest actually datable Indian version-which is also dosest tu 

the wording found in Asoka-has the Buddha say:6 

After I have passed away, monks, those making the pilgrimage to the 
shrines, honoring the shrines, will come [to these places}, they will speak 
in this way: 'Here rhe Blessed One was born,' 'here rhe Blessed One atrained 
the highest most excellent awakening,' etc. 

clgmniuanti bhik~al'o mamätyayäc caityaparicärakäf caitYal'andakäs (Tib. mchod 

rtm bskor bcl da,j mchod rtm la phyag 'tshal ba: cf. Päli, though not here, 
cetiyacärika) ta et'a,!, l'ak~yanti I iha bhagal1äfi jätal? I, etc., 41. 7 -41.8. 

The similarity in context and wording between the Alahäparinirt'ä1fa text and 

the Asokan inscription is too dose to be coincidental. 

If Asoka knew aversion of the text that was similar co the one that has 

co me down co us-and the fact that Asoka quotes or paraphrases what he does 

indicates that sorne version of it was very old and predated hirn-then we are 

able co recover a nurnber of other points. First, there is the question as to whether 

or not Asoka's action was unique and purely individual in its motivation; a 

predated text would suggest otherwise. Ir would suggest that he was only doing 

what was prescribed for "a devout son of good family." The extant Sanskrit 

version of ehe old text says: 

Monks, there are these four places which are co be/must be visited by a 
devollt son or dallghter of good family dllring their life. 

catl'clra ime bhikIal1al? pr:thil'ipradefäl? fräddhasya kulaputraj)'a kllladuhitur l'ä 

),cll'djjll'dm ärllis!Il,trafjlyä (bur read with the ms. abhigäf!lCltllyi') bhal'änti, 

41.5. 

The Päli text IS, interestingly, even stronger. Ir says: 

Änanda, rhere are these four places that a devout son of good family must 
do därfcU/ of, and powerfully experience. 

cattär' Imäni änanda saddhassa kulapllttassa dassanf)'äni sa!?ll'ejanlyäni (hänäni. 

In both cases, there are future passive participles that blend into and freqllently 

replace the imperative in boch languages. Both versions make it dear that there 

must be direcr contacr with these places, and the verbs in the Päli version are 

particularly striking. H Ir is worth noting that, despite the fact that it has dropped 

out of the English translations in particular, the final sections of the Päli version 

of the Afahäparinibbäna-SIItta are dearly rnarked with the notion and irnportance 
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of darfan. and darfan is about direct, intimate contact wirh a living presence. 9 

In facr, the idea thar Bodh-Gayä was a place at which one did darfan must have 

persisted for a very long time. We find reference to it again in an inscription 

written in DevanägarT that may be as late as the fifreenth century.lO 

It is also worth noring, in light of a common misconception, co whom these 

injunctions were directed. A klllaplltra. "a son of good family," was no more the 

actual son of a family of a certain socioeconomic dass than an ibJ'a was a member 

of a specific racial group. "Son of good family" was simply an honorific title, a 

title applied as frequently to monks as to laymen. Note that in the Sanskrit 

version the injunction is delivered to monks and in the Päli version to a specific 

monk. A few lines later in the same passage, the Sanskrit version replaces "devout 

son of good family" with two other titles: "one who makes the pilgrimage to 

the shrines," and an "honorer of shrines"-and we know from early inscriptions 

from AmarävatT that the second of these, at least, was a monastic title. 1 
1 The 

Päli version makes an even more specific substitution. For its "devout son of 

good family," it substitutes later in the same passage "devout monks, nuns, 

laymen, and laywomen" (saddhii bhikkhllbhikkhllniyo "piisaka-IIpiisikiiyo). 12 In face, 

all of the early epigraphical material confirms a predominately monastic preoccu

pation with Bodh-Gayä. The greater part of the surviving first century B.C.E. 

railing appears CO have been the gift of a single nun; all of the Kushan and 

Gupta inscriptions in which the status of the donor is dear record the donations 

of monks-monks from as far away as Sri Lanka. 1 ~ 

Again, if we can assurne that Asoka knew aversion of the old text that was 

similar co the oldest actually darable version we have, rhen we can make ar least 
rwo orher important sratements about rhe early Buddhisr conception of sacred 

sires. Afrer having rhe Buddha say "After I have passed away, monks, rhose 

making rhe pilgrimage to rhe shrines ... will come, rhey will speak in rhis 

way, ... " rhat version has hirn rhen say: 

Those who during rh at time die here with a believing mind in JIl)' presmce. 

all those who have karma srill CO work out, go to heaven. 

aträntarä )'e keci! prasannacittä mamäntike kälal!l karif)'anti te sart'e 

st'argopagä )'e kecit sopadhife~ä~. 41.9 and 14. 

Firsr, ir seems fairly dear rhar the monk redactor of the text thought that 

the Buddha was, after his parinirvii'Ja. in some sense actually present at the places 

where he is known to have formerly been. The text is hard to read in any other 

way. Second, ir is equally dear that the monk redactor of the text accepted as 

fact that a devout death that occurred within the range of this presence assured 

for the individuals involved-and these were both monks and laymen-rebirch 

in heaven. The Päli version of the text, while it differs somewhat in arciculation, 

confirms the essentials: 
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Indeed, Änanda, whosoever being engaged in visiting the shrines with a 
devout mind dies, they all after the breakup of their body, after death, will 
be reborn in heaven. 

)'e hi keei iinanda ceti)'aeiirikat!l iihifJ4antii pasannaeittii kiila'!l karissanti 
säbbe te kiiyaJScl bhedii päraflt marafJii sIIgäti,!l saggaftl lokal!l "ppajjiJSafltTti. 

One cannot help but suspeet that both of these ideas are somehow eonnected 

with a eurious but consistent pattern clearly observable in the archaeologieal 

reeord of Buddhist sacred sites. li 

An Archaeological Pattern 

Everywhere in the Indian Buddhist archaeological reeord, the exaet spot at wh ich 

the former presenee of the Buddha was marked had a clear and pronounced 

tendency to draw to it other deposits. Bodh-Gayä, although a much disturbed 

site, is a fine example. Crowded in a jumbled mass around the eentral point of 

the site, the exact point of former eontaet, are hundreds and thousands of small 

Jtl7paJ of various sizes, and what we see today is only the lowest strata. Above 

this strata, aecording to Cunningham, were at least: 

four tiers of similar monuments ... carved stones of an early date were 
frequenrly found in the bases of the later monuments, and as the soil got 
silted up, the general level of the court yard was gradually raised, and the 
later stüpas were built over the tops of the earlier ones in successive tiers 
of different ages ... so great was the number of these successive monuments, 
and so rapid was the aecumulation of stones and earth that the general 
level of the court yard was raised about 20 feet above the floor of the 
Great Temple. l

) 

However, it is not just at spots at which the former presenee of the Buddha 

was marked that we find this pattern; exacdy the same configuration oceurred 

around JtiipaJ containing relies. Here, the presenee of the relic has had exactly 

the same effeet that the presence of the point of former contact with the Buddha's 

physical body had. Ir has drawn to it a jumble of minor stiipaJ which crowd 

around it in an ever increasing state of disarray. The Dharmaräjikä Stüpa in 

Taxila is a good, early example. Although, as Marshall himself admits, there is 

no surviving evidence to actually prove that the main stüpa is Mauryan, it is 

unlikely that it is mueh later; a second eentury B.C.E. date is not unlikely. 16 

Within a century this main Jtüpa was surrounded by a tight eircle of smaller 

JtüpaJ crowding around it, some of whieh ean be dated by coin finds more 

speeifieally to the first eentury B.C.E. A similar situation is found at Jauliäfi, a 

later but partieularly well-preserved site that had not been overwhelmed by 
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successive layers of building. Here, there is a central stl7pa on a well-planned 

oblong plinth, but crowded around it are at least twenty-one smaller stl7pas of 

varying size that, by their irregular placement, were clearly not a pare of the 

original plan, and that were clearly added at different times wherever space 

allowed. When space ran out, these stilpas spilled down co a lower level where 

five more are found. 17 Likewise at MTrpür-Khas in Sind-a site both badly 

preserved and badly reporeed-around the main stl/pa at the upper level was "a 

regular forest of smaller stüpas" that, much like at Bodh-Gaya, had been built 

directly on top of still earlier levels of still earlier minor stl7/Jas. Cousens thinks 

that the main stl7pa at least cannot be later than 400 C.E. and may be earlier. 1H 

This clustering apparently occurred even at sites where it is no longer visible. 
The main stl7pa at SäficT, for example, coday rises somewhat awesomely straight 

out of the flat, clear ground that surrounds ie. This, however, was not always 

the case. Marshall says "Time was when the Great Stüpa was surrounded, like 

all the more famous shrines of Buddhism, by a multitude of stl7pas of varying 

sizes crowded cogether on the face of the plateau. The majority of these appear 

co have been swept away during the operations of 1881-1883, when ehe ground 

around the Great Stüpa was cleared for a diseance of some 60 feet from ehe outer 

rail."19 Only a very few of these smaller stilpas survived ehe deseruction. 

The Mortuary Associations of the Pattern 

These smaller stl7pas have, by habit, been taken co be votive sti1pas and a number 
of imaginative scenarios created eo explain their presence. Bue in a significant 
number of cases ehis simply cannot be so. These cannoe be "voeive" in any 

meaningful sense of ehe term because these smaller stl7pas contain ehings, and 

the things ehey contain are of pareicular interese. All of ehe earliest smaller sti1pas 

crowding around the Dharmarajika described by Marshall contained "relic" 

deposits; that is, anonymous bones and ashes. 20 That ehese bones and ashes did 

not belong eo Sakyamuni may be inferred from ehe face atteseed almost every

where, that, when his relics were deposieed, they were accompanied wieh an 

inscriptional label of some sore indicating that ehey were his .. ~l Moreover, his 

relic was al ready present in the main stupa. Likewise at Jauliäfi, where only the 

bases of most of the smaller stt7pas survive, still, ae least three of these contained 

anonymous burial deposies or chambers that once contained such deposits. 22 At 
MTrpür-Khas "all the smaller stüpas of the upper level, which had been opened, 

had funerary associations, as they contained ums with pieces of bone. Below the 

floor of these stüpas were found some earlier minor stüpas, which included two 
of clay, one with bones."2) Even at SäficT, at least one of the very few surviving 

"votive" stl7pas contained such an anonymous burial deposit. 2
.
t 
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The situation at Bodh-Gaya is a little more complex, but equally interesting. 

Cunningham says in regard to the "votive" stüpas found in such large numbers 

at Bodh-Gaya that "the pinnacles of the tall mediaeval stüpas were always more 

or less broken, and even the solid hemispheres of the earlier structural stüpas 

were mosrly displaced."25 That is to say that almost all of these stüpas had no 

"pinnacle" or elaborate finial. Cunningham attributes this "loss" to the construc

tion of new structures on top of the old, but there is now evidence to suggest 

that his explanation may not be correct. 

Excavations of the site at Ratnagiri in Orissa have revealed very similar 

"votive" stüpas in numbers equaling, if not surpassing, those found at Bodh

Gaya. 21i Here, it is even more clear than at Bodh-Gaya that a considerable number 

of these stüpas were portable; that is they were brought from somewhere else 

and deposited near the main stüpa. But here-to judge by the photographs-most 

of these stüpas appear never to have had pinnacles. Most appear to have a 

socket on top into which plugs of various shapes were insertedY Indeed, a very 
considerable number of these so-called votive stüpas from boch sites seem to 

correspond in form, at least, to what I-tsing in his Record ofThe Buddhist Religion 

as Practised in lndia and the Malay Archipelago called a "kula. " However, these 

kulas had a very specific use. I-tsing says: "They [Buddhist monks in India} 

sometimes build a thing like a stüpa for the dead, to contain his farTra (or relics). 
Ir is called a 'kula, ' wh ich is like a small stüpa, but withour the cupola on it."2H 

That at least some of the monolithic "votive" stüpas at Ratnagiri corresponded, 

not only in form bur also in function, to I-tsing's kttla is beyond doube. Mitra, 
in referring to the smaller monolithic stüpas at Ratnagiri, says: "They are mostly 

votive in nature, with or without some inscribed texts in their cores, but in a 

few cases their funerary character was obvious, for they contained charred bone 
relics either within sockets plugged by stone lids or in urns."29 It may not be 

these cases only that are funerary. If, as appears likely, the sockets on the top of 

these stüpas that previously have been taken to be meant for the insertion of 

some kind of finial were actually intended for and held ash or bone, then the 

funerary character of a very large number of these stüpas is established. w But 

there is still something more of interest in what Mitra says. 

The Mortuary Associations of Inscribed Dhiira1JIs 

Mitra refers here, and elsewhere, to the presence of "inscribed texts" in the cores 

of some of these stüpas, and the same thing has been noticed at Bodh-Gaya, 

Nalanda, Paharpur, and at other sites. A significant number of these texts are 

dhära'1 fs, at least in later stüpas. Although largely ignored, it has recently been 
shown that these are not ad hoc compositions but specific dhära'lTs taken from 

a specific group of texts. And these texts tell us quite explicitly why these 
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dhära'lJS were placed in stüpas . . 31 Although this group of texts is only now 

beginning to be studied, even a preliminary survey makes it clear that all of 

them are preoccupied with the problem of death and with either the procurement 

of a means co avoid rebirth in the heUs or other unfortunate destinies, or with 

the release of those already born there. The latter, in fact, is one of the primary 

reasons for placing dhära'lJs in stüpas. I cite here a typical example from the 

Tibetan translation of the Rafmivimalavifuddhaprabhädhära'lJ: 

Moreover, if someone were to write this dhäraf!1 in the name of another 
(who is deceased) and were to deposit it in a stl7pa and earnestly worship 
it, then the deceased, being freed (by that) from his unfortunate destiny, 
would be reborn in heaven. Indeed, being reborn in the region of the Tu~ita 
gods, through the empowering of the Buddha he would (never again) fall 
ioto an unfortunate destiny. 

yt11i gan la la iig gis gsan snags yi ger bris pa gian gyi mi,i nas SlJ/OS te I mchod 

rten gyi nan du bmg la nan tan du lJ/ehod pa byas na si ba ga,i yin pa de nati 

son gi gnas nas thar te mtho ris su skye bar 'gYlIr ro / yan na dga 'ldan gyi Iha'; 

ris su skye bar 'g)'ltr te I sans rgyas kyi byin g)'is bdahs kyis ,ian SOli du ltmi bar 
mi 'gyur ro ;32 

Bur these dhara'lJs are also connected with Buddhist morruary practices in a 

variety of other ways as well. Again, a typical example can be seen in the 

Sartlakarmät!ara'lazlifodhanidhära'lJ: 

If one, reciting (this dhara'll) over earth or sesame or white mustard or 
water, were to scatter it over the corpse, or if, having washed (ehe body), 
one afterwards were to either cremate it or deposit and preserve it in a 
stüpa, writing this dhara'll and attaching it to the top (or head), then the 
deceased-although already reborn in an unfortunate destiny-being freed, 
would without a doubt after seven days be reborn in a blessed heaven, or 
else he would be reborn through the power of his own vow. 

sa 'am til lam yuns kar ram ehu gan yan run ba la bzlas brjod b)'as te fi ba 'i 

lus la gtor ram/khrus byas nas de'i 'og tu bsreg pa 'am/yan na mehod rten gyi nan 

du beug ste biag lalrig snags kyan bris te mgo bo la btags na de nan son du skyes 

pa yan iag bdun gyis gnod mi za bar thar te bde 'gro mtho ris kyi 'jig rten du 

skye bar 'gyur ba amlyan na ran gi smon lam gyi dban gis skye bar 'gy"r rol" 

Finally, it is perhaps worth noting that similar, although more complicated, 

funerary rituals involving the same kinds of uses of written dhära'lls are co be 

found in the Saroadurgatiparifodhanatantra published in 1983 by Skorupski-a 

text which, though a fully developed tantra, is clearly related both narratively 

and doctrinally to our group.34 
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That the dhära'ljj' found at Ratnagiri and elsewhere had funerary associations 

is suggested not only by the texts that they were taken from, but also by the 

fact that they are almost always found in exactly the same archaeological contexts 

as are the anonymous deposits of bone and ash. This again is particularly dear 

at Ratnagiri. In addition to the small kula-like monolithic stilpas. there are also 

a considerable number of small structural stilpas crowded around the main Stilpä 

ar Ratnagiri, and an even larger nurnber of thern still contained undisrurbed 

their original deposits of anonymous bones. Mitra specifically mentions that in 

Sfl7pas 3, 4, 23, 24, 25, and 115-all structural-bone deposits were found; 

however, she then adds that "there is every reason co believe that there were 

many more lärfrika sfilpas (i.e., those containing bone or ash). For, stray bones 

with or without reliquaries were found in the Sfilpa area. Apparently, they must 

have got dislodged from strucrural stilpas. many of wh ich are reduced co the 

lowest part of the base or platform."~) All eight of the dhäraljls found at Ratna

giri-exactly like the anonymous bone deposits-were found in rhe cores of 
srrucrural Jfl/PäS .. 1(, 

The Archaeological Pattern Recapitulated 

The archaeological record of Buddhist sacred sites exhibits, rhen, from the very 

beginning of our acrual evidence, at least one curious bur consisrent pattern. 

This pattern, significantly, is most distinctly and directly visible at our very 

earliest undisturbed sites. The Dharmaräjikä at Taxila, which dates to the second 

century B.C.E., is a fine example. Bur there are also dear indications that the 

same pattern held at other very early sites like Säfid and Bhärhut until these 

sites, by different agenrs, were irrevocably altered or virtually destroyed. It 

continues co hold through the fourth and fifth centuries c.E.-for example, at 

Jauliäfi and MTrpur-Khas-and is found at Ratnagiri still in its full disorderly 

effervescence in the tenth and twelfth centuries. What we find is a large cenrral 

strucrure that marks one of two things: either the presence of a spot that was 

formerly in direct contact with the physical body of the Buddha, or-more 

commonly-the presence of an acrual physical piece of that body. Around this 

structure, closely packed, in increasing disorder, are a large number-increasingly 

so--of other smaller structures that frequently contain anonymous bones or bone 

ash or other items connected with mortuary deposits. That these smaller structures 

were added at different tirnes is apparent from the fact that they are not part 

of any discernible original or ordered plan. In fact, they frequently appear to 

violate any preexisting orderly plan of the sites. The only concern that appears 

co have governed their placement was an apparent desire to have them as dose 

as possible co the main strucrure. All of this would suggest, in turn, that these 

mortuary deposits were purposely brought here, again at different times, from 
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somewhere else. In fact, a considerable number of the smallest of these srructures 

were obviously porrable.'>7 This, in ourline, is wh at we see. What we want to 

know, of course, is what it means. 

Some Archaeological Paralleis 

Ir is worth noting, however briefly, some remarkably similar archaeological 

configurations found elsewhere. In at least some of these orher instances, we 

know a considerable amount abour the ideational systems that produced these 

parallel configurations, and they are, therefore, at least suggestive of what the 

configuration in Buddhist India might have meant. 

Aries condensed into a few sentences a large body of archaeologicalliterature 

that is of interest to us. He says: 

Over the saint's tomb a basilica would be built ... Christians sought to 
be buried dose to this srrucrure. Diggings in the Roman cities of Africa 

or Spain reveal an extraordinary spectade concealed by subseguent urban 
growth: piles of stone sarcophagi in disorder, one on top of the other, several 

layers high, especially around the walls of the apse, dose to the shrine of 
the saint.>H 

This, again according to Aries, "is what one finds in Tipasa, Hippo, and Carthage. 

The spectacle is just as striking in Ampurias, in Catalonia ... rand} ... the 

same situation is found in our Gallo-Roman cities, bur it is no longer visible 

to the naked eye and has to be reconstructed beneath the successive deposit 

of history.".'19 

Notice that, apart from the technical vocabulary Cbasilica," "sarcophagi," 

etc.), Aries' description of the archaeological record in the Roman cities of Africa, 

Spain, and France could almost serve equally well as a description of what was 

seen at Bodh-Gayä, Taxila, and other South Asian sites. Another site of interest 

to us differs from these two groups in only one significant way: the successive 

waves of mortuary deposits, rather than being heaped one on top of the other, 

have spread out in horizontal layers to cover an immense area, to produce in 

effect what has been called "the greatest cemetery of Japan." This is the cemetery 

on Mount Köyasan. Here, a dense jumble of graves and markers covering many 

acres crowds around the tomb of Köbö Daishi, the eighth or ninth century monk 

who, among a multitude of other accomplishments, founded Shingon Buddhism. 

Casal notes that "the number of graves ... is indeed very large ... But not a11 

the graves contain a body or its ashes; it suffices to bury abone, or even some 

hair or a tooth. The imporrant thing is that one's symbol be interred near the 

h "40 great teac er .... 
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It is interesting to note that the ideas that produced the configuration of 

crowding or dustering of mortuary deposits around a central structure in both 

the Roman cities of Africa and Spain and on Mount Köyasan appear to be 

reducible-in both cases-to two basic sets. The first set is perhaps the easier 

co describe because there is an established vocabulary that can be applied to it. 

The ideas grouped here are essentially eschatologieal: in the Christian case, they 

concern the Doctrine of the Resurrection of the Dead; in the case of Köyasan, 

they concern the coming of Maitreya, the Future Buddha. The Christian case 

can be illustrated by some remarks of Geary: "Early Christians took literally 

Christ's promise of the resurrection and thus expected that on the last day the 

martyrs' physical bodies would be taken up again by their owners ... Christians 

believed that physical proximity to these bodies was beneficial, and that those 

buried near a saint's tomb would be raised up with the saint on the day of 

judgment."il Similar ideas were also certainly associated with the tomb of Köbö 

Daishi, although one might dispute the exact wording of those scholars who 

have described them. Lloyd, for example, says: "The Shingon are firm believers 

in Maitreya ... It is their conviction that the body of Köbö Daishi, which never 

decays, is awaiting the advent of Maitreya in his tomb at Köya San, and Shingo

nists often send the bones of their dead, after cremation, co Köya San, so as co 

be near CO Köbö at the resurrection, which will take place when Maitreya makes 
his appearance. ,,42 

The eschatological set, although dearly present in both cases, is only one 

of two sets and probably is not the most important. The second set-again 

present in boch cases-is based on the not ion that the tomb or shrine contains 

an actual living presence. It was thought, co quote Hakeda, that "Kukai had 

not died but had merely entered into eternal Samadhi and was still quite alive 

on Mt. Köya as a savior co all suffering people."H Here, there is no preoccupation 

with some distantly futute eschatological event. Burial in dose physical proximity 

co the living presence, in fact, effects an immediate result: it assures that the 

individual whose bones or ashes are placed there will gain rebirth in paradise, 

in the Pure Land of Amitabha, in SukhavatT. i4 Christian not ions that fall into 

this second set are much more richly docurnented. "It was cornrnonly believed," 

says Wilson, H ••• that, far from inhabiting any distant heaven, the saint rernained 

present in his shrine. Delehaye wrote that, for those who followed his cult, Sc. 

Menas 'resided, invisible, in his basilica' in the Mariut, near Alexandria."j) Here 

too, eschatological not ions are largely absent, and a different set of functions 

comes into play. Aries first guotes St. Paulinus, who had had the body of his 

son buried beside the Saints at Aecola. Paulinus writes: "We have sent hirn [his 

dead son} co the cown of Compluturn so that he may lie with the martyrs in 

the union of the grave, and so that from the blood of the saints he may draw 

that virtue that refines our souls like fire." Aries hirnself then adds the following 
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observation: "We see here that the saints not only grant protection from the 

creatures of Tartarus, they also communicate to the deceased who is associated 

with them a litde of their virtue, and post-mortem, redeem his sins ... ,j(, 

The Buddhist Conception of Relics as "Living Entities" 

We know, then, that the above ideas produced the essentiaily similar archaeologi

cal configurations that are ro be seen at Carthage and Köyasan, and we might 

weil expect that similar thinking produced the same configuration at Bodh-Gaya 

and Taxila. In India, however, the first set seems not to have been operational. 

There is no evidence of any kind of a connection between the presence of the 

relic-whether it be a contact relic, like a spot of earth, or an actual bone-and 

any escharological event .. n In fact, if there is any escharological thinking in 

India, it takes a decidedly different form. This would seem ro suggest that if 

the configuration found at Bodh-Gayä and Taxila was produced by ideas similar 

ro those that produced Carthage and Köyasan, then the ideas involved would 

probably belong not ro the first set, but ro the second. But if this were the case, 

we might expect to find at least some indications that the relic in earIy Buddhist 

India was thought of as an actual living presence. And we have some evidence 

for this. 

The first piece of evidence that might be brought forward is the old text 

we started with, which is now preserved in the various versions of the Alahäparillir

t1ä'la-s17tra. Notice that the redacror of the Sanskrit version seems elearIy ro have 
thought that the Buddha, although dead, was somehow actually present at the 

places where he was formerIy known ro have been. Notice roo that he explicitly 

indicates that a death in physical proximity ro that actual presence produces 

specific and positive results, that it, like burial near a Saint or elose ro Köbö 

Daishi, resulted in "heaven." In other words, death at Bodh-Gayä and burial ad 

sanctos at Carthage and Köyasan have exacdy the same result, although the heaven 

in each case is somewhat differendy appointed. In fact, the key concept in this 

old text--Dnly very slightly extended-is probably able ro account by itself for 

what is seen in the archaeological record of several Buddhist sacred sites in India. 

The extension would only be from death to deposition 0/ the a/ready dead in elose 

physical proximity to that actual presence. 4H 

However, strictly speaking, the old text is referring only to geographically 

fixed points of former contact with the physical body of the Buddha: Bodh-Gayä, 

Sarnath, and so on. The text says he is present at these places, and yet the 

archaeological pattern appears to indicate burial ad sanctos not just at these sites, 

but also at sites where there is only a bodily relic. This archaeological evidence, 

if we are correct in our interpretation of it, would suggest that, at these sites 
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too, the Buddha was thought to be actually present and alive. There is, again, 

some evidence that would indicate this to be the case. 

One of the earliest Indian inscriptions after Asoka is written on the broken 

lid of a relic casket that came from Shinkot. It records, very laconically, the 

deposition of a relic of the Buddha Säkyamuni in the reign of the Indo-Greek 

king, Menander, who ruled in the second century B.C.E. All are agreed

Majumdar, Konow, Sircar, Narain, and Lamotte49-that it said on the rim: 

... [on} the 14th day of the month Kärttika, the rdie of the Blessed Gne 
Säkyamuni whieh is endowed with life was established. 
kärttik'IJ)'1 {miisasya} dit'aJe 14 prii'!asametar!, (farJran,l} (bhagat'ata~ fäkyamll
fJe~} prati~fhiipitam. 50 

Similar wording ro this also oceurs on the inner face of the lid: 

[This is} a relie of the Blessed Gne Säkyamuni whieh is endowed with life. 

präf!aSameta!!, farJral!1 bhagavata~ fiikya,mme~. 

What this seems to mean is, of course, what Konow and Lamotte have al ready 

said: "The relies were looked upon as living entities"; "la relique corporelle 

... c'est un etre vivant 'doue de souffle.' " However, neither of these authors 

noted-perhaps because it did not seem germane to their particular point-that 

this is the earliest actually datable reference to the relics of the hisrorical Buddha, 

and that, in fact, the conception of the relic as "un etre vivant" is the earliest 

aetually attestable conception that we have. 

Other early sources indicate that the physical relics of Säkyamuni were 

endowed with more than just "life" or "breath." They were "informed," "par

fumee," "saturated," "pervaded," "imbued" with just those characteristics that 

defined the living Buddha. Statements ro this effect are found in a wide variety 

of sources. The Inscription of Senavarma is a good example. This inscription, 

which dates ro the early first century C.E., is "la plus longue des inscriptions 

KharoghT jusqu' ici connues," and has proven to be difficult. 'i 1 The portion 

wh ich concerns us, however, is clear. Senavarma says in part: 

I establish these relics whieh are infused with morality, infused with eoneen
tration, wisdom, emaneipation, and knowledge and vision. 

ima dhadlt fila(pari)bhat'i!a samasipra17az'imlttifia,!adra( fa)paribhaz'ita ... 

pratifhat'emi. 

The list of faculties and qualities given here looks very much as though it may 

have been intended for, or is perhaps a haplography of what the Päli tradition 

calls the five sampadäs or "attainments" and, of course, normally only a living 

person can be "infused" with such "attainments." Yet another KharoghT inserip-
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tion, which can be dated more exactly co 25 co 26 C.E., has a similar characteriza

tion of the relics of Säkyamuni. Here, the relics are said co be filaparibhat'ida 

sama(s)iparibhavel~lt" praiiaparibhavida or "infused with morality, infused with 
concentration, infused with wisdom."52 That is co say, the relics themselves were 

thought co retain-co be "infused with," impregnated with-the qualities that 

animated and defined the living Buddha. 

Something of the same vocabulary found in these two inscriptions is also 

found in Asvagho~a's Buddhacarita. In fact, both of these inscriptions and Asva

gho~a may have been closely contemporaneous. Johnscon dates the lauer to 
"between 50 B.C. and 100 A.D. with a preference for the first half of the first 

century A.D."'d Ir is not, however, just his date that makes Asvagho~a important 

for uso Both of our inscriptions record the gifts of laymen, although they, or the 

redactors of their inscriptions, had some apparent familiarity with accepted 
Buddhist doctrines. 54 Asvagho~a, on the other hand, was most decidedly a monk, 

an extremely literate and very widely learned monk, and his conception of relics 
is important because of that: they are the conceptions of a monk exceptionally 
well-versed in Buddhist docrrine. ss In the passage that concerns us, Asvagho~a 

says, for example, that the relics of Säkyamuni, like "the sphere (dhiitu) of the 
chief of the gods (Brahmii) in heaven at the end of the aeon," cannot be destroyed 

by the final cosmic conflagration, that these relics "cannot be carried even by 

ViglU'S Garuda," that "though cool, they burn our minds" (bsil ba yin kyali bdag 

tag rnams kyi yid rnams sregs). Bur Asvagho~a also uses less overwrought expres

sions, like those found in our inscriptions. The relics, he says, are "fult of virtue" 
(dge legs gan ba), and "informed (paribhiivita?) with universal benevolence (maitrn" 

(byams pas yons su rnam par bsgoms pa). 56 

There are also other witnesses, at least one of which is hostile. The A~(asiihasri

käprajiiäpära1llitii is one of the earliest Mahäyäna texts translated into Chinese, 
and some version of it was very probably contemporaneous with both our inscrip
tions and Asvagho~a. 57 Like the Suvar'laprabhäsotta1lla, the Buddhabaliidhiilla, the 

Saddhar1llapu'l4arika, and a number of other, later texts, it is in part preoccupied 
with sometimes sustained arguments intended co devalue-if not alcogether 

deny the value-of relics. SR In fact, it devotes large parts of at least three chapters 

co such arguments. As apart of these arguments, the A~(asähasrikii on two 

occasions concedes that there are good reasons for worshipping relics, and, in so 

doing, uses much the same vocabulary as is found in our two inscriptions and 
in Asvagho~a's Buddhacarita. Ir is stated quite explicitly that: 

the relics of the Tathägata are worshipped because they are saturated with 
the Perfeetion of Wisdom. 

api tu khalu ptmar bhagavall}S täni tathägatafarJrä'!i prajiiäpäramitäparibhät'ita

ttJät püjäll} labhyante. 59 
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The final instance that we might cite here where relics are said to be 

"sacurated" or "infused" or "pervaded" with specific qualities comes from the 

Fourth Book of the Milindapafiha. a book which Demieville has shown was 

almost eertainly added to the Milinda in Ceylon at a date not mueh earlier than 

the fifth eentury C.E.60 Ir is, therefore, noteworthy that despite the fact that it 

is separated from the Senavarma Inseription by 500 years, the Milindapafiha-as 

Fussman has already pointed out-contains an almost exact verbal parallel to 

that inscription. Here too, the relie is described as "infused with morality, 

eoneentration, wisdom, emancipation, and the knowledge and vision of emancipa

t ion" (srfaSel mädhipafifiät·'i muttilii ",utti fiär!adassanapelribhä1'i ta1~1 dhäturatana fi ). 

Each of these passages comes from a distinctly different kind of source, and 

yet they all use exaetly the same participle, paribhät'ita. in eharaeterizing the 

relies of the Buddha. The same participle is, of course, used elsewhere, and its 

charaeteristie usages are worth noting. One of the most common usages of the 

term in canonical Päli, oddly enough, has to do with chicken's eggs. In a 

frequently found simile, eggs are described as "sat on" (adhisayita), "heated" 

(pelrisedita), and "pervaded or infused" (paribhät,ita) by a hen. It is this that makes 

the eggs "live." In fact, the point of the simile is that, if this is not done properly, 

the ehicks do not live.(l\ Apart from this, the term is more usually applied to 

living persons. A particularly interesting usage occurs twiee in the 5an'a

tathägatädhiuhänasattl'ätJ("okanabliddhak~etrasandarfanavyt7ha-siltra from Gilgit. 

Here, the negative aparibhäl,itakäya, "having an unpervaded or uninvigorated 

body" is twiee paired with a/päYII~ka. "having little life."62 In the Afahät'astll 

[Senart ed., Vol. i, 15.).12}, bodhiseltttlas. like rdies in Asvagho~a, are said to be 

"eompletely saturated with virtue" (kllfa/aparibhät,ita); likewise in Milindaparlhel 

.)6l.2.), those who fulfill the ascetie praetiees, like the relies in our two inscrip

tions, are said to be "sarurated with the lovely and exeellent unparalleled sweet 

perfume of morality" (Jrlat'arapatJara-asamasucigandha-paribhät'ito hoti). Again like 

relies in Asvagho~a, a bodhisattva is said in the 5addharmapllfJ4arrka [Kern-Nanjio 

ed., .).1} to "have his body and mind sarurated with benevolenee" (maitrrparibhät'jta

käya(itta). From these and other passages, it seems evident that parihhäl'ita 

implies "filled or infused wirh life," "invigorated," "strengthened or made strong," 

"impregnated," "animated," and that, aeeording to our passages, is what relies are. 

The Stüpa as a "Legal Person" 

A set of three impreeatory inseriptions on the gateways of 5tüpa no. 1 at Säfte! 

also deserves our attention. The substanee of these three inscriptions-whieh 

are very mueh alike and which are as early as at least the first eentury B.C.E.-is 

fully expressed in the following passage from the inseription on the West 

Gateway: 
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He who dismantles, or causes to be dismantled, the stone work from this 
KäkalJäva (i.e., the old name for the Stüpa at SäficT) , or causes it to be 
transferred to another house of the teacher, he shall go to the (same terriblel 
state as those who commit the five sins that have immediate retribution. 

pac-änatariya-kärakäna gati{ ".l) gacheya yo ito käkaJ!äl'äto selakame "pä{ 4eya} 
upä4{ ä }peya ['ä anall/ ['ä äcariyakllla".l sa".lkämeyä . ... 6, 

129 

There are two points that should be noted here. First, the Stüpa or reliquary at 

SäficT appears to be implicitly classified as an äcariya-kula. a "house of the teacher" 

[i.e., the Buddha]. Bühler long ago suggested that this is a comparable expression, 

a parallel expression, to the eommon Indian term for atempie, dez'akllla. "a 

house of the det1a." But if this is the case, we know that det'akllla was taken 

quite literally, that is, it was the plaee where the dez'a lived, where he was acrually 

and powerfully present, and it is rather unlikely that an äcariya-kllla would have 

been eonceived of any differently.64 

The second point to be noted here is that these inscriptions indicate that a 

set of imporeant ideas known only from later literary sources was already opera

tional at SäficT in the first century B.C.E. In a very useful study of the material 

found in the various monastic codes (vinayas) dealing with "la construcrion et 

le culte des stüpas" Bareau noted that "eomme toute personne, le stt7j'a a le droit 

de possession ... et ce droit doit eue protege." He goes on to say, for example: 

Les Sarvästivädin parlent aussi des biens inepuisables du Jtt7pa. qui sont 
inalienables. Les biens qui sont donnes en offrande au Jtilpa ne peuvent etre 
utilises a d'autres fins. On ne doit pas les melanger avec les biens de la 
Communaute des quatre directions, ni avec les biens consistant en nourri
ture, ni avec les biens apartager. 65 

From these same texts, it is clear that the properey belonging to the stilpa or 

reliquary included real properey such as land in the form of gardens with 

producrive fruit and flowering uees and ponds. 

What Bareau did not note was that "Ie droit de possession" of the stt7pa was 

referred to and elaborated in sources other than the Villayas. These other sources 

are important for two reasons: first, they are still later than the Villayas and, 

therefore, indicate the long eontinuity of these ideas; second, at least some of 

these sources must be considered, again, as hostile witnesses since they are 

Mahäyäna Süfras. the majority of which perhaps are at best ambivalent in regard 

co the value of relies and stüpas, if they are not explieitly engaged in acrually 

devaluing them.66 The number of these references in Mahäyäna literature is also 

impressive. Edgereon, under the term sfaupika, cites two passages from the 

SikIäsamuccaya, two from the Bodhisattl/abhümi. and one each from the RäItrapäla 

and Ga1!c/at,yüha. 67 However, there are at least four more in the SikIä and two 

also now available in the Upälipariprcchä.6i'. 
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The strength of the ideas concerning the Jtilpa's rights of ownership is clear 

from a long passage from the Ratnaräfi-Jiltra quoted in the Sik~ä (56.9). The 

substance of this passage is this: although funds of the local order-if there is 

a surplus and unanimous agreement-can be used to make up a defieit in the 

ecumenical order (normally such funds must be kept strictly separated), funds 

belonging to the Jtilpa, even if there is an excess, must never be handed over to 

either the local or ecumenical order (yadi pIlIla/{ käfyapa kiyad bahll" api Jtallpiko 

läbho Mal'et / Jel l'aiyäl'~tyakaret!a Ila JaJ!tghe na cätllrdifaJa1!tghe upaflämayital,)'a/?). 

The text, in fact, goes so far as to say that "a robe (or piece of cloth) given to 

the Jtilpa JJllIJt be allowed to go to ruin on the Jtl7pa through the wind and sun 

and rain," that sueh a robe cannot be exchanged for a sum of money, and that 

nothing that belongs to a Jtl7pa can have a commercial price set on it (yac 

Ccl Jtüpe eIl'araJ!' niryätita!!, bhcll'ati laI Icllrail'a lalhägatacailye llälälapal'~'uibhi/{ 

parik~'aya,!, gacehatll / ncl Pli na/{ Jta"pika'~l eil'ara,!, hiraJ!)'amillyena parit 'a rlayila I 'J'a,!, / 
flcI hi JltllipikCIJya kafcid argho).09 The reason given for this is of some interest: 

"Whatever belongs to a J/ilpa, even if it is only a single fringe that is given ... 

that itself is a sacred object for the world together with its gods" (yä J/allpikä 

clJlItIJ~l ekadafäpi ... niryälilä bhal'ati / Jä Jadet'aka.rya lokaJya cailyaJ!I). That is to 

say, an object given to a Jtüpa becomes itself a sacred object «aitya). However, 

we know that there is only one way for objects to beeome sacred in a Buddhist 

context: they must be owned or used by a sacred penon. In fact, the Chinese 

version of the above passage translates Jtallpika or "belonging to the J/t7pa" by 

charaeters whieh mean "belonging to the Buddha. "70 

We should also notice that some of these Mahäyäna texts-exactly like the 

gateway inscriptions at SäficT-explicitly associate or equate taking property 

belonging to the .r117pa with "the five acts with immediate retribution"; for 

example, this is true of the Akäfagarbha-J17lra and the Upälipaript:cchä.71 This, if 

nothing else, indieates the extremely serious nature of such an act, as these five 

aets are the most serious offenses known to the Indian Buddhist tradition. 

However, the assoeiation of theft or destruction of property belonging to a Jtilpa 

with this set of five offenses is probably more than just a way of indicating its 

terrible seriousness. "The five acts with immediate retribution" are: taking the 

life of one's mother; taking the life of one's father; taking the life of an arhat: 

eausing a division within the Sa11gha; and wounding or eausing physieal harm 

to a Buddha. Four of the five, then, have to do with seriously harming living 

persons of rank. Thar harm done to a Jtilpa or reliquary is explicitly equated 

with acts of this kind would suggest, again, that the Jt17pa was cognitively 

classified as a "living person of rank." If this were not the case, ir would be 

difficult to understand the extreme seriousness with wh ich such harm was viewed. 

In noting that the Jtilpa or reliquary "eomme toure personne" had the right 

to, and did in fact, possess personal real property, and in noting that the ideas 
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surrounding this right were both old and markedly tenacious, it is of some 

interest to point out that we find ourselves again in front of a phenomenon 

noted elsewhere. In discussing the "Thefts of Relics in the Central Middle Ages," 

Geary repeatedly insists that "in a very basic sense, men in the Central Middle 

Ages perceived relics as being alive ... relics were actually the saints themselves, 

continuing to live among men." One body of evidence he uses co establish this 

view paralleIs exacdy at least apart of what we have just seen in regard co the 

Buddhist stupa. He says, "Relies even had legal rights; they received gifts and 

offerings made specifically co them and owned churches and monasteries, which 

were technically the property of the saints who lay in their crypts. ,,7.2 

The Functional Equivalence of the Relic and the Living Buddha 

If Buddhist reliquaries and the relics they contained were legal persons, that is 

co say, if they had and exercised the rights of living persons, and if harm done 

co them was explicidy equated with harm done CO living persons of rank, then 

the reverse of the second equation in particular should also hold: honor or worship 

done co them should be explicidy equated with honor or worship done co living 

persons. And so it iso An instance of exacdy this equation is found, for example, 

in a text now preserved in the Gilgit Mülasarl'ästil1ädin-l'inaya. which has the 

appearance of being very old. This text, in fact, seems co reflecr aperiod prior 

co the development of the monumental stupa when relics were simply buried in 

the ground at specific places. 7
.
1 

The text says the Buddha in company with Änanda went co a place called 

Toyikä. When he arrived there, there was a brahmin plowing his field. This 

gentleman saw the Buddha and said CO hirnself, "If I approach the Blessed One 

Gautama and pay honor to hirn, my work will suffer; but if I do not approach 

hirn and pay honor to hirn, my merit will suffer. What can I do to avoid both 

a loss of work and a loss of merit?" He decided-being a clever brahmin-to 
remain where he was, but to pay honor CO Gautama from a distance, which he 

did still-as the text pointedly notes-holding his goad. Gautama, of course, 

was not terribly impressed with this expedient-the text calls it an "päya-and 

he said, in part, to Änanda: 

'Mistaken, Änanda, is this brahrnin. Had he approaehed this spot then 
when he did honor here, he would hirnself have known "on this spot the 
undisturbed rnass of relies of the Perfeet Buddha Käsyapa is present." Had 
he approaehed I would have been honored by hirn, indeed honor would 
have been done by hirn co two Perfeet Buddhas. Why is that? Because, 
Änanda, at this spot the undisturbed rnass of relies of the Perfeet Buddha 
Käsyapa is present.' 
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k~t7r!a änanda e~a brähmaf/al? / {anenopakramyiismin pradefe abhit'iidane 

krte} sati pratyiitmal!1 jfiiinadarfanaT!1 pravartate I etasmin pradefe kiis)'apas)'a 

samyaksarlJbuddhasYiillikopito 'sthisar!lghiitas tiuhatlti / aham 

anenopakramya t'andito bhaveyam / etWII anena dt1iibhyii1l} 

salll)'aksaTlJbuddhiibhyiil!1 l'andanä krtii bhal'et / tatkas)'a hetol? / asminn änanda 

pradefe kiifyapasya samyakSal!lbuddhasYiillikoPito 'sthisal!lghiitas ti~!hati (11 

The implications here are that there is no distinction between a living Buddha 

and a collection of rdics-both make the sacred person equally present as an 

object of worship, and the presence of either makes available the same opportunity 

to make merit. In case his reader missed the point, the redactor of the text adds 

a set of verses that make it explicit in slightly different terms: 

He who would worship a living (Buddha), and he who would worship one 
who has entered final nirt'iif/a. having made their minds equally devout
between them there is no distinction of merit. 

ti~!hant(m,l püjayed yaf ca yaf ciipi parinirt-rtam I Sama'!l CirtaT!1 prasiid)'eha niisti 

p"f/yallife~atii / 78.8. 

That such ideas were both common and durable would seem to be suggested 

by the fact that this same verse, or elose variants of it, occurs in what Waldschmidt 

calls a "sondertext" of the Sanskrit Mahiiparinirviif/a-sütra, in the Caityapradak

Iif/a-giithii manuscripts of wh ich have been found at Gilgit, in the "Schenkungsfor

mular" manuscript from Turkistan published by Lüders, and in the Khotanese 

text of the PradakIi1Ja-sütra.7,) Yet another version of this verse has come down 

to us in the work of the learned Monk Asvagho~a: 

The learned should know the qualities of the Buddha, and that if one 
worships with similar devotion the Seer when he is present, or if one 
worships his relic after he has entered final NirväQa, the result is the same. 

drarj srorj biugs ba /a ni mchod pa sbyan nas sam I )'ons su "'ya rjan 'das pa 'i 

gdlln /a ph)'ag b)'as nas / yid kyi dan ba mfiam na 'bras bll mfian pa ste / saf/s 

rgyas )'on tan mams ni mkhas rnatlls fes par mdzod (6 

Notice that all of these texts emphasize that the individual is co "make his mind 

equally devout" in regard to the actual presence and the relic (saman} cittan,l 

prasiidya: same cittaprasiide hi: sems dge ba ni mtshllns 'gyur na; yid kyi dan ba mfiam 

na: etc.). That is to say, one is co adopt the same frame of mind toward the relic 

as is adopted in regard co the living presence. For the believer they are to 

be taken as the same. They have the same function. They make possible the 

same result. 

Ir is interesting too co note that one of the elearest expressions of these 

ideas is to be found in the Mahiil1an,lsa, the fifth century Pali chroniele of 
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Buddhism in Sri Lanka written by the Monk Mahänama. The passage concerned 

is supposed to be the record of a conversation which cook place in the third 

century B.C.E. between the Monk Mahinda, who is credited with the conversion 

of Sri Lanka, and the reigning Sri Lankan king, Devänarppiyatissa. Mahinda, 

who according to the Drpaz1al?Ua is on the verge of leaving Sri Lanka, complains 

co the king: "For a long time 0 King, we have not seen the Perfeet Buddha, 

the Teacher. We have lived without a Master. There is nothing here for us co 

worship"; to which the king replies: "But, sir, did you not tell me that the 

Perfeet Buddha has entered nirvä1Ja?" The Monk Mahinda answers-and his 

answer perfectly condenses much of our discussion-"when the relics are seen 

[or: are present), the Buddha is seen [or: is present)" (ciradittho hi Sal?lbllddho 

satthä 1'10 ma1'1lljädhipa 1 a1'1äthat1äsan,1 t'asimha 1'1atthi no pl7jiyal?1 idha 11 bhäsittha 

1'1anll bhallte me: Sal?lbuddho nibbuto iti 1 äha dhätllSIi dittheSli dittho hofi jino ifi). The 

king, of course, promises to build a stüpa, and Mahinda appoints another monk 

to fly to India to proeure relics. 77 

The Publie Value Plaeed on Relies 

Before our findings up to this point are summarized, it is worth looking briefly 

at one final piece of evidence, not because it provides further indications that 

the relic was thought of as a living presence-that, I think, is already sufficiently 

clear-but because it is an early piece of evidence for what we might call, in 

the absence of a better term, the communal or public value placed on relics. 

The evidence in question is an old tradition concerning what has come co be 
called the War of the Relics. Already in the oldest surviving Buddhist art-at 
SäficI, Bhärhut, AmarävatT, and in Gandhära-we have illustrations of this 

episode/H although the narrative details are now known only from later texts. 

After the cremation of the Buddha, the Mallas of Kusinärä "surrounded the 
bones of the Exalted One in their council hall with a lattice work of spears, and 

with a rampart ofbows." Seven other groups representing distincr and apparently 

competing political entities also came, however, armed for war co claim a share 

of the re1ics. They were initially refused. Interestingly enough, imminent conflict 

was avoided only by the intervention of a brahmin who pointed out the incongru

ency of waging war over the remains of one who was a teacher of forbearance 
(khalltiväda).79 

We might note that this old tradition, however the details might fall, 
forcefully articulates in the strongest possible contemporary political idiom the 
extreme value placed on these remains. Bareau has noted: 

Qu'elle (this tradition] raconte un fait historique ou qu'elle SOlt pure 
legende, peu importe ici, l'essentiel pour notre propos est que ... les fideles, 
dont les hagiographes reBetent l'esprit, ont cru a la realite de cet episode, 
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om regarde wmme parfaitemem vraisemblable gue la devotion de leurs 
predecesseurs ait pousse ces derniers a se disputer les restes corporels du 
bienheureux, les armes a la main. Cela prouve gu'au temps OU la premiere 
version de ce recit fut composee, les fideles trouvaiem normal et meme 
edifiam un tel exces de zele ... ~;O 

And, but for one small detail, Bareau's remarks are very much to the point: 

unless he wants to assert that it was written by a layman-and I doubt that he 

would-"la premiere version de ee reeit," or any other for that matter, ean tell 

us nothing directly abour some hypothetieal and generalized "fideles." What it 

ean and does prove, however, is what "les hagiographes" who eomposed it-almost 

certainly monks-"trouvaient normal et meme edifiant." This, of course, is a 

very different matter. 

Conc1usions 

Several different kinds of data have been presented here. There are the arehaeologi

cal data that show a seemingly eharaeteristie, repeatedly eneountered eonfigura

tion of material remains at Buddhist saered sites. This eonfiguration eonsists of 

a central structure marking either a spot known to have been formerly in direct 

contact with the physieal body of the Buddha, or housing an aetual part of that 

physical body. Around this central strueture are crowded in inereasing disarray 

large numbers of smaller struetures, a considerable number of whieh eontain 

anonymous mortuary deposits-bone and ash-or other ob;eets known to be 

associated with mortuary practiees. These mortuary deposits have been purposely 

brought and plaeed here at different times. They do not form apart of an original 

or ordered plan. 

In addition, an old literary tradition exists that indieates that the Buddha 

was thought to be aetually present at certain spots with whieh he was known 

to have had direet physical contaet. There is also a whole series of epigraphical 

and literary doeuments that prove that the physieal relie of the Buddha was 

thought to be possessed of "life" or "breath," and to be impregnated with the 

characteristics that defined and animated the living Buddha, that show that the 

relie or the reliquary that contained it had and exereised the right to own personal 

property-that it was legally a person-and that it was eognitively classified 

with living persons of rank. Some of these literary doeuments, at least one of 

which is very old, also establish that the presenee of the relie was thought to 

be the same thing as the presenee of the aetual Buddha, that the two were 

religiously the same, and that the same behavior was required in regard to both. 

This, in turn, means that the central struetures at both types of Buddhist 

sacred sites contained or located the actual living presenee of the Buddha, and 
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it was this presence that drew to it the secondary mortuary deposits and a host 

of subsidiary structures. 
Another part of the same old literary tradition proves (hat it was thought 

that a death in the presence of the Buddha resulted in rebirth in heaven. In 

addition, there are (he parallels in conception and mortuary practice in (he 

Roman cities of Spain and Africa and on Moum Köyasan. 

We have, it would seem, reason co believe that Indian Buddhists also 

practiced and believed in some form of what in the Latin West was called depositio 

ad sam-tos, and that-regardless of what some canonical texts might occasionally 

suggest and what some scholastic texts definitely state-the Buddha was and 

cominued CO be an actualliving presence in the mids( of the Buddhist community. 

Notes 

I would like to thank my colleagues Gerard Fussman and Patrick Olivelle for 

their helpful commems on different drafts of this paper. 

1. There have been other attempts to draw archaeological and art historical sources 
into the mainstream of Buddhist Studies, most notably those of P. Mus. See the bibliogra
phy in G. Morechand, "Paul Mus 0902-1969)," BEFEO 57 (970) 25-42, but note 
that Mus' Barabllc/llr. Esqllisse d'llne histoire dll bouddhisme /ondee Sill' la critiqlle anheologiqlle 
des textes (Hanoi: 1935), deux tomes, has since been reprinted by Arno Press (New York: 
1978), both volumes in one. There are, however, some very real problems with Mus' 
work. He ignored Indian epigraphy-which is surprising in light of the work he did 
in Indo-China-and he was very litde concerned with chronology. He also used textual 
material \'ery indiscriminately, citing texts of widely different periods and widely different 
provenances without ever asking if this material could ever have been known to any 
actual Buddhist in the premodern period. In religious studies, generally, the last published 
work of S. G. F. Brandon was also clearly moving in the direction of what I would call 
the Archaeology of Religions; see Brandon's "'fan and God in Art and Ritual. A Stlld)' 0/ 
Iconograph)', Architecture and Ritual Action as Prima')' El,idence 0/ Religious Belie/ and PraetiL-e 
(New York: 1975). 

2. The category "the very special dead" is, of course, borrowed from Peter Brown, 
The Cult 0/ the Saims. fIs Rise and Function in Latin Christianit)' (Chicago: 1981) 69ff. 
Although he applied it ro Christian saints as a whole, I will here be almost exclusively 
concerned not with Buddhist "saints" as a group, but with the historical Buddha Säkya
muni. This is not to say that there was not a "cult of the saints" or other "very special 
dead" in Indian Buddhism. There is both epigraphical and archaeological evidence that 
indicates otherwise, but a discussion of this material must await another time. [See G. 
Schopen, "An Old Inscription from AmarävatI," Ch. IX below.} 

3. J. Bloch, Les inscriptions d'Asoka (Paris: 1950). The Prakrit cited here and below 
all comes from Bloch's edition. The two inscriptions in question are from Rummindei 
(Paderia), 157, and NigälI Sägar (Nigliva), 158. Unlike the bulk of the Asokan material, 
these two inscriptions are not edicts. They, at least together with the Barabar Inscription, 
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constitute the earliest surviving Indian donative inscriptions. Whether or not the Asokan 
material establishes that Bodh-Gayä was an established sacred site at the time of Asoka 
depends very much on how one interprets the word san.Jbodhi in the 8th Rock Edict. 
Since A. L. Basham reopened the question, it has yet to be resolved; see "Sarytbodhi in 
Asoka's 8th Rock Edict,"jIABS 2 (979) 81-83. Therefore, this is not taken into account 
here, although my own position is much closer to the one most recently expressed by 
R. Lingat, "Encore ayäya Sal!lbodhim apropos de l'inscription greco-arameenne d' Asoka," 
JA (1967) 195-198. 

4. On the Past Buddhas, see J. Ph. Vogel, "The Past Buddhas and Käsyapa in 
Indian Art and Epigraphy," Asiatira FtStschri/t Friedrich Welle,' (Leipzig: 1954) 808-816; 
R. Gombrich, "The Significance ofFormer Buddhas in the Theravädin Tradition," Buddhist 
StIldies in Honour 0/ Walpola RClhllla. ed. S. Balasooriya et al. (London: 1980) 62-72; A. 
Vergati, "Le culte et l'iconographie du buddha dTpankara dans la vallee de Kathmandou," 
Ar/x dxi"tiejlleS 37 (982) 22-27. 

5. See, for example, Bloch, Les i1lJcriptio1lJ d'Asoka, 49, 157, nn. 2 and 4. Note 
that Asoka here uses the absolutive form of äVgam to describe his coming to Lummini, 
and, according to Bloch's index, this root is used only here and in the related NigälT 
Sägar inscription. Both the Sanskrit and Päli versions of our passage also use forms of 
"V g,"". Note wo that while neither of the two instances of the hid" statement in Asoka 
corresponds with the Päli, the seeond, hid" bhagaZ'cIf!i jäte, corresponds exactly with the 
Sanskrit ih" bhagal'ät1 jäta~. 

6. I here refer w, and eite throughout, the Sanskrit version of the MClhäparinin'ä,!a
Sütra edited by E. Waldschmidt (Das l\fahäparinirz'ä'lClslitra, Teil I, II, III, Abh. DAW 
Berlin, Kl. f. Spr., Lit. u. Kunst, Jg. 1949, No. 1; Jg. 1950, No. 2 und Jg. 1950, No. 
"' [Berlin: 1950, 1951, 1951J; I cite the text according to Waldschmidt's paragraph 
numbers). Since the Sanskrit text is based primarily on the Turfan materials, this means 
that we have actual manuscripts for it that are centuries earlier than anything we have 
for the Päli text, and, in this sense at least, its readings are the earliest actually attestable 
readings that we have for the text in an Indian language. On the Turfan manuscript 
material, see L. Sander, PClläogrClphiJehes zu dert SCll1Jkrithandsehri/ten der Berliner T"r/an
sClf/uI/lllng, Verzeichnis der Orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland, Supplementband 
8 (Wiesbaden: 1968). For Päli manuscripts, see H. Smith, Saddanlti, LI grammaire palie 
,tdggdl"IT!/J(1 (Lund: 1928) v; O. von Hinüber, "On the Tradition of Päli Texts in India, 
Ceylon and Burma," B/I(ldhism in Ceylon (md StIldies on Religio/lS SymntisllI in Bllddhist 
Co/mtries, Abh. d. Akad. d. Wiss. in Göttingen, Phil.-Hist. Kl. Dritce Folge. Nr. 108, 
ed. H. Bechert (Göttingen: 1978) 48: "The big gap between the first redaction of our 
Päli canon and the basis of the texts as we have them today, becomes evident at once, 
if we bear in mind that there is no manuscript older than about 400 years, with the 
only exception, as far as I know, of a tenth century Vinaya-fragment in Päli found in 
Nepal." [See O. von Hinüber, The Oldest Päli IHa,,,,script. FOllr Folios 0/ the Villaya Pi(Clka 
/rom the N'lfionaf Archil'es. KathmClnclll. Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur, 
Mainz, Abhandlungen der Geistes- und Sozialwissenschaftlichen Klasse, Jahrgang 1991, 
Nr. 6 (Stuttgarr: 1991).} More recently, von Hinüber has said "that most ofthe surviving 
manuscript material [for the Päli canon} is hardly older than the late 18th century." He 
also refers to "an extremely old manuscript dated as early as A.D. 1412," and adds "if 
this date is correer, this would be the oldest dated Päli manuscript known so far" in 
"Päli Manuscripts of Canonical Texts Prom Norrh Thailand-A Preliminary Reporr," 

jOlmltll 0/ the Siam Society 71 (983) 78. Note wo that, in terms of Päli literature, a 
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slightly shorter version of the Afahäparinibbäna passage on pilgrimage also occurs at 
Atiguttara, ii, 120. In light of these passages, it is difficult to understand what A. Bharati 
meant when he said, "Although pilgrimage figures importantly in the religions of India, 
it never had any canonical status in non-tantric traditions" (The Tantric Tradition [London: 
1965} 85). 

7. Waldschmidt's anusmaralllyä appears to be reconstructed on the basis of Tibetan 
rjes Sll dran par 'gy"r bar bya. In fact, in neither of the two manuscript fragments for 41.5 
has the actual reading been preserved. But in the restatement of 41.5 that occurs in 
41.10, the one manuscript in which the actual reading has been preserved has quite 
clearlyabhigamanlyä: see Teil I, 43, 113.2. Note that this passage of the Mahäparinirz'äl!a
Sl7tra has been reedited by F. Edgerton in B"ddhist Hyb~'id Sanskrit Reader (New Haven: 
1953) 34-35; cf. n. 14 below. 

8. For the range of meanings of san.lvejanlya, "to be powerfully experienced," see 
A. K. Coomaraswamy, "Sal!lt'ega: Aesthetic Shock," HJAS 7 (943) 174-179, repr. in 
Coomarasu'amy 1. Selected Papers. Traditional Art and Symbolism. ed. R. Lipsey (Princeton: 
1977) 179-185. He translates Sal!ll'ejanrya from our passages of the Afahäpm'inibbäna
s"tta as "should be deeply moved." For an interesting use of t'ega/praz1ega in early Mahayana 
J/ltra literature, see Vajracchedikä Prajfiäpäramitä (Conze ed.) 14A: atha khalt' äy".[llIän 
Jubhlltir dharmatlegenäfrilfli [the Gilgit text has -pral1egenä-} prä",,,,icat, ere. 

9. ). Gonda has clearly demonstrated the antiquity of many of rhe ideas that most 
secondary literature associates only with the much later "classical" Makti conception of 
darfan in Eye and Gaze in the Veda, Verhandelingen der Koninkli jke Nederlandse Akademie 
van Wetenschappen, Afd. LetterKunds. Nieuwe Reeks-Deel 75 (Amsterdam: 1970). On 
darfan generally, see the fine little book by D. L. Eck, Dadan. Seeing the Dit'ine Image in 
India (Chambersburg: 1981). In light of the pervasiveness and age of these Indian ideas 
abour "seeing" and what it entails, it would appear that many of our translations, at the 
very least, miss the nuance and may, in face, miss ehe whole point. The exhortation ehat 
Ananda was directed by the Buddha to deliver eo the Mallas is a good example. Änanda 
was told ro go and tell the Mallas ehat the Buddha would enter parinibbäna during the 
last watch of that night, and he was supposed to say to them: abhikkbamatha ... 
abhikkhamatha . .. mä pacfhä vippa(isärino ahuvattha: amhäkafi ca no gämakkhette tathägatassa 
parinibbänaT(1 ahosi, na maya!!l labhimhä pafchime käle tathägata!!1 dassanäyati, which Rhys 
Davids translates as: "Be favourable ... be favourable. Give no occasion to reproach 
yourselves hereafter, saying: 'In our own village did the death of our Tathagata take 
place, and we took not the opportunity of visiting the Tathagata in his last hours' "; see 
T. W. and C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Dialogues 0/ the Bllddha, Pr. 11 (London: 1910) 162. 
The Rhys Davids' translation is, of course, not really wrong, but unless the reader has 
the etymology of the English word clearly in mind, to translate dassana by "visit," from 
Latin, llisere "to go to see," videre, visllm "to see," is at best terribly Bat. In a culture 
where "casting one's eyes upon a person and touching him were related activities" (Gonda, 
19), where there was strong "belief in the beneficial results of visual contact" (46), and 
where there were large numbers of old "ritual texts prescribing a conscious and directed 
look by which the spectator was ... believed to benefit, or ritual acts performed to 

derive some advantage from looking on a mighty being ... to participate in its nature 
or essence, to be purified or raised to a higher level of existence by being l'iJ-a-l'is with 
such a man" (55 )---in such a culture, to go to "see" a man, especially an exceptionally 
holy man, clearly involves much more than a "visir." In fact, the Upavat;la Incident in 
the Mahäparinibbäna-Jllfta makes it absolutely clear that, for this text, the important 
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aspect of dassewa was direct visual contact and that such contact was very highly valued. 
In this remarkable incident, the Buddha is lying on his deathbed and the Monk UpaväQa 
is standing in front ofhim fanning hirn. But then the Buddha "spoke harshly" to UpaväQa 
(eJ!JcJJtldeJi-a very strong verb and an action very uncharacteristic of the textual Buddha), 
saying "Get away, Monk! Don't stand in front of me!" (apebi bhikkhll ""lilie p"rato aahäsni). 
Änanda is puzzled <shocked, cf. Skt. 55.4) and asks abollt the Buddha's behavior. The 
larter calmly explains that the del'tlJ from a11 the ten directions have come together ro gaze 
upon/behold/see hirn (del'atä Jeumipatitä tatbägatclf!J dasscmä;a), but they are "grumbling" 
(IIjjbäYlIIlli), saying "we have come from great distances to gaze upon/etc. the Tathägata 
... but this eminent Monk scanding in front of the Blessed One is preventing it and 
we do not get to gaze on the Tathägata in his final moments" (na fl/ct;Clf!J labhä!IJä paccbime 
kdle ttlthdgätal!l daJJemä;ati). Clearly, here again the del'tlJ did not come simply "ro visit," 
and, in fact, here Rhys Davids was almost forced to rranslate dc/Jsa'hl as ·'behold." Ir is 
also worth noting that there is Buddhist evidence for other aspects of the conception of 
dtlr.{dIJ usually assoeiated with mediaeval Makti which is, relatively speaking, much earlier. 
Both Coomaraswamy (Alediael'al Sinhalese Art, 2nd ed. [New York: 1956} 70-75) and 
Gombrieh ("The Consecration of a Buddhist Image," The jrJ/lr!lctl 0/ AJicl1/ StIldies 26 
[1966] 25-56) have pointed our that Buddhaghosa, already in the fifth eentury CE, 

refers to the ritual empowerment of an image by painting in its eyes, and there is a clear 
allusion to the same idea in the RatnctgutJaSClf!lcct)'agäthä (Yuyama ed.) VII.2 that is almost 
certainly several eenturies earlier than Buddhaghosa. 

10. A. Cunningham, Afcthäbodhi or the Gretlt B/I(/dhiJt Temple /Inder the Bodhi Tm 
dt Bllddha-Gd)'ct (London: 1892) 82-85; B. M. Barua, "Old Buddhist Shrines at 
Bodh-Gayä," IHQ 6 09.10) 30-51. There may, in fact, have been several more 
inseriptions of roughly the same period that refer to dctr.{ct!l, but it is not possible 
co be sure from Cunningham 's presentation. He says that in Slabs Fand G, "The 
pilgrim offers his adoration to Mahäbodhi, for the benefit of his hither and mother," 
but he does nor give the aetual reading of the inseriprions. Since, however, he 
transLues ... jinct dctsakenct sri lIlctrJ lIlcthäbodhi bhctndämkct dar.l'clrJcl kritct!!J yctdatm 
pllnYdltl tad bhal'ati mältlpittri pllrt'aga . .. as .. . .. ) ina Dasaka ... adoration was 
made at the Temple of Sri-man Mahäbodhi, for the benefit of his father and mother, 
etc." (85), it is possible that Fand G also had thi~ same reading; see Barua for a 
much beuer reading of Slabs Fand G. 

11. In H. Lüders, A List 0/ Brahmi Imcriptio1lS /rom the Ear/iest Tirnes to abo,,! AD. 

4()() 16th the Exception o/ThoJe 0/ A.{oka, Appendix ro EI 10 (Calcutta: 1912) no. 122.1, 
a gift made by "The Eider (Ihera). the Chaitya worshipper (Chetiycll'df(ldaka) bhd)'af!lta 
(bhadelfltct) Budhi "; no. 1263, a gift made by "Papin (Päpin), brother of bhayct!!lta (bhctdct!ltct) 
Budhi (Buddhi), the Chaitya worshipper (Chetial'adakct)." As both of these inscriptions 
come from AmarävatT and are roughly contemporaneous, there is a good chance that the 
monk named Budhi referred ro in both is the same person. But if this is true, there is 
an equally good chance that the Monk Budhi who is called a cetiYat,ctfJ(lakct in these two 
inscriptions is the same Monk Budhi who is calIed a mahäz,jnayadharct. "a great preserver! 
knower of the Vinaya," in two other contemporaneous AmarävatT inscriptions found in 
Lüders, no. 1270, and in H. Sarkar, "Some Early Inscriptions in the AmarävatI Museum," 
jAIH 40970-1971) 9, no. 63, and a dhctnlclkathika, "a preaeher ofDharma," in a third 
inseription in Lüders, no. 1267. This would seem (0 indicate that same, at least, of the 
"honorers of shrines" were the acknowledged transmitters of Buddhist docrrine and 
monastic rules and monks of considerable standing. 
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12. In the Päli canon, in the Aral!at1ib!Jangaslltta (Afajjbillld, iii, 237), the Monk Su
bhüti is called a k"laplltta: in the Dhiltlll 1ibhaliga-slltta (Afajjbillla, iii, 238-247), the Monk 
Pukkasäti is repearedly referred to as a klllaplltta: in a recurring "arhat formula," klllajlllt!d.r 
are the ones said to properly go forth from rhe house to the houseless state (Ali/;lIt!ära, i, 
282; DIgba, ii, 153; etc.); etc. In very early Mahäyäna sl7tra literature, it is clear thar not 

only did the title k"läpllträ apply both to monks and laymen, but it was also a title that 
could be applied to followers ofboth what we usually call the Mahäyäna and the HTnayäna. 
In the Prät)'IItpalllläh"ddhasal!lIJlIIkbill'asthitäsällliidhisütra, hymi cbllb JelllS dpa' kbyi", Pd ',md 
rah tll hymi hä. "both householder and renunciant bodhisattvas," are equated wirh I'igr kyi 
Im 'äm r'igs kyi Im wo, "sons and daughters of good family"; see P. M. Harrison, Tbe Ti!Jetdl1 
Text o/tbe PrätYlltj)äll!lähllddbäSal!lIJlllkhiltlasthitasalllildbisütl'e/ (Tokyo: 1978) 7B; see also 8G, 
where klllaplltras who seek arhatship are referred to; 9E, wh ich refers to kllle/plltraJ who are 
"adherents of the 5rill·akaYilna"; etc. Likewise, in the equally early Ak~obbYtltafbägtlttls)'tl
l')'übe/, we find !Jyafi cb"h sems dpa'j theg pa pa dafi flan thos kyi they, pa p,,'; "iy,s k)'i Im '"",/riy,J 
kyi b" IllO gali da/; kbyilll /;yi gnas lias fies par bymi iifi rah tll !Jymj b"r /;y"r pa d"y, ... Pekifly,. 
22,132-5-4; cf. 137-1-2,154-4-6,156-1-7,2-3,3-1, etc. On this important but until 
recently litde studied text, see now J. Dantinne, La splende;Ir de f'jnilmwlahle (Ak.fobb)'tll')
üba). T. I (Louvain-la-neuve: 1983). For a much larer occurrence, see SIIl'ikräntdl'ikrilllli
parip~'Ci'bä (Hikata ed.) 64.14. 

13. See Barua's "Old Buddhist Shrines at Bodh-Gayä," 6ff, esp. 20, and his "A 
Bodh-Gayä Image Inscription," IHQ 9 (933) 416-419. A Kushan inscription records 
the gift of a monk who is called a dharmakathika. "preacher of Dba,.lJIä." and who is 
associated with a l'ilzayadhara. a "preserverltransmitter of the Vinaya"; see J. F. Fleet, 
11lJcriptio1lJ 0/ tbe Eärly Gllpta Kings and Their SIIcceSJors. Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, 
Vol. III (Calcutta: 1888) nos. 71, 72, 76. 

14. A. Wayman translates the Sanskrit atrilntaril ye kecit prmalllläcittä "'dlllälltike 
kilim!, käriuallti, etc., as "among these places, whoever wirh pure thought will die in my 
presence, all those belong to heaven (Slla1'/;a). whoever are with remainder" in "Buddhism," 
Histm'ia Religioll"m. Halldhook Ja,. the History 0/ Religio1/J. Vol. II, ed. C. J. Bleeker and G. 
Widengren (Leiden: 1971) 401, taking kilim!, kariuami as that which takes place llldllliln
tike and not prasamzacittil. This is worth noting because the Tibetan translation appears 
to do just the opposite: kba cig !ia la sems dad pas dlls byas pä (v. 1. te) de tbalJl.f cad ",tbo 
ris Sll 'gro'o / kba cig ni pbmi po Ihag ma da!i !Jeas pär 1'0. "Some with devout thoughts in 
regard to me die, they all go to heaven. Some are possessed with a substratum (i.e., still 

have km''''ä to work out)." But the Tibetan is either translating a Sanskrit text that 
differs from the one we have, or it is only a very loose rendering. It has nothing 
corresponding to aträntaril. and it suggests a text that read: ye kecinlllamilntike praJannacittä~ 
killm!1 kari~yami. The genitive + amike can of course mean "in regard to," but Edgerton's 
examples in BHSD. 40, make it clear that the genitive + antike is always followed by and 

never preceded by the action concerned: daridrapllm~m tasya grhapater äntike pit~'sa,!,jiiä'!' 
IItpildayet. SP 107.4; det'illlillll ... antike cittillli pradl7~ayitl'il, Mv i 30.9; etc. This is the 
construction regardless of the sense in which antike is used, and this makes it difficult 
to see in mafllilntike killm!1 km'i~yanti anything but "those who will die in my presence." 
To say "those who will die in regard to/in reference to me" makes no sense. It is possible, 
however, that the Tibetan translation did not result from the fact that it was based on 

a different original, nor from a misunderstanding. It may represent an intentional alter
ation of the text. Notice that the Tibetan corresponding to 41.9, as weIl as-if not more 
so than-that corresponding to 41.14 (kha cig ni na la senn dad paJ dus hyaJ pa [v. l. tel 
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de thams rad mtho ris su 'gro '0 I kha cig ni phll11 po Ihag ma da,i bras par ro I ji !tar mn01J du 

'gm bar bya ba de Itar rjes Slt dran par bya'o) looks very much like an attempt to retain 
the beneftt of rebirth in heaven while no longer requiring an actual pilgrimage. The 
Tibetan appears to want to make amental pilgrimage equal to the aetual pilgrimage, or 
at least to make the former an option. Notice that its ji Itar mnon du 'gro bar bya ba de 

!tar rjes Sll dran par bya'o is clearly an addition. There is nothing corresponding to it in 
either Sanskrit or Päli and, while we do not actually have manuscript readings for the 
Sanskrit of 41.5, where the Päli has dassanfyäni sa".wejanfyäni, i.e., a reference to direct 
visual contact, the Tibetan has rjes su dran par 'gy"r bar bya'o = anusmara"fya, meaning 
"mental recalling" or "visualization." When we do have an actual manuscript reading 
for the Sanskrit, as in 41.10, it is abhigamanIya. The substitution or option that the 
Tibetan translation appears to be introducing is also clearly visible in the Chinese version 
of the text translated by Waldschmidt: "Wenn man an diesen vier Plätzen entweder 
persönlich seine Verehrung bezeigt oder (ihnen) aus der Ferne seine Achtung übermittelt, 
sehnsuchtsvoll und aufrichtig reinen Glauben entstehen lässt und beständig die Gedanken 
daran heftet, wird man nach Lebensende Geburt im Himmel erlangen." Here too, one 
can either go in person to the four places or call them to mind from afar; cf. A. Bareau, 
Recherehes Jllr la biographie d" Bllddha clans les Jiltrapi(aka et les l'inayapi(aka am'iens: II Les 

demien mois. le parinirt/äfla et les jimerailles. T. 11 (Paris: 1971) 29-32. Bareau, however, 

takes Waldschmidt's reconstructed anmmara"fya at 4l. 5 without comment, and this 
afTects some of what he says. All of this would seem to suggest that, as long as the 
text remained in India, the original readings like classanfya, sa'!lt'ejanIya. and probably 
dhhigamanI)'a-all of which required actual pilgrimage-were not a problem, but that 
when the texts moved outside of India-where actual pilgrimage would have been 

extremely difficult-new readings, like anusmara"fya. and new options, like visualization 
"aus der Ferne," had to be introducecl into the text. It is in rhis light, I think, that the 

Tibetan translation and some of the Chinese translations of our passage are to be viewed. 

There were, of course, other ways of clealing wirh the problem of acrual pilgrimage. See, 
for example, the interesting paper by A. B. Griswold, "The Holy Land Transported: 
Replicas of the Mahäbodhi Shrine in Siam and Elsewhere," ParanalJi!ana Fe/ieitdtion 

Volmne. ecl. N. A. Jayawickrama (Colombo: 1965) 173-222. 
15. Cunningham, Mahäbodhi. 46--49; for arecent study of rhe surviving "minor" 

stilpas at Bodh-Gayä, see M. Benesti, Contrib"tion a /'itude d" stilpa ho"ddhiq"e indim: les 

stilpa mineurs de Bodh-gayä et de Ratnagiri. T. land II (Paris: 1981). 
16. J. Marshall, Taxila: An I1ll1Strated Account 0/ Archaeological Excat'ations Carried 

Ollt at Taxila under the Orders 0/ the GrJl1ermllent 0/ [ndia betwem the Years 1913 and 1934, 
Vol. I (Cambridge: 1951) 235; see Vol. III, pI. 45, for a clear ground plan ofthe whole 

Dharmaräjikä complex. 
17. Marshall, Taxila, Vol. I, 368-387; see Vol. 111, pI. 101, for the ground plan 

of Jauliäfi. A slightly fuller acccount of the excavations at Jauliäfi had been published 

earlier in J. MarshalI, Exeat'ations at Taxila: The Stilpas and Monasteries at Jauliäfi. MASI, 

No. 7 (Calcutta: 1921). 
18. H. Cousens, The Antiquities 0/ Sind. Archaeological Survey of India, Vol. XLVI, 

Imperial Series (Calcutta: 1929) 82-97; D. R. Bhandarkar, "Excavations near Mirpur 

Khäs," Progress Report 0/ the Archaeologica/ Survey 0/ [ndia, Western Cire/e. /or the Year Ending 
31st March, 1917,47--48; D. Mitra, Buddhist Monuments (Calcutta: 1971) 132-133. 

19. J. Marshall, A Guide to Sanchi (Calcutta: 1918) 87-88. 
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20. Marshall, Taxila, Vol. I, 240ff. Marshall does not specifically describe all the 
earliest smaller stt7pas, but of those that he does all contain bone or ash (i.e., R5, S8, S9, 
B6, B3). Other contemporary stt7pas that contain bone or ash are J2, N7, and QI. Stt7pas 
of varying date scattered around the complex that are specially said to contain "relic" 
deposits are G4, G5, T12, K3, P6, SlO, NIl, NlO, N9, PlO, P12, UI. 

21. See, for example, "The Piprähwä Buddhist Vase Inscription" in Lüders, List, 
no. 931, with bibliography; G. Bühler, "The Bhattiprolu Inscriptions," EI 2 (1894) 
323-329; J. Ph. Vogel, "Prakrit Inscriptions from a Buddhist Site at Nagarjunikonda," 
EI 20 0929-1930) 1-36 (where the stt7pa itself appears to be repeatedly described as 
containing the relics of the Buddha, although Vogel, I think, has misunderstood this 
and the construction is somewhat odd; see Äyaka Pillar Inscriptions C3, B2, B4, B5, 
C2, C4, C5. The key instance for the correer interpretation of the construction appears 
to be the First Apsidal Temple Inscription E: Sal!l1lta-sa,!lb"dhasa dhiitllparigahitasa mahiichet
iya-piidamt7le); R. Salomon and G. Schopen, "The Indravarman (Avaca) Casket Inscription 
Reconsidered: Further Evidence for Canonical Passages in Buddhist Inscriptions," JIABS 
7 (984) 107-123; P. R. Srinivasan, "Devni-Mori Relic Casket Inscription of Rudrasena, 
Kathika Year 127," EI 37 (967) 67-69; ete. 

22. Marshall, Taxila, Vol. I, 373, All; 373, D5; 374, A16. There was also at least 
one reliquary found in the debris between Stt7pas A 7 and A8. 

23. Mitra, Buddhist Monuments, 133; Cousens, The Antiq"ities 0/ Sind, 97. 
24. Marshall, A Cllide to Sanchi, 88. 
25. Cunningham, Mahäbodhi, 48-49. 
26. A. Ghosh, ed., Indian Archaeology 1957-58-A Rn'ieu' (New Delhi: 1958) 

39-41, pIs. XLIX-LIII; D. Mitra, "Ratnagiri. Unearthing of a New Buddhist Site in 
Orissa," Indo-Asian Cllltllre 9 (960) 160-175; D. Mitra, Ratnagiri (1958-6]), Vol. I, 
MASI, no. 80 (New Delhi: 1981). For the configuration and numbers of the smaller 
stt7pas around the main stt7pa at Ratnagiri, see the siteplan of the stt7pa area, Mitra, 
Ratnagiri, 26, fig. 3; this can be compared with that for Bodh-Gayä published by 
Cunningham, Mahäbodhi, pI. XVIII. For a study of the smaller stt7pas at Ratnagiri, see 
M. Benisti, Contriblltion a I'itude du stüpa bouddhiqlle indien, T. 1, 93ff, figs. 119ff, and 
Mitra, Ratnagiri, 44-138, pIs. LX-LXXXI. 

27. See Mitra, Ratnagiri, pIs. IX, XX-XXI, XXXIV, XLII, LVI-LVIII, ete. 
28. I-tsing, ARecord 0/ the Buddhist Religion as Prartised in India and the Mala)' 

Archipelago (A.D. 671-695), trans. J. Takakusu (London: 1896; repr. 1966) 82. An 
additional, bur I do not think an alternative, explanation for the absence of a finial on 
some Buddhist votive stt7pas is suggested by U. Wiesner in "Nepalese Votive Stüpas of the 
Licchavi Period: The Empty Niche," The Stüpa-Its Religiolls, Historical and Architertm"al 
Significance, Bieträge zur Südasien-Forschung Südasien-Institut Universität Heidelberg 
55, ed. A. L. Dallapiccola et al. (Wiesbaden: 1980) 170-172. What Wiesner says abour 
an intentional sectarian "revision" of the form of the stt7pa, however, (ould only apply to 

those found on the surface. The vast majority of the stt7pas we are concerned with only 
came to light during excavation, having been covered over by newer levels of building. 

29. Mitra, Ind()-Asian Culture 9 (960) 166. 
30. Notice that Mitra, in the final excavation report published (Ratnagiri, 31-32), 

comes dose to suggesting something similar. She says first that "a limited number of 
these monolithic stOpas were doubtless used far enshrining the bone-relics of the departed: 
for this purpose they were provided with sockets, usually at the base, to hold charred 
bones ... However, she then adds that "most of the sockets of these fiiririka stt7pas were 
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found empty, and only a few ütt7pas 112 and 188 for insrance), which were found plugged 
by stone blocks, retained the relics." This raises the real possibility that many more 
might have contained relics, a possibility that she clearly states in discussing the structural 
Jtt7pas. as we will see below. Notice too that she incidently notes (44n) that "the relics 
were noticed mostly during the conservation of the stt7pas," i.e., the possibilities of the 
presence of bone deposits were not in any way systematically studied. 

51. G. Schopen, "The Text on the 'Dhäral)l Stones from Abhayagiriya': A Minor 
Contribution to the Study of Mahäyäna Literature in Ceylon," JIABS 5 (982) 100-108; 
G. Schopen, "The Bodhigarbhälankäralak~a and Vimalo~l)l~a Dhäral)ls in Indian Inscrip
tions: Two Sources for the Practice of Buddhism in Medieval India," WZKS 29 (985) 
119-149. In the second of these papers, I was able to show that the "dhara'lT-texe" on 
the Cuttack Stone Inscription pllblished by A. Ghosh (EI 26 [l94l} 171-174) was an 
incomplete Sanskrit version of a text called the Bodhigarbha/alikar,t!ak~aJhar,,,!r. Although 
Mitra refers to Ghosh (Rt/!tlcigiri. 31), she apparencly did not recognize that the two 
Jhilf'tI1!1J found on eight plaques ae Ratnagiri that she transliterated (4." 99) were the 
same dharaf!J that he had transliterated. The same dhart/'IJ is also found on at least two 
plaques from Nälandä and on a "cachet" from Qunduz . 

. ,2. 'Phtlgs Ptl 'od zer Jr; ma ",ed pa mam par dag p,;'i 'od (eS bYä bä'; gZilfis. Pekin!!,. 
7, 190-1-4. Ir is interesting to note that the two earliest known examples of printing-one 
from Korea and one from Japan-both contain the Räfmit'Ü!lä/a. and in both countries 
were faund inside stl7pcls; see L. Carrington Goodrich, "Printing: Preliminary Report on 
a New Discovery," Techn%gy ,md eil/tim 9 (967) .,76-578; T. F. Cartee, The /tm:nlio!l 
of Printin!!, in ehiflä t/nJ fIs SpretJd \Vt:Jlu·'ärd, 2nd ed. rev. L. Carrington Goodrich (New 
York: 1955) 46-5.'; B. Hickman, "A Note on ehe Hyakumantö Dhäral)l," AJowIlI't:n!cI 
Nipponi(cI .,0(975) 87-95 . 

. B. 'Pha!!,J P,I las kyi sgrib pt' thalllJ L'tId rrJälll par sb)'Ofi ba Zt:s bYä ba'j gZIIfis. Pt:killg, 
11, 252-1-6. Ie is very likely that the dhara'lT from this text was one of the dha"äl!Ts 
deposited by the Monk Bu Ston in the Jtt7pa he budt for his deceased mother; see D. S. 
Ruegg, Tht: Life of BII Stofl Rin Po eht:. With the Tibt:tan Tt:xt of tht: B" Sloll rNäm Thtlr. 
Serie Orientale Roma, XXXIV (Rome: 1966) fo1. 29a, 5 and 156. 

54. T. Skoellpski, Tht: Sal"'t·,tdurgatipt/rifoJhtlnä Tantrcl (Delhi: 198.,). Notice that, 
although thedrtlfllt/tis personäeand ehe setting differ in each case, ehe Rä.r1lliz'imä/az'if"ddhtlpr,,
bhä. the StllIIclntcllllllkhapräl·t:.färäfmillima/oP1T~aprabhasasal"'tltltäthagatährdaYäsämaYäl'j/okita 

(Pt:king, 7, no. 2(6), and the SärtlädllrgatiparifodhänT-"~I!J~(//lijäYcl (Pt:kill!!,. 7, no. 198) 
dhilrtlf!Js and the Sal"'t·adllrgatipaI·ifodhana Tantra (Skorupski, 4, 122 .29ff) are all introduced 
by essentially ehe same ehematic kind of narrative. The introductions to the dharal11J are 
summarized in Mkhäs Gm/; Rjt:'s Fllndamenta/s of the Bllddhist Tä1/tra5. RgYlld seit: spyi/;i 
r1Iälll /)al' r,iag pa rgyas par b,jod. erans. F. D. Lessing and A. Wayman (The Hague: 1968) 
104-107, 1 15-117. On dhar,u!IJ in funerary rites in the SClrt lad/l1'!!,ati Ttmtra. see Skorupski, 
81, 242.22ff. 

55. Mitra, Ratnagiri, 28. For abrief description of three of the "dislocated reliquar
ies," see 28-29. 

56. Mitra, Ratnagiri. 4." 98-99. It should be noted that a more complete and 
systematic survey of Buddhist sites than the one I have been able to present here 
promises-despite the deficiencies of mllch of the pllblished archaeologicalliterature-to 
produce much fuller evidence for the fllnerary functions of the minor slilpas found at 
aimost all Buddhist sites. For now I can only mention the following points. It is 
possible that "les stüpa a avancee" or "les stüpa a cella" which occur at boch Bodh-Gayä 
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(Cunningham, Mahäbodhi, 48, pI. XXIII.k; Benisti, Contriblltion CI /'etude dll stOpa, T. I, 

20-22; T. ii, figs. 23-26, 28, 29, 31, 33) and Ratnagiri (Mitra, Ratnagiri, pIs. XXIa. 
102, XXIb. 107, XLVIIA.228) and which have been taken--{)n very weak evidence-to 
have been meant for images, may, in fact, have been intended and used for funerary 
deposits. It has been reported, at least at Mainamati, that "the hoard of miniature baked 
and unbaked day stüpas" found there "contained bone relics or small sealings or sometimes 
both" CMainamati Excavations," Pakistan Archaeology 5 [1968] 173). These miniature 
stOpas have a very wide distribution indeed; see M. Taddei, "Inscribed Clay Tablets and 
Miniature Stüpas from GaznT," EW 20 (970) 85-86. Finally, G. Fussman has already 
published two KharoghT inscriptions that he thinks are funerary in "Une inscription 
kharoghT a HaQQa," BEFEO 56 (969) 5-9, and "Documents epigraphiques kouchans," 
BEFEO 61 (1974) 58-61. There are, according to a personal communication from Prof. 
Fussman, also a number of similar inscriptions from HaQQa that have yet to be published. 
A. H. Dani has also published a number of KharoghT inscriptions that appear to be 
funerary in "Shaikhan Dheri Excavation (1963 and 1964 Seasons)," Anrient Pakistan 2 
(1965-1966) 109-113. All of these things deserve to be studied much more fu II y. 

37. Mitra, however, has indicated that, at Ratnagiri at least, there is some evidence 
to indicate (hat the "portable monolithic stOpas" were made locally (Ratnagiri. 32). 

38. P. Aries, Western Attitudes Towards Death: From the Middle Ages to the Present 
(Baitimore: 1974) 16-17. 

39. P. Aries, The Hour o/Our Death (New York: 1981) 34. 
40. U. A. Casal, "The Saintly Köbö Daishi in Popular Lore (A.D. 774-835),"Journal 

0/ Far Eastern Folklore. Folklore Studies 18 (1959) 143. 
41. P. Geary, FlIrta Saera. Thefts 0/ Relies in the Central IIfiddle Ages (Princeton: 1978) 

33-34; see also S. Wilson's Introduction to Saints and Their Cults. StIldies in Religiolls 

Soeiology. Folklore and History, ed. S. Wilson (Cambridge: 1983) 10. 
42. A. Lloyd, "Death and Disposal of the Dead Oapanese)," Em)dopaedia 0/ Religion 

and Ethin. Vol. 4, ed. J. Hastings (Edinburgh: 1911) 491; see also Casal, "The Saintly 
Köbö Daishi," 139, 143. 

43. y. S. Hakeda, Kukai: Major Works (New York: 1972) 60. 
44. O. Statler,Japanese Pilgrimage (New York: 1983) 94-96,128,175, etc., taking 

as his "basic source" S. Gorai, Koya Hijiri (Tokyo: 1965). 
45. Wilson, Saints and Their Cults, 11; see also P. Brown, The Cult 0/ the Saints. fts 

Rise and Function in Latin Christianity (Chicago: 1981) 3--4. 
46. Aries, The HOllr o/Our Death, 33. 
47. There is, of course, the old story of Käsyapa awaiting the coming of Maitreya 

entombed in the "Kukku~apada" or "Gurupada" mountain that has some obvious similarit
ies with some of the ideas connected with Köbö Daishi; see T. Watters, On Yuan Chu'ang's 
Trat/eis in fndia, Vol. 11 (London: 1905) 143ff, and literature cited therein, but this has 
nothing to do with relics as such. Outside of India, G. Obeyesekere refers to a "Sinhalese 
myth which states that in the flood that heraids the destruction of this age all the Buddha 
dhätll found in various parts of ehe world will assemble together through ridhi and the 
Buddha hirnself will be refashioned out of these substances. He will ehen utter a last 
sermon" ("The Buddhist Pantheon in Ceylon and Its Extensions," Anthropological StIldies 
in Therat1ada Bllddhism [New Haven: 1966] 9). M. E. Spiro cites several instances of a 
similar "myth" in Burma: "Just prior to his [Maitreya's] arrival, the relics of the present 
Buddha, Gautama, will be recombined to form his physical body. By worshiping hirn, 
the weikza will automatically achieve nirvana" (Burmese Supernatllralism. A Stlldy in the 
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Explanation and Reduetion o/Suffering [Englewood Cliffs: 1967] 231,165-66,191). The 
Indian amecedems of the Sri Lankan and Burmese materials are very vague. Both are 
undoubtedly related to the Anägatava11JSa; see J. Minayeff, "Anägatavarpsa," jPTS (1886) 
36; cf. H. C. Warren, Buddhism in Translation (Cambridge: 1896) 484-485, but this text 
is itself sometimes presemed as a suffa (e.g., Minayeffs Ms. B from Rangoon) while at 
other times it is considered an authored work attributed to a Co!iyan monk named 
Kassapa who ptobably lived between 1160 and 1230 C.E.; see J. Minayeff, "The Gandha
Varpsa,"jPTS (1886) 60-61,66, 70; A. P Buddhadatta and A. K. Warder, Mohavieehedanr 
Abhidhammamätikatthava'!'!tlnä (London: 1961) x-xi, xvi-xviii. The Anägatava1l}sa itself 
dearly owes much to Buddhaghosa's Manorathapura,!f(Histoire du bouddhisme indien, 216). 

To complicate matters even further, two versions of an Anägatava1l}sa exist in the Tibetan 
Kanjur (Peking, nos. 751 and 1010), both of which were co-translated by a Sri Lankan 
Monk, ÄnandaSrI, in the thirteemh cemury; see G. Schopen, "Hlnayäna Texts in a 14th 
Cemury Persian Chronicle: Notes on Some of Rashid al'Din's Sources," Central Asiatic 
journal 26 (1982) 231, n. 9, and sources cited therein; and S. Uvi, "Maitreya le consol
ateur," Etudes d'orientalisme publiies par le musie guimet CI la memoire de Raymonde Linossier, 
T. II (Paris: 1932) 379-380; Levi's discussion of the Tibetan translations, 377, needs, 
in part, to be corrected. Sorting all this out requires and deserves a good deal of future 
work, but it would appear at this stage that the ideas expressed in the AnägataVa1l}sa, 
ete., are too late to have had any real formative role in producing the archaeological 
configuration that concerns uso 

48. See D. L. Eck, Banaras: City 0/ Light (New York: 1982) 215: "Those who die 
in KäshI, assured of liberation, will be cremated on the banks of the river of Heaven at 
this most sacred of t[rthas. If one cannot die in KäshI, then cremation by the Ganges 
anywhere along her banks is desirable. If even this is impossible, then relatives might 
later bring the ashes of the deceased to the Ganges at KäshI, or even send them to KäshI 
parcel post." 

49. N. G. Majumdar, "The Bajaur Casket of the Reign of Menander," EI 24 (1937) 
1-8; S. Konow, "New Traces of the Greeks in India," NeU' Indian Antiquary 2 (1939/ 
40) 639-648; Konow, "Note on the Bajaur Inscription ofMenandros," EI 27 0947-1948) 
52-58; D. C. Sircar, "A Note on the Bajaur Casket of the Reign of Menander," EI 26 
(942) 318-321; Sircar, Seleet Inscriptions Bearing on Indian History and Civilization, Vol. 
I, 2nd ed. (Calcutta: 1965) 102-106; A. K. Narian, The Indo-Greeks (Oxford: 1957) pI. 
VI; Ee. Lamotte, "De quelques influences grecques et scythes sur le bouddhisme," Aeadimie 
des inseriptions et belles-Iettres. Comptes rendus des se.tnces de I'annee 1956, 485-504, esp. 494; 
Histoire du bouddhisme indien, 464, 474ff. Essemially a reworking of the first paper, much 
of what Lamotte says in both places in regard to "influences grecques et scythes" is 
highly conjectural, and some of it can now be shown to be wrong. On the historical 
setting of the Bajaur Inscription, see most recently R. Salomon, "The 'Avaca' Inscription 
and the Origin of the Vikrama Era," JAOS 102 (982) 62-65. [See G. Fussman, 'Tindo
grec Menandre ou Paul Demieville revisite," JA (993) 61-138.] 

50. leite here, and below, Sircar's Sanskritized text from Selea Inscriptions, 105. It 
should be noted that this inscription is very fragmemary, and not all of the inscriptions 
on the lid go back to the time of Menander. 

51. First edited by H. W. Bailey, "A KharoghI Inscription of Senavarma, King 
of Ot;li," jRAS (1980) 21-29; edited anew, with much better results, by G. Fussman, 
"Documems epigraphiques kouchans (111). L'inscription kharo~rhI de Senavarma, roi 
d'Ot;li: Une nouvelle lecture," BEFEO 71 (982) 1-46; yet another edition, by R. 
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Salomon, is forthcoming. I quote below Salomon's edition (Bailey line 7; Fussman 
7a-7d). [See R. Salomon, "The Inscription of Senavarma, King of O<;li," II} 29 
(986) 261-293.} 

52. G. Fussman, "Nouvelles inscriptions saka (11)," BEFEO 73 (984) 38 ('5. reli
quaire [en l'honneur de?) Kopsakasa'); Fussman translates: "ces reliques ... parfumees 
de moralite, parfumees de concentration, parfumees de discernement." 

53. E. H. Johnston, The Buddhaearita or Acts olthe Buddha, Pt. 11 (Calcurta: 1935-
1936; repr. Delhi: 1972) xvii; cf. F. Wilhelm, "Kanika and Kani~ka-Asvagho~a and 
Marrceta," Papers on the Date 01 Kani~ka, ed. A. L. Basham (Leiden: 1968) 337-345; B. 
Bhatracharya, Aft'agho~a: A eritieal Study (Santiniketan: 1976) 20. 

54. On the important question of the role of "le redacteur" in Buddhist inscriptions, 
see Fussman, BEFEO 56 (969) 7, and his review of Th. Damsteegt, Epigraphical Hybrid 
Sanskrit, JA (980) 424. 

55. See Johnston, Buddhacarita, Pt. 11, xxiv-lxxix. 
56. Cantos XV-XXVIII of the Buddhacarita are known to us only in the Tibetan 

and Chinese translation. Johnston has published an English translation of the Tibetan 
text in "The Buddha's Mission and Last Journey; Buddhacarita, XV-XXVIII," Acta 
Orientalia 15 (937) 26-111, 231-292. For the passage that concerns us, XXVII, 77-79, 
I follow Johnston, 276. The Sanskrit equivalents in parentheses are his; the Tibetan in 
parentheses is cited from Peking, 129, no. 5656, 169-4-8 to 169-5-3, the only version 
that was available to me. 

57. See L. R. Lancaster, "The Oldest Mahayana Sütra: Its Significance for the Study 
of Buddhist Development," The Eastern Buddhist 8 (975) 30-4l. 

58. See G. Schopen, "The Phrase 'sa Pfthivlpradesas caityabhüto bhavet' in the 
Vajracchedika: Notes on the Cult of the Book in Mahayana," II} 17 (975) 147-181, 
esp. 163-167, for the SaddharmapU'lc/arlka; also J. Nobel, SU1'ar'labhäsottamasutra. Das 
Goldglanz Sutra. Ein Sanskrittext des Mahäyäna Buddhismlls (Leipzig: 1937) 6-19; G. 
Schopen, "The Five Leaves of the Buddhabaladhanapratiharyavikurväl)anirdda-sütra 
Found at Gilgit," JIP 5 (978) 329ff, and Peking, 34, 191-4-6ff. The translation offered 
in JIP 5 is a rather awful piece of English. This is, in part at least, because I tried to 
translate the Sanskrit and Tibetan at the same time-an exercise I would now never 
repeat-and because I tried to be unnaturally litera!. Bur I also occasionally did not 
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CHAPTER VIII 

On the Buddha and 
His Banes 

The Coneeption of a ReHe in the Inseriptions 
of N agarj unikol).Qa 

NÄGÄRJUNIKO~I?A, WHICH LIES NOW at the botrom of a man-made lake, was 
a rich source not only of Buddhist and Hindu archaeological and art hisrorical 

remains, but also of inscriptions. Ir has proved ro be, as a consequence, an equally 
rich source of conundrums and a well-watered ground for speculation. There has 

been a persistent series of attempts, for example, ro see elements of the Mahäyäna 

in the early phases of Nägärjunikol)9a, in spite of the fact that there is no actual 
epigraphical or art-hisrorical evidence for this movement anywhere in the Andhra 

area prior ro the fifth or sixth centuries C.E., and in spite of the fact that what 
epigraphical and art-historical evidence we acrually have richly documents the 
presence there of non-Mahäyäna groupS.l 

The inscriptions from Nägärjunikol)9a are difficult. They are difficult 

because of "the want of precision of which they show ample evidence." Vogel 
has noted that, "considering that these inscriptions were meant to be perpetual 
records of pious donations made by ladies of royal blood, the careless manner 

in which they have been recorded is astonishing." 2 They are also difficult because 

they are, in many ways, atypical. They contain a number of phrases and formulae 

not found elsewhere in Indian Buddhist inscriptions so that we do not have, in 
many cases, paralleis ro assist us. 3 This difficulty is offset in part by the fact 

that these inscriptions tend to be highly repetitive; ehere are frequently numerous 

"copies" of ehe same basic inscription. I would like here to look at one of these 
atypical phrases that has important implications for Buddhist docrrinal history 
and to exploit the advantage that the existence of multiple copies presents us with. 

Most of the pillar inscriptions connected with the Mahäcetiya4 are strucrured 

Originally published in Journal of the American Oriental Society 108 (1988):527-537. 
Reprinted with stylistic changes with permission of American Oriental Society. 
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in exactly ehe same way. They begin wich (1) ehe word sidha1l}, "success!"; chis 

is followed usually by (2) an invocaeion co ehe Buddha, which consises of ehe 

word namo, "adoraeion co," followed by a scring of epiehees of ehe Buddha in 

ehe genieive. Then come (3) ehe name of ehe pi ace ae which ehe gife recorded 

was made, pur in ehe locaeive; (4) ehe name of ehe donor, her pedigrees and 

relaeionships; (5) ehe purpose or incenc behind her gife; (6) ehe nacure of ehe 

gife, eec. We will be concerned here only wich ehe second and ehird elemencs: 

ehe invocaeion consiseing of ehe namo plus ehe scring of epiehees in ehe genieive, 

and ehe name of ehe place ae which ehe gife was made in ehe locaeive. 

The firse ehing co noeice is ehae ehe number of epiehees in ehe scring of 

genieives following namo varies. The fullese form of ehe formula concaining ehe 

invocaeion and ehe name of ehe locaeion ae which ehe gife was made is, in ehe 

Prakrie original: 

namo bhagavato deva-räja-sakatasa supabudha-bodhino sava1l.lfluno 

sava-sat-änuka".lpakasa jita-räga-dosa-moha-vipamutasa mahäga'Ji-tmabha

ga".ldha-hathisa sa".lma-sa".lbudhasa dhätuvara-parigahitasa 

mahäcetiye . .. (C3) 

Sircar eranslaees chis inco Sanskrie as: 

nama~ bhagavate devaräjasatkrtäya suprabuddhabodhaye sart'ajfläya 

sarvasattvänukampakäya jitarägado~amoha- (= äsaktighr'Jäjfläna-)

vipramuktäya mahäga'Ji-vrfabhagandhahastine (= bahusatikhyakafi~ya

mahäcärye~u pradhäna~) samyaksa".lbuddhäya dhätuvara-parigrhftäya (= 

nirvä'Japräptäya) {asmin} mahäcaitye ... 5 

and Vogel purs ie inco English as: 

Adoraeion co ehe Lord, ehe Supreme Buddha, honoured by ehe Lord of ehe 
gods, omniscienc, compassionaee towards all sencienc beings, freed from 
luse, haered and delusion which have been conquered by hirn, the buH, and 
musk-elephanc among great spiritual leaders, ehe perfectly Enligheened 
One, who is absorbed by ehe bese of the elemencs (i.e., by NirväI).a). At 
the Mahächetiya ... 6 

Ac lease four "copies" of chis same inscripeion omie everyehing afeer deva-räja

sakatasa up co sa1l}ma-sa1l}budhasa, reading as a consequence: 

namo bhagavato deva-räja-sakatasa sa".lma-sa".lbudhasa dhätuvara
parigahitasa mahäcetiye ... 7 

Vogel's incerpreeaeion of whae he takes co be the lase of ehe sering of 

epiehees-dhätuvara-parigahita, "absorbed by ehe bese of ehe elemencs (i.e., by 

NirväI).a)" -was suggeseed co hirn by de La Vallee Poussin, who added: "If ehe 

inscripeions belonged co ehe Mahäsanghikas, a conjeccural explanaeion of dhätu-
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l/ara as Dharmadhatu would not be excluded. The Dharmadhatu was sometimes 

a kind of Buddhist Brahman for the followers of the Mahäyäna. "R Sircar also has 

taken the term in much the same way, glossing it with niroä,!apräpta. and Dutt, 

who translates the compound by "possessed of the excellenr dhätu," wanrs to see 

in it evidence that raises "the presumption that the Andhaka conception of 

Nirt1a'!a was differenr from that of the Theravädins or their subsect the MahTsäsa
kas,"9 wh ich de La Vallee Poussin, at least, does not query.IO A. M. Shastri, 

finally, sees in the expression evidence indicating that "the Andhakas ... upheld 

the docetic theory and believed that the Buddha was supramundane," and, 

following de La Val1ee Poussin, that it "most probably alludes to the Käya doctrine 
of rhe Mahäyänists for whom rhe Buddha was nor a hisrorical personaliry." I I 

This line of inrerpretation, which connects the expression with the develop
menr of Mahäyäna scholastic definitions and conceptions of the Buddha, did not 

go unquestioned. In editorial notes added to Vogel's initial publication of the 

inscriptions in Epigraphia lndica, Sastri said, "to me it does not appear to be 
impossible that the Mahächetiya has been specified in these inscriptions as 

'protected by rhe corporeal remains of the Buddha' and that the genitive case 
is used here to discriminate this stüpa from others not similarly consecrated."12 

Longhurst too was inclined toward this inrerpretation. l
' Even Dutt, three years 

be fore his "notes" on Vogel's treatmenr of the inscriptions, seems to have gone 
in this direction: he refers to one of the inscriptions and says it records "the gift 

of a pillar ... to the caitya, enshrining a dhatu of Sammäsambuddha."I . .j 

There are basicaHy two problems here. The inrerpretation of Vogel et al. 
takes dh;uIIl1ara-parigahita as one of the series of epithers governed by the initial 

llamo. Sastri et al. wanr it rather to be a kind of "partitive" genitive constructed 

with the following mahacetiye. This is the first problem. The second, quite simply, 

is the meaning of dhatllliaraparigahita, the discussion so far having turned almost 

enrirely on rhe significance of the final member of the compound. 

The first problem arises in large part from the fact that the inscriptions are 
not punctuated. To quote again only the short form, we find: 

na1ll0 bhagaz'ato det'a-räja-sakatasa Saf!J1l1a-Sa1l.1blldhasa dhätlll-'ara
parigahitasa mahäcetiye ... 

Vogel et al. understand a da'!4a or fuH stop after dhatu't'araparigahitasa. Sastri's 

inrerpretation, however, implies a full stop after Sa!!lma-sa".lbudhasa. But at least 
two orher inscriptions from Nägärjunikol).qa indicate that neither of these con

stnlCtions of the text is correct. Äyaka-pillar Inscription B2 opens not with the 

invocation to the Buddha but with several lines praising the donor's father. The 

reference to the site at which the gift was made does not occur unril almost the 

very end of the inscription and reads: 
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bhagavato sa1lJma-sa{ 1lJ}budhasa dhätuvaraparigahftasa mahäcetiye ima1l.l 
kha1l;tbha1lJ patidhapa1lJta {rd. patithäpita1lJ} ti ... 
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Here, where the namo construction does not interfere, it is clear that the genitives 

are constructed with mahäcetiye and that dhätuvaraparigahrta is an adjective modi

fying saflJma-saflJbudhasa. This is fully confirmed by the First Apsidal Temple 
Inscription E. This inscription also opens, like Äyaka-pillar Inscription B2, with 

the praise of a relative of the donor. Here, the gift recorded is said to have been 

made at: 

sa1l;lma-sa1lJbudhasa dhätu-{ vara} 15 -parigahitasa mahäcetiya-pädamule ... 

Once again, without the namo plus genitive construction, there is no doubt as 
to how the text is to be constructed. In light of these two unambiguous cases, 

it seems fairly sure that dhätuvaraparigahitasa everywhere must be an adjective 
modifying saflJma-sa1l;lbudhasa, and that saflJma-sa1l;lbudhasa dhättlt't11'aparigahitasa 

everywhere must be taken, not as apart of the string of epithets in the genitive 

governed by namo, but as aseparate adjectival phrase modifying mahäcetiye. This 
is only more fully confirmed if we notice that, although almost all of our 

NägärjunikoQ9a inscriptions open with or contain a namo invocation consisting 

of strings of different epithets of the Buddha, the collocation sa1l;lma-St11!lbudhasa 
dhätuvara-parigahitasa occurs only in inscriptions that make reference to the 

mahäcetiya and always immediately precedes the noun mahäcetiya in the locative. 
Just this observation allows some improvement in our understanding of the text 
that, in the short form of the formula, might now be read: 

namo bhagat1ato deva-rajasakatasa {/} sa1l;mta-Sa1lJblidhasa 
dhätUtlaraparigahitasa mahäcetiya ... 

Homage to the Blessed One, he who is honored by the King of the Gods! 
At the Great Shrine of the Perfecdy Enlightened One who is dhatllt1arapari
gahita . .. 

While this is an improvement, it stillleaves us, obviously, with the problem 
of the meaning of dhätuvaraparigahita. Although most previous discussions have 

concerned the meaning of the final member of the compound and, only correla
tively, the first, the meaning of the middle term mayaiso be of significance. 

Dhätu- in our inscriptions has been taken by most inrerpreters-as we have 

seen-in the sense of "sphere," "state," "condition," and assimilated to nirl'ä1!a

dhätu or even dharmadhätu. This interpretation is, however, put forth without 
any justification-de La Vallee Poussin refers to his suggestion as "a conjectural 

explanation" -and it appears in fact to be unjustifiable. While not uncommon 
in this sense in abhidharmic, scholastic, and learned literature, or even in the 

technical vocabulary of the sutras, 16 dhätu by itself is never certainly found with 
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this meaning anywhere in Buddhist donative inseriptions dating prior to the 

medieval period, and even after this period one would be hard pressed to find 

a single unambiguous instanee in donative inseriptions of this use. 

Where it oceurs in eontemporaneous or-by Indian standards-nearly eon

temporaneous Buddhist donative inseriptions, dhätu always and unambiguously 

appears to mean "relic."17 This is the ease whether the term oeeurs in association 

with an explieit referenee to the person of the Buddha-as it does in several 

KharoghI inseriptions--ür without sueh an association, as in a pillar inseription 

from AmarävatI. We find, for example, fastakhadhatu, "the eollar-bone relie of 

the Lord," in the Mathurä Elephant Inseription;18 or bhagavato fakamunifsa} 

dhatuve pratithavita, "des reliques du Bienheureux Säkyamuni ont ete deposees" 

in both the Bhagamoya and Kopsakasa Reliquary Inseri ptions; 19 or, again, in 

both the Taxila Silver Scroll Inseription and the Taxila Gold Plate Inseription, 

we find referenee to the deposition of bhagavato dhatu, "relies of the Blessed 
One."20 The AmarävatI pillar inseription already referred to reeords the gift of 

"a ehaitya pillar wich a relie," cetiyakhabho sadhäduko däna1lJ, wichouc speeifying 
to whom the relie "belongs."21 

Bur if the term dhätu always appears to be used in the sense of "relie" in 

Buddhist inseriptions eonneeted with shrines-stüpas, caityas, pillars, etc.-the 

same is true of its usage in literary texts wherever it oceurs in narrative passages 

dealing with shrines. Dhätu, in the sense of "sphere," "eondition," and so on, 

never appears to be found in sueh eontexts unless it is speeifieally eompounded 

with nirvä,!a, and dhätu alone is never used to stand for nirvä,!a-dhätu. 22 There 

would be little point in surveying all sueh passages, but it is worth noting an 

exaet parallel to the first two members of our eompound, dhätuvara, whieh oeeurs 

in an "historieal" literary text that-again, by Indian standards-is quite dose 

in time to our inseriptions, and quite near in geographiealloeation. This parallel 

seems to render the equations dhätuvara = dharmadhätu, or dhätuvara = nirt/ä,!a

dhätu, altogether untenable. 

We know from two inseriptions that there was during the period under 

diseussion-the late third to the early fourth eenturies C.E.-a eommunity of 

Sri Lankan monks at NägärjunikoQ.Qa. 23 Ir is, therefore, of some interest that 

the term dhätuvara oeeurs at least three times in the Dipavalf}sa, whieh was 

"eomposed" sometime in the fourth eentury,24 in a partieularly important eontext. 

When Sumana was given instrucrions to go to Pä~alipurta to get wh at would 

beeome one of the most important relies in Sri Lanka, an "objeet" whieh would 

make it possible for the monks living there "to see the Buddha," he was told 

to ask Asoka: dehi dhätuvaralf} tassa, "grant hirn the most exeellent of relies." 

When Sumana arrives he says to As6ka: "Your friend, Great King, has faith in 

the teaehing of the Buddha. Grant hirn the most exeellent of relies. He is going 

to make a stüpa for the Teaeher" (sahäyo te mahäräja pasanno buddhasäsane / dehi 
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dhatuvaratl.l tassa thüpa".l kahati satthuno). Sumana then goes and makes a similar 
request to Kosiya (lndra) in almost exaetly the same words: devanampiyo raja so 

pasanno buddhasasane I dehi dhatuvara".l tassa karissati thüpam uttamatl"l.25 

Although seemingly a smail point, it is worth noting the language used in 

the request Sumana was told to, and did, make to Asoka: dhatut1ara and "the 
Teaeher" do not appear to have been thought of here as different things. The 

stüpa that was to be built to house the dhatuvara is speeifieally said to be "for 

the Teaeher," not-be it noted-for apart of the Teaeher or for something 

belonging to the Teaeher. And if the language here only suggests that the relie 
was not thought of as merely apart of the physieal remains of the Buddha, bur 

was thought to be the Buddha hirnself, it-like so mueh else in the Dipat1atlpa-is 

explieitly stated in the Mahava".lsa. In the Mahavatlpa aeeount of the same events 
narrated in our passages ftom the Dipava".lsa, Mahinda eomplains to Devänarp

piya, saying: "For a long time, 0 King, we have not seen the Perfeet Buddha, 
the Teaeher" (ciradiuho hi sa".lbuddho sattha no manujadhipa); to wh ich the King 
replies: "Bur did you not tell me, Revered Sir, that the Perfeet Buddha is 

extinguished/dead?" (bhasittha nanu bhante me: sa".lbuddho nibbuto iti); to whieh 
Mahinda replies in turn: "When the relies are seen (or 'are present'), the Buddha 

is seen (or 'is present')" (dhatusu diuhesu diUho hoti jino iti).26 

It is also worth noting that dhatuvara eontinues to be used in the vatlpa 

literature. Ir oeeurs twiee, for example, in the ThüpatJanpa. whieh probably dates 

to the thirteenth eentury; onee in the rather florid opening verse, and onee to 
refer to the same relie that the Dipava".lsa also referred to as dhiittlt'ara. 27 Ir 

oeeurs again in the Chakesadhatuva".lsa, whieh, though of unknown aurhor or 
date, is clearly later and yet gives clear expression to the same eoneeption of a 

relie as is found at the very beginning of the va"pa literature in the Dipa- and 
Mahava".lsa. In one passage, for example, we find the enshrinement of a relie 
deseribed in the foilowing terms: 

. . . having taken the relie of the Buddha from his head [where he had 
plaeed it out of respeet), having bathed it with water from Sakka's jar, 
saying: 'May the Reverend Blessed One live/dweIl at this place for five 
thousand years for the benefit of all living things,' he enshrined it. 

... dasabalassa dhatuTl} sfsato oropayitvä sakkabhifikärodakena 

nhapetvä bhante bhagavä imasmiTl} {hane sakalajanahitatthan.J 
paficavassasahassapamä1JaTl} tiUhä 'ti vatva {hapesi. 28 

We might notice again the language used in this passage from the Chakesadhiitll

va".lsa. Notiee, for example, that in speaking to the relie, the same titles are 
used as are used in addressing the Buddha hirnself: bhante bhagava; rephrased, 

the request to dweil or live for a lang time at the plaee in question, although 
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spoken to the relic, is addressed to the Buddha. Again, the relic and the Buddha 

do not appear to have been thought of as separate things. 

Of course, the ChakesadhätuVa1!Jsa is a late text, but its conception of a relic 

is not. The same conception is already found, as we have seen, in the Mahä

and Dipava1!Jsa, the latter especiaHy being only slightly later than our inscriptions 

from Nagarjunikol)c;la. Something like it is also found, as I have already pointed 

out elsewhere, in inscriptions and textual sources wh ich are somewhat earlier 

than our Nagarjunikol)c;la epigraphs. 29 In the Kopsakasa Reliquary Inscription, 

for instance, which has been dated to 26 C.E. and which records the deposition 

of "reliques du Bienheureux Sakyamuni," these relics (dhadutJe) are said to be 

fila-paribhal/ida sama( s)i-paribhavenpu prafia-paribhavida, "saturated/invigoratedl 

enlivened by morality, concentration, and wisdom." The Inscription ofSenavarma, 

King of Oc;li, that also dates to the early first century C.E., also contains a very 

similar characterization of the relics of Sakyamuni. Here the relics (dhadu) are 
eharaeterized as fila(pari)bhavita samasiprafiavimutifia,!adra( fa)paribhavita, "sat

uratedlinvigorated/enlivened by morality, saturatedlinvigorated/enlivened by 
eoneentration, wisdom, emaneipation, knowledge, and vision."30 

At the very least, this must mean that the relies are eharaeterized by-fuH 

of-exaetly the same spiritual forces and faeulties that eharaeterize, and, in fact, 

eonstitute and animate the living Buddha. To speak of an inanimate object in 

these terms, to speak of an inanimate object as "saturated or invigorated by 

morality or eoncentration" would at least require some explanation. But as a 
matter of fact, with one apparent exception, Buddhist sourees do not speak 

of inanimate objects in such terms. When paribhävita, the participle in these 

inscriptions, is used in literary sourees, it is always used-again, with one 
apparent exception-in reference to two related categories of "things": (1) "living 

persons"-like ascetics or bodhisattvas--or that wh ich distinguishes those persons 

from inanimate objects: their mental faculties, minds, or eonsciousness (citta. 

manas, t1ijfiäna. etc.); and (2) "objects" that contain life or are capable of being 

enlivened, like a body or an egg that is being incubated.)J It is, for example, 

as a result of being "sat on" (adhisayita) , "heated" (parisedita) , and "saturatedl 
invigorated" by a hen that a chicken's egg "lives."12 Conversely, in at least one 

text, aparibhävitakäya, "having an uninvigorated body," is twiee paired with 

alpäyu~ka, "having a short life."n The necessary connection suggested here 

between being paribhät'ita by something and continuing to live is made even 

more explieit elsewhere. There is, in fact, at least one remarkable passage that 
has eome down to us in both Pali and Sanskrit that indicates that what is 

"invigorated with morality and wisdom"-as relies are said to be-is what 

continues to live after the breakup of the body. The Pali version of this passage, 

whieh is now found in the Sa1!lYlltta-nikäya, provides us the fuHest indication 

of its setting: a devout layman from Kapilavatthu expresses to the Buddha the 
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anxieties he has about what will happen to hirn after death (imamhi cähafl.! samaye 

kälafl.l kareyyafl,l kä mayha1l,l gati ko abhisamparäyo iti). The Buddha reassures hirn 

(mä bhäyi ... mä bhäyi ... ) and teIls hirn that, after the destruction of the body: 

the mind that is for a long time saturatedlinvigorated/enlivened by faith, 
saturated/invigorated by morality, learning, renunciation, and wisdom, goes 
upward, goes to distinction. 

citta1l.l dlgharattafl,l saddhäparibhävitam slla-suta-cäga(paiiiiä }-paribbäl litat!l. 
tam uddhagämi hoti l/isesagämi .. H 

When paribhävita is used in Buddhist literary sourees, it appears, then, 

always to express something like "impregnated with active force," "invigorated 

or enlivened by," and is used-with one exception-in reference to living persons 

and to that which animates living persons, or to objects that contain life. The 

exception is, of course, relics, whether the term used is dhätu or farlra. Literary 

sources too, like inscriptions, characterize relics as "saturated or invigorated with 

virtue and wisdom." We might look at just two examples that are somewhat 

earlier than the NägärjunikoI)9a inscriptions, but probably nearly contemporane

ous with the Senavarma and Kopsakasa Reliquary Inscriptions. 

A particularly interesting example comes from the A~tasähasrikäprajiläpära

mitä. which some have associated-though not necessarily convincingly-with 

South India and the area around NägärjunikoI)9a.)'j Here we find it said that: 

ital? prajiiäpäramitäto nirjätäni tän; tathägatafarlräl!i Pt7jäl!1 labhante yad "ta 
prajiiäpäramitäparibhät1itatt'ät. 

These relics of the Tathägata, being born from the Perfection of Wisdom, 
receive worship-that is to say from the fact that they are invigorated by 
the Perfection of Wisdom.)6 

Here, paribhävita is glossed by nirjata, "to be born, given life." EIsewhere in the 

text it is, for example, the "all knowledge" of the Buddha that is said to be 

"born from the Perfeetion ofWisdom" (prajfiaparamitanirjätä hi ... tathägatänäm 

arhatafl,l samyaksafl,Jbuddhana1l,l sarvajfiata).·n What gives life to and animates the 

"all knowledge" of the Buddha, gives life to and animates the relie. 

The seeond passage we might eite comes from a very different type of 

literature and is partieularly signifieant because of that. Asvagho~a in his Bud

dhacarita characterizes the relics (khams, dhatu) of Säkyamuni as "full of virtue" 

(dge legs gan ba). He then intentionally plays on several senses of the word dhätu: 

The jars hold the great relics ... like the jewelled ore (dhätu) of a great 
mounrain, and the relics (dhätu) are unharmed by fire, just as the sphere 
(dhätu) of the chief of the gods (Brahmä) in heaven (is unharmed by the 
fire at the end of the aeon). 
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"These bones," he says, are "informed (paribhävita?) with universal benevolenee 

(maitri)" (byams pas yons su rnam par bsgoms pa).38 

Notiee that when dhätu is used here in the sense of "sphere," that sense is 

seeondary and foreed and occurs in a context of contrived and learned wordplay. 

This sort of learned artfulness is absent from our NägärjunikoQ.9a inscriptions. 

The primary meaning of dhätu in Asvagho~a is, as everywhere in passages dealing 

with the physieal remains of Säkyamuni, "relie." Notice too that Asvagho~a, 
who can be dated fairly firmly co the first century C.E., eharaeterizes relies as 

full of what can only be human qualities-"virtue" and "universal benevolenee"

and, in doing so, appears to use at least onee the same participle, or something 

very near co it, as was used by both eontemporary or nearly eontemporary 

eanonieal sütra texts and Indian inseriptions. 

Asvagho~a was, of course, no ordinary monk. His work exhibits immense 

learning and broad eulture. The range of sources he was able co draw upon is, 

as Johnscon has shown, daunting. w For just that reason, the eoneeption of 

relies artieulated in the Buddhacarita is partieularly important: it represents a 

eonception eurrent not among "the masses" or village monks, but a coneeption 

eurrent among the most learned, eultured, and educated of monastic eirdes. The 

fact that there is a marked eonsisteney in both coneeption and voeabulary with 

regard co relies in such diverse sources as Buddhist epigraphieal reeords, eanonieal 

or paraeanonical texts, historicalor vaf!Jsa literature, and learned poetical works 

of "high" literature, makes it possible justifiably co assert that this eoneeption 

of the relie-the eoneeption that takes the relie as a living presenee animated 

and eharacterized by the same qualities that animated and eharacterized the 

living Buddha-is the one eoneeption that had general eurrency in the Buddhist 

world in the period that boch preceded and followed the NägärjunikoQ.9a inserip

tions. This same material also dearly establishes the wide eurreney of the term 

dhätJl in the sense of "relic" for the same period. Ir is, therefore, virtually certain 

that it is this sense of the word dhätu and this conception of a relic that is co 

be expected in the NägärjunikoQ.9a inscriptions as weIl. To assert otherwise 

would require dear evidenee, and this is not forthcoming. 

The oeeurrenee of the expression dhätuvara in the vaf!Jsa literature, where 

the sense of the second element is fairly obvious, supports the derivation of t'ara, 

the seeond member of the NägärjunikoQ.9a compound, from V2 l/r, and suggests 

the likelihood that the interpreters of the NägärjunikoQ.9a inseriptions were 

correet in assigning co it there the sense of "the most exeellent," "the best," ete. 

But in light of the fact that dhätuvara occurs in the inscriptions in dose association 

with the term mahäcetiya, the latter denoting a stüpa or monumental reliquary, 

one other possible derivation suggests itself. Ir is possible-but only that-co 

derive -t'ara- from VI t'1.: and see in it the meaning "endosing," "surrounding," 
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and, therefore, "room" or "chamber." Dhätuvara- would then be almost perfecrly 

parallel ro dhätugarbha, "relic chamber," which is, of course, weIl attested. This 

interpretation of -vara-, moreover, may receive some support from at least one 

other Buddhist inscription, the Sui Vihar Copper-Plate Inscription of the Year 

11, which was recovered from the chamber of a ruined stiipa. Although it is itself 

not without difficulties, it appears to record in addition to the "foundation of the 

stafr' [of the stiipaJ (ya!hiprati!hana1lJ !hapa(i'}cha1lJ), the gift of the pari-vara or 

anu-pari-vara as well. As one possible meaning of the latter, Konow suggests that 
anu-pari-vara must have the same meaning as he assigned to pari-vara-"cover," 

"surrounding wall or hedge," "enclosure"-and must "refer to the chamber raised 
around the relics, after the ya!hi had been put up. ,,40 That vara might have this 

sense in the Nagarjunikol)<;la inscriptions is possible and only that. To establish 
that it did would require much fuller and less uncertain evidence. 

Parigahita, the final element of the Nagarjunikol)<;la compound, has been 
taken in one of two ways: either "absorbed (by)" or "protected (by)." Bur the 

participle occurs in several other compounds in the Nägärjunikol)<;la inscriptions. 

Ir occurs several times in an adjectival compound used co describe a male member 
of the ruling family. He is called viriipakhapatimahäsena-parigahita, whieh Vogel 

translates as "absorbed by Mahäsena the Lord of Virüpakhas" in one plaee, bur 

as "favoured (absorbed?) by Mahäsena, ete." in anotherY Although it proved 
awkward, sinee Vogel had translated parigahita in our compound by "absorbed," 

he appears co have felt it should have the same force in this compound. Dthers, 
like Sasrri and Sirear, have taken the term here co mean "protected by ... 42 

Parigahita also oeeurs in Vogel's Cl and C2: 

äcariyänaf!l aparamahävinas(e)/iyäna( f!l) suparigahitaf!l rmaf!l mahäcetiyana
vakaf!lma( f!l}. 

This new construction, the Great Shrine, was fully received (or 'raken 
possession 0[') by rhe Teachers of the Aparamahävinaseliya sect.4' 

Yet another usage is attested in the First Apsidal Temple Inscription E, and in 
two other pI aces where the gifts reeorded are said CO be savaniyuta{tl,l} cätusala

parigahita1lJ sela-man.z!ava{1IJ}; Vogel translates as "a scone shrine [Skt. ma'!cfapaJ 

surrounded by a cloister and provided with everything. ,,44 

Having established with a fair degree of probability what dhätuvara means 

in our inscriptions allows us co eliminate some of the meanings ascribed to 
parigahita. Although the rneaning "protected" fits weIl in several contexts, since 
our eompound, dhätuvaraparigahita, describes the Buddha, and not the Mahäce

liya, it seerns unlikely there: the Buddha almost certainly would not be, nor 
need to be "proteeted" by "the most excellent relie." It also seerns unlikely that 

he would be described as "taken possession of" by the relie. Vogel's "absorbed 
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in," though not impossible, is a meaning that is both rather far from the primary 

meaning of parigahita and not easily attested. This would seem to leave only 

"surrounded by" or "enelosed in" -a sense that is quite elose to the literal 

meaning of parigahita and, therefore, involves the least amount of conjecture. 

Our discussion, then, gene rates at least one elear alternative to the previous 

interpretations of the formula found in the Nagarjunikol).9a inscriptions, and 

one other interpretation that is at least possible. The short form of the formula 

might, in light of our discussion, be better translated as: 

Homage to ehe Blessed One, he who is honored by ehe king of ehe gods! 
Ae ehe Greae Shrine of ehe Perfecrly Enligheened One u'ho is endosed within 

the most exeellent relie ... 

or possibly-but again only that-we might be able to translate Safl.lma-Safl.lbud
hasa dhättlt'araparigahitasa mahächetiye ... as: 

At the Great Shrine of ehe Perfeerly Enlightened One who is enclosed in 
the relie ehamber ... 

If we adopt the first and most likely of these interpretations, the wording 

of our Nagarjunikol).9a inscriptions would seern to indicate that their redactor 
did not think of the dhätt/ or "relic" as a piece or apart of the Buddha. He seems, 

in fact, to have thought of it as something that contained or enelosed the Buddha 

himself, something in which the Buddha was wholly present. But if the Buddha 
was present in the relic, the relic could not represent-as has sometimes been 

argued-a token or reminder of the past and "dead" Buddha: for the Buddha 

to be present, he would have to have been thought of as alive. And such a 
living "relic" could, of course, be eharacterized as "saturated or invigorated with 

morality, knowledge, and wisdom." 

Even if we adopt the second interpretation, the resultant meaning is much 

the same. In this case, the inscriptions do not refer to the relic of the Buddha 
in the shrine but to the Buddha himselfbeing enclosed within its "relic" chamber. 

The wording again would indicate that it is not apart or a piece of the departed 

Buddha that is there in the charnber but the Buddha himself who is wholly 

present there. In both interpretations the conception of a "relic" seerns to be 

very much the same. Both interpretations are only variant forms of the conception 

of a "relic" already articulated in the Senavarma and Kopsakasa Reliquary Inscrip

tions, in Asvagho~a and the Auasähasrikä, and both suggest that the redaetor 

of the Nagarjunikol).9a inscriptions-almost certainly a monk-thought of the 
Buddha as a living presence dwelling in his shrine. 

Although we do not necessarily know anything about the redactor of our 

inscriptions, we do know something about the individual who "completed" the 

construction of the shrine and the erection of the pillars on which the inscriptions 
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are inscribed. He is described 10 two of the inscriptions where we find, 10 

Vogel's translation: 

... this pious foundation of the Mahachetiya has been completed by the 
Reverend Änanda, who knows the Drgha- and the jHajjhima-nikiiyas by 
heart, (who is) a disciple of the masters of the Ayira-harpgha (Skt. Ärya

sangha) who are resident in ParpQagama and who are preachers and preceptors 
of the Drgha. the Majjhima{-nikäya} and of the five Miitllkas. This pious 
work, the Mahachetiya, was completed and the pillars were erected:·" 

The Reverend Ananda-although not specifically designated as such here

appears to have been the navakammika, the monk appointed as the superintendent 

of construction of religious buildings.46 The construction of the cetiya and the 

erecrion of the pillars was overseen by hirn. As a consequence, even if he was 

not himself the redactor of the inscriptions incised on the pillars, he would still 

have been responsible for their content, and they would have to have been 

approved by hirn. This would mean that the views expressed in the inscriptions

notably, the conception of a relic-must represent the view and conceptions that 

were either dictated by or redacted under the auspices of a very learned monk, 

a monk "who knew by heart both the Drgha- and Majjhima-nikiiyas." They do 

not, again, represent the views of an uneducated village monk. They do not 

represent a popular conception of a relic, bur an official, monastic conception. 

We also know that the Mahacetiya at NagarjunikoQ9a was "accepted or 

taken possession of by," or "belonged to," the Aparamahavinaseliya teachers 

(iicariyiinat!l aparamahävinas{ e J/iyäna(".l) suparigahitaf!l ima1!1 mahäcetiyanat 1aka1!I

mahl}. Cl, C2). Bur what litde we think we know about the doctrinal position 

of the Aparamahavinaseliya group-and this is on the generous assumption that 

it is the same as the Aparasaila-appears not to set altogether well with this 

fact. Both Vasumitra and VinTtadeva maintain that one of the tenets of this 

school was: mchod rten la mchod pa ni 'bras bu mchog tu gyur pa ma yin no. "l'acre 
de venerer (piljäkara) un reliquaire (stilpa) ne procure pas un grand fruit ... 47 Rosen 

has taken the appearance at face value and offered the following explanation: 

Amongst their [the Aparamahavinaseliyas'] doctrines, according to Vasumi
tra, we find it stated that the worship of a stüpa or the worship of a caitya 
does not produce much fruit. Nevertheless, the fact that one of the largest 
stilpas in India was built for the benefit of this sect, indicates that they 
were willing to alter their practices to fit more modern times. 4H 

Rosen, in referring to both stüpas and caityas, has been misled in part by Bareau's 

paraphrase of Vasumitra. 49 The Tibetan text has only mchod rten. and, while it 

is true that we cannot be sure whether this translated stt7pa or caitya. both Bareau 

and Masuda translate their texts by stüpa. 50 Ir is also true that one of the most 

notable characteristics of the Aparamahavinaseliya inscriptions at Nagarjuni-
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kOl)c;la is the eomplete avoidanee of the term stüpa. Although it is used everywhere 

else in Buddhist inscriptions in India, the term never oeeurs at Nägärjunikol)c;la. 

There Buddhist "shrines" are always called cetiyas. This usage shows every sign 

of being intentional and very likely reflects a regional influenee in the vocabulary 

applied ro Buddhist saered sites. In addition to these considerations, our inscrip

tions make it dear that the Mahäcetiya at Nägärjunikol)<;la was not eonceived 
of as "un reliquaire," but as a structure housing the living presence of the Buddha: 

any worship of "it" would actually be of him. 
Bur these eonsiderations aside, Rosen's argument is still-in at least one 

aspeet-a little starrling. Ir is not known who among the several Vasumitras 
who appear in the history of Buddhist seholastieism was the author of the work 

on "les sectes bouddhiques" assigned ro that name. What appears ro be known 
is that the first translation of the work into Chinese rook place at "la fin du ive 

siede ou debut du ve siede de notre ere." There is also general agreement that 
its aurhor, whoever he was, was a Sarvästivädin. 51 We have, then, an assertion 

by an unknown Sarvästivädin author, of unknown geographie provenanee, in a 
work of about the fourth eentury purporting ro express the views of a group ro 
whieh he did not belong. Over against this we have an hisrorieal reeord either 

written by, or redacted under the auspices of, a learned Aparamahävinaseliya 
monk from Nägärjunikol)c;la in the third eentury that was intended to reeord 

what a eommunity of Aparamahävinaseliya monks there actually did. By any 

criteria, the hisrorical value of the two sources for the hisrory of the Aparamahävi
naseliya cannot be the same. Ir is, therefore, curious that Rosen takes as somehow 

more representative of the Aparamahävinaseliya position not what Aparamahävina
seliya monks in the third century actually did, bur what a Sarvästivädin author 
of the fourth cenrury said. This perfuncrory preference for formal literary 

sources-which is quite common in hisrorical works on Indian Buddhism--can 

only result in histories of Buddhism that have little relationship to what practic
ing Buddhists actually did. At the very least, it rather effectively impedes an 
adequate appraisal or appreciation of other kinds of sources. Bur it is, in fact, 

precisely because our inscriptional formula from Nägärjunikol)c;la is one of these 
"other kinds of sourees" that it is important. 

If, for example, the phrase sa'!lma-sa'!lbudhasa dhätuvaraparigahitasa mahäcetiye 
means what I have suggested it does, then it would appear ro be another piece 

of nonrextual evidence that indicates that we have not yet understood at all well 

the Buddhist conception of "relies" or the nature of Buddhist sacred sites. 
Elsewhere I have recenrly presented evidence indicating that the earliest actually 
attestable Buddhist conception of relics was that "la relique corporelle ... c'est 

un etre vivant 'doue de souffle' "; "that relics were thought ro retain-ro be 
infused with, impregnated with-the qualities that animated and defined the 

living Buddha"; that the stüpa or reliquary was cognitively dassified as a "living 
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person of rank" and that it was-like the Hindu image-a "juristic personality" 

and owned property; that, finally, the Indian Buddhist community practiced a 

form of wh at in the West was called "burial ad sanctos" and that this can only 
be accounted for by the belief that the stOpa contained a living presence.'S2 The 

formula found in the Nägärjunikol).c;la inscriptions appears to be yet one more 

piece of this ever-more-clearly emerging complex of actual beliefs-as opposed 

to the formal literary doctrines--of practicing Indian Buddhists, both monastic 

and lay. 
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CHAPTER IX 

An Old Inscription from Amaravati and 
the Cult of the Local Monastic Dead 

in Indian Buddhist Monasteries 

ALTHOUGH THEY HAVE yet to be carefuIly studied, scattered throughout extant 

Buddhist literature are references to permanently housing the mortuary remains 

of deceased monks. In both the Päli Udana and Apadana, for example, there is 

a clear injunction addressed to monks-and monks alone--directing them not 

only to perform the funeral rites for a "feIlow-monk" (sabrahmacärin) , but to 

build a mortuary stüpa for hirn as weIl and co worship it. 1 In the Päli Vinaya 

there is an account that describes, in part, a group of nuns performing ehe funeral 

rites and building a stüpa for a deceased member of their group.2 In ehe account 

of the deposition of the remains of Säriputra preserved in the Tibetan version 

of the Mülasarvästiväda-vinaya, there is a passage in which the placement of ehe 

monastic dead within the monastery complex is directly addressed. Here, ehe 

Buddha first gives instructions concerning the form of mortuary stüpa appropriaee 

to different categories of individuals, starting with a buddha and ending wich 

"stream-winners" (rgyun du zhugs pa) and "ordinary good men" (so so'i skye bo dge 

ba). He then says: 

As Säriputra and Maudgalyäyana sae (in relation co ehe Buddha) when ehe 
Taehägaea was siteing, juse so should eheir mortuary stüpas be placed as 
well. Moreover, the stüpas of various elders (sthavira) should be aligned in 
accordance with their seniority. Stüpas of ordinary good men should be 
placed outside the monastery (dge 'dun gyi kun dga' ra ba. SatlJghäräma).~ 

The Mahäsätl}ghika-vinaya-according co de La Vallee Poussin-also contains 

such passages: "D'apres le Mahäsärpghikavinaya," he says, "des moines hommes 

du commun (Prthagjana) ont aussi droit au stüpa, a savoir le Vinayadharadharmä

cärya, le Vaiyäpreyabhjk~u, le Vertueux-bhik~u. Comme ils ne sont pas des Äryas, 

Originally published in Journal oi the International Association oi Buddhist Studies 14.2 
(1991) 281-329. Reprinced wich stylistic changes with permission of ehe editor. 
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il n'y a pas de lou-pan ["dew-dish"] et [le stüpa] est dans un lieu cache. Peche 
a faire autrement.,,4 

There is also-although, again, not yet systematically studied-an important 

body of independent evidence for the monastic preoccupation with permanently 

housing their dead from weIl preserved cave sites like Bhäjä, Bedsä, and Känheri. 

But with a few exceptions, linIe cerrain evidence has been noted for such activity 

at structural monastic sites. Evidence of this sort would, in fact, be difficult to 
detect at such structural sites for several reasons. The first and most general 

reason is, of course, that structural sites in India are far less well-preserved than 

the Western Cave Complexes. Those same cave complexes suggest, in addition, 
that the structures associated with the local monastic dead at structural sites 

would very likely have been smalI, and very well might have been situated some 
distance away from the main stüpa or center of the site. Neither of these factors 

would have favored the detection of such structures. Moreover, very few structural 
monastic sites in India have been extensively investigated or excavated horizon

tally; generally, attention and effort have been focused on the main stüpa of such 
sites. Anything not in the immediate vicinity would only accidentally have been 
noted. 'j The fact that such small structures would have required-and, therefore, 

would have left-no substantial foundations, that their superstructures would 
not only have been exposed to the elements, but also would have been easy prey 

for those who used such sites for building materials suggests that even horizontal 

surveys may have noted linIe. In such circumstances, stray epigraphical evidence 
for the housing of the local monastic dead is the most likely certain evidence 

to survive at structural sites; even then, such incidents of survival may not be 
numerous, and each possible piece should be carefully studied. The present essay 
concerns one such possible piece from AmarävatT. 

AmarävatT must have been a striking monastic site. The main stüpa stood 

on a plain between the old city ofDharal:liko~a and the neighboring hills "where," 
said Burgess, "so many dolmans or rude-stone burying places are still to be 
seen."() "Upwards of 10,000 to 12,000 [carved] figures" were-according to 

Fergusson's calculations-associated with the stüpa. He calls it, perhaps without 
undue inflation, Ha wonderful pictorial Bible of Buddhism as it was understood 

at the time of the erecrion of the monument."7 But through the work of zamindars. 

zealous treasure seekers, and untrained if well-intentioned British civil servants, 

most of the complex--one of the longest lasting in India-has disappeared.H As 

a consequence, we know next to nothing about the monastic quarters there and 
very linIe about any secondary structures at the site. We do know that there 
were a number of mOrtuary stüpaJ clustered around the main stüpa. Burgess, in 

1882, referred to two of these, in one of wh ich he found Ha small chatti [a type 
of pot] ... and a quantity of calcined bones." A similar "chatti" had earlier been 

recovered from anotherY Rea also excavated several secondary stüpas. one of wh ich 
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still had its lower portion encased in sculptural slabs,1O as weIl as another that 

overlay a group of seventeen "megalithic" urn burials. 11 In fact, the site plan 

published by Rea in 1909 shows almost twenty smaIl stilpas and at least one 

"earthenware tomb." We do not, unfortunately, know anything more about these 

stilpas except for the fact that their placement and contents conform to a pattern 

found at a considerable number of other Buddhist sites in India and seem to 

reflect the practice that I--{)n analogy with the Christian West-have called 

"burial ad sanctos. "12 The inscription we will be primarily concerned with here 

may have been associated with one such stilpa. 

The stone on which our inscription is inscribed was not found in its original 

position. It had already been displaced and could even have been moved a 

considerable distance, given its size and shape. Burgess describes it as "a circular 

slab 2 feet 1 inch in diameter ... with a mortise hole in the centre surrounded 

by a lotus, and this again by a sunk area carved with rays. The outer border 

is raised ... " and it is on this raised border that our record-"a weIl-cut 
inscription"--{)ccurs. 13 This "circular slab"-a good photograph of wh ich was 

also published by Burgess14-is dearly the "umbrella" (chata. chattra) referred 

to in the inscription. That this "umbrella" was intended for a shrine (cediya) or 

stilpa is dear as weIl from the inscription, and the comparatively small size of 

the chattra is sufficient to indicate that the stilpa was a smaIl one. We do not, 

however, know exactly where this smaIl stilpa stood. 

With a few minor exceptions, the readings of this "weIl-cut" record were not 

difficult to establish, and, after something of a false start in the first transcription 

published in Burgess' Notes, the basic text was quickly established. In the 

"Additional Notes" added to that same volume, in fact, Hultzsch had already 

come very dose to his final version, which appeared a year later. 15 The text is 
printed there as: 

Ut1äsikäya cada)'a budhi1Jo mätu)'a saputikä)'a sadut"käya ai'ränaf!1 
utayipabhährnart} cediyasa chata deyadhamart,l 

and this is the basic text accepted by Lüders,16 Franke,17 and SivaramamurtiYl 

Sivaramamurti does, however, read -pabhähina1l,l rather than -pabhähfnart.l. and 
notes that the "nasal"-he means anusvära-"is not quite dear in ai'räna1!1 and 

utayipabhähina1l,l," although this is more true of the latter than the former. 

Hultzsch first translated the text as: 

An umbrella (chhattra), a meritorious gift to the Chaitya (?) of the venerable 
Utayipabhähins by the female worshipper Chadä (Chandrä), the mother of 
Budhi, together with her sons, together with her daughters 

He added as weIl the foIlowing note: "Utayipabhähin seems to be the name of 

a school like Dharmottarfya ... Perhaps utara (= uttara) is to be read for utayi. 
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and pabhähin = prabhäSin. "19 But a year later he published a slightly different 

rendering: 

Ein Sonnenschirm (chattra), die verdienstliche Gabe der Laiin Cadä (Candra) , 
der Mutter des Budhi (Buddhi), mit ihren Söhnen, mit ihren Töchtern, an 
die (Schule der) ehrwürdigen Utayipabhähis (?) (und) an das Caitya20 

The English translation of the record that appears in Burgess' later report 

looks like a somewhat garbled version of Hultzsch's second translation, and here 

too, U tayipabhahin appears to have been taken as the name of a Buddhist school. 
Burgess adds to it the following note: "May this not be synonymous with 
Uttaraparvatas, or Uttaraselas."21 Although he proposed no emendation or equiva

lent, Lüders lists Utayipabhähi in his index of personal names as the name of a 
Buddhist "school," and translates the portion of the record that most concerns 

us as: "Gift of a parasol (chhata) to the Chaitya (chediya) of the venerable (afra) 

Utayipabhähis, ... "22 In fact, Sivaramamurti alone seems to have considered other 

possible interpretations of the text, but his translation-as printed-is also 
garbled and without explanation or comment: "Meritorious gift of umbrella for 
the caitya (cediya) of the worthy airänam Utayipabhähi, etc." What "airanafl}," 

still carrying its case ending, is doing in the translation is, of course, far from 
clear, especially since it already seems to have been translated by "worthy." 

Moreover, Sivaramamurti lists Utayipabhähi in his glossary as "probably 
U ttaraseliyas. "23 

The inclination to see in utayipabhähin the name of a school has had, in 

fact, a wide currency. Lamotte says: 

Les donations religieuses signalees par les inscriptions proviennent, non 
seulement de particuliers, mais encore de clans (kula), de groupes (ga'!a) et 
d'associations (sahaya). Parmi ces dernieres, quelques-unes peuvent avoir 
ete des sectes bouddhiques, non mentionees en litterarure, 

and as one example of such a group he cites the "ai'ra (ärya) Utayipabhähi" of 
oUf inscription. 24 In a later paper, Furtseva has said: "The epigraphic data gives 

evidence of the existence of the schools unknown to any tradition. These are 
such schools as, for example, UtayibhähT in Amaravati, ... " again citing our 

inscription. 25 

Although this interpretation of our record has received wide currency, and 

although Furtseva, for example, seems to take it as an established fact that the 

inscription refers to a Buddhist school, the evidence for this was never firm: 
Hultzsch had said utayipabhahin only "seems to be the name of a school," Burgess, 
"may this not be ... ," Sivaramamurti, "probably," and so on. In fact, there are 

a number of reasons to reject seeing in the inscription a reference to a shrine or 
caitya that "belonged" to a specific Buddhist school, and much evidence that 

suggests a much more supportable interpretation. 
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Although the evidence is sadly fragmentary, it appears, as has already been 
indicaeed, that the main stüpa at Amaravati was-as Marshall says of SaficI

"surrounded, like all ehe more famous shrines of Buddhism, by a muleitude of 

stüpas of varying sizes crowded cogeeher. "26 The stüpa or caitya co which our 

umbrella was donaeed appears co have been just one of such a multitude and, 

eo judge by the size of the chattra, a comparatively small one at that. That one 
of such a multitude of secondary stüpas dose to--or in the vicinity of-the main 

shrine would have been daimed as the special property of a specific school seems 

very unlikely. That monastic orders accepted as gifts and, therefore, "owned," 

specific forms of property-relics, fields, buildings, images, and so on-is virtu
ally certain. It is equally certain that specific schools "owned" the main stüpa at 

certain sites. But there is no other case, in so far as I know, where one of the 
small secondary stüpas was so "owned." Whether near the main shrine or sieuated 

elsewhere in ehe complex, secondary stüpas at Buddhist siees are almost always 
uninscribed and anonymous. There are, however, a small number of significant 
exceptions, and it is this group of exceptions thae may point toward a better 

understanding of the record on our small umbrella from AmaravatI. 
The first exception may come from AmaravatI itself. If we can accept 

Sivaramamurti's reading of his no. 103 as even approximately correce, then the 

one other secondary stüpa that had an associated inscription at AmaravatI was 
"the sm all cetiya of the mendicant monk Nagasena." Sivaramamurti gives ehe 

text of his no. 103 in the following form: 

sidham (namo) bhagavato gämmamahivathasa pe'!4avatikasa nägasenasa khllda
cetiya ... haghavä1'/ikiniya patithapitam savasatamata a ... 27 

If we put aside gämmamahivathasa, which is clearly wrong (although It Just as 

clearly indicaeed the place of residence of Nagasena), and if we follow-however 
reluctantly-Sivaramamurti's interpretation of ... haghat'ä1Jikiniya as "by the 
merchant's wife, Hagha," this could be translated as: 

Success. (Hornage) co the Blessed One. The small cetiya of the mendicanr 
monk Nägasena who lived in ... eseablished by ehe merchanr's wife Haghä 
for the ... of all ... 

We do not know where the sculptured slab on which this record was inscribed 

was discovered. Already by the time of Burgess (1887), it had been removed co 

Bejwa<;la, "possibly," says Burgess, by Colonel Mackenzie. 28 On the basis of the 
expression khudacetiya, "small cetiya" in the record itself, Sivaramamurti assumes 

that the slab formed apart of one of what he calls the "smaller votive stüpas." 

That the inscribed slab did, in fact, belong to a secondary stüpa appears likely. 
The problem remains, however, that Sivaramamurti's reading of the record cannot 

actually be verified wieh the published material at hand. Although Burgess and 
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Srern and Benisri borh provide illustrarions of rhe slab on which rhe record 

occurs, in neither case is rhe phorograph sufficiently clear ro allow rhe inscriprion 

ro be read wirh any confidence. 29 Sivaramamurri also reproduces the record 

reduced ro such a degree rhar no cerrain reading is possible;'o and in cases where 

his readings can be checked, rhey are by no means always as careful as one mighr 

wish. Given rhis situation, the mosr rhar one could say is thar ir appears

alrhough ir is nor certain-rhar, in the one orher case ar Amarävar! in which a 

secondary stt7pa had an associated inscription, rhat inscriprion does not refer ro rhe 

stl7pa as "belonging" ro a specific school, bur seems ro describe ir as "belonging" ro 

an individual monk, a monk who appears to have been of purely local srature 

and who is orherwise unknown. 

Bur rhis irself raises so me further quesrions rhar ir would be weIl ro deal 

wirh here. The exacr sense of the genirive construction used here in nägasenasa 

khlldacetiya. and in orher records connecred wirh stüpas "of" local monks, is not 

at first sighr immediately clear. This, in part at least, is related ro rhe fact 

that in inscriptional Prakrits, much as in the Prakrits generally, the dative 

case-although it has not entirely disappeared-is very much attenuated, and 

dative funcrions have been taken over by an already elastic conception of the 

genitive. Given these linguistic realities, nägasenasa khlldacetiya. for example, can 

be understood, at least on one level, in two ways: "the small cetiya 0/ Nägasena," 

or "the small cetiya /or Nägasena." It could be argued that the intended meaning 

here is more like "the small cetiya budt /or the merit of Nägasena by Haghä," bur 

the one cerrain case I know of rhat does record something like this is nor only 

lare but arriculared in a very different way. The case in point occurs in a renth 

century inscriprion from Nälandä where the disciple of a monk is said ro have 

raised "a caitya of the Blessed One, the Sugata" (bhagat'ata~ sllgatasya caitya~) 

with the expressed hope or intention that his teacher, through the merit of rhe 

disciple's acc, might "obtain the unsurpassed station of a buddha" (pmlyenänena 

labdhäsall bauddham padam anutfara1l.1). H In fact, from rhe earliest Buddhisr 

inscriptions rhat record acrs underraken for anorher, rhe starement of purpose 

almost always involves an explicit expression of rhar face: the consrruccion is 

usually somerhing like athäyä (arthäya, "for rhe sake of"), either in compound 

wirh rhe name of the person or persons involved, or with the latter in the genitive 

(lIlätäpituna athäyä), or a construccion like sukhäya hotll sat'aSatäna1!J ("for rhe 

happiness of all beings") is used. 52 The rransaction involved is very rarely, if ar 

all, expressed by rhe simple genitive or dative. In the rare and still uncerrain 

cases in which the simple genitive or darive mighr be used, ir appears thar rhe 

name of the person for whose benefit a gifr is given is pur nor in rhe genitive, 

bur in rhe dative. On whar Rao calls "an äyaka pillar" found near the second 

stüpa ar Sannati, for example, we find: ahimarikäya näganikäya arikä-bhätltno 

giridatanakasa. This would appear ro indicare that rhe "piIlar" in question was 
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the gift of Giridatanaka, brother of Arikä, "for or in honor of"--expressed by 

the simple dative-Näganikä of Ahimara, rhe latter being a plaee name." 

Considerations of this sort would seem co rule our nägasenasa khudacetiya in our 
AmarävatT inseription as being intended to eonvey "the small eetiya for the 

benefit or merir ofNägasena"; so too does the fact that, although now fragmentary, 

there seems to have been aseparate dedieative statement ar the end of the reeord 

(compare the better-preserved reeord from Mathurä eited below). 

If, then, nägasenasa khudaeetiya does not mean "the small eetiya for the benefit 

or merit of Nägasena," it-and similarly eonstruered reeords elsewhere-musr 

mean "the small eetiya of or for Nägasena" in some other sense. Sinee stt7pas or 

eetiyas-wherher they were memorials or mortuary containers-were never, as 

far as we know, erecred tor anyone who was not physiologieally dead,'4 this 

would mean, if our inseription in fact refers co "the small eetiya of or for Nägasena," 

that Nägasena must have been nor just a loeal monk, but a deeeased loeal monk. 
Bur in that ease it is important to note that, although Nägasena was "dead," 

the retiya was not said co be "of" or "for" his relies or remains, bur "of" or "for" 

him-period. Exaetly the same thing is, of course, said elsewhere at AmarävatT 
and at other Andhra sites in regard co the eetiya of the Buddha. On more than 

one oeeasion at AmarävatT we meet with something like bhagallato mahäc(e)tiyasa, 

"for the Great Shrine of the Blessed One," or bhagavato mahacetiya-padamale [rd: 

-müle}, "at the foot of the Great Shrine of the Blessed One."') Similar phrasing 

is also found, for example, at )aggayyapera: bhagat/ato budhasa mahäcetiye, "at the 
Great Shrine of the Blessed One, the Buddha."36 In all of these eases, the genitive 

phrasing was almost eertainly intended to express both the fact that the eetiya 
"belonged" co the Blessed One-that is co say, he "owned" it-and the fact rhat 
it eontained, or was thought co contain, the Buddha himself.'7 It is again 

important co notiee that where we might want to say the cetiya was "of" or 

eontained the relies of the Buddha, these inseriprions themselves never use a 
term for "relies": they say the cetiya was "of" or "for" the Buddha himself. 

He-not his remains-was, apparently, thought to reside inside. Bur if this is 

true in regard to the cetiyas "of" rhe Buddha, it would be hard to argue (hat 
exaetly the same genitive phrasing applied to the cetiya "of Nägasena"-or to 

the stüpa "of" any other loeal monk-could have meant something different. This 
seeondary stüpa-aetually ealled a "small shrine" if we ean aeeepr Sivaramamurti 's 

reading-must either have eontained, or had been thought co eontain, what we 

would eall the "relies" of a loeal mendieant monk named Nägasena, bur what 
the composer of the inseription ealled Nägasena himself .. )8 

It would seem, then, that in the one other possible ease at AmarävatI where 

we have an inseription assoeiated with a seeondary stüpa, there is no support for 
the interpretation of the record on the sm all umbrella from the same sire proposed 

by Hultzseh, Burgess, Lüders, and others. The former inseription makes no 
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reference CO a "school," but rat her points cowards a very different possibility and 

set of ideas. Ir suggests the possibility at least that utayipabhähin in the umbrella 

inscription may not be the name of a "school" but the name of a deceased local 

monk. This possibility receives further support when we look elsewhere since, 

although there are no other instances where a secondary stüpa is said co be 

"owned" bya specific "school," there are a small but significant number of cases 

where secondary stüpas are explicitly said co be "of" or "for" the local monastic 

dead. At least one of these other cases comes from another sadly dismembered 

structural site. 

Ir is ironie that, although we have a large number of inscriptions and a far 

larger number of sculptural and architectural pieces from Mathura, we know 

very little reaHy about the structures they were associated with, about what the 

Buddhist complexes at the site looked like, or how these complexes were laid 

out. We have only a large number of fragments and disassociated pieces. 39 On 

one such piece occurs an inscription which van Lohuizen-de Leeuw has read in 

the following fashion: 

sa 90 2 he 1 di 5 asya pü( r )vvaye 

tli( or kha)f!4avihare vasthavyä bhik!usa gräha

däsikasa sthuva prä!!häpäyati sa-

rtla sav( 1/ )ana".J hitasukhaye 

She translates the record as: 

In the year 92, the first (month 00 winter, on the 5th day, on this occasion 
as specified, the inhabitants of the ViQ9a Monastery erected a stüpa for the 
monk Grahadasika. May it be for the welfare and happiness of all beings. 40 

More than a dozen years later, this same inscription was edited again by Sirear, 

who seems CO have been under the impression that the record was discovered in 

1958. Although his reading differs on several minor points from van Lohuizen

de Leeuw's, it is significantly different in only one regard: where van Lohuizen

de Leeuw reads vasthat'Jä plural ("inhabitants"), Sircar reads vastavya- and takes 

it in compound with the following bhik!usa. But this makes for an odd compound 

and, more importantly, results in a text in wh ich there is no possible subject 

for the main verb, which Sircar reads as pra(ti* Juhäpayati. 41 The absence of such 

a subject renders Sircar's construction of the text highly problematic, and suggests 

that, for the moment, van Lohuizen-de Leeuw's is co be preferred. From the 

paleographic point-of-view, however, Sircar's vastarya-with short final 

-a-appears likely, and this would give a singular subjecr for the singular verb. 

The result would be a slight alteration of van Lohuizen-de Leeuw's translation: 

" ... an inhabitant of the ViQ9a Monastery erected a stüpa for the Monk 

Grahadasika. " 
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Here, of course, there is no possibility of taking the text co mean "for the 

benefit or merit of the Monk Grähadäsika." The text ends with an explicit 

statement indicating for whom the act was undertaken, and it was not Grähadäs
ika, bur "all beings." Sircar says: "the object of the inscription is co record the 

erection of a stüpa of the Buddhist monk Grämadesika"; this is his reading of 

the name. Bur he adds: "In the present context, the word stüpa mean[sJ a 
memorial structure enshrining the relics of the monk in question. "42 Such an 

interpretation seems very likely, although here too it is important co note that 

where Sircar speaks of"relics," the composer of our record-although he certainly 

could have--does not. For the composer, the stüpa does not seem co have been 

a structure for enshrining relics, but a structure for enshrining, in some sense, 

the monk himself. 

We do not, again, know where the stüpa of Grähadäsika stood. Van Lohuizen

de Leeuw assumes that it "was erected in the monastery," but that is not terribly 
helpful. The slab on which the inscription is inscribed appears co have been a 

small one-the writing covers aspace that is only nine-and-one-half inches long 
and four inches high. More than anything else, it seems co resemble the small 
engraved slabs-co be discussed more fully below-associated with the brick 

stüpas of the local monastic dead at Känheri, where the writing covers aspace 
of almost the same dimensions. Ir would appear, then, that the stüpa at Mathurä 

was a small one situated somewhere within the confines of one of the monastic 

complexes. Bur in spite of the uncertainties concerning the exact location of the 
stüpa it mentions, this Mathurä record-like Sivaramamurti's AmarävatT no. 

103--does not lend any support co the view that sees in the inscription on the 
small chattra from AmarävatT a reference to a stüpa "belonging" co a specific 
monastic school. On the contrary, both this Mathurä inscription and AmarävatT 

no. 103 would seem co indicate that when secondary stüpas or cetiyas in this 

period are inscribed, those stüpas or cetiyas are stüpas or cetiyas "of" deceased local 
monks. That this is so, not just for this period bur also for periods long before 
and after, will become evident below. Bur these two cases are al ready sufficient 

to establish the suspicion that the record on the AmarävatT umbreIla is, again, 
also referring co such a stüpa. Neither AmarävatT no. 103 nor the Mathurä 

inscription, however, account for a peculiarity of the AmarävatT umbrella record, 
which has undoubtedly exerted considerable influence on prevIOUS 

interpretations. 

The AmarävatT umbrella record does not at first sight appear to be referring 
co a cetiya of a single monk. The reading-which is virtually certain apart from 
the final anusl!äras-is ai"räna(1lj) utayipabhähTna(1l,I) cediyasa. Aira, a Prakrit form 

of ärya, is certainly in the plural, and the following IItayipabhähin-though the 
form is not so weIl recognized-was almost certainly also intended for a plural. 

But this use of the plural, rather than suggesting that the cetiya "belonged" to 
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a group of monks, may in fact confirm the possibility that the reference is co a 

single, deceased individual. 

There are more than a dozen inscriptions that can be cited co demonstrate 

that the name and titles of a monk for whom a stiipa was built were commonly 

put in the genitive plural. Two are particularly informative: one from Bedsä, 

wh ich Nagaraju assigns co the first century B.C.E., and one from Känheri, which 

he dates to the early second century C.E.4:3 In both instances, we are dealing with 

small secondary stiipas whose precise location relative to the main shrine is known. 

In both instances, these small secondary stiipas are inscribed and can therefore 

be certainly identified as stüpas "of" local monks. And in both instances, the 

individual Iocal monk in question is referred to in the plural. 

Less than twenty-five feet co the left of the entrance co the main caityagrha 

at Bedsä there is "a tiny apsidal excavation" containing a small stüpa. On the 

back wall of this "excavation" there is a shore "much weatherworn" inscription 

in two lines. Some syllables at the beginning of both lines appear co have been 

lost, but what remains can be fairly certainIy read, and the general sense of the 

record is clear in spite of the missing syllabies. Burgess published the following 

reading in 1883: 

... ya gobhiltinall-' äraflakäna peo/apätikänaf!l märakllo/aväsinä thllpo 

... {amte}tläsinä bhatäsäla{lha}mitena kärita {/lj'14 . . . 
In spite of the fact that Gobhüti's name and all his epithets are in the genitive 

plural, this can only mean: 

The stilpa of ... Gobhüti, a forest-dweller, a mendicant monk who lived 

on Mära's Peak--caused to be made by his pupil, the devoeed Asä!amita. 

At Känheri as weIl we have co do with a small excavation containing a 

stiipa. The steps leading up co the chamber containing this stilpa are no more 

than twelve feet co the left of the steps that lead co the main "hall of worship" 

at the site. On the harmika of the small stiipa the following record occurs: 

sidhaftl heranikasa dhamanakasa bhayä-a 

sit'apälitanikäya deyadhall,l!lla 

theräna bha)'ata-dhaf!lmapälänall,l 
thllba {li j'j5 

Likewise here we have the name of a monk and his title in the genitive plural, 

and this can only refer to a single individual: 

Success. The religious gift ofSivapälitanikä, the wife of the treasurer Dhama
naka-ehe stilpa of ehe Eider, ehe Reverend Dharpmapäla. 

Bearing in mind again that stüpas were, in so far as we know, erected only 

for individuals who were dead, these two cases from Bedsä and Känheri present 
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us with two clear cases where a deceased local monk is referred to in the plural. 

These cases can only represent a specific application of the pluralis majestatims 

or plural of respect, and it is important to note that in this regard they are not, 

apparendy, exceptions, bur represent something of a rule. Plurals of respect are 

certainly the rule in the numerous stüpa labels found in association with the two 

monastic "cemeteries" that have been identified at Western Cave sites. 

At Bhäjä, "probably one of the oldest Buddhist religious centres in the 

Deccan," a group of fourteen small stüpas are clustered together in what Mitra 

alone has explicidy noted "may be regarded as the cemetery.,,46 Nagaraju suggests 

that these stüpas "belong to different dates ranging from late third century B.C. 

to abour the end of the second century A.D.,,47 Although Burgess seems to have 

been of the opinion that a larger number of these stOpas had originally been 

inscribed, in his day only five such inscriptions still remained, in part or 10 

whole. One of the two inscriptions that appeared to be complete reads: 

theränä"J bhayarlJ!a-arl.lPikif!akänarl.l thopo (/ /) 

The stilpa of the EIder, the Reverend ArppikiI).aka. 

The other complete record is of exacdy the same form, and enough survives of 

the other three of the five inscriptions to show that, in every case, the name of 

the monk for whom the stüpa was built and his titles were always in the genitive 

plural. 48 The use of the pluralis majestaticus in referring to deceased local monks 

appears from the Bhäjä cemetery labels, then, to have been both an early and a 

continuous practice over time. But the evidence from the Bhäjä cemetery not 

only confirms this linguistic usage noted previously at Bedsä and Känheri, it 

confirms as weIl the assumed character and contents-in at least one sense-of 

stOpas built "for" deceased local monks. Fergusson and Burgess note that on the 

capitals of at least four of these stüpas there were "holes on the upper surface as 

if for placing relics ... and in two cases there is adepression round the edge 
of the hole as if for a closely fitting cover.,,49 The fact that Deshpande discovered 

at Pitalkhorä exactly the same sort of "holes" still plugged with "a closely fitting 

cover" and-as a consequence-still containing their relic deposits, makes it 

highly likely that the "holes" in the stüpas at Bhäjä-and perhaps all such "holes" 

in rock-cut stOpas in the Western Caves-originally held relics: such stüpas were, 

as a consequence, by no means simply "commemorative" but contained the 

mortuary deposits of the monks mentioned in their accompanying inscriptions. 50 

The Bhäjä cemetery, however, is not the only monastic cemetery in the 

Western Caves that provides evidence for the use of the pluralis majestatiCIIs in 

referring co deceased monks. The character of the large monastic cemetery at 

Känheri was almost immediately surmised. In 1862, West had already said in 

regard to these groups of stüpas: "It seems likely that these topes have contained 

the ashes of the priesthood and that this gallery has been the general necropolis 
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of the caves."'») In 1883, Burgess had described this "gallery"-which at that 

time was assigned the number 38-in the following terms: "No. 38 is the long 
terrace under the overhanging rock on the brow of the hili, where are the bases 

of numerous beick stüpas, being the monuments ovee the ashes of numerous 

Bauddha sthaviras or priests who died theee ... a vast numbee fill this gallery"

moee than a hundred accoeding to the most recent count-"which is about 200 
yards in length; many of them, however, are covered over with the debris of 

decayed bricks and rock and all see m to have been rifled long ago of any eelics 

oe caskets they contained. "52 Although West had already published in 1861 

an eye-copy of at least one inscription connected with "the KaQheri Bauddha 
Cemetery"-his no. 58-it was never read;'i.'> it was not until 1974 or 1975 that 

furcher and fuHee epigraphical data came in the form of a eonsiderable number 
of small inscribed slabs, which had originally been inset into the brick stilpas, 

but which-after these stilpas had deeayed-had either fallen or been thrown 
into the ravine on the edge of whieh the gallery sits. The exaet number of 
inscribed insets recovered is not dear-Gokhale says in one place that there 

were nearly fifteen but in another nearly twenty; Gorakshkar put the number 
at about fo re y, but Rao at twenty-nine.,)4 Gokhale has edited eight of these 

inseriptions, but not always weH, and the published photographs are not always 

eas y to read. 
In spite of these problems, some important points are sufficiently dear. Like 

the inseriptions assoeiated with the stilpas of the loeal monastie dead at Bhäjä, 
none of the inscriptions so far available from the Känheri eemetery are donative. 
They are all labels, and-like the Bhäjä inseriptions although more elaborate

they are aH consistently patterned. Both considerations are enough to indicate 

that these labels-like all labels at Buddhist sites-are not the result of individual 
donative activity but the results of endeavors by the monastic community or its 
"administration" at their respective sites. Again, as in the Bhäjä labels, in all 

the Känheri labels that aee available-induding that published long ago by 
West-the name and titles of each individual monk for whom a stilpa was erected 

are in the genitive plural. leite here just two examples that can be checked 
against the photos:')') 

The Stupa of the Eider, the Venerable Vijayasena, One Possessed of ehe 
Three Knowiedges, an Arhat 

thera,!a1l} bhadata-dämä,!a1!1 anägämi,!am thu( bha1!1) 

The Stupa of the EIder, ehe Reverend Däma, a Nonreturner 

These labels--obviously written by someone familiar with the technical textual 

terminology of Buddhist conceptions of "sainthood"-establish that at Känheri, 
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as at Bedsä and Bhäjä, deceased local monks were individually referred to in the 

plural. The use of the pluralis majestaticus was, in fact, the rule in referring to 

such individuals. Bur if the Bhäjä labels establish this usage long before our 

AmarävatT umbrella inscription, those from Känheri establish its continued 

currency for a long time after. Gokhale had first suggested a date of "between 

550 A.D. and 700 A.D." for the Känheri labels; later they are said to be "written 
in the late fifth- or early sixth-century boxheaded variety of BrähmI. "56 In any 

case, they date from aperiod long after our AmarävatT record. 

The material presented so far from AmarävatT itself and from Mathurä, 

Bedsä, Bhäjä, and Känheri must bear heavily on any interpretation of the Amarä

vatI umbrella inscription. This material establishes at least two consistent pat

terns: first, it would appear that all secondary stupas from Buddhist sites that 

have associated inscriptions and that date from weIl before the Common Era to 

at least the sixth century C.E. are-in every case-stupas raised for deceased local 
monks; second, with some exceptions that prove the rule, the names and titles 

of deceased individual monks that occur in stupa inscriptions or labels from this 
period are pur in the genitive plural. The AmarävatT umbrella record comes 
from the same period, was associated with a smaIl secondary stupa. and has a 

name in the genitive plural preceded by a title commonly given to monks. Since, 
therefore, it conforms in every other respect to records connected with the shrines 

of deceased local monks, and since Utayipabhiihin is nowhere certainly attested 

as the name of a "school," nor is there any other instance where a secondary 
stupa is said to belong to such a "school," it is very difficult-if not impossible-to 

avoid the conclusion that Utayipabhiihin in the AmaravatT umbreIla inscription 
is the name of a local monk. Such a conclusion, it seems, must be accepted until 
there is clear and incontrovertible evidence to the contrary.57 

There is, however, one further point in regard to this name that is worth 

noting, a point that involves us again with yet other stupas of the local monastic 
dead. Sivaramamurti said that "the term Utayipabhiihi is puzzling," and there 
has, in fact, been some uncertainty in regard even to the stern form of what 

appears in the inscription as utayipabhiihfnatlJ or utayipabhiihinatlJ. Originally, 
Hultzsch seems to have preferred utayipabhiihin, bur later he and almost everyone 

else seems to have preferred utayipabhiihi. 58 Given the morphological variation 
in inscriptional Prakrits, a genitive plural form that ends in -fnatlJ or -ina1l.l could 

have been made from either an i-stern or a stern in -in. In the present case there 

is, therefore, no certain formal means of determining the stern, but this-in the 
end-may not pose a serious problem. Ir is perhaps more important to note that 
Hultzsch had proposed -prabhiisin as the Sanskrit equivalent of -pabhiihin59 and 

this-the only equivalent that has been suggested-seems likely: the change of 
s to h is weIl attested in the South.60 In fact, whether the stern form is taken 

to have been -pabhiihin-which seems preferable-or -pabhiihi, it seems fairly 
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cercain that, in either case, we would have a derivative from pray!bhas. "to shine, 

be brilliant," etc. It may, therefore, be of interest co note that other derivat ions 

from pray! bhäs occur as the final element of a name or title in-interestingly 

enough-two other inscriptions connected with the local monastic dead. 

Almost one hundred forty years ago, Cunningham published an account of 

his explorations and "excavations" of the SäficT ruins and the Buddhist monuments 

of central India. Much work has, of course, been done since on SäficT-its arc, 

architecture, and inscriptions-but the other related sites in this complex, SonärT, 

Satdhära, Bhojput, and Andher, have been almost completely ignored. In fact, 

it is hard to find a reference co them after Cunningham. Also ignored is the 

fact that this cluster of related sites, among the earliest structural sites that we 

know, produced so me of the clearest and most eonerete evidenee for the monastie 

eult of the loeal monastie dead. Cunningham diseovered that the remains of ten 

individual monks-representing at least three generations-had been deposited 

in Stilpa no. 2 at SäfieI. The remains of some of these same monks also had been 

deposited in SonärT Stilpa no. 2, whieh eontained the relies of five individuals, 

and in Stilpas nos. 2 and 3 at Andher. 61 In all of these eases, the deposits had 

been carefully labeled, and the inseription on one of the Andher deposits reads: 

sapurisasa gotiputasa käkanävapabhäsanasa koc/ifiagotasa. whieh Majumdar renders 

as: "(Relies) of the saint Gotiputa, the Käkanäva-pabhäsana, of the Ko<;lifia

gota. "62 Majumdar notes as weIl that "the expression kakanava-pabhäsana is used 

as an epithet of Gotiputa and means 'the Light of Käkanäva,' " Käkanäva being, 

of course, the old name for SäficT.6.' A variant of the epithet also oeeurs at SäfieT 

itself in the one donative record conneeted with the deposits in Stilpa no. 2. 

Majumdar reads and translates the latter as kakanava-pabhasa-siha{ nja dana. "the 

gift of the pupils of the Light of Käkanava," and says here that kakanava-pabhasa 
"may be taken as standing for Gotiputa himself."6"1 If Majumdar is eorreet in 

his interpretation of these inseriptions-and the chances are good that he is6
'5_ 

they may provide a possible parallel for the "name" that oeeurs in the AmarävatT 

umbrella inscription. Kakanat'a-pabhaJana or -pabhasa is, at SäfieT and Andher, 

used both as an epithet of a local monastic "luminary" named Gotiputa and-by 

itself-as an alternative designation or name of that same individual. This may 

suggest that utayipabhahin too could have been both an epithet and an alternative 

name for a prominent deceased loeal monk from a plaee named Utayi, whieh 

was situated somewhere in the region of AmarävatT, that -Pabhäsa or -Pabhasin 
might have been an ecclesiastieal title of some eurreney, and that UtayipabhaJin 
might be translated "the Light or Luminary of Utayi"-all of this, at least, 

would see m a reasonable possibility. 

As a result of our diseussion so far, we are, then, in a position co do two 

things: we ean offer a new and defensible translation of the old inseription on 

the small umbrella found long ago at AmarävatT, and we ean make some prelimi-
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nary and perhaps promising observations on the cult of the local monastic dead 

in Indian Buddhist monasteries. 

The AmaravatT record can now be translated-keeping dose to the syntax 

of the original-as follows: 

Of the lay-sister Cada, the morher ofBudhi, together with her sons, together 
with her daughrers, to the shrine of the Venerable Luminary from Utayi, 
the umbrella is a religious gift. 

Interpreted and translated in this way, the AmaravatI inscription takes its place 

as one among a limited series of significant inscriptions or labels associated with 

stlipas of the local monastic dead. Ir is significant in regard to AmaravatI itself 

because it would provide a much more certain piece of evidence than Sivarama

murti's inscription no. 103 for the presence of such stIlpas at the site. The presence 

of such stlipas at AmaravatI is, in turn, significant because it allows us to add 

it to the list of structural sites for which we have firm epigraphical evidence to 

prove the presence of stIlpas of the local monastic dead: epigraphical evidence 

for the presence of this type of stlipa at structural sites has come from SancT, SonarT, 

Andher, Mathura, and now from AmaravatT. Bur the AmaravatI inscription has 

broader significance as weIl. It provides us with an especially dear case in which 

the stlipa of a deceased local monk is presented with "gifts" exactly like the 

stlipas of the Buddha hirnself were, a dear instance in which such a stl7pa receives 

the same kind of accoutrement-an umbrella-as did the stIlpas of the Buddha. 

This is welcome corroboration of what we learn from the donative inscriptions 

associated with Stupa no. 2 at SancT, which indicate that coping stones, crossbars, 
rail-pillars, and pavement slabs, etc., were donated to this stlipa of the local 

monastic dead, just as they were to the stilpa of the Buddha at the site. In neither 

form nor content do the inscriptions associated with Stlipa no. 2 differ from 

those associated with Stlipa no. 1. The two sets are virtually indistinguishable, 

and, in fact, may have had some of the same donors. 66 Bur in arriving at our 

interpretation and translation of the AmaravatI umbrella inscription, we have 

had to look at virtually all the parallel records that are known, and even our 

limited discussion of this group of inscriptions allows for some interesting 

provisional generalizations. 

The first and perhaps most obvious generalization might be stated as a 

simple fact: the remains of the local monastic dead were permanently housed at 

a significant number of monastic complexes, the majority of which are very 

early: we have epigraphical evidence from SancT, SonarT, Andher, Mathura, Amara

vatI, Bedsa, Bhaja, and Kanheri. These remains, moreover, were permanently 

housed in the same type of architectural structure as were the remains of the 

Buddha. I have elsewhere collected epigraphical, archaeological, and literary 

evidence that suggests that the mortuary remains or relics of the Buddha were 
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thought to be possessed of "life" or "breath," that-as Lamotte says-"la relique 
corporelle ... c'est un etre vivant,"67 that they were thought "to be impregnated 

with the characteristics that defined and animated the living Buddha," that 

"relics" are addressed as persons and treated as persons.68 Bareau had, in fact, 

already noted that the "culte bouddhique des reliques ... s'inspire en effet 
d'abord des marques de veneration que 1'on adresse aux personnes vivantes."69 

But the fact alone that the remains of the local monastic dead were both treated 

and housed in the same way as the remains of the Buddha makes it again very 

difficult to argue that they were thought to be, in any essential way, different. 
Bareau has also said that "des avant notre ere, donc, le stOpa est plus que le 
symbole du Buddha, c'est le Buddha lui-meme."7o To argue that the stilpa of 

Utayipabhähin or the stilpa of Gobhüti were thought of any differently would 

require clear evidence. What evidence is available does not now favor such 

an argument. 
The parallelism between the remains of the Buddha and the remains of the 

local monastic dead is not limited to the kinds of structures used to house them. 
There is, as welt, a strict parallelism in the way in which these similar structures 
are referred to. As we have already seen, although we might describe astOpa as 

a structure "for" relics or a container "of" relics, our inscriptions do not. They 
refer to stOpas or cetiyas "for" persons or "of' persons. This-again as we have 

seen-is clearly the case for stOpas "of" or "for" the Buddha or Blessed One 

(bhagat'ato mahäc( e)tiya-, bhagavato budhasa mahäcetiye, etc.). But it is also the case 
for stOpas "of" or "for" deceased Iocal monks (airänat!l utayipabhährnatl,l cediya-. 

bhik~usa grähadäsikasa sthuva, gobhotinatl.l ära1Jakäna ... thupo. etc.). Exactly the 
same construction and phrasing are used without distinction and regardless of 
the person "for" whom the stOpa was intended. But if this genitive phrasing 

suggests that, in the case of the Buddha, the stOpa "of" the Buddha was thought 

to contain hirn, or to be owned or possessed by hirn, or to be-in some sense-the 
Buddha hirnself, then the stOpas "of" Utayipabhähin or Grähadäsika or Gobhüti, 
since they are referred to in exactly the same way, could hardly have been thought 

of differently. In other words, parallellinguistic usage points in the same direction 
as parallel architectural form. 

There may be yet another parallel as weIl. If we stick to actually datable 
stOpas of the historieal Buddha-and put aside the not infrequent assertions of 

an "Asokan" date for what are usually hypothetieal "earlier" or "original" forms 

of extant structures-then it will be possible to see that there may be few or 
no clear chronological gaps between the earliest actually datable stOpas of the 

historieal Buddha and the earliest examples of stOpas for the loeal monastic dead 

that we know. We might take Bhärhut as an example. Seholarly consensus, at 
least, would plaee it at or very near the beginning of the known sequence of 

stOpas for the historical Buddha. But Benisti has recently argued that at least 
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the rail that surrounded the Bharhur stüpa was not the earliest such rail. She 

has said: 

... la decoration qu'offre la vedikä qui entoure le Stüpa n° 2 de SäfieI ... 
remonte, dans sa quasi totalite, a la premiere moirie du Ue siede avant 
notre ere; elle est done, de peu, anterieure a eelle du stüpa de Bhärhut ... 
et, tres sensiblement, anterieure a eelle des tora1Ja du grand Stüpa n° 1 
de SäfieI. 71 

Sinee "le Stüpa n° 2 de SäfieI" is a stüpa of the local monastie dead, this would 

seem CO mean either that this stüpa for the loeal monastie dead predates both 
the Bhärhur and SäfieI stüpas of the hiscorical Buddha "de peu" and "tres sensi

blement," or-at least-that it was the first of these co reeeive the kind of rail 

we assoeiate with stüpas of the Buddha and, therefore, may have been eonsidered, 

in some sense, more important. However this might ultimately be deeided, it 
would appear-again, at the very least-that, at these early sites, there is no 

clear or eonsiderable ehronologieal gap between stüpas of the loeal monastie dead 
and stüpas for the hiscorieal Buddha; rather, in regard co these struetural sites, 
there appears co be a broad eontemporarity between the two types of stüpas. This 

same eontemporarity appears to hold for the Western Caves as weIl. The main 
caityagrha at Bhäja-Bhaja no. 12-has, for example, been ealled "the earliest 

of rock-cut ehetiyagharas of [the} Western Deeean" and assigned by Nagaraju 

to the third eentury B.CE.72 Bur some of the labeled stüpas of the loeal monastie 
dead at Bhaja have been assigned co the same period. There is, again, no clear 

ehronologieal gap. Even at somewhat later sites, stüpas for the Buddha and stt7pas 
for the loeal monastie dead seem co appear simultaneously. The inseription in 
Cave 7-the main caityagrha at Bedsa-is assigned by Nagaraju to his "series 

IH" (60 B.CE.), but that assoeiated with Gobhüti's Stüpa he plaees in his "series 

IVa" (60 B.CE. co 100 CE.), and he says that it "probably" falls toward the end 
of the first eentury B.CE.73 Given the fact that paleography alone is rarely eapable 
of making such fine distinetions, it is clear that the two inseriptions-and, 

therefore, the two stüpas-belong co the same broad period. Although the ques
ti on requires and deserves mueh fuller study, it appears now that there is possibly 

litde, if any, ehronologieal gap between stüpas for the historieal Buddha and 
stüpas for the loeal monastie dead, litde clear evidenee for the kind of gap that 

eould suggest that praetiees eonneeted with the former's remains were, over 

time, extended or generalized to the remains of the latter. Arehaeologieally and 
epigraphieally, the two types of stüpas appear now as roughly eontemporary with, 
in some eases, so me indieation that stüpas of the loeal monastie dead may aetually 

have predated those of the Buddha. Ir is interesting co note, moreover, that if 
we look at the internal ehronology or narrative time taken for granted in our 

Buddhist literary sourees, it would appear that their redaecors also eonsidered 
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stiipas for the local monastic dead CO predate those of the Buddha. Both of the 

stiipas mentioned in the Udäna and Apadäna, and that referred co in the Päli 
Vinaya, for example, long preceded-according co the narrative time assumed 

by our texts-those erected for the Buddha.74 Ir might, in fact, some day be 

possible co argue that the relic cult and stiipas of the hiscorical Buddha represent 

only a special and particularly well-known instance of what was a common and 
widespread monastic practice. Ir may, indeed, have been much more widespread 

than our certain evidence now indicates. 

It is certain that there were stiipas of the local monastic dead at SäficT, SonärI, 

Andher, Mathurä, AmarävatI, Bhäjä, Bedsä, and Känheri. This is certain because, 
at all of these sites, we have either donative inscriptions or inscribed labels that 
prove it. These inscribed and, therefore, certain instances are, of course, important 

in themselves. But they also have an importance that goes beyond their respective 

individual sites. Given the poor state of preservation of most Buddhist sites 
in India and the virtually complete absence of contemporary documentation 

concerning them, we often must, and can, argue-as in archaeology in genera1-
from those cases that are certain to those that are less so. In this situation, the 
individuallabeled stiipas in their own sm all separate shrines placed near the main 

shrine at Bedsä and Känheri, the clearly labeled stiipas in the ordered monastic 
cemeteries at Bhäjä and Känheri, and the multiple labeled deposits in Stiipa no. 

2 at SäficT-all have considerable indexical or typological importance. They 

establish the important fact that all secondary stiipas at monastic sites situated 
in small separate shrines near the main stiipa or in ordered groups away from 

the hub of the complex or that contain multiple deposits are-in eve,.)' case in 

which they are labeled and it can therefore be determined-mortuary stiipas of 
the local monastic dead. In light of this, it would seem that unless, and until 

there is evidence to the contrary forthcoming, we are obliged co assurne that 

those stiipas found at monastic sites that are similar, but not actually labeled, 
are also stiipas of the local monastic dead. On this basis, we may be able co 
identify a considerable number of additional stupas of this category. 

We may note, for example, using Nagaraju's numbers, that Cave 1 at Bedsä, 
and Caves 2c, 2d, and 2e at Känheri are all-like the shrines of Gobhüti at 

Bedsä and Dharpmapäla at Känheri--excavations grouped around the main 
caitya-hall at their respective sites; they are all small chambers; they all contain 

a single stupa. 7
,) If these are not mortuary stiipas for the local monastic dead like 

those of Gobhüti and Dharpmapäla, they have no readily explicable function. 
We may note as weIl that, at both cave and structural sites, there are groups of 
unlabeled small stiipas that look remarkably like the labeled monastic cemeteries 

at Bhäjä and Känheri. 
Among the Western Caves, Sudhagarh provides an early example. Here, in 

"a large low-roofed cell," Kail found a group of eight stiipas ranging in height 
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from three-and-one-half to four-and-one-half feet. Without citing his evidence 
or good illustration, Kail said these "are not devotional stilpas but are funerary 

mounds, the relics ... of a Buddhist saint being enshrined in a hollow receptacle 

in the square abacus."76 Nadsur also provides a good example. In Cave 3-which 

measures thirty-four by twenty feet-there are twelve stiipas differing somewhat 

in size, form, and type of construction, making it virtually certain that they 

were neither cut nor constructed at the same time. In fact, four of these stiipas 

were structural, and, in the most complere of these, Cousens found "a handful 
of old rice husks, and about as much grey ash."77 We might cite Pitalkhorä as 

a final example from the caves. At Pitalkhorä, on the side of the ravine opposite 

the main caityagrha and the living quarters, Deshpande describes a cluster of 
four excavations, all of which contain at least one small stilpa and one of which 

contains three, again dating to different periods. None of this cluster of small 

stiipas are well preserved, but in at least one, Deshpande noted "two holes," one 
with "a ledge ... to receive a cover," that-in analogy with similar still-plugged 

holes containing relics in the stiipa of his Cave 3--could only have been used 
to hold mortuary deposits. 7H 

There are no inscriptions associated with these stiipas ar Sudhagarh or Nadsur 

or Pitalkhorä, but at all of these sites, we seem to see a number of common 
characteristics. In so far as we can tell from the repons, there is evidence at all 

three sites that these were mortuary stiipas. At all three sites, these stiipas had 

been placed together in orderly groups over more or less long periods of time. 
In so far as we can tell-and this is particularly clear at Pitalkhorä-these groups 

were situated weil away from the public areas of their complexes. All rhree 
cases-in analogy with similar but inscribed and, therefore, certain cases at Bhäjä 
and Känheri--can only have been, it seems, cemetery shrines for the local 

monastic dead. This same kind of argument could be made for several structural 

sites as weIl. 
This argument could be made for Bhojpur, for example, where at least fifty 

small stilpas whose mortuary character is strikingly evident-Iarge deposits of 

bones being found in several-are placed together away from the hub of the 
complex in a way that parallels the placement of the Iocal monastic dead in the 

cemeteries of the Western Caves and, significandy, at the strucrural site at 
Säfiö. 79 Ir could be made for the orderly rows of mortuary stiipas at GU1nupaile 

in Andhra, which Longhurst long ago suggested could represent "rhe ruined 

tombs of monks who died" at the site. HO It could be made for the area "to the 
east and north-east of monastery 19" at SrävastI, which "seems to have been 
specifically utilized for the erection of stüpas. "81 It could, as weil, be made in 

regard to the still-curious orderly arrangement of secondary stiipas at Lauriyä 
NandangarQ, whose mortuary character is again clear and whose Buddhist affilia

tion now seems sure. 82 All of these sites-and a number of others-have all or 
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several of the eharaeteristies that define inseribed and, therefore, eertain monastie 

eemetery shrines, and this would suggest that they too belong to this eategory. 

Ir is, however, not just individuallabeled shrines or labeled monastie ce meter

ies that have uninseribed parallels. The eertain eases of the deposition of the 

mortuary remains of a number of loeal monks together in a single stiipa at SaneI, 

SonarI, and Andher argue well for Longhurst's interpretation of the deposits he 

diseovered in at least two stiipas at Nagarjunikor;t<;la. Longhurst found in the 

spaees ereated by the "spokes" and crosswalls of the foundations of his Stiipa no. 

4 "rwelve water-pots eovered with inverted food bowls ... togerher with six 

large begging-bowls ... plaeed on the floor of the ehamber near rhe other vessels. 

The pors were in small groups of three or four and filled with a mixture of bone 

ash and fine red earth." By itself, in aseparate spaee, he also found a distinetively 

shaped "globular" pot inside of whieh was a silver "easket" that eontained in 

turn "a tiny gold reliquary." Longhursr suggests that this stiipa "was builr to 

eontain the remains of twelve monks and the ashes of some important divine" 

from the monastery in front of whieh it stands. In his Stilpa no. 5, Longhurst 

again diseovered six "water-pors and bowls" of the same form and content, and 

again suggested that this stilpa too "was ereeted co eontain the remains of monks 

or priesrs" belonging to its assoeiated monastery.8) 

None of the deposits in the two stilpas at Nägarjunikor;t<;la were labeled, and 

Longhurst does not eite the SaneI, SonarI, and Andher deposits rhat are. The 

latter sites, however, establish a sure preeedent for rhe deposition of the mortuary 

remains of a number of loeal monks together in a single stiipa, and they indieate 

again (hat, until we have equally sure evidenee or examples to the eontrary, we 

musr assume--even in the absence of inseriptions-these stilpas at Nagarjuni

kor;t<;la also eontained, as Longhursr suggested, the remains of the loeal monastie 

dead. The same may apply as weH to other insranees. At SravasrI, for example, 

Marshall discovered in the northeast corner of a very early stilpa three "earthen 

jars ... filled," he says, "with a mixture of sand and clay."84 

To round out the range of the possible, we might eite several examples in 

whieh (here are neither assoeiated inseriptions nor parallels with such inseriptions, 

bur that neverrheless have been interpreted as possible stilpas for the loeal monastie 

dead. For instanee, in referring to the still badly reported Gho~itarama monastery 

at KausambI, Ghosh has said: 

the portion presently exeavated eontained the foundations of a large number 
of small stiipas and pavements with numerous roughly eireular postholes. 
It appears that ordinary monks were memorialized by the erection of small 
pillars, their relies being buried in earthen pots in the floors adjoining the 
small stiipas. H'i 
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In vihäras at Taxila, Kälawän, and Mohtä Morädu, Marshall found small stilpas 

built in what originally could only have been the living quarters of individual 

monks. He suggested that these stilpas were funeral monuments intended "as 

memorials to signalise the sanctity of the cell where some specifically holy bhikshu 

had lived and died," that these stilpas "probably" contained the ashes of these 

monks, or "doubtless contained the bodily relics" of a former resident.R6 

It would appear, then, that the list of certain, probable, and possible monastic 

sites for which there is evidence for the permanent housing or enshrinement of 
the local monastic dead is already a long one: SäficT, SonärI, Andher, Mathurä, 

Bedsä, Känheri, Bhäjä, AmarävatI, Sudhagarh, Nadsur, Pitalkhorä, Bhojpur, 

GUl)rupalle, SrävaStI, Lauriyä Nandangarl), Nägärjunikol)9a, KausämbI, Taxila, 
Kälawän, and Mohrä Morädu. This list-which is nothing more than preliminary 

and provisional-is startling if for no other reason than it reflects only what a 

superficial survey has turned up in reports of explorations and excavations that 
were almost completely unconcerned with, and uninformed about, the treatment 

of the local monastic dead. A good deal could be said about early archaeological 
methods in India and the character of the published reports, much of wh ich 
would not be kind. One matter, however, is clear: Buddhist historical archaeology 

in India was from the beginning-and to a large degree remains-text bound.H7 

Unfortunately, the texts that were, and to some degree continue to be, the best 

known are coming more and more to be seen as the least representative and-at 

least as they were interpreted-Iess-than-sure guides to actual practice.RR This 
meant, of course, that investigacors of Buddhist monastic sites often did not 

know what to look for or did not recognize what they were seeing. Since, for 
example, it was taken on good scholarly aurhority that "the Vinaya" contained 
no mIes governing the disposal of the monastic dead,89 it is hardly surprising 

that no attempt was made co survey sites for evidence of such practices. What 

is, however, surprising is that especially the early investigacors sometimes actually 
noted such evidence, and in some cases accurately identified it for what it was. 
It is still more surprising that, in spite of the lack of anything even approaching 

a systematic attempt co locate evidence for the treatment of the monastic dead, 
our list of sites for which there is such evidence-however casually or incidentally 

reported-is as long as it iso Had there been any attempt co locate such evidence, 
it is reasonable co assurne our list would have been far longer. 

Bur this list is impressive not just by its length. It contains a considerable 

number of early sites and several of the earliest sites that we have certain 
knowledge of (Säfiel, SonärI, Andher, Bhäjä, Bhojpur, Pitalkhorä); it includes 
some of the main Buddhist sites referred co in nikäyalägama literature (SrävastI, 

KausämbI); it includes sites from the South (AmarävatI, GUl)rupalle, Nägärjuni
kOl)9a), from the West (Bedsä, Känheri, Sudhagarh, Nadsur, etc.), from the 

Northwest (Taxila, Kälawän, Mohtä Morädu), from Central India (SäficT, SonärI, 
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etc.), and from the Buddhist heardand. In short, this list testifies co a preoccupa

tion with permanendy housing or enshrining the local monastic dead that was 
very early and very widespread geographically. 

Again, if nothing else, this preoccupation with local monks forces us toward 

a long-overdue recognition of the limited character of the so-called great tradition, 

and an acknowledgment of the potential significance of the purely local in actual 

Buddhist communities. In an interesting sociological study of the monasteries 

and modern monks of Bhubaneswar, Miller and Wertz found that when people 
were asked co name a "holy man," by far the greatest number of them (38.2 

percent) named contemporary ascetics in the local community. Only 11.3 percent 
named hiscorical religious figures such as the Buddha, Guru Nanak, or Sati.kara. 90 

These figures must, at least, remind us of the distincr possibility that, whereas 

U't: tend co locate the "holy" almost exclusively in major hiscorically known 

Indian religious men, actual Indian communities-including monastic commu
nities-may never have done so. In fact, the mere existence of the architecturally 

marked presence of the local monastic dead in so many Buddhist monastic 
complexes already suggests that those who lived in such complexes located the 
holy at least as often in purely local figures as they did in pan-Buddhist figures 

such as the Buddha or Sariputra and Maudgalyayana. We are, moreover, al ready 
able co say a litde more about who or what these local figures were, and 

about the individuals or gcoups who were preoccupied with preserving their 

permanent presence. 
Information regarding the individual local monks whose remains were pre

served at Buddhist monastic sites is, of course, limited co what is contained in 

the inscriptions and labels associated with their stüpas or the deposits of their 
relics. In some cases, there are indications of a monk's place of origin or residence, 

but, in all cases, the individual monk involved is given an ecclesiastical tide or 

a tide indicative of his religious practice and status or both. Ir is, however, 
almost immediately obvious that these tides-whether ecclesiasticalor reli
gious-are not, until very late, elaborate. There is litde indication that these 

individuals were "great saints," at least in terms of what we might have expected 
fcom textual descriptions of religious achievementsYl Nor is there much indica

tion that they were high ecclesiastics or "pontiffs." Grahadasika in the Mathura 
record is simply called a bhik~u, a monk. Dharpmapala at Kanheri, and all the 

monks in the Bhaja cemetery, are referred co only as "Elders" (thera) and given 

the title "Reverend" <bhadanta). The monks whose remains were deposited in 
Stüpa no. 2 at SancI may be referred to collectively as tJinayakas, which should mean 
"guide, leader, trainer, or discipliner," but it may be an alternative expression for 

l'inayadhara. "preserver of the t'inaya." or "z!inaya master." However, only one of 
the monks is individually so-called; two are called ara, but the significance of 

this term is unclear. Most scholars have taken it co be equivalent co arhat, 
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although that is not likely.92 The term arhat occurs in the Prakrit inscriptions 

of Central India not infrequently as arahata, araha. ariha. araha. but never as 

ara. Ara could, in fact, just as easily be from arya, although the common form 

of arya in these same inscriptions is aya. 93 One of these monks is also called an 

aearya and one is called an atevasin, "pupil." Most significantly, however, al! of 

these monks are individually referred to as sapllrisa, and, in eight out of the ten 

individual labels, that is all that they are called. At SonärT, roo, sapllrisa is the 

only religious title that occurs in the four labels; and at Andher, although one 
individual is again called a "pupil" and another a pabhäsana or "luminary," both 

are called sapurisa, and the two other individuals named there are called only 

that. The one quality, then, that all of these monks had in common-in addition 

to the fact that their remains had been enshrined in a set of Central Indian 

stllpas-was classification as a sapurisa. Unfortunately, what such a classification 

meant is not very clear. Sapllrisa in Päli seems to mean little more than "a good, 
worthy man" and is cited as "equal to ariya";94 in Sanskrit sources too, it is said 

ro mean literally a "worthy or true man." Edgerron says that "they are evidently 
a lay category" and that "the term satpuru~a may include monks."95 Although 
the monk in our AmarävatT umbrella inscription may have a title (-pabhähin) 

that may be related to one of the titles that occurs at Andher (-pabhäsclfza), and 
although he is also referred ro as an arya, the title sapllrisa occurs neither in this 

inscription nor in any of the other inscriptions or labels associated with the local 

monastic dead. It seems to reflect a purely local classification and-at the very 
least--one which has no demonsrrable connection with canonical or textual 

definitions of religious achievement or "sainthood." In fact, only two of the early 
inscriptions connected with the local monastic dead contain references to a 
distinct type of religious practitioner recognized by the textual tradition. In 

AmarävatT no. 103, Nägasena is caIled a pe1Je/avatika. a "mendicant monk," and 

in the stllpa inscription from Bedsa, Gobhüti is caIled both a peqapätika and an 
ara1Jaka, a "forest-dweller," as weIl. Both pi1Je/apatika and ära1Jyaka are, of course, 
known in the literature, primarily as two of the twelve or thirteen dhlltangas or 

dhlltagu1Jas. But the status and value placed on these "ascetic practices"
especially in Pali sources-are less than clear. The Pali Text Soeiety Dietionary, for 

example, refers to a passage that occurs twice in the ParizJara "deprecating such 
practices," and says that each of the dhutangas is "an ascetic practice not enjoined 

in the Vinaya." Ir notes as weIl that "the Milinda devotes a whole book (chap. 

VI) to the glorification of these 13 dhutangas," but says "there is no evidence 
that they were ever widely adopted." That there was a certain amount of ambiva

lence toward these practices in at least some of the literary sources seems fairly 

sure, and it appears that nowhere were they considered obligarory or an integral 
part of the career of the arhat. It is therefore curious that they, and they alone, 

find mention in Buddhist epigraphs that refer ro significant individuals in actual 
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communitiesY6 What is perhaps even more significant, however, is what is absent 

in these epigraphs. Nowhere in these early inscriptions that refer co loeal monks 
whose remains were treated like those of the Buddha is there any reference co 

the classical textual definitions of Buddhist "sainthood," no certain references 

to arhats or any of the levels of spiritual attainment associated with or preliminary 

to this ideal. There are, in fact, no indications-apart from references to pitft/apati

kas or aratfyakas-that canonical or textual definitions of religious achievement 

or "sainthood" ever penetrated actual early monastic communities in India, no 
indications in these reeords that they were known at all. 

The absence of such indications in early reeords conneeted with the loeal 
monastic dead is in itself striking. But it is even more so in light of the fact 
that such indieations are frequently found-in spite of what might have been 

expecced-in the latest series of sueh inseriptions, long after, one might have 

thought, the arhat ideal had lost its predominant place. Ir is not until the sixth 
or seventh century, and even then only at Känheri, that we find in records 

associated with the loeal monastic dead eertain referenees to arhats-seven of 
the eight Känheri labels published by Gokhale in 1985 refer co monks who 
are called arhats-and co eharacteristics assoeiated with textual definitions of 

"sainthood": tet'ija. ~a4abhijfiana, anagamin, etc. This situation is, again, not what 
might have been expecced, and deserves fuller study. But it would appear, at 

the very least, that we have here yet another case indicating that we need 

not-and pcobably should not-assume that the presence of an idea in a canonical 
Buddhist text necessarily means that that same idea was current in actual Bud

dhist communities. The two need not-and probably often did not-have any 
necessary connection, chronological or otherwise. Our inscriptions, for example, 
suggest that the significance of the individual local monks whose remains were 

carefully and permanently preserved at early monastic sites was not linked co 

their having achieved the religious ideals articulated in what are taken co be 
early texts; such a linkage occurs, in fact, only later, long after we think those 
early texts were eomposed. Although it would lead too far afield to discuss it 

here, it is also at least worth noting that nowhere in these inscriptions--even 
very late and at Känheri-is there the slightest hint or trace of the religious 

ideals we associate with the Mahäyäna. When we do finally encounter textual 
definitions of the ideal, they are definitions articulated in traditions firmly rooted 

in the nikayas and agamas, and show no influence of the Mahäyäna Sutras. 

even though a very large number of the latter seem co have been composed 
long before. <)7 

If, then, epigraphical data tell us something about the local monks for whom 

stupas were raised and whose remains were preserved in early India, if these tell 
us that sueh monks were not thought-until very late-to have been arhats. 

but are instead said to be theras or bhadantas or, sometimes, pitf4apatikas, these 
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same materials also tell us something, finally, about the people who made 

considerable efforts to ensure the permanent presence of those theras and bhadantas 

in their midst, who established, honored, and adored the strucrures that housed 
them. Our best information concerning these matters comes, perhaps, from Stupa 

no. 2 at SancI. 
Among the labels found on the deposits in Stupa no. 2 at Sanci there is, as 

we have seen, one donative inscription. Majumdar reads the latter as: käkancwa

pabhäsa-siha(n}ä dana, and translates it: "the gift of the pupils of the Light of 

Kakanava"-"the Light of Kakanava" being the monk and sapurisa Gotiputa 
mentioned also in an Andher label. If Majumdar's reading and interpretation 

are correct, then so too must be his conclusion: 

Ir may, therefore, be concluded that the casket on wh ich this inscription 
occurs was the gift of the disciples of Gotiputa, the Käkanal'a-pabhasa. Ir 
is highly probable that the other three caskets, which do not bear any 
donative inscription but were deposited along with this one in the stone 
box, were likewise contributed by the same personsYs 

Although Majumdar's derivation of what he reads as siha from Sanskrit faiks.a 

is not entirely free of problems,99 his interpretation of the record appears co be 
the most satisfying to date, and it suggests that the deposition of the monastic 

remains in Stupa no. 2 at Sand was the result of monastic endeavors. But even 

if this suggestion cannot be taken as entirely certain, even if some doubt might 
remain concerning the donors of the deposit itself, there can be no doubt that 

the structure that housed this deposit was disproportionately paid for by monks 
and nuns. There are ninety-three donative records connected with Stupa no. 2 
at Sanci in which the status of the donor is clear, and which record the gifts of 

coping stones, crossbars, rail-pillars, pavement slabs, and berm and stairway 

balustrades. Forty-four of these inscriptions record the gifts of monks (twenty
eight) and nuns (sixteen), and eight more the gifts of pupils (anteväsin) of monks 

and nuns. IOO This means that well over half of the donors who contributed co 

the construction and adornment of this stupa of the local monastic dead were 
monks and nuns, some of whom were suta11Jtika, "versed in the Sultantas." and 

bhä1lakas. "reciters (of the Dharma)." Unless one would want to argue that monks 
and nuns made up more than half of the population in the area around Sand, 

it would appear that monks and nuns not only made up an absolute majority 

of the donors concerned with Stupa no. 2, but that their numbers were dispropor
tionately large in light of the fact that they almost certainly constituted only a 
small pereentage of the loeal population; SäneI, after all, was very near "the 

famous and populous city ofVidisa" and, perhaps, a "nodal point" on an importanc 
commercial route between Andhra and the north. 101 Ir should, therefore, have 

had a large lay catchment area. 
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It is unfortunate that we do not have comparably rich data for other stüpas 

of the local monastic dead. But what data we do have point very much in the 

same direction. We know, for example, that the stüpa of Gobhüti at Bedsä was 
"caused to be made" by the monk-pupil of Gobhüti. It is also virtually certain 

that the stüpa of Grähadäsika at Mathurä was erected either by a monk or by a 

group of monks who resided in the ViQQa Monastery. The labeled stüpas in the 

monastic cemeteries at both Bhaja and Kanheri could have been erected and 
maintained only-almost certainly-by the monks of their respective establish

ments. Had they had individual "donors," it is reasonable to assume that those 

donors would have been named-as they are at Bedsa, Mathura, and else
where-in their associated inscriptions. But no donors are mentioned. Moreover, 
the labels at Kanheri especially could only have been written by persons familiar 
with the textual, technical definitions of "sainthood," and this coo would suggest 

monks. Even in the case of the uninscribed stüpas. it is difficult to avoid the 
conclusion that the monks themselves were responsible for the deposit of the 

remains of what appear co be local monastic dead. At NagarjunikoQQa, for 
example, neither Stüpa nos. 4 nor 5 were the main stüpas at the site. Both appear 
co have been the private stüpas of the monasteries with which they are closely 

and physically associated. Again, it is unlikely that anyone buc the monks could 
have established and maintained the orderly groups of stüpas at, for example, 

Sudhagarh and Nadsur. Moreover, and much more broadly, there is evidence to 

indicate that, from the very beginning, construction activities at monastic sites 
were-not surprisingly-under the supervision and control of specifically desig

nated monks, and that, as a consequence, what we see at such sites is the reflection 

of monastic choices and monastic values. Already at Bharhuc and SonarT, at 
AmaravatT, NagarjunikoQQa, Kanheri, and so on, we find evidence for the presence 

of naz1akammikas, monks "appointed by the Chapter as a superintendent of the 

building operations."L02 Njammasch has, in fact, gone some ways coward showing 
that "Der navakammika war offenbar eine wichtige Persönlichkeit in der Struktur 
der indischen buddhistischen Klöster."L01 The earliest navakamlllika that we have 

reference to is Isipalita at Bharhut, and he appears co have been by no means 
an average monk: in addition to being a "Superintendent of Works," he is also 

called a bhadanta. an ärya, and a "Reciter (of Dharma)" (bhä'laka); 104 at AmaravatT, 

the Navakammika Budharakhita is called both athera and a bhadanta-that is 

co say, he belonged to the same class as did so many of the monks for whom 

stüpas were built; 105 at NagarjunikoQQa, the three navakammikas mencioned in 
the Second Apsidal Temple Inscription F are all called theraJ. the monk responsible 
for the construction of the cetiya and vihära referred co in Detached Pillar 

Inscription H is called "the Master, the Great Preacher of the Law, the Thera 

Dharpma[gho ]sa" (acariyena lllahädhar!Jfltakäthik( e) na dhar!lllla( gho} sa-therena anu

thita'!/), and the Mahäcetiya was said co have been brought co completion by "the 
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Reverend Änanda, who knows the Drgha- and the Majjhima-nikayas by heart" 

(drgha-majhima-nikaya-dharena bhaja1lJtanadena nithapitaTl,1).106 Monks-and 

oftentimes learned monks-supervised and eontrolled building aetivities at 

monastie sites; they determined, it would appear, what was and what was not 

built and where it was to be plaeed. Their ehoiees and their values are, again, 

what we see expressed at Buddhist monastie sites. These monastie ehoiees and 
monastie values have almost eertainly determined the presenee-whether they 

are inseribed or not-of the stüpas of the loeal monastie dead at so many sites 

in India. 
Although the evidenee that we have primarily points direetly and indireetly 

to monastie initiative for the deposition of the remains of the loeal monastie 

dead and the establishment of permanent struetures to house them, and although 

this same evidenee suggests that monks would have been predominantly preoeeu

pied with and aetive in any eult of the loeal monastie dead, there is, as weIl, 
some evidenee co indieate that the laity were not entirely excluded. The AmarävatI 

umbrella inseription, for example, reeords the gift of an upasika or "lay-sister" 
co the stüpa of a loeal monk, although the stüpa itself seems, obviously, already 
to have been in existenee. 107 At Känheri, however, "the stüpa of the EIder, the 

Reverend Dharpmapäla" is explieitly said to be "the religious gift of Sivapälita
nikä, the wife of the treasurer Dhamanaka."IOR In addition to these reeords, there 

are the donative inseriptions from Stüpa no. 2 at SäficI that also reveal lay 

partieipation in aetivity conneeted with the loeal monastie dead. But that partiei
pation at SäficI, as everywhere else, seems co have been overshadowed by that 

of the monks. The plaee and partieipation of the laity in aetivity eonneeted with 
the loeal monastie dead seems everywhere to have been restrieted, and this, in 
turn, may be refleeted in the literature. 

Confliet-potential or aetuaI-is a eonsistent theme in literary aeeounts of 

the deposition of the Buddhist dead. The War of the Relies, never aetually 
launehed, is an established element of the aeeounts of the death of the Buddha. 109 

Änanda's death and the deposition of his remains also takes plaee in a eontext 

marked by the threat of war between eompeting claimants for his remains. 11o 

But the eonfliet over the remains of Säripurra may be of partieular interest. 

Although the only eanonieal Päli aeeount of the death of Säripurra has either 
suffered-or been intentionally altered-in transmission, still it is clear from 

the Sa1lJyutta-nikaya aeeount that the eolleetion and preservation of Säriputra's 

remains was thought to have been an exclusively monastie affair. 111 The aeeount 
of these same events in the Mülasarvastivada-vinaya, however, presents a mueh 
more eomplieated situation. 112 Although, here roo, the initial eollection ofSäripu

tra's remains was undertaken by a monk, and they were taken possession of by 
the EIder Änanda, another monk, in this aeeount, the monastie claim co exclusive 

possession and aeeess is ehallenged by the wealthy layman AnäthapiQ.<;lada. He 
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approaches Änanda and asks for the remains, but Änanda flatly refuses. This 

conflict between ehe monaseic and lay claims ehen has co be mediaeed by ehe 

Buddha hirnself, who inieially seems co favor Anäehapil!Qada, and inseructs 

Änanda co hand over the remains. But ehae the redaccors of chis version did noe 

see chis eicher as a happy solution or as signaling ehe end of monaseic control seems 

apparent from what follows: Anathapil!Qada takes the remains and enshrines them 
in his own house, but this only restricts access to these relics in another way. 

People come co Anäthapil!Qada's house, but find the dOOf locked. They complain 

co ehe Buddha, who, as a resule, indicates ehae stüpas for deceased monks
although they might be erected by laymen-have co be erected within ehe 

confines of ehe monaseery. 
Although this quick summary does noe do justice co ehe eexe, a eext which 

deserves to be eranslated in full, ie at least suggests that ies author assumed or 

assereed the prioriey of an exclusive monastic claim co the remains of the monastic 

dead; it suggests that that claim at some point had been challenged, and that 
ehe monaseic response co ehe challenge had been, at best, ambivalent: it allowed 

lay participation and involvement, but it restricted it to the confines of the 
monastery and indicated that lay participation was co be governed by monas

tic rules. 
The account of the deposition of the remains ofSariputra in the Mülasarvästi

väda-vinaya is-in so far as we can now tell--only a scory; as such, it can only 

tell us whae its compiler or redaceor thoughe or wanted his intended audience 

to think. The same applies, as weIl, to the accounts in ehe Päli Udäna and 
Apadäna in wh ich the Buddha is presented as directing monks, and monks alone, 

co perform the funeral and build a stüpa for a deceased fellow monk, or co the 
account in the Päli Vinaya concerning a group of nuns doing the same for one 
of their deceased members. I), As of now ehere is, of course, no way co relate any 

of these geographically unlocalizable and largely undatable documents directly co 

any of our sites. The most that we can say is it appears that all of the compilers 
or redactors of these stories assumed or asserted that concern for the local monastic 
dead was originally and primarily a concern of monks and nuns, that the laity, 

if they were involved at all, were thought, or directed to be, only secondarily, 
even tangentially, involved. This assumption or assertion, moreover, would appear 

co have been widespread. 
These and other passages from the canonical literature deserve co be much 

more carefuily studied for what they can tell us about attitudes and ideas 

concerning the local monastic dead that various authors or redactors attributed 

co the Buddha. Ir is, however, very likely that they will not tell us very much, 
and this, perhaps, gives rise co the broadest generalization that we can make. 

The epigraphical and archaeological material we have looked at-although it 
coo requires much fuller study-already teils us some important things about 

the limitations of our literary sources. We know from the epigraphical and 
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archaeological sources, not only that the remains of the local monastic dead were 

housed in permanent structures that paralleled structures used to house the 

remains of the Buddha, but we know too that the relationship between the lotal 

dead and the structures that housed their remains was expressed exactly as was 
the relationship between the "dead" Buddha and his stüpa-that, in both cases, 
the structure was said to be "of" or "for" the person, not "of" or "for" his remains. 

We know that there was little, if any, chronological gap between stüpas for the 

Buddha and stüpas for the lotal monastic dead; that a considerable amount of 

effort and expenditure went toward ensuring the continuing presence of deceased 

purely lotal monks in their respective communities; that the remains of local 

monks were deposited in separate shrines near the main stüpa of some sites, or 
that the remains of several/ocal monks were deposited together in a single stl7pa. 

or-most commonly-in ordered groups of individual stiipas placed away from 
the central hub of the complex. We know that there were local, perhaps regional, 
definitions of "sainthood," and that the status of bhadanta or thera appears to 

have had more than merely ecclesiastical significance in actual communities; that 
the preoccupation with the lotal monastic dead was primarily and predominantly 

a monastic concern and activity. Finally-and perhaps most importantly-we 

know that these conceptions and practices concerning the local monastic dead 
were certainly current at SäficI, SonärI, Andher, Mathurä, AmarävatI, Bhäjä, 

Bedsä, and Känheri, and probably at a dozen or more widely separated actual 

sites, and that such activity was not only widespread, but in most cases very 
early. We know all of this from epigraphical and archaeological material. 

But almost none of this could have been clearly perceived, precisely under

stood, or even known from our canonical sources for the simple reason that all 
of it took place at a locallevel in actual monastic communities, and our canonical 
sources know nothing of-or say nothing about-the vast majority of the actual 

local sites at which we know early monastic Buddhism was practiced. There is, 
moreover, for the vast majority of such sites, no evidence that the canonical 

sources we know were known or used by the communities that lived there. These 
sources have, in this sense, no direct documentary value at all. If the study of 

Indian Buddhism is ever to be anything other than a study of what appears to 

be an idealizing and intentionally archaizing literature, if it is ever to deal 

directly with how this religion was actually practiced in actuallocal monasteries, 
these facts will have to be fully confronted, however uncomfortable that might be. 
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CHAPTER X 

On Avoiding Ghosts and 
Social Censure 

Monastic Funerals in the 
Mülasarvästiväda~vinaya 

FUNERAL RITES and burial practices in Indian Buddhist monasteries have received 
very litde scholarly attention. This is perhaps because such rites and practices, 

like those in so many other religious traditions, call dearly into question the 
degree to which purportedly official and purportedly central doctrines were 

known to the members of actual Buddhist monastic communities, or, if known, 

the degree to which they had actual impact on behavior. This may be particularly 
annoying to modern scholars of Buddhism because they seem to like official 

literary doctrine and seem to want to think-in spite of the apparent absence 
of good evidence-that it somehow had importance beyond a narrow cirde of 
scholastic specialists. Ir is, however, perhaps more certainly true that certain 

statements made by early and good scholars did litde to direct attention toward 

such rites and practices. Oldenberg, as early as 1881, said " ... the Vinaya texts 
are nearly altogether silent as to the last honours of deceased monks. To arrange 
for their cremation was perhaps committed to the laity."l T. W. Rhys Davids 

went even furcher only eighteen years later. "Nothing is known," he said, "of 

any religious ceremony having been performed by the early Buddhists in India, 

whether the person deceased was a layman, or even a member of the order. The 

Vinaya Piraka, which enters at so great length into all details of the daily life 

of the reduses, has no rules regarding the mode of treating the body of a 

deceased Bhikkhu."2 

That such statements would not have encouraged further research would 
hardly be surprising. If, too, they were entirely correct, ehere would be litde 

need for ir. But they are not. There are at least ewo things wrong with statements 

Originally published in Joumal 0/ Indian Philosophy 20 (1992): 1-39. Reprinted with stylistic 
changes with permission of Kluwer Academic Publishers. 
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of this kind. First of all , both Oldenberg and Rhys Davids-like so many scholars 

still-axiomatically assumed that evidence for Buddhist practices can only be 

found in texts, that texts and texts alone reflect what actually occurred. Ir does 

not seem co matter that there was and 1S clear epigraphical and archaeological 
evidence that proves that Buddhist monastic communities at SäficT, SonärT, 

Andher, and Bhojpur, at Bhäjä, Bedsä, and Känheri, at AmarävatI and Mathurä 

were concerned--even preoccupied-with ritually depositing and elaborately 
housing the remains of at least some of the local monastic dead. It does not 
seem to matter that a good deal of this evidence was available long before either 

Oldenberg or Rhys Davids were writing, or that a good deal of it dates co the 
earliest period of Buddhist monasticism of which we have certain knowledge.'\ 

But even if we put aside-as we must here-this epigraphical and archaeological 
evidence,4 the fact remains that both Oldenberg's and Rhys Davids' statements 

are still discortive. Both refer CO "the Vinaya," which meant for them, as it still 
means for many, only the Päli Vinaya. We now know, however, that the Päli 

Vinaya, in fact the Päli canon as a whole, is-in Norman's words-"a translation 
from some earlier tradition, and cannot be regarded as a primary source," that 
in some cases the Päli Vinaya is "markedly inferior" to the other Vinayas. and 

in some cases appears decidedly later. S Moreover, Csoma's analysis of the Tibetan 
'dul ba, published almost fifty years before Oldenberg, contained enough in 

summary form to make it clear that if the Päli Vinaya as we have it had "no 

rules regarding the mode of treating the body of a deceased Bhikkhll." the 
Miilasarvästiväda-vinaya did.6 Rockhill's extracts from the same Vinaya. which 

were published only two years after Oldenberg and six years before Rhys Davids, 
should have pur this beyond all doubt. 7 

This Mülasarvästiväda material was, and has remained, largely ignored while 

Oldenberg's, and especially Rhys Davids', assertions-although demonstrably 

discorted, if not entirely wrong-have come to be taken as established fact. 
Kane, for example, in his influential History o[ Dharmafästra, simply paraphrases 
Rhys Davids' remarks concerning the Buddhist treatment of their dead.8 This 

clearly will not do, and the Mülasarvästiväda material-available in part in 
Sanskrit in the Gilgit Manuscripts,9 in part in a partial and far-from-perfect 

Chinese translation,1O and in its entirety in the Tibetan Kanjur-needs co be 
brought into the discussion. There have al ready been limited and partial attempts 

co do this, notably by de La Vallee PoussinY What folIows, I hope, is a more 

concerted attempt to be added co those that have gone before though it remains 
very much in the category of the tentative: it is based on a far-from-full familiarity 
wirh rwo Vinayas; ir does not take into account the important monastic codes 

preserved in Chinese (but I hope might stimulate others to do so); ir does not 
solve-but, in fact, exiles to the forest of foornotes or ignores-numerous lexical, 

terminological, and textual problems encountered in these legalistic codes; it 
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merely suggests and does not neeessarily establish some possible lines of interpre
tation that might or might not prove fruitful. It does, I think, make more fully 
available some interesting data. 

There are literally dozens of referenees to the death of a local monk in both 

the Päli Vinaya and the Vinaya of the Mülasarvästivädins, but the bulk of these 
in both Vinayas occur in what at first sight might seem an unlikely plaee. In 
both Vinayas. the death of a local monk is treated most fuHy in their respective 

"section on robes or robe-material" (Crvara-vastu, Crvarakkhandhaka). The expla
nation for this, however, seems to be that the death of a local monk raised for 
the vinaya masters one of the same problems that death in almost every commu
nity, whether secular or religious, raises: the ptoblem of properey and inheritance. 
Since the "robe" was one of the primary pieces of personal properey that belonged 

to a monk, and since inheritance might be an imporeant means by which other 
monks might aequire robes, it is only natural that the disposition of a deceased 

monk's property would be discussed together with the other means of legitimately 
acquiring robes and the rules governing such acquisition. In the Päli Cft1arakkhan

dhaka. inheritance of a monk's property is neither heavily legislated nor encum

bered. The formal rules are kept to aminimum. Typieal is the first promulgation 
in this regard: two monks te nd to a siek monk who dies. They take the deceased 

monk's robe and bowl and repore his death to the Buddha. The latter says: 

Monks, the Order is the owner of the bowl and robes of a monk who passed 
away. But truIy those who te nd the siek are of great service. I allow you, 
monks, to give through the Order the three robes and the bowl co those 
who tended the sick. 12 

The formal procedure is then explained. This relative1y simple legislation becomes 

more complicated when the property of a dead monk is more extensive, when, 

for example, it involves both what the texts call "biens legers" (lahu-hha'lc/a, 

lahu-parikkhära) and "biens lourds" (garu-bha'lc/a, garu-parikkhära). H Bur on the 
whole, the Päli Vinaya legislates far fewer situations than does the Miilasart/ästi

t1äda-t'inaya and limits itself to the enunciation of a few general principles. The 
Miilasart'ästiväda-liinaya, on the other hand, devotes nearly thirey-five pages to 

the disposition of a dead monk's property, taking pains to make detailed rulings 
on a large range of specific situations. li! 

There has been a dear tendency to explain differences of this sort in the 

t'ina)'as as refleetions of differences of chronology, to see an increase in number 
and specificity of rules as an indication of later composition. Bur this explana
tion-although a favorite of Western scholars-is only one explanation, and a 

very narrow one at that. Ir compietely overlooks a number of other equally 
possible explanations. For example, what has been taken as a rdleetion of a 

chronologieal difference may, in fact, rdleet "sectarian" differences in legal rigor-
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ism that need not involve any chronological component at all. Looked at in this 

light, the Pali rules governing the disposition of a deceased monk's property 

may simply have been loose, if not lax. They would have allowed a fair amount 

of ambiguity and leeway for individual judgment. The compilers of the Mülasar

västiväda-vinaya appear to have intended to prevent both situations and to frame 

a far stricter and more comprehensive code, a code in which litde was left to 

an individual's or local community's discretion. The Mülasarvästit'äda-t'inaya 

may, then, represent a far stricter rule rather than a later one. 

The Mülasarvästiväda-vinaya also appears to be straightforward about the 

kind and range of problems that could have arisen in the distribution of a dead 

monk's property. It contains, for example, the following detailed case about a 

monk named U pananda, who had amassed a considerable estate. 15 After establish

ing its right to the estate, which was initially impounded by the King, the 

community at SravastI proceeded to distribute it among its resident monks. But 

then the monks from Saketa heard about Upananda's death and came to claim 

a share (asmäkam api bhadantopananda~ sabrahmacärf. asmäkam api tatsantako läbha~ 

präpadyata iti). As a result, the text says: bhik~ubhi~ pätayitvä tai~ särdha1lJ punar 

api bhäjita~, "after having brought (the estate) together again, the monks (of 

SravastT) once more divided it together with those (monks from Saketa)." But 

this was not the end. Monks from VaisalT, VaraQ.asT, Rajagrha, and Campa came, 

and the whole procedure had to be repeated again and again. The situation 

reached the point that, according to the text: bhik~ava~ pätayanto bhäjayantaf ca 

riiicanty uddefall.l Pä{ha1lJ sVädhyäya1lJ yoga1lJ manasikäram. "the monks (because 

they were always) bringing together and dividing (estates), abandon (their) 

instruction, recitation, study, yoga, and mental concentration."16 The Buddha 

is informed of the situation and as a consequence he declares: 

paiica kara'läni läbhavibhäge. katame parka. ga'l41 trida'l4akafl.1 caityafl.1 

flläkä jiiaptif? paiicakam. yo mrtaga'l4yäm äko!yamänäyäm ägacchati. tasya 

läbho deyaf? evafl.1 trida'l4ake bhä~yamä'le caityavandanäyäfl.1 kriyamä'läyäl1.l 

flläkä(yäm ä}caryamä'läyäm. tasmät tarhi bhi~savaf? sarvall.t 

mrtapari~kärafl.1 jiiaptifl.1 krtvä bhäjayitavyam. akopyafl.1 bhavi~yati. 17 

There are five occasions for the distribution of (a deceased monk's) posses
sions. Which five? The gong; the Trida'l4aka; the caitya; the ticket; the 
formal motion is the fiÜh. Who, when the gong for the dead is being 
beaten, comes-to hirn something is to be given. Ir is the same for when 
the Trida'l4aka is being recited, when the worship of the caitya is being 
performed, when tickets are being distributed, [when a formal motion is 
being made).IH Therefore, then, monks, having made a formal motion 
concerning all of the personal belongings of the deceased, they are to be 
distributed. Ir will be a fixed procedure [wh ich is then described].19 
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A passage such as this is an explicit recognition that Buddhist monastic 

communities had a wide range of potentially conflicting concerns and preoccupa

tions, all of wh ich were accepted as legitimate. Notice that concern with the 

distribution of a deceased monk's property is not here-nor in the Päli Cft1arak

khandhaka-in itself ever criticized. Ir is presented as perfectly legitimate. A 

problem arises or a situation requiring legislation appears only when that concern 

distracts monks or communities from other legitimate concerns. In the present 

case, there is no hint that one set of concerns was considered more important 

than the other; the problem was co accommodate both. Since there is no legislation 

in the Päli Vinaya for the particular situation addressed in this Mülasarvästivädin 

passage, and yet we know that the kinds of activities involved were known co, 

and recognized as legitimate concerns of a monastic community by, the compilers 

of the Päli Vinaya, we might be able co see in this Mülasarvästivädin passage 

another good example of the consistent tendency on the part of its compilers to 

insist on a far stricter and more comprehensive code than was framed in the Päli 

Vinaya. Again, chronological considerations need not enter in. It is, finaIly, also 

important CO note that this passage presents us with the first direcc indication 

of the intimate connection in the Ch'ara-lwtu of the Mülasarvästi'l'äda-t'inaya 

between the distribution of a deceased monk's property and what it presents as 

the proper performance of his funeral: the first of the occasions for the distribution 

mentioned in this passage, and very probably the second and third as weIl, are-as 

we shall see-particular moments in a Mülasarvästivädin monastic funeral. We 

know-again as we shall see-from a variety of Mülasarvästivädin sources that 

the sounding of "the gong or bell for the dead" (called variously the mrta-, anta

or mUrJ4ikä garJ4r in Sanskrit,20 and shi ba'i garJ4r or garJ4r mjug (v.I. 'jug) med pa 

in Tibetan 21
) was used "pour l'annonce d'une mort" and appears to have signaled 

the beginning of the formal funeral proceedings. n We also know that the 

recitation of the "TridaQ.<;laka,"2' or giving a recitation of Dhanlla (dharmafral1af!al!1 

datfal!/),2'l or of the Dhanlla connected with the impermanent" (mi rtag pa dang 

Jdcm pa'j rhos dag bshad nas)/) cook pI ace at the end of or during the cremation, 

and that "worshipping the Stüpa or rait)'a" (mchod rten la phyag 'tshal bar bya'o) 

appears co have formally terminated the proceedings as a whole. 26 

The moments chosen for the distribution of a dead monk's property do not 

appear co have been arbitrary but appear initially co have been elosely linked co 

significant moments in his funeral. The order in which they occur also does not 

appear to be arbitrary; it seems co reflect a sequence of moments that are 

increasingly removed from the moment of death and would appear co involve a 

decreasing degree of participation in the funeral activities. He "who, when the 

gong for the dead is being beaten, comes" is present and participates from the 

very commencement of the funeral. But he who comes "when the worship of 

the cdit)'e; is performed" need only be present at the end, and he who comes only 
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"when a formal motion is being made" need not have been present at all. That 

the first moment is first in more than just a numerical sense and involves both 

a priority in time and a priority of rights to inherit is virtually certain. If the 

distribution takes place at the first moment, there will be no others, and only 

those present at that moment could partake in the distribution. Priority of 

rights, therefore, seems directly linked co degree of participation in the funeral. 

Even if, it is important to note, one might argue that the recitation of the 

TridaIJe/aka and "the worship of the caitya" referred co here need not necessarily 

refer co moments in the funeral (boch activities, as we shall see below, occur in 

other contexts as well), still the principle holds: preference and priority are still 

given to those individuals "who, when the gong for the dead is being beaten, 

come"; there can be no doubt about whether this refers co participation in the 

funeral. Ir is also worth noting that the commencement of the funeral with the 

sounding of the gong significantly underlines its communal character; this means 

of summons is used only for activities that concern the entire community: it is 

used "pour la convocation des moines, ... rappel au travail, ... pour le repas," 

and "pour annoncer un danger.'>27 Ir is perhaps unnecessary to point out that 

by making physical presence at key moments of the funeral the determining 

factor in defining who had first rights to participate as a recipient in the 

distribution of the estate, the compilers of the Mülasart'ästit1äda-z'inaya assured 

or reinforced the communal character of the proceedings. 

The linkage between the distribution of a deceased monk's property and 

the performance of his funeral is, in fact, a central theme of one of the two 

promulgations of rules governing monastic funerals fouod in the Mülasart'ästi

t1äda-vinaya that we will look at here. This promulgation is the least known and 

consists of three interlocked texts that mark out individually what appear to 

have been considered the important elements of a monastic funeral. They are 

now found together, one after the other in the Clt1ara-t'astu. The edition of these 

texts published by Dutt is not always satisfaccory; although I cite his edition 

here, I have inserted in brackets at least the more important "corrections" that 

a study of the manuscript itself has indicated are required. Occasionally, I have 

also inserted the corresponding Tibetan in parentheses: 

I. frävastyä'!!l nidänam. tena kha!u samayenanyatamo bhikIur g!äno !ayane 

kä!agata~. amanuIYakeIüpapanna~. clvarabhäjako bhikIIJS tat!' layana,!!l 

pratieI!um ärabdha~. pätraclvaraftl bhäjayämtti. sa trzlreIJa paryatlasthänena 

lagut/am ädäyotthita~ kathayati: yävan mäm abhinirharatha [but ms: mamäbhi

nirharathal täzlat pätracftiaraftl bhäjayatheti (re zhig kho bo dur khrod du 

yang ma phYlmg bar lhung bzed dang gos 'ged par byed dam). sa sa,!!Jtrasto 

niIPaläyita~. 

etat prakaraIJaftl bhikIatlo bhagavata ärocayanti. 
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bhagavän äha: pürvaTf} tävan mrto bhik~ur abhinirhartatyaf?; pafcät tasya 
pätracrvara".l bhäjayitaryam iti. 28 

Although the sense of this text is generally elear, it is still not always easy 

co arrive at an alcogether smooth or satisfying translation. This is in large pare 

due co the language of the greater pare of the Mülasarvästiväda-vinaya, co what 

Levi calls "ses etrangetes," and co its "almost colloquial style."29 There is, for 

example, a heavy reliance on pronouns, and sometimes the same pronominal 

form is used in elose proximity with two entirely different referents. This, 

cogether with an even more general tendency toward elliptical expression, some

times requires that a good deal of padding be added co any translation. The 
Tibetan translacors have sometimes been forced in this direction. Moreover, each 

of the texts in this se ries employs a yävat ... tävat construction, the exaet sense 

of which is neither easy co determine nor easy co render into English, and there 

is some disquieting variation. The Tibetan translations-although suffieiently 

elear-seem co presuppose a slighcly different text as weil. Either that, or they 
have setcled for a far looser translation than usual. With these provisos, the first 

text may be translated: 

I. The setting was in SravastI. On this occasion a cerrain monk, being siek, 
died in his ceU. He was reborn among the nonhuman beings. The monk 
who was the distribucor-of-cobes started co enter the ceU (of the dead monk) 
saying "I distribute the bowl and robes." (But) he (the deceased monk) 
appeared there with intense anger wielding a club and said: "When you 
perform for me the removal of the body, (only) then do you effect a distribu
tion of (my) bowl and robe" (Tibetan: "How could one who had not even 
carried me out co the eremation ground effeet a distribution of (my) robe 
and bowl?").'o He (the distribucor-of-robes) was terrified and forced to flee. 

The monks ask the Blessed One eoncerning this matter. 
The Blessed One said: "Now first the removal of a dead monk is to 

be performed. Then his robe and bowl are co be distributed." 

Here we have legislated what appears to be the minimum funereal procedure 
that must be effected before any distribution of a dead monk's properey can take 

place. This procedure is here expressed by forms of the verb abhi-nir-Yhr:. This 
verb, or elose variants of it with or withouc the initial abhi-, is in fact something 

of a technical expression for the initial act of funereal proeedures described in 

a variety of Buddhist sources.'>! It also oceurs in Jain texts dealing with funerals.'2 

But even when this exact expression is not used, we find a whole series of parallel 

expressions-ädahanan.l nrtvä, fmafänan,l nftvä, tam ädäya dahana".l gatä~, ro bskyal 

nas. etc."-that indicate that the removal of the body, undoubtedly ritualized, 

was a first and minimal procedure involved in carrying out a monastic funeral 

or a funeral of any kind. It would appear, however, that the compilers of the 
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Mülasarvästiväda-vinaya did not eonsider this minimum proeedure co be neeessar

ily suffieient. After the passage eited above, the seeond in the series immedi

ately follows: 

II. frävastyä".1 nidänam. tena khalu samayenanyatamo bhik~ul? kälagatal? 

bhik~avas tam abhinirhrtya evam eva fmafäne chorayitvä llihäram ägatal? 

cfvarabhäjakas tasya layana1lJ praviual? pätracfvara".J bhäjayämtti. so 

'manu~ yake~upapannal?; lagu4am ädäyotthital? sa kathayati: yäl1an mama farfrapü

jä".J kurutha tävat pätracfvara".J bhäjayatheti (re zhig kho bo'i ro la 

mchod pa yang ma byas par chos gos dang lhung bzed 'ged par byed dam 

zhes). 

etat prakaraIJa".l bhik~avo bhagavata ärocayanti. 

bhagavän äha: bhik~ubhis tasya pürva1lJ farfrapüjii kartat'yeti. tatal? 

pafcät pätracfvara".J bhiijayitavyam. e~a iidfnavo {na} bha1'iuattti (nyes 

dmigs 'dir mi 'gyur ro, supporting Duet's (naj).,4 

II. The setting was in SrävaseT. On ehat oeeasion a certain monk died. The 
monks, having performed the removal of that oneCs body), having simply 
thrown it into ehe burning ground, returned co ehe llihiira. The distributor
of-robes entered his (the dead monk's) eell saying "I distribute the bowl 
and robe." He (ehe dead monk) was reborn among the non human beings. 
Wielding a club he appeared (in his ceH) and said: "When you perform 
the worship of the body for me, (only) then do you distribute (my) bowl 
and robe?" (Tibetan: "How could one who had not even performed the 
worshipping of my body effect a distribution of (my) robe and bowl?"). 

The monks asked the Blessed One concerning this matter. 
The Blessed One said: "By the monks ehe worship of the body for hirn 

(the deceased monk) is first to be performed. After that (his) bowl and robe 
are to be distributed. This will (otherwise) be a danger" (Tibetan: "There 
would noe be in this case a calamity/fault"). 

This seeond text, while indieating that the first proeedure was still required, 

indieates as weIl that it might not prove suffieient and provides separate legisla

tion for wh at appears co have been eonsidered a seeond neeessary component of 

a Malasarvästivädin monastie funeral. This proeedure is ealled here-and in a 

eonsiderable number of other plaees-Iarfra-püjä. And this is a term that, 

although widely eited, has not been earefully studied and perhaps, has been 

misunderstood. It has eommonly been taken co refer co the worship of relies, 

but I have reeendy tried to demonstrate "that farJra-püjä-whatever it involved

cook plaee after the body had been removed and taken to the cremation ground, 

but before it was cremated, before there eould have been anything like what we 

call 'relies,' ... " and that it is "fairly eertain that farfra-püjii involved ehe ritual 

handling or treatment of the body prior co cremation ... "''5 Not surprisingly, 

this seeond text played a part in that attempted demonstration: ie, perhaps better 
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than any other passage, points toward what farfra-pujä involved by clearly stating 

what its opposite was. Sarfra-pujä is presented in our passage as the opposite of, 

and correct alternative for "having simply thrown the body into the burning 

ground," or unceremoniously dumping it. That this alternative involved what 

we understand by the term "worship" seems unlikely, and, from this point of 

view at least, "worship of the body" is undoubtedly not a very good translation 

of farfra-pujä. I have retained it only to maintain some consistency with the way 

in which the term pujä is generally rendered.'6 The Päli sources here offer litde 

aid. In fact the term farfra-pujä, although found throughout Mülasarvästiväda 

literature, is curiously uncommon in Päli canonical literature outside of the 

Afabiiparinibbäna-Jlttta where it is not impossible that it-like several other lexical 

items there-may represent a borrowing from continental Sanskrit sourees. )7 

Although uncommon as weIl, a Päli parallel expression may be had in the term 

sarlra-kicca. but it, too, lacks apreeise definition, being defined only as "the 

duties of the body, i.e., funeral rites."'s 

We have, then, in these two texts the legislation of two distincr funereal 

procedures that appear to have been considered necessary to keep angry ghosts 

at bay and to allow the distribution of a dead monk's property to go forward 

unobstructed. These same two procedures, however, are by no means exclusive 

to a dead monk's funeral; they are also components of, for example, the funerals 

of the Kings Asoka ( ... fibikäbhir nirharitvä farlrapujäl!l krtt1ä) and Prasenajit 

( ... dur kbrod du skyo! cig ... 'di'i khog pa !a mchod pa !hag par bya ba),'<) and, 

therefore, do not specifically define a monastic funeral. Something more would 

appear to be required, and this is precisely what we find in the third and final 

text of this series: 

IH. fräl'aStyäl!1 nidiinam. tena kballl samayenanyatamo bhik~IIr gläno fayane 

kälagatal? Ja bhik~/tr ädahanaf!1 nltzlä farfrapüjä".' kr:tllä dagdhal? tato l/ibäram 

ägatal? [but rns: ägatä). cft'arabhäjakas tasya layana".' prazliual? sa lagll4am 

ädäyotthital?, tat täl'an [but rns. clearly na tällan, in this instance agreeing 
with Tibetan) ",äm uddifya dbarmafrat'af!am anuprayacchatha täz'ac cfl'arakäf!i 

bhäjayatbeti (re zhig bdag gi ched du (hos bsgrags pa ma byas par (hos gos mafTIs 

'ged par byed dam). 

etat prakaraf!a!!1 bhik~at'o bhagat'ata ärocayanti. 

bhagat'än äha: tam uddif)la dharmafratlaf!al!1 dattt'ä dakfif!äl!1 uddifya pafeäc 

(fl1arakäf!i bhäjayitatj'än/ti (de'i cbed du chos bsgrags pa dang / de'i ched du yon 

bsngo ba byas nas chos gos mams bgo bar bya'o). -10 

IH. The setting was in SrävastT. On that occasion a certain rnonk, being 
siek, died in his cell. After having brought hirn to the burning ground, 
(and) having perforrned (for hirn) the worship of the body, that (deceased) 
rnonk was erernated. After that they (the rnonks who had perforrned these 
procedures) returned ro the l/ihiira. The distributor-of-robes entered that 
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(dead monk's) cell. He (the dead monk) appeared wielding a club, saying 
"You do not yet give a recitation of Dharma for my sake, (but onIy) then 
are you to effect a distribution of my monastic robes" (Tibetan: "How could 
one who had not performed a recitation of Dharma for me effect a distribution 
of (my) robes?"). 

The monks ask the Blessed One concerning this matter. 
The Blessed One said: "Having given a recitation of Dharma in his 

(the deceased's) name, having directed the reward (to hirn), after that his 
monastic robes are to be distributed." 

213 

In this third and final text of the series, the monks, although they have 

performed the removal of the body as well as "the worship of the body," are still 

confronted by the belligerent ghost. He still has not relinquished ownership 

rights to his property. For that to happen one further-and, by implication, 

final-procedure appears to be required. This procedure is the most distinctively 

Buddhist of those so far met and appears co be particularly-perhaps exclu

sively-associated with monastic funerals. Although, as we have seen, both the 

"removal" and "the worship of the body" occur in the descriptions of the funerals 

of the Kings Prasenajit and Asoka, there is no reference in either account co a 

recitation of Dharma having been made for their sake or a transfer of the resulting 

merit to their account. This stands in clear contrast with what we often find in 

the accounts of funerals performed for monks or nuns. In the latter accounts, 

there is occasional reference either co a recitation of Dharma or co the transfer 

of merit or both. 41 The recitation and the transfer of merit are the last and 

apparently sufficient elements of a monastic funeral separately legislated here. 
They appear co achieve the definitive separation of the deceased monk from his 

property and to allow the distribution of that property to go forward unencum

bered. It is important to note that the monks who participate in the funeral 

generate the merit by giving a recitation of Dharma, and it is the monks who 

assign the merit CO the deceased. This appears CO be a straightforward case of 

religious merit being transferred or assigned CO one who did not produce it. l2 

This straightforward transfer of merit is, in fact, characteristic of many parts of the 

Mülasart'iistiviida-l/inaya, and this Vinaya contains as weIl numerous indications of 

its compilers' concerns with making such transfers co several categories of the 

dead.41 There is, however, more here. 

It is, of course, not simply the merit itself that allows the distribution of 

a dead monk's property to go forward. It is perhaps more the proper and 

complete performance ofhis funeral by the monks in attendance. The distribution, 

therefore, would appear to turn on two points: one, before the property is 

unencumbered, before any distribution can take place, a set of ritual procedures 

must be performed or a set of ritual obligations owed co the deceased must be 

met; two, those who participate in these rituals or in meeting these obligations 
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are-as the account ofUpananda's estate makes clear-precisely the same individ

uals who have a first and prior claim on the estate: "Who, when the gong for 

the dead is being beaten, comes-to hirn something is to be given .... " Ir is, 

moreover, almost certainly not accidental that the monks who perform or partici

pate in the dead monk's funeral are the monks who have the first rights and 

opportunities to receive or inherit the deceased's property. In fact, such an 

arrangement would appear to suggest that-at least-these Buddhist monastic 

regulations governing the distribution of a dead monk's property were framed 

to conform to, or be in harmony with, dassical Hindu laws or Dharmasastric 

conventions governing inheritance. In his History o[ Dharmafästra Kane says, for 

example, that "there was a dose connection between taking the estate of a man 

and performing the rites after death up to the 10th day," and "that it was 

obligatory on everyone who took the estate of another . . . to arrange for the 

rites after death and fräddha. ,,44 The Baudhäyana-Pitrmedha-sütra says that "proper 

cremation-rites" should be performed not only for one's mother, father, preceptor, 

etc., but also for any "person who leaves inheritance for one, whether he belongs 

to one's gotra or not."45 This congruency between Buddhist monastic rule and 

Hindu law is not only interesting,46 it is also in striking contrast with the apparent 

lack of congruency between the same Vinaya rule and formal Buddhist doctrine. 

There can be little question that the promulgation of this set of rules is 

based on a belief in an individual "personality" that survives after death. That 

"personality," moreover, was thought to retain an active interest in, and ownership 

rights to, his former possessions. The claims of that "person" had to be compen

sated before any distribution of those possessions could take place. This belief-it 

is important to keep in mind-was assumed and articulated by monks in a code 

of behavior meant to govern monks. Ir is not part of some ill-deflned lay or 

popular Buddhism; it is an element of official monastic Buddhism, and, precisely 

for that reason, its seemingly total lack of congruency with the supposedly 

fundamental Buddhist doctrine of the absence of a permanent self is even more 

striking. In speaking of the "traditional Buddhism" of the rural highlands of 

modern Sri Lanka, Gombrich has said that: 

thuugh the docrrine of anatta can be salvaged by the claim that the personal
ity continuing through aseries ofbirths has as much reality as the personality 
within une life, prärthanä for happy rebirths and the transfer of merit to 
dead relatives show that the anatta doctrine has no more affecrive immediacy 
with regard to the next life than with regard to this, and that belief in 
personal survival after death is a fundamental feature ofSinhalese Buddhism 
in practiceY 

The set of rules governing monastic funerals and inheritance that we have been 

looking at suggests the very real possibility that there is nothing new in the 
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modern Sri Lankan case. Ir suggests, as weH, the distinct possibility that purport

edly "fundamental" Buddhist doctrine may noe only have had little influence 

on lay Buddhist behavior, it mayas weH have had equaHy litde influence on 

even highly educated, literate monks.48 The implications of this possibility are, 

of course, far reaching, and there are some equally interesting implications for 

our understanding of monastic Buddhism in a second promulgation of rules 

concerning monastic funerals found in the Millasarvästiväda-l/inaya. 

Unlike the set of rules for monastic funerals that occur in the Clt'ara-l/astu, 

the second promulgation, perhaps because it is preserved as well in Chinese, has 
been referred to several times in the scholarly literature. In fact, apart from short 

or incidental references, we also have several paraphrases or summaries of the 
text: the earliest, perhaps, by Rockhill, based on the Tibetan;49 the fullest, based 

on the Chinese, by de La VaHee Poussin;50 and the most recent, again based on 

the Chinese, by SeidePI None of these paraphrases or summaries are, however, 
entirely satisfaccory from at least one point of view. This text, which is preserved 

in Tibetan in the Vinaya-k~udraka-vastu, does not link the proper performance 
of a monastic funeral with the distribution of a deceased monk's property as do 
the texts preserved in the Clvara-vastu. The text in the K~udraka-vast" is, rather, 

preoccupied with yet another problem that the death of a local monk would 
have raised for a Buddhist community. Unlike the Clvara-vastu texts, wh ich 

appear co respond co the kind of problems that such a death would occasion 

within the group--co what might be called "internal problems"-the text in 
the K~udraka-vastu appears co have been intended to respond co the kind of 

problems that such a death could occasion between that group and the larger 
world that surrounded it and on which it was almost entirely dependent. These 
external problems are most fuHy articulated not so much in the rules themselves 

but in the frame story that accounts for their promulgation, and it is this frame 

story that has suffered the most in the paraphrases. As a consequence, there are 
good reasons for citing here the Tibetan text as a whole. The text leite is based 
on the three Kanjurs available to me: the Derge, Peking, and Tog Palace: 52 

sangs rgyas beom ldan 'das mnyan yod na rgyal bu rgyal byed kyi tshal 
mgon med zas sbyin gyi kun dga' ra ba naa bzhugs so / 

mnyan yod na khyim bdag eil gnas pa des rigs mnyam pa las ehung ma 
blangs te / de de dang Ihan eig ces bya ba nas / bu pho zhig btsas te dec btsasd 

pa'i btsas ston zhag bdun gsum nyi shu geig tu rgya eher byas nas rigs dang 

mthune pa'i ming btags te bsrings bskyed f nas ehen por gyur to zhes bya ba'i 
bar snga ma bzhin no / 

ji tsam dus gzhan zhig na legs par gsungs pa 'i rhos 'dul ba la rab lu bpmg 

ba dang / de'i khams mag mnyam nas na bar gyur te / de rlsa ba dang / sdong 
bu dang / me tog dang / 'bras bu'i sman dag gis rim gro byas na ma phan te 

dus las 'das so / 
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de dge slong dag gis Ihung bzed dang beas / ehos gos dang beas par h lam 

dang nye ba zhig tu bor ro / 

ji tsam na lam de nas bram ze dang khyim bdag 'gro ba de' dag gis Je 
IIIthong ste / de fli j kha rig gis smras pa / shes k ldan dag fäkya 'i bu I zhig 

dliS las 'das so / gzhan dag gis smras pa / tshur sheg m blta bar b)'a'o / nde 

dag gis mthong nas ngo shes te de dag gis smras pa / shes ldan dag 'di ni 

khyim bdag ehe ge mo'i bll yin te / dge sbyong fäkya'i bu pa mgon med pa 

rtlalllS kyi nang du rab tu bpmg bas gnas skabs 'di 'dra bar gyur to / 'di dag gi 

nang du rab tu byltng bar ma gy"r na deo nye dll dag gis 'di rim gro byas 

par 'gplr ba zhig / 

skabs de beom ldan 'das la dge slong dag gis gsol ba dang / bwm ldan 

'das kyis bka' stsal pa / dge slong dag de Ita bas na gnang gis dge slong shi 

ba'i rill/ gro bya'o / brolll Idan 'das kyis dge slong shi ba'i rim gro b)'a'o zhes 

gSlings P pa dang / dge slong dag ji Itar rim gro bya ba ",i shes nas / beo", 

Idan 'd(IS kyis bka' stsal pa / bsregY. bar bya'o / 

bwm Idan 'das kyis bsreg par bya'o zhes gmngs pa dang / beom ldan 'das 

la tshe dang Idan pa nye ba 'khor gyis zhlls pa / btslln pa bcom ldan 'das kyis 

Im 'di la srin b,/i rigs brgyad khri yod do zhes gang gSllngs pa de dag ji fta b" 

l'lgs / brom ldan 'das kyis bka' stsal pa / nye ba r 'khor de skyes S ma thag tll 

de dag kyang skye la / shi ba'i tshe de dag kyang 'chi lJIod kyi 'on kyang rma'i 

sgo rnams m brtags te bsreg par bya '0 / 

bcolII Idan 'das kyis bsreg par bya'o zhes gSllngl ba dang / shing ",a 

'byor nas skabs de brom Idan 'das la dge slong dag gis gsol ba dang / bcom 

/dan 'das kyis bka' stsal pa / ehll klllng dag tll dor bar bya'o / chll klllng med 

rias bco1!J Idan 'das kyis bka' stsal pa / sa brkos te gzhug par bya '0 / dbyar kha 

sa yang 'thas la shing yang srog (hags (an du gy"r nas / beom Idan 'das kyis 

bka' stsal pa / thibs po 'i ph)'ogs 511 mgo byang phyogs Sll bstan te sngas 511 

rtsl'a'i u bam po bzhag la glo g-yas pas bsnyal te rtsl'a' 'am 10 ma'i tshogs 

kyisW g-yogs la yon bsngo zhing rgYllnx (hags gSllfll gyi rhos mnyan pa byin 

nas 'dong bar bya '0 / 

dge slong dag de bzhin du dong ba dang / bram ze dang khyim bdag dag 

fakya'i bll'i dge sbyong rnams fli ro bskyal flas khrus mi byed par de bzhin 

'dong ste gtsang sbra med do / zhes 'phya bar byed flas / skabs de bco", Idan 

'dm I" dge slong dag gis gsol ba dang / brom ldan 'das kyiJ bka' stsal pa / de 

bzhin du 'dong bar lIIi bya 'i 'on kyang khrm bya '0 / de dag thams cad bkm bar 

brtsams pa d,mg / brom ldan 'das kyis bka' stsal pa / thams cad krus mi bya'i 

gang dag reg pa de dag gis gos dang bcas te bkm bar bya'o / gzhan dag gis ni 

rkang lag nyi tshe bkm bar bya '0 / 

de .lag mrhod rteJJ la phyag fit! 'tshal UaJ I beom Idall 'das kyis bka' stsal 

pa / ",rhod rteJJY la phyag 'tshal bar bya'o 

NOTES 

a. P omits na. b. P geig. c. P omits btsas te deo d. P bcas. e. P 'thlln. f. P 
bskyad. g. T mi. h. P bad. i. P da. j. T na. k. P shas. 1. T adds pa after bll. 
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m. T shog. n. T has an additional de before Je dag gis. o. T omits de. p. P 
gsangs. q. P bsregs. r. P, T bar; the name is commonly spelled nye bar 'khor. 
s. T skyed. t. P gsung. U. P rtsa'i. V. P rca. W. P kyas. X. P, T rgyud. y. P, T 

both add dag after rten. 

The Buddha, the Blessed One, dwelt in SrävaStI, in Prince Jeta's Grove, 

in the park of AnäthapiQ9ada. 
In SrävastI there was a certain householder. He took a wife from a 

family of equal standing and, having laid with her, a son was born. Having 
performed in detail for three times seven, or twenty-one, days the birth 

ceremonies for the newborn son, he was given a name corresponding to his 
gotra (trf1Ji saptakäny ekavin;tfatidivasäni vistare1Ja jätasya jätimaha1!1 k~tl'ä; 

gotränurüpan;1 nämadhe)lan;l vyavasthäpita1l,l). 53 His upbringing, to his maturity, 
was as before. 54 

When, at another time, he (the householder's son)5,) had entered (the 

Order of this) well-spoken Dharma and Vinaya. his bodily humors having 

become unbalanced, he fell ill. Although he was attended with medicines 
made from roots and stalks and flowers and fruits, it was of no use and he 

died (sa . .. millaga1J4apatrapu~papha!abhai~ajyair "pasthryamäno na st'asthrbha
vati ... sa ca kälagata~). 56 

The monks left hirn (i.e., his body), together with his robe and bowl, 

near a road. 
Later, brahmins and householders who were out walking saw hirn 

from the road. One said, referring to hirn: "Good Sirs, a Buddhist monk 
(fäkyapllfra) has died." Others said: "Come here! Look at this!" When they 
looked, they recognized the dead monk and said: "Good Sirs, this is the 
son of such and such a householder. This is the sort of thing that happens 
when someone joins the Order of those lordless Buddhist fraflla1Jas. Had 
he not joined their Order, his kinsmen would have performed the funeral 
ceremonies for him."57 

The monks reported this matter to the Blessed One, and the Blessed 
One said: "Now then, monks, with my authorization, funeral ceremonies 
for a (deceased) monk are to be performed" ("Bhik~us, il faut rendre les 
derniers devoirs au cadavre").58 Although it was said by the Blessed One 
"funeral ceremonies for a deceased monk are to be performed," because the 

monks did not know how they should be performed, the Blessed One said: 
"(A deceased monk) is to be cremated." 

Although the Blessed One said: "(A deceased monk) should be cre

mated," the Venerable Upäli asked the Blessed One: "Is that which was 
said by the Reverend Blessed One-that there are 80,000 kinds of worms 
in the human body-not so?" The Blessed One said: "Upäli, as soon as a 

man is born, those worms are also born, so, at the moment of death, they 
too surely die. Still, (only) after examining the opening of any wound, is 

the body to be cremated" ("Quand le corps presente des ulceres, on doit 
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voir s'il n'y a pas d'animaux, et alors le bnller." "Si le cadavre ades plaies, 
on ne peut le bnller qu'apres avoir verifie s'il n'y a pas de vers").59 

Although the Blessed One said (a deceased monk) is to be cremated, 
when wood was not at hand, the monks asked the Blessed One concerning 
this matter, and the Blessed One said: "The body is to be thrown inro a 
river." When there is no river, the Blessed One said: "Having dug a grave, 
it is to be buried." When it is summer and both the earth is hard and the 
wood is fuH of living things ("En ett\ la terre est humide et fourmille 
d'animaux"; "[er) en ete, [quand} la terre est humide et fourmille de vers 
et d'insects?")/JO the Blessed One said: "In an isolated spot, with its head 
pointing north, having put down a bundle of grass as abolster, having laid 
the corpse on its right side, having covered it with bunches of grass or 
leaves, having directed the reward (ro rhe deceased),61 and having given a 
recirarion of rhe Dhanna of the Trida'l4aka, rhe monks are to disperse."62 

The monks dispersed accordingly. But then brahmins and householders 
derided them saying: "Buddhist frama'las, after carrying away a corpse, do 
not bathe and yet disperse like that. They are polluted." The monks asked 
the Blessed One concerning this marter, and the Blessed One said: "Monks 
should not disperse in that manner, but should bathe." They all started to 
bathe, but the Blessed One said: "Everyone need not bathe. Those who 
came in conract (with the corpse) must wash themselves together with 
their robes. Others need only wash their hands and feet." 

When the monks did not worship the stupa, the Blessed One said: 
"The stupa (v.I. stupas) is to be worshipped" ("Renrres au couvenr, ils ne 
veneraienr pas le caitya. Le Bouddha dit: 'n faut venerer le caitya' ").63 

Anyone who has read even a litde Vinaya will immediately recognize this 

promulgation of rules as yet another instance-although perhaps a particularly 

striking one-of the preoccupation of the compilers of these codes with avoiding 

social censure. This preoccupation-which not infrequendy appears obsessive

has been described in a number of ways. Horner has said, for example, in referring 

to the Päli Vinaya: 

For the believing laity, though naturally not to the forefronr in the Vinaya. 
are in a remarkable way never absenr, never far distanr ... thus the Vinaya 

does not merely lay down sets of rules whose province was confined to an 
inrernal convenrual life. For this was led in such a way as to allow and 
even to encourage a certain degree of inrercommunication with the lay 
supporters and followers, no less than with those laypeople who were not 
adherenrs of the faith. What was importanr, was that the monks should 
neither abuse their dependence on the former, nor alienate the latter, but 
should so regulate their lives as to give no cause for complainr. With these 
aims in view, conduct that was not thought seemly for them to indulge in 
had to be carefully defined, and it became drafted in rule and precept. 64 
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EIsewhere, Horner again says: "Ir must be remembered that it was considered 

highly important to propitiate these (lay followers], to court their admiration, 
to keep their allegiance, to do nothing to annoy them. ,,65 Bur she also raises 

another point that may be germane to our K~udraka-vastu passage and-when 

seen in a certain light--only underscores the curious absence of such a passage 

in the Päli Vinaya. She says: "We cannot tell with any degree of accuracy the 

historical order in which the rules [in the VinayaJ were formulated," bur she 

notes that "it is, however, more likely that the majority of the rules grew up 
gradually, as need arose, and are the outcome of historical developments that 
went on within the Order."66 

Horner's observations concerning the monastic sensitivity to lay values are 

important for a full understanding of our passage because there can hardly be a 

doubt that this passage-and the rules promulgated there--concern two related 

topics on which any even partially brahmanized social groups would have been 
acutely sensitive: death and pollution. Malamoud has not only said that "le rituel 

funeraire est le Sa1l}Skära par excellence," but has noted as well that "les injonctions, 
les instrucrions techniques et les justifications theologiques qui traitent de la 
maniere dont les vivants doivent se comporter a l'egard des morts forment une 

part considerable de la litterature normative de l'Inde brahmanique (hymnes 
vediques, BrähmaQ.a, Kalpasütra, Dharmasütra et Dharmasästra). Le rituel funer

aire ... frappe par sa richesse, sa complexite, sa coherence." "Le service des 

morts," he says, ''l'institution des morts pesent d'un poids tres lourd dans la vie 
des Indiens qui se rattachent en quelque maniere au brahmanisme."67 Much the 

same, of course, has been said of"purity" and "pollution." "Normative literature," 
says Dumont, "the literature of the dharma or religious law, has purification 
(fuddhi) as one of its main themes, the impurity resulting from birth and death 

being specially designated äfauca ... Family impurity is the most important: 
it is that of birth (siitaka) and above all death."68 

As the sources cited especially by Malamoud would indicate, the brahmanical 
preoccupation with the proper ritual treatment of the dead was not only broad 

bur very old. Ir would presumably have informed and presumably have framed 
the attitudes of any brahmanical or brahmanized community that Buddhist 

monastic groups came into contact with, and such contact must have been early 
and frequent, at least in the middle Gangetic plains: the area including SrävaStl, 

KausämbI, Räjagrha, VaisälI, etc. Any disregard of such set attitudes in the 

surrounding population, especially of those touching on the treatment of the 
dead and pollution, would have opened the Buddhist monastic community to 
immediate criticism and opprobrium. Such criticism would have been especially 

strong if the case involved a deceased individual who had originally been a 
member of the local group, an individual whose history and birth were widely 

known. The compiler of our K~udraka-vastu passage seems, in fact, to have 
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encountered or envisioned just such a situation. He seems to have taken some 

pains to clearly indicate that the deceased monk had been born from a perfectly 

regular, normatively sanctioned marriage; that the full complement of normative 

birth rituals had been performed for hirn; that he had been named according to 

his gotra. The proper performance of ritual that accompanied his birth, however, 

only provides astronger contrast for the initial total disregard of normative 

procedures in regard to his death on the part of the Buddhist monastic community. 

The response such disregard is said to have provoked seems entirely believable

even the language seems particularly appropriate here: "Come here! Look at this! 

... This is the sort of thing that happens when someone joins the order of those 

lordless Buddhist framalJas." Such behavior would most certainly have alienated 

"those laypeople who were not adherents of the faith," and almost certainly 

would not have been long-tolerated by either that group or-importantly-the 

Buddhist community that had to interact with and depend on it. In fact, unless 
the extent and depth of brahmanical attitudes among actual communities have 

been badly overestimated-and this is not impossible-it is almost inconceivable 

that such blatant disregard of established custom and local feeling would not 
have been immediately checked and regulated "in rule and precept." Bur this 

would, in turn, suggest that such rules, regardless of where they now occur, 

would probably have been in place very early on, and would suggest that a 

Virlclya which-like the Päli Vinaya--did not contain such rules would have 

been poorly equipped to deal with monastic communities in elose contact with 
brahmanical societies. The first of these suggestions has historical implications: 

it may be that this set of rules-like much else in the Mülasart1ästit1äda-t'inaya-is 

very old indeedY) The second may underscore the importance of geography 

for understanding the various monastic codes: a monastic code framed in a 

predominantly brahmanical area would almost certainly-regardless of chrono

logieal eonsiderations-eontain rules and sets of rules that may differ from or not 

be included in codes redaeted in, or meant for, communities in, say, predominantly 
"tribai" areas. Local or regional standards may have determined a good deal. 

But if this second promulgation of rules coneerning the loeal monastie dead 
in the Mülasart'ästit'äda-t1inaya was, unlike the first, intended to respond to a 

partieularly sensitive concern of the larger social group with which Buddhist 
monastic eommunities had to interact, and from which they drew recruits and 

economic support, still the funereal procedures that it prescribed were essentially 

similar to those of the first promulgation. Formal removal of the body

abhinirhära-though not explicitly mentioned in the rules, is taken for granted 

throughout: the body is not to be casually dumped by the road side; there is 

clear reference to the monks having carried away the corpse (fäkya'i bu'i dge 

sbyong rnams ni ro bskyal nas) in the remarks of the brahmins and householders 

concerning monks not having washed. Although the term farfra-püjä / ro la 
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mchod pa is not explicitly used, rim gro bya ba-which generally translates some 

form of sarV kr-is, contextually, clearly its equivalent here: whereas in Crz'ara

vastu II farrra-pujä is the prescribed alternative to simply dumping the body in 

the burning ground, satkära here is the prescribed alternative to throwing it 

unceremoniously alongside the road.70 The K~udraka-t'aStu passage differs, co be 

sure, in stipulating certain contingencies when alternative means of disposal 

could be used, but, in doing so, it only emphasizes the fact that the first cho;ce 

in normal circumstances was cremation. The two related elements in the Crl'ara

vastu monastic funeral that appear co be both most peculiarly Buddhist and, 

perhaps, restricted co funerals for monks-the recitation of Dharma and the 

transfer of merit-are also both explicitly mentioned and taken for granted. 

Although only actually mentioned after the last of the series of alternative means 

of disposal, it seems fairly certain it was co be underscood that both the recitation 

and the transfer of merit were to follow whichever alternative was undertaken. 71 

We have seen, then, in this quick look at these passages from the Afl7lasatTästi

väda-vinaya two sets of similar and mutually supplementary rules meant to 

govern a monastic funeral. Contrary co the old and established conventional 

wisdom, they establish that Buddhist Vinaya texts are by no means "nearly 

altogether silent as co the last honours of deceased monks," and they point to 

yet another concern in regard to which the Päli Vinaya, as we have it, appears 

to be markedly deficient and possibly unrepresentative. Together with various 

narrative accounts scattered throughout Mülasarvästivädin literature, they also 

allow us to reconstruct the complete outline of a Mülasarvästivädin monastic 

funeral, from the tolling of the bell to the postfuneral bath, and they indicate 

that the laity were allowed no place in these procedures, that the funeral of a 

local monk was an exclusively monastic affair where participation was limited 
to monks and monks alone. 72 Even more than this, they allow us entree into 

the mentality and concerns of the Vinaya masters who framed this code. They 

allow us co see learned monks and Vinaya authorities framing rules that were 

intended co avoid ghosts73 and were preoccupied with the problems of inheritance 

and estates; monks concerned with carefully regulating behavior co avoid social 
censure; and monks-perhaps most importantly-who appear co have been 

influenced and motivated as much by Indian mores, beliefs, and legal conventions 

as by specifically Buddhist doctrines. They allow us to see, in short, a Buddhist 

monk who is far more human, and far more Indian, than the monk we usually 
meet in the works of Western scholarship. 74 

Textual Sources Cited and Abbrel/iations 

The following notes contain several abbreviated titles of texrual sources that 

differ from the listing at xv-xvii. These include: 
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ACF = Annuaire du college de frant-e 
Angultara = R. Morris and E. Hardy, eds., The Angultara-Nikaya, Vols. i-v (London: 

1885-1900). Cited by volume number and page. 
AZladiinafataka = J. S. Speyer, ed., Avadiinafataka. A Century of Edifying Tales be/onging 

to the Hlnayäna, Bibliotheca Buddhica, IU, Vols. i and ii (St.-petersbourg: 1906-
1909). Cited by volume, page, and line. 

Divyävadiina = P. 1. Vaidya, ed., Divyävadiina, Buddhist Sanskrit Texts, 20 (Darbhanga: 
1959). Cited by page and line. 

JOIB = journal of the Oriental Institute, Baroda 
Mahäparinirvä'la-sutra = E. Waldschmidt, ed., Das MahäparinirvärJasütra. Text in Sanskrit 

und Tibetisch, verglichen mit dem Päli nebst einer Übersetzung der chinesischen Entsprechung 
im Vinaya der Mulasarvästivädins, Teil I, Abhandlungen der Deutschen Akademie 
der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, Philosophisch-Historische Klasse, Jahrgang 1949, 
Nr. 1 (Berlin: 1950); Teil 11, Abhandlungen ... zu Berlin, Klasse für Sprachen, 
Literatur und Kunst, Jahrgang 1950, Nr. 2 (Berlin: 1951); Teil IU, Abhandlungen 
.. , und Kunst, Jahrgang 1950, Nr. 3 (Berlin: 1951). Cited according to the 
"Vorgänge" and section numbers imposed on his restored text by Waldschmidt. 

Päli Vinaya = H. Oldenberg, The Vinaya Pi(aka"J. One 0/ the Principal Buddhist Holy 
Scriptures in the Pali Language, Vols. i-v (London: 1879-1885). Cited by volume, 

page, and line. 
Pral!rajyävastu = C. Vogel and K. Wille, eds., Some Hitherto Unidenti/ied Fragments 0/ the 

Pravrajyävastu Portion of the Vinayavastu Manuscript found near Gi/git, Nachrichten 
der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen I. Philologisch-Historische Klasse, 
Jahrgang 1984, Nr. 7 (Göttingen: 1984). Cited by page or folio number and line. 

Rab tu 'byun ba'i gii = H. Eimer, ed., Rab tu 'byun ba'i gii. Die tibetische Übersetzung des 
Pravrajyävastu im Vinaya der Mulasart'ästivädins, Teil i-ii, Asiatische Forschungen, 
Bd. 82 (Wiesbaden: 1983). Cited by volume, page, and line. 

Udäna = P. Steinthal, Udäna (London: 1885). Cited by page and line. 

Notes 

1. H. Oldenberg, Buddha. Sein Leben, seine Lehre, seine Gemeinde (Berlin: 1881) 384 
n; H. Oldenberg, Buddha. His Li/e, His Doctrine, His Order, trans. W. Hoey (London: 
1882) 376 n. 

2. T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist Suttas, Sacred Books of the East, XI (Oxford: 1900) 
xliv-xlv. In light of the references by both Oldenberg and Rhys Davids to the Vinaya, 
it is worth noting that there is good evidence for suggesting that the Mahäparinibbäna
sutta-which contains, of course, elaborate rules for funerals-was originally apart of 
the Päli Vinaya: see 1. Finot, "Textes historiques dans le canon päli," JA (932) 158; 
Finot, "Mahäparinibbäna-sutta and Cullavagga," IHQ 8 (932) 241-246; E. Obermiller, 
"The Account of the Buddha's Nirväl)a and the First Councils according to the Vinayak~u
draka," IHQ 8 (932) 781-784; E. Frauwallner, The Earliest Vinaya and the Beginnings of 
Buddhist Literature, Serie Orientale Roma, VIII (Roma: 1956) 42ff. There are also indica
tions that when read as a piece of l'inaya, a number of puzzling elements in the Mahäparinib
bäna-sutta begin to make much better sense; see below nn. 46 and 72. 

3. For a discussion of the differential treatment of archaeologicallepigraphical and 
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texrual sources, see G. Schopen, "Archaeology and Protestant Presuppositions in the 
Srudy ofIndian Buddhism," Ch. I above. One might suspect, moreover, that the inclination 
to locate Buddhism in canonical texts has had an inhibiting influence even on anthropolog
ical investigations. C. F. Keyes, for example, says, quoting Rhys Davids: "Because both 
men [i.e. two modern Thai "Saints"] were considered to be Buddhist saints, their deaths 
were interpreted in terms of Buddhist ideas about death and its aftermath. There is real/y 

only one soum tor these ideas. particularly since nothing is said in the Vinaya, the discipline 
incumbent upon monks, about the disposal of the corpses of members of the Sangha 
(Rhys Davids: xlv); and that is in the account of the death of the Buddha hirnself as 
given in the Mahäparinibbäna sutta" (c. F. Keyes, "Death of Two Buddhist Saints in 
Thailand," Charisma and Sacred Biography, ed. M. A. Williams, JAAR Thematic Srudies, 
XLVIII/3 and 4 [n.d.] 154; my emphasis). This seeming restriction of "Buddhist ideas" 
to canonical texts appears especially odd coming from an anthropologist. In fact, Keyes 
hirnself has done perhaps more than anyone else writing on Southeast Asia to show that 
"Buddhist ideas about death" can come from a variety of sources: C. F. Keyes, "Tug-of
war for Merit: Cremation of a Senior Monk," Journal 0/ the Siam Society 63.1-63.2 (975) 
44-62; P. K. Anusaranasäsanakiarti and C. F. Keyes, "Funerary Rites and the Buddhist 
Meaning of Death: An Interpretative Text for Northern Thailand," Journal 0/ the Siam 

Society 68.1 (980) 1-28; cf. S. ). Tambiah, "The Ideology of Merit and the Social 
Correlates of Buddhism in a Thai Village," Dialectic in Practical Religion, ed. E. R. Leach 
(Cambridge: 1968) 41-121, esp. 88-99; ete. To my knowledge there has been no work 
done on monastic funerals and little on the disposal of the dead in general in Sri Lanka, 
for example, in spite of the fact that we have a reasonably detailed description of a 
monastic funeral wh ich took place there in the fifth century from Fa-hsien, ARecord 0/ 
the Buddhist Countries. trans. Li Yung-hsi (Peking: 1957) 83-84. (For some incidental 
references to monastic funerals in Tibet and Tibetan speaking areas, see T. Wylie, 
"Mortuary Customs at Sa-Skya, Tibet," HJAS 25 [1964-1965] 229-242; M. Brauen, 
"Death Customs in Ladakh," Kailash 9 [1982} 319-332; C. RambIe, "Starus and Death: 
Mortuary Rites and Attitudes to the Body in a Tibetan Village," Kailash 9 [1982] 
333-356; T. Skorupski, "The Cremation Ceremony according to the Byang-gter Tradi
tion," Kadash 9 [1982] 361-376; ete.) Ir is, finally, worth noting that although an 
immense amount of work has been done on Medieval Christian monasticism, reiatively 
linIe has been done on monastic funerals; see, however, for some interesting comparative 
and contrastive material, L. Gougaud, "Anciennes coutumes clausrrales. La mort du 
moine," Revue mabdlon (929) 283-302;). Leclercq, "Documents sur la mon des moines," 
Revue mabdlon (955) 165-179; (956) 65-81; ).-L. Lemaitre, ''L'inscription dans les 
necrologes clunisiens, Xle_XIIe siecles," La mort au moyen age. Col/oque de I'association des 

historiens mediit/istes franfais reunis Ci Strasbourg en juin 1975 all palais universitaire (Strasbourg: 
1977) 153-167; ). -L. Lemai tre, "La mon et la commemoration des defunts dans Ies 
prieures," Prieurs et prieures dans l'occident medieval, ed. ).-L. Lemaitre (Geneve: 1987) 
181-190; L. Gougaud, Devotions et pratiques ascitiques du moyen age (Paris: 1925) 129-142 
("Mourir sous le froc"); ete. 

4. For a preliminary survey and discussion of this evidence, see G. Schopen, "An 
Old Inscription from AmarävatT," Ch. IX above. 

5. K. R. Norman, "The Value of the Päli Tradition," Jagajjyoti' Buddha Jayanti 

Annual (Calcuna: 1984) 1-9, esp. 4, 7; cf. K. R. Norman, "Päli Philology and the Srudy 
of Buddhism," The Buddhist Heritage. Buddhica Britannica, Series Continua I (Tring, 
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U.K.: 1989) 29-53; also see the much earlier S. Levi, "Observations sur une langue 
precanonique du bouddhisme,"JA (912) 495-514, esp. 511. 

6. A. Csoma de Körös, "Analysis of the Dulva," Asiatic Researches 20 (1836) 41-93, 
esp. 71, 89; cf. A. Csoma de Körös, Analyse du Kandjour, traduite et augmentee par L. 
Feer, Annales du musee guimet, 2 (Lyon: 1881) 175, 192, 194. 

7. W. W. Rockhill, The Lift of the Buddha and the Early Histary of His Order deritled 
/rom Tibetan Works in the Bkah-hgyur and Bstan-hgyur (London: 1884) 112, 116, 150, ete. 

8. P. V. Kane, History of Dharmafästra, Vol. IV (Poona: 1953) 234-235. The idea 
that "the Vinaya" treats "all details of the daily life of the recluses" rather than simply 
the staggering number of areas in which there were problems remains with us: "As the 
sa!igha evolved, regulations developed governing the cenobitical life. These ordinances, 
preserved in the Vinaya Pi~aka of the Päli Canon, detail every aspect of the lives of 
monks and runs [read: nunsJ in the sangha"; K. G. Zysk, Asceticism and Healing in Ancient 
India. Afedicine in the Buddhist Monastery (Oxford: 1991) 39. If such characterizations of 
the scope of "the Vinaya" are accepted, then we are stuck with an interesting irony: " ... 
les Vinayapi{aka ... ne soufflent mot des nombreuses pratiques spirituelles, meditations, 
recueillements, ete., qui constiruaient l'essence meme de la 'religion' bouddhique" (A. 
Bareau, "La construction et le culte des stüpa d'apres les Vinayapi~aka," BEFEO 50 [1960) 
249). To say that the Vinayas "ne soufflent mot" about such matters is too strong, bur 

the point remains: if we had ro judge by the Vinayas, we would have to conclude that 
"pratiques spiriruelles" had little, if any, place in the daily life of monks and nuns. 

9. See most recently A. Yuyama, Systematische Übersicht über die buddhistische Sanskrit
Literatur. Erster Teil. Vinaya-Texte, Hrsg. H. Bechert (Wiesbaden: 1979) 12-33; K. Wille, 
Die Handschriftliche Überlieferung des Vinayat1astlt der Millasart'ästiz'ädin, Verzeichnis der 
Orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland. Supplementband 30 (Sruttgart: 1990). 

10. Histoire du bOllddhiwle indien, 187, for example, refers to the Chinese translation 

as "mediocre et incomplere"; E. Frauwallner, The Ear/iest Vinaya and the Beginnings of 
Bllddhist LiteratlIre, 195, says it "is not only incomplete bur also full of gaps." "The 
Chinese translation," he says, "is also much less exact than the Tibetan one." Levi,JA 
(912) 509, had even earlier said: "Du Vinaya des Müla-Sarvästivädins, nous avons deux 
traductions: une en chinois, par Yi-tsing, du type des 'beIles infideles'; une aurre en 
tibetain, scrupuleusement litterale." J. W. de Jong, "Les siltrapi{aka des sarvästivädin et 
des mülasarvästivädin," /1Mlanges d'indianisme Ci la memoire de LOllis Renou (Paris: 1968) 

401, has, "en comparant les versions chinoise et tibetaine du Vinaya des Mülasarvästi
vädin," argued that some of these characterizations are unjustified, that some of the 
omissions in I-tsing's translation can be accounted for since "les manuscrits de Gilgit 

prouvent qu'il [I-tsing) a du traduire une recension plus breve"; bur see also E. Huber, 
"Etudes bouddhiques 1.-Les fresques inscrites de Turfan," BEFEO 14 (914) 1?)-14. 

11. See below and n. 50. 
12. Päli Vi naya , i, 302ff; 1. B. Horner, The Book of the Discipline, Vol. IV (London: 

1951) 434ff; for some discussion on the problems of inheritance and the Päli Vinaya, 
see U. Gaung, A Digest of the Bunnese Buddhist Lau' concerning I nheritance and Marriage. 
Vol. I (Rangoon: 1908) 447-468; R. Lingat, "Vinaya et droit laique. Etudes sur les 
conflits de la loi religieuse et de la loi lai'que dans l'indochine hinayaniste," BEFEO .)7 

(937) 415-477, esp. 443ff. 
13. See J. Gernet, Les aspeets economiqlles du bouddhisme dans la sociite chinoise du t r au 

XC siede (Paris: 1956) 61 ff. Although dealing primarily with China, Gernet's study is 
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still probably the best thing we have on the economic structures of Indian Buddhist 

monasteries as they are described in texts of Indian origin. 
14. Gi/gi! Manllscripts, iii 2, 113-148. 
15. Gilgit Manllscripts, iii 2, 117ff. 
16. For yoga"} manasikäram. the Tibetan translation has only yid la byed pa (Derge. 

3, 204; Tog, 3, 267; Peking. 41, 279-5). Compare the list of activities ignored in the 
Mulasarvastivada passage with the similar but divergent list found at Pali Vinaya. i, 190 
(riiicanti lIddesal?1 paripllcchaf?l adhisllaf?l adhicittaf?l adhipaiiiial!l-Said of monks preoccupied 
with making and ornamenting shoes), and iii, 235 (said of nuns preoccupied with 

washing, dyeing, and combing sheep's wool). 
17. Gi/git Bllddhist ManllScripts, vi, fol. 848.7-848.9; Gi/gi! Afantiscripfs. iii 2,120.3-

120A-Tibetan: Derge, 3,204; Tog. 3,267; Peking, 41,279-5. 
18. Tibetan gsol ba byed pa na, and context, both suggest that something like 

jiiaptyäf?l kriyamä'läyä!!l has dropped out of the Gilgit manuscript; cf. ehe following note. 
19. The Clt'arawstll, the lwtti in which this passage occurs in the Sanskrit text, 

may not have been translated by I-tsing into Chinese; see Frauwallner, The Earliest Vinaya 

and the Beginnings oJ Buddhist Literature. 195. Durt, however, refers to a very similar list 
of "five occasions" that occurs in the Vinaya-Sat!lgraha (Taishö 1458): "1 ° battement de 
gong ... 2° recitation du Sankei Mujökyö ... le sutra tripartite ... 3° salutation profonde 
... 4° distribution de Batonnets ... 5° prodamation d'une motion ... " in H. Durt, 
"Chu," H8bOgirin. cinquieme fascicule (Paris/Tokyo: 1979) 437; and I-tsing certainly 
knew the Cll'aratwtu. At least one entire chapter of his ReeOJ·d is, in fact, a translation 
of a long passage from this llastll. as N. Dutt pointed out long ago (Gi/gif AfanllslTiptJ. 

iii 2, x-xi). The chapter in question is number xxxvi; see ARecord oJ the BllddhiJt Religion 

aJ Practiced in lndia and the Malay Archipelago by l-tsing. trans. J. Takakusu (London: 
1896) 189-193. The failure to recognize that this chapter of the Record was a translation 

of part of the Mülasart'äJtil'äda-l'inaya has misled a number of scholars who have presented 
it as a reflection of actual monastic practice in India at the time of I-tsing's visit: cf. 
Lingat, BEFEO 37 (937) 464; Gernet, Les aspects economiqlles dll bouddhisllle dans la .weihe 

chinoise dll 1/ au XC siede. 71-73; A. Bareau, "Indian and Ancient Chinese Buddhism: 
Institutions Analogous to the Jisa," Comparatit'e Studies in Soeiety and History 3 (961) 
447; A. Bareau, "Etude du bouddhisme. Aspects du bouddhisme indien decrits par 1-

tsing," ACF 1989-1990, 631-640. The fact that the Cll'araz'astll is not now found in 

the Taishö may only indicate that it was one of I-tsing's works that was lost after his 
death; cf. A. Hirakawa, Monastic Discipline Jor the Buddhist NllflS (Patna: 1982) 12. For 
a detailed description of the procedure involved in distributing "tickets" mentioned in 

our passage, see the artide by Durt mentioned above. 
20. Gi/git Manllscripts, iii 2, 120.6; Gilgi! Manllscripts. iii 4, 79.13; At'adänafataka. 

i, 272.1; cf. L. Feer, Al/adäna-fataka. Cent legendes bOllddhiqlles (Paris: 1891) 185, who 
translates mll'l4ikä ga'l41 as "la doche funebre." 

2l. Peking. 41, 279-5; Gilgit Manuscripts, iii 4, 79, n. 3; Peking, 40, 184-3. 
22. This is especially dear in the monastic funeral described in Az'adänafataka. I, 

271 ff: tato 'sya sabrahmacäribhir mU'l4ikä'?l ga'l41f?z parähatya farlräbhinirhäral? k~·tal? / fafo 

'sya farlre farlrapüjä!!l krtt1ä vihäram ägatäl? /. Ir is almost equally dear that this al'addna 

is a narrative elaborat ion of the much simpleraccounts in theClt'araz'astllof the Afülasaf'l'ästi

väda-t'inaya in which the first set of rules governing monastic funerals is presented; see 

below. On the "sectarian" affiliation of the Avadänafataka. see J.-U. Hartmann, "Zur 
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Frage der Schulzugehörigkeit des Avadanasataka," Zur Schulzugehörigkeit von Werken der 
Hfnayäna-Literatur, Hrsg. H. Bechert, Erster Teil (Göttingen: 1985) 219-224. 

23. See below n. 62. 
24. Gi/git Manuscripts, iii 2, 144.14, in the account of the death of a monk who 

had left his bowl and robe in the keeping of others: vi!ücita~ kä'agata~ / sa bhik!ubhi~ 
fmafänaf(.1 nftvä dagdha~ / dharmafrava'la'!l dattam / anupürve'la vihära~ pravi~(a~ /. 

25. Derge. 10, 226.2, in an account of the funeral of Mahaprajäpati in wh ich the 
Buddha himself is given a prominent part. 

26. See below n. 63. 
27. M. Helffer, "Le gandi: un simandre tibetain d'origine indienne," Yearbook /or 

Traditiona/ Musü'15 (983) 112-125; I. Vandor, "The Gandi: A Musical Instrument of 
Buddhist India Recently Identified in a Tibetan Monastery," The Wor/d 0/ Music 17 (1975) 
24-27; cf. S. Levi and Ed. Chavannes, "Quelques titres enigmatiques dans la hierarchie 
ecelesiastique du bouddhisme indien,"JA (915) 213-215. References to the use ofthe 
ga'lt/f are frequent in the Mü/asarvästiväda-vinaya-see, as a sampie, Gi/git Manuscripts, 
iii 2, 145, 156, 158; iii 3, 9; iii 4, 35, 36, 37, 81, 92; SatighabhedatJastu, ii, 83; 
Sayanäsanat'aStu and Adhikara'lavastu, 41, 55,85, 106; ete. Ir is interesting to note that 
striking "la tablette du eloitre ... cette sorte de gong funebre," also signaled the beginning 
of monastic funerals in Medieval Western monasteries (Gougaud, Revue mabillon [1929] 
281, 290), and its function there marks the communal nature of the event; see Lemaitre, 
Prieurs et prieuris dans I'o(cident midieva/, 185: " ... on sonne la elaquoir (tabu/a) pour 
reunir les freres ... " 

28. Gi/git Buddhist Manuscripts, vi, fol. 852.3-852.5; Gi/gi! Manuscripts, iii 2, 
126.17-127.3-Tibetan: Derge, 3,210.2-210.4; Tog, 3,275.5-276.1; Peking, 41,280-
5-4 to 280-5-6. 

29. S. Levi, "Les elements du formation du Divyavadana," TP 8 (907) 105-122, 
esp. 122: "De ce point de vue, la langue du Müla Sarväseivada Vinaya prend, par ses 
etrangetes meme, une importance excepeionnelle; elle montre le sanscrit de Päl)ini entraine 
par la circulation de la vie reelle, en voie d'alteration normale, sur les confins des pracrits 
... "; SatighabhedatJastu, i, xx, n. 2 . 

. ,0. Both here and in II and IU below, ehe Tibeean translators appear to have 
construed the dead monk's speech as a rh etori ca I question. The Tibetan, in fact, looks 
like it might be translating an interrogative mä construction (cf. BHSG, §§ 42.12-42.16); 
in III, the final text in this se ries cited below, the manuscript itself has a negative in 
the parallel construction, but it is na not mä . . ,1. Gi/git Manuscripts, iii 2, 127.5 (bhik~at'aS tam abhinirhrtya, of the dead body of 
an ordinary monk); Prat't'ajyät'aStll, fol. 12r.2 (bahir api nirhrtya, of the dead body of the 
teacher Sarpjayin); Dit'Yätwlana, 281.30 (fibikäbhir nirharitt1ä, of ehe dead body of Asoka); 
At'adänafataka, i, 272.1 (sabrahmacäribhir ... farfriibhinirhära~ krta~. of the body of a 
dead monk); Udiina, 8.21 (sarfraka1!' maficakaTl/ äropett'ii nfharitvii, of the dead body of an 
ascetic); Pali Vinaya, iv, 308 (bhikkllniyo tat!' bhikkhllniTl.l nfharitt'ii, of ehe dead body of a 
nun); ete. There are, of course, other technical meanings for abhinirhära; cf. M. H. F. 
Jayasuriya, "A Note on Pali abhinfhiira and Cognate Forms in the Light of Buddhist 
Hybrid Sanskrit," Afija/i. Papers on Ind%gy and Buddhism, O. H. de A. Wijesekera Volume 
(Peradeniya: 1970) 50-54. 

32. J. Jain, Li/e in Ancient India as Depicted in theJain Canon and Commentaries. 6th 
Centllry B.C. to 17th Centm)' A.D., 2nd ed. (New Delhi: 1984) 281-284, esp. 283 where 
nfhara'la is cited as the term for "the ceremony of taking out the dead." 
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33. iidahana".1 nftvii: Gilgit Manuscripts, iii 2, 127.13 (dur khrod du khyer te, of the 
body of a monk); iii 2, 125.14 (sreg tu khyer nas, of the body of a monk); fmafiina,!l nftf'ii: 

Gilgi! Manuseripts, iii 2, 144.14 (dur khrod du bsregs nas, of the body of a monk); tam 
iidiiya dahana".1 gatii~: Gilgit ManuseriptJ, iii 2, 118.15 (de khyor te sreg tu dong ngo, of the 
body of a monk). Cf. Sanghabhedavastu, i, 70, 163; Derge, 10, 224ff, 444, 472; Dit'Yiit'adiina, 
428; ete. It will, perhaps, be clear from even the small sampie cited here that the Tibetan 
translations of the terms and phrases involved are neither consistent nor exact; cf. n. 
38 below. 

34. Gi/git Buddhist Manuscripts, vi, fol. 852.5-852.8; Gi/git Manuseripts, iii 2,127.4-
127.11-Tibetan: Derge, 3, 210.4-210.6; Tog, 3, 276.1-276.5; Peking, 41, 280-5-6 to 
281-1-l. 

35. G. Schopen, "Monks and the Relic Cult in the Mahiiparinibbiina-sutta," Ch. 
VI above. 

36. On the meaning of the term püjii and the kinds and range of activities it can 
refer to, see J. Charpentier, "The Meaning and Etymology of Püjä," IA 56(927) 93-99, 
130-136; L. de La Vallee Poussin, "Totemisme et Vegeralisme," Bulletins de la dasse des 
lettres et des seienees morales et politiques, Aeadimie Royale de belgique, 5e serie, T. XV (1929) 
37-52; P. Thieme, "Indische Wörter und Sirren," ZDMG 93 (939) 105-139, esp. 
105-123; A. L. Basham, "The Evolution of the Concepr of the Bodhisarrva," The Bodhi
sattva Doetrine in Buddhism, ed. L. S. Kawamura (Warerloo: 1981) 19-59, esp. 35-36; 
G. E. Ferro-Luzzi, "Abhi~eka, the Indian Rite rhat Defies Definirion," Anthropos 76 (981) 
707-742; A. Osror, Puja in Soeiety (Lucknow: 1982); D. D. Malvania, "The Word Püjä 
and Its Meaning," Indologiea Taurinensia 140987-1988) 269-273; ete. 

37. See below n. 43. 
38. T. W. Rhys Davids and W. Stede, The Pali Text Soeiety's Pali-English Dictionary 

(London: 1921-1925) 698 s. v. sarfra. Ir is worth noting here thar rhe handling of rhe 
rerm farfra-püjii by the Tiberan translators is far from sarisfacrory and a long way from 
their usual consistency. In rhis passage and in 111 cited below, farfra-püjii is rranslated 
by ro la mehod pa, ro la mehod pa byas la, and ro la mehod pa byas: ro means first "dead 
body, corpse, carcass," then "body," then "residue, remains, sediment." Avadiinafataka, 

ii, 272.2, however, which reads farfriibhinirhiira~ krta~ / tato 'sya farfre farfra-püjiilt1 krtf'ii, 
is rranslared rus bu phyir phyung ngo / de nas de'i rus bu la rus bu'i m(hod pa byas nas. Here, 
then, where the firsr occurrence of farfra, and almost certainly the second and third, can 
only mean "body," the Tibetan translates it in all rhree instances by rus ba which can 
only mean "small bone" or "bones in general." Again, especially in the first instance, 
farfra cannot possibly mean "bone" since the context makes it certain rhat ir refers ro a 
newly dead "body" which has not even been removed from the monk's ceIl, let alone 
cremated. Likewise, in the Mahiiparinirvii,!a-sütra, rhere are several occurrences of rhe 
term farfra-püjii in passages narrating events that preceded the cremation; that is ro say, 
prior ro the time that there could have been any "bones" or "relies." Ar 36.2, where 
Änanda asks whar should be done with the body of rhe Buddha after his death, farfra

püjiiyiim autsukyam iipadyemahi is rranslared by sku gdung la ... mehod pa ji snyed eig brtson 

par bgyi lags (similarly ar 46.4); at 48.8, where the wandering ÄjIvika teIls MahäkäSyapa 
that the Buddha is dead and that his body was honored for seven days, farfre farfraptljä 

is rranslared by sku gdung la mchod pa bgyis pa: bur ar 49.19, where Käsyapa formulares 
his intention ro personally repear the farfra-püjii of the Buddha's body rhar had already 
been performed by rhe Mallas, he says: yan m' aha".1 wayam et'a bhagatlata~ farlrapüjiiyälll 

a/lts/lkyam äpadyeya, and rhis is translared inro Tiberan by ma la bdag nyid kyis beom ldan 
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'das la mchod pa 'i las bya'o snyam du spro ba bskyed nas. In other words, in the same text, 
farfra is sometimes translated by sku gdung, which is the respect form of rus and means 
first of all-if not exclusively-"bone," in contexts where there could not yet have been 
any "bone"; or it is sometimes not translated at all: 49.19, where the Sanskrit text has 
"worship of the body of the Blessed One," the Tibetan has simply "worship of the Blessed 
One" hirnself. There are, moreover, numerous instances where we do not have the Sanskrit 
original, but where it was almost certainly farlra-piljä. Here roo there is considerable 
variation: at Derge, 10, 480, for example, immediately after Säriputra's death, a fellow 
monk is said to have fä ri'i bu'i ring bsrel la lus kyis mchod pa byas te. Context makes it 
virtually certain that this can only refer ro funeral procedures, and it is very likely that 
the original read farlre farlrapiljä, but in spite of this the Tibetan literally means something 
like "performing the worship with the body on the relies of Säriputra." Later in the same 
account-Derge, 10, 488-where again the original almost certainly had farlrefarlrapiljä. 

and where the reference is undoubtedly ro post-cremation remains, the Tibetan has rin!!, 

bsrella ring bsrel gyi mchod pa bgyi'o. In the account of the death of MahäprajäpatI (Der!!,e, 

10, 224ft), we find lus la mchod pa; in the account of the death of Prasenajit (Derge. 10, 

174), we find both khog pa la mchod pa and lus la mchod pa; in the account of the death 
of the Monk Gavärppati, rus pa la rus pa'i mchod pa (Derge, 10, 606)--in all these cases 
the original was almost certainly farlrapiljä or farlre farlrapiljä. It is not impossible that 
a systematic survey of the Tibetan handling of the term might reveal meaningful patterns 
in what now appears to be confusion, but such a survey has yet ro be done. It is also 
worth noting that, although rare, there are traces of the use of the term farfra-piljä to 
refer to honor directed toward post-cremational remains and not to a funereal procedure. 
This appears to be the case several times in the account concerning the remains of 
Säriputra at Derge, 10, 488ff; likewise, at Divyät1adäna, 252.10, when Asoka expresses 
his desire to honor the stilpas of the Buddha's famous disciples, the Sanskrit text has hirn 
say tes.ä!!1 farlrapiljä"J karis.yämi; J. Przyluski, La tegende de tempereur Afoka (Afoka-at1adäna) 

dans les textes indiens et chinois, Annales du musee guimet, 32 (Paris: 1923) 257, however, 
translates the parallel passage in the A-yü-U'ang-chuan (Taishö 2042) as " 'Je veux mainten
ant honorer les stilpa des grands disciples ... ' "; see also Schopen, "Monks and the Relic 
Cult in the Mahäparinibbäna-sutta." Ch. VI above, 108ff. Note, finally, that the Sanskrit 
sources themselves do not always use the term farlra-piljä; cf. n. 70. 

39. Dityät'adäna. 281.30 (note that for Vaidya's fibikäbhir nirharitt1ä farlrapiljä!!1 

krtt'ä räjänal!l pratiuhäpayis.yäma, the text given in S. Mukhopadhyaya, The Afokävadäna. 

Sanskrit Text mmpared U'ith Chinese Versions [New Delhi: 1963J 132.7, provides an important 
variant: fit'ikäbhir nirharitt'ä farlrapiljä,!1 krtt/ä dhmäpayitt1ä räjäna'!l pratiuhäpayis.yäma

this reading makes it very clear that farlrapiljä preceded cremation); Derge. 10, 174. The 
fact that known kings-including and especially Asoka---did not receive the funeral of 
a Cakrat'artin only emphasizes the purely ideal, if not entirely artificial, character of both 
the idea and the description of such a funeral in the texts, as well as the fourfold 
classification of those "worthy of a stilpa"; cf. A. Bareau, Recherches sur la biographie du 

buddha dans les siltrapi(aka et les vinayapi(aka anciens: ll. Les derniers mois, le parinirt'ä'1a et 

les jimirailles. T. II (Paris: 1971) 50ff; G. de Marco, I "KuS.ä'1a" nella tiita deI Buddha. Per 

"na Analisi de! Rapporto tra Potere Politim e Re!igione nelt Antico Gandhära. Supplemento 
n. 34 agli Anna/i (Napoli: 1983) 47-54; etc. 

40. Gi/git Buddhist Afan1iScripts, vi, fol. 852.8-852.10; Gi/git Man1iScripts, iii 2, 
127.12-127.18-Tibetan: Derge, 3,210.7-211.2; Tog, 3,276.5-277.1; Peking. 41, 281-
1-1 to 281-1-3. 
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41. Gi/git Manuscripts, iii 2, 144.14; Derge, 10, 472.2ff; Derge, 10, 224.6ff; At'a.wna.ra

taka, i, 272ff; ete.-reference to both or either is not, however, invariably found in 
references to monasric funerals. Sometimes such references contain only phrases like fam 
ädahane Sa'!lSkärya or tam ädahana,!, nItvä Sa'!lskärya (Gi/git Afanllscripfs, iii 2, 118.16, 
125.4), where a recitation of Dharma and transfer of merit are probably simply undersrood. 
For the importance of performing a "püjä of the teacher (i.e. the Buddha)" (fäst/tl ca Piijä) 
for a dying but not yet dead monk, see Gi/git Manllscripfs. iii 2, 124.11 ff. It is again 
worth noting the similar procedures stipulated in "les coutumiers monasriques" composed 
in the Medieval West: " ... on annonce la nouvelle au chapitre et 1'0n fait aussitöt un 
office pour le defunt, avec sonnerie de doches"; "les freees residant dans cette dependance 
(prieure, prevöte, ete. ... ) font pour le mort ce qui se fait dans le monastere, c'est-a
dire l'office des morts pendant sept jours, avec glas le premier jour, distribution d'une 
pitance (jllsticia) pendant trente jours avec chant du psaume Verba mea (Ps. 141) et de 
cinq autres psaumes pour le defunt." See Lemaitre, PrietlrI et primres dans I'occidcnt ",Miet'a/, 

185; Gougaud, Ret'Ue mabi//on (1929) 281ff. 
42. For what is probably still the best discussion of the subtleties sometimes involved 

in what is called the "transfer of merit," see J. Filliozat, "Sur le domaine semantique de 
plI'lya." lndianisme et bOllddhisme. Me/anges offerts CI lHgr. Etienne Lamotte (Louvain-Ia-neuve: 
1980) 102-116. 

43. See-noting the language used to express such "transfers"-Gi/git AfanllsrriptJ. 

iii 1, 220.12 (nämnä dak~i'läm ädileyam, to pretas who were the deceased relatives of a 
group of laymen); Gi/git Manllscripts, iii 4, 181.5, 18; 182.12 (nämnä dak~iflä'" äddaya. 

to deceased relatives); Derge. 10, 472.2ff(yon bsngo zhing, to a deceased monk); Sayanäsana
IwtU and AdhikarafJaz'astu, 37.7 (nämnä dak~ifJä ädqtal'yä ,)7.11; nämnä dak~il!äm IIddi.fasi. 
both to deceased donors who had given vihäras to the Order); Gi/gif Manlls(ripts, iii 4, 
161.1 (nämnä dak~i'läm ädekSJ'ati, to deceased parents by a son); Rah tu 'hY/l1i ha'i gii. ii, 
41.9 (min gis )'on bsfw ba b)'ed par gyur cig, to deceased parents by a son); for literature 
related to this Vinaya. see Az'adänafataka, i, 272.13 (nämnä dak~i1!ä ädi~tä. to a deceased 
monk by the Buddha); Div)'äz.adäna. 1.23, 286.24; AZJadäna.rafaka. i, 15.1, 197.3, 277.2; 
ete., all to deceased parents by a son. There are, as weil, instances which use the same 
vocabulary but where the transfer is directed to living beings: Salighabhedaz'astll, i, 199.25 
(dak~i'lä ädi~tä, by the Buddha to his father); Gi/git Afanllscripts, iii 4, 80 (dak~i'lädeual'ydi. 
connected with the Po~adha, cf. the last verse of the lHl7lasart'ästil'äda Präti11l0k~a S'7tra: 

prätimok~asamllddefäd yat pU'lya'!l samupärjita,!l / afqas fena lokoyal!l maunlnd"al!l padam 

äpnllyät // in A. C. Banerjee, Two Bllddhist Vinaya Texts in Sanskrit (Calcutta: 1977] 56); 
Mahäparinirt'ä'la-Sl7tra, 6.10, 6.13 (nämnä dak~i'läm ädilaz'a; dak~itläm ädilet. to local 
devas). In his work on the Päli Petavatthlt, H. S. Gehman noted and carefully srudied 
parallel express ions in "Ä.disati, Anvädisati, Anudisati and Uddisati in the Petavatthu," 
JAOS 43 (923) 410-421. In a short note written long before the Sanskrit text of 
the Afl7lasart'ästil'äda-l'inaya was available, he also argued that expressions like nä1lJnä 
dak~iflädefana in the At'a.wnafataka were "Pälisms" in HA Pälism in Buddhist Sanskrit," 
JAOS 44(924) 73-75. But, in fact, it now appears that such expressions are much more 
firmly anchored in Sanskrit--especially Mülasarvästiväda-sources and are of limited and 
late occurrence in Päli sourees; they occur frequently only in texts like the Petar'atthll, 
very rarely elsewhere: at Anguttara, iii, 43 (petänal!l dakkhirlal!l anllppadassati), and once 
in the Päli Mahäparinibbäna-sutta (1.31: täsa,!, dakkhil1am ädise-the same expression in 
the same verse also appears in the parallel accounts to the Alahäparinihhäna passage that 
are now found at Udäna, 85ff, and Päli Vinaya, i, 228ff). This pattern of occurrence of 
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the expression dakkhif/am ädis- in Päli sources, noting especially its occurrence in the 
Mahäparinibbäna-sutta, paralleis that of the term farlra-püjä. Both are firmly rooted and 
frequent in Mülasarvästiväda sources (see above n. 38), both are rare in anything but 
"late" Päli sources, but both occur prominently in the Pali Mahäparinibbäna-sutta; cf. J. 
P. McDermott, Development in the Early Buddhist Concept 0/ Kamma/Karma (New Delhi: 
1984) 4lff, although his views are not themselves free of problems. Ir is possible that 
we may have in both expressions indications of the influence of continental sources on 
canonical Päli. It is also worth noting that at least the expression dak~if/ädefana is not 
limited to Mülasarvästiväda sources. In the Sphu{ärthä Srlghanäcära-sao/graha-{lkä of 
Jayarak~ita, for example, the term occurs and is provided with a "definition": dak~if/ädefa
nafi ca dänagäthäpä{ha~, in Sanghasena, ed., SphU{ärthä Srlghanäcärasangraha{lkä, Tibetan 
Sanskrit Works Series, XI (Patna: 1968) 36.10: " 'Assignment of gift' is the reading of 
gift-verses" (J. D. M. Derrett, A Textbook for Novices. Jayarak~ita's "Perspicuous Commentary 
on the Compendium 0/ Conduct by Srlghana," Pubblicazioni di Indologica Taurinensia, XV 
[Torino: 1983) 44). This work, it appears, is affiliated with the Mahäsänghika; cf. M. 
Shimoda, "The Sphu{ärthä Srlghanäcärasangraha{lkä and the Chinese Mahäsänghika 
Vinaya, " lBK 39.1 (1990) 495-942. Finally, for so me interesting suggestions concerning 
the background of the expression, see B. Oguibenine, "La dak~iQä dans le ~gveda et le 
transfert de merite dans le bouddhisme," lndo!ogha! and Buddhist Studies. Vo!ume in Honour 
0/ Professor J. W de Jong on his Sixtieth Birthday, ed. L. A. Hercus et al. (Canberra: 
1982) 393-414. 

44. Kane, History 0/ Dharmafästra, Vol. IV, 257. 
45. Srautakofa. Em:yc!opedia o/Vedic Sacrificia! Literature, Vol. I, English Section; Part 

II (Poona: 1962) 1037. 
46. This same congruency mayaiso allow us a better understanding of some other

wise puzzling elements in the Mahäparinirväf/a-sütra. The Sanskrit version, for example, 
goes to some trouble to indicate that, although the funereal farlra-püjä had already been 
performed for the Buddha when MahäkäSyapa finally reached Kusinagara, he nevertheless 
is made to repeat the entire procedure hirnself (49.18-49.20). This at first sight seems 
both odd and unnecessary. But it makes perfeet sense if-as is not unlikely-the compiler 
of the text "knew" that KäSyapa was the chief heir of the Buddha (cf. Gi!git ManuscriptJ. 
iii 1, 259-260), and if he "knew" that, for a monk to inherit, he must perform or 
participate in the funeral of the deceased. Seen from this point of view, Käsyapa could 
not be what he was supposed to be unless he had performed the farlra-piijä or had 
participated in the funeral. KäSyapa's role in the Päli version of the text-although 
slightly less odd--<:an also be explained in this way. 

47. R. F. Gombrich, Precept and Practice. Traditiona! Buddhism in the Rura! Highlands 

0/ Ceylon (Oxford: 1971) 243. 
48. Something similar has somewhat hesitantly been noted by Knipe in regard to 

Hindu funereal practice: "The doctrines of transmigration and liberation transformed 
the whole of ancient Indian speculation and practice, but the rites accorded the ancestors 
bear a stamp of rigorous antiquity. They appear to endure beside the newer sentiments 
of saTl,lSära and mok~a." "The ritual world view of early vedic religion could abide through 
several strenuous periods via the directives of the siitras and fästras for individual funeral 
and ancestral rites, with remarkably little tampering from innovative doctrines, theologies, 
and cosmographies that gradually eroded the official, institutional structures of vedic 
religion. Alchough the concern shifted from the early vedic desire for astate of perperual 
non-death or immortality to the dilemmas of Saf!ISära and the ideal of mok~a. the intention 
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of the fräddhas survived, and the understanding of the passage of the deceased as a 
cosmogonic progression, with an individual's salvation dependent on the correet ritual 
activity of his descendants, permitted these archaic ceremonies for the dead to continue 
to the present day"; D. M. Knipe, "Sapi1}4rkara1}a: the Hindu Rite ofEntry into Heaven," 
Religious Encounters with Death. Insights /rom the History and Anthropology 0/ Religions, ed. 
F. E. Reynolds and E. H. Waugh (University Park and London: 1977) 111-124, esp. 
112,121-122. 

49. RockhilI, The Lift 0/ the Buddha and the Early History 0/ His Order. 112. 

50. 1. de La Vallee Poussin, "Staupikam," HJAS 2 (1935) 286-287. 
51. A. Seidel, "Dabi," H8b8girin, sixieme fascicule (Paris/Tokyo: 1983) 577f. 
52. Derge, 10, 472.2-474.1; Tog, 9, 704.7-707.5; Peking, 44, 91-4-3 to 92-1-1. 

The footnote letters inserted into the text refer to the separate critical apparatus that 
follows it and in wh ich variants-most of litde consequence-are recorded. 

53. This entire paragraph is made up of stereotypical phrases used to describe an 
orthodox union and birth; cf. Gilgit Manuscripts, iii 2, 1-2, 52; iii 4, 6, 15, 23, 24, 28, 
29, 53; Sayanäsanavastu and Adhikara1}avastu, 13; Sanghabhedavastll, i, 27; Rab tu 'byun 

ba'i gii, ii, 7, 21, 23,42; Pravrajyävastu, 312; Divyävadäna, 2; At'adänafataka, i, 206, 
261, 295; ete. 

54. For the whole of what has been abbreviated here, see Feer, At'adäna-fataka, 3; 

Pravrajyävastu, 16. 

55. As with the Sanskrit texts from the Crvaravastu treated above, so here in the 
Tibetan text the style is sometimes elliptical, and there is a considerable reliance on 
pronouns whose referents sometimes need to be drawn out. 

56. The Sanskrit is cited from Gilgit Manuscripts, iii 2, 140.14. 
57. For the Sanskrit underlying much of this paragraph, cf. Gilgit Manuscripts, 111 

1, 285.17ff: (said of a monk bitten by a snake) sa tathä l/ihvalo brähma1}agrhapatibhir 

dma~ / te kathayanti / bhavanta~ katarasyayall.J grhapate~ putra iti / aparai~ samiikhyätam / 

amukasya iti / te kathayanti / anäthänäf!1 frama1}afäkyaputrryä'lä,!/ madhye pratlrajita~ / yadi 

na pravraji!o 'bhavisyat jfiätibhirasya cikitSä käritä abhavisyad iti I; see also Gi/gi! Manuscripts, 
iii 1, ix.lO, although the passage there involves considerable reconstruetion. Note that 
our text has no word for "funeral," which I supply both here and below. A literal 
translation would be more like "would surely have performed the honors/ceremonies," 
"honors/ceremonies for a (deceased) monk are to be performed," ete. For Sanskrit phrases 
which might lie behind rim gro byas par 'gyur ba, ete., see below n. 70. 

58. So de La Vallee Poussin, HJAS 2 (935) 286, translates the Chinese. In a note 
he suggests the Chinese was translating farrra-piljä, but the Tibetan would not support 
this; cf. n. 38 above. 

59. So de La Vallee Poussin, HJAS 2 (935) 286; Seidel, H8bOgirin, sixieme fase., 578. 
60. So de La Vallee Poussin, HjAS 2 (1935) 286; Seidel, H8b8girin, sixieme fase., 

578; cf. J. Przyluski, "Le partage des reliques du buddha," MCB 4 0935-1936) 341-367, 
esp. 345-346. 

61. It is virtually certain that Tibetan yon bsngo zhing here is translating some form 
of dak~i1}äm ädif-; cf. Mahäparinirvä1}a-siltra, 6.10: nämnä dak~i1}äm ädifawa = yon sngo 
ba mdzad du gsol; 6.13: dak~i1}äm ädifet = yon bsngo byas; Gi/git Manuscripts, iii 2, 127.18: 
dak~i1}äm uddifya = yon bsngo ba byas nas; ete. 

62. Determining the precise referent of the term or title Trida1}4aka is not as easy 
as one might expeet. Modern scholars, on the basis of good Chinese evidence (I-tsing, 
colophons from Tun Huang), have with differing degrees of certainty seen in Trida1!4aka 
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a reference to a specific text. Taishö 801, the text in question, has in fact been assigned 
in various Chinese sources two titles: (Fo shuo) u'u ch'ang ehing, "Sütra (Spoken by the 
Buddha) on Impermanency," a tide which has been taken as a translation of a Sanskrit 
title something like Anityatä-siltra, and San eh'i ching, "Sütra des Trois Ouvertures" or 
"les trois 'informations.' " Sometimes the second tide is given as an alternative, sometimes 
the two titles are simply combined into one: Fo shuo u'u ch'ang san eh 'i ching: de La Vallee 
Poussin renders the Chinese corresponding ro our Ks.,tldraka passage by "recite les trois 
'informations', K'i [et) le Sütra sur l'impermanence," HJAS 2 (1935) 287. Taishö 801, 

or the Anityatä-slitra, would appear to be weil suited for a funeral text; see the Sanskrit 
version edited in 1. Yamada, "Anityatäsütra," IBK 20.2 (1972) 1001-1996. It appears, 
moreover, from at least Takakusu's translation, that I-tsing says in his description of a 
monastic funeral in his Record that "while the corpse is burning ... the 'Sütra on 
Impermanence' (Anitya-sütra) is recited" (Takakusu, ARecord 0/ the Buddhist Religion as 
Prartieed in India and the Alalay Archipe!ago, 81-82). Bareau, however, in summarizing 
the passage says only: "Un moine recite un bref sermon (slitra) sur l'impermanence 
(anityatä) ... ," ACF 1989-90, 636. In the account of the funeral of Mahäprajäpati in 
the Ks.,udraka, finally, the Buddha himself is said ro have "expounded teachings connected 
with impermanence" (mi rtag pa dang !dan pa'i (hos dag bshad nas; Derge, 10, 226.2). All 
of this would seem to argue for identifying the Tridaf/4aka with the Anityatä-slitra. But 
there are still other indications that would seem to suggest that the Tridaf/e/aka was not, 
in fact, a specific text but a kind of ritual formulary into which any given text could 
be inserted. Although I-tsing does not appear to refer to the Tridaf/e/aka in his description 
of a monastic funeral, he does refer to it elsewhere in his Record and his description of 
it is of considerable interest. Levi has translated the passage as folIows: "Dans les pays 
occidentaux, l'adoration des caitya et le service ordinaire se font a la fin de l'apres-midi 
ou au crepuscule ... Quand tout le monde est definitivement assis, un mattre des sütra 
monte sur le siege aux lions (sin.lhäsana) et declame Im pell de slitra ... Quant aux textes 
sacres qu'on recite, c'est surrout les Trois Ouvertures qu'on recite. C'est un recueil dCi 
au venerable "ta ming (Asvagho~a). La premiere partie compte dix vers; l'objet du texte 
est d'exalter les Trois Joyaux. Ensuite vient un texte sacre proprement dit, prononce par 
le Buddha en personne. Apres l'hymne et le recitation, il y a encore plus de dix vers, 
qui ont trait a la deflexion des merites (parif/ämanä) et a la production du voeu (praf/idhäna). 
Comme il y a trois parties qui s'ouvrent successivement, on appelle ce texte sacre les 
Trois Ouvertures"; see S. Levi, "Sur la recitation primitive des textes bouddhiques," JA 

(1915) 401--447, esp. 433--434; cf. Takakusu, ARecord 0/ the Btlddhist Religion as Praetieed 
in [ndia (md the Malay Ar(hipe!ago, 152-153, and R. Fujishima, "Deux chapitres extraits 
des memoires d'I-tsing sur son voyage dans l'inde," JA (1888) 411--4_39, esp_ 416-418. 
This passage is important in at least two ways. First, the Tridaf!e/aka described here is 
not a specific text, but a set form of recitation consisting of three parts: (1) praise of the 
three precious things followed by (2) the recitation of "un texte sacre proprement dit" 
with the sequence concluded by, (3) a formal transfer of merit. The "texte sacre" is 
unspecified and can apparently be any text suitable ro the occasion of the recitation. The 
second important thing that I-tsing's description indicates would point in the same 
direction. We have seen so far in the Mli!asart,ästit'äda-t,inaya that the recitation of the 
Tridaf!4aka is one of the specified moments for the distribution of a deceased monk's 
estate, and that it is recited as apart of a monastic funeral. I-tsing's description, however, 
makes it clear that these were not the only ritual contexts in wh ich the Tridaf/e/aka was 
used. His description would seem to indicate that it was also llsed during the daily 
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"adoration des caitya et le service ordinaire," and to these ritual moments we can 
add others. The Po~adhatiastu of the Ml7lasartJästitiäda-t'inaya, for example, associates the 
recitation of the Tridaf/4aka with the fortnightly communal recitation of the Prätimok~a, 
wh ich is often presented as the most important congregational ritual in Buddhist monasti
cism (see Gi/git Afanuseripts, iii 4, 80.5, where details concerning the appropriate length 
of its recitation are given). This association is repeated in the Bod rgya tshig mdzod ehen 
mo, which characterizes the Tridaf/4aka as a procedure or method of practice connected 
with the Upo~adha: gso sbyong gi sbyor ehog cig ste; its description of the Tridaf/4aka as a 
recitative formulary corresponds almost exactly to I-tsing's: ... phyag 'tshal ba'j rgyud / 
mdo 'don pa'i rgy"d / bsngo ba'i rgyud de rgyud gSUlll dallg Idan pa'i sgo nas tshul kbrims rnam 
dag gi mdo la sogs pa'i ehos bshad eing nyall par b)led pa '0 / in Kran dbyi sun, ed., Bod "gya 
tshig mdzod ehen mo, Vol. I (Beijing: 1985) 577. EIsewhere in the j\fl7lasamistil'ädd-l'inaya. 
moreover, the recitation of the Tridaf/4aka is prescribed in the ritual required before 
cutting down a tree; see the text cited in K. Tokiya, "The Anityatä-sütra Quoted in the 
Tibetan Version of a Mülasarvästiväda Text," [BK 34.1 (985) 164; etc. It is, therefore, 
not just the structure of the Tridaf/4aka as it is described by I-tsing, but also its use in 
a variety of different ritual contexts that suggests that it might weIl have been not a 
specific text but a specific set type of recitation or an established formulary into wh ich 
any given sl7tra text could be inserted. The Chinese identification of the Tridd1!4dka with 
the Anityatä-sütra may have resulted from the fact that I-tsing sent horne the version of 
the formulary used for monastic funerals into which the Allityatä had been inserted and 
this came to be considered the only version. All of this will, of course, require further 
research to settle; so too will the attribution of the formulary to Asvagho~a. For material 
bearing on both questions, see-in addition to the sources already cited-P. Demieville, 
"Bombai," H8bOgirin, Premier fase. (Tokyo: 1929) 93ff; R. Sänkrtyäyana, "Search for 

Sanskrit Mss. in Tibet,"jBORS 24.4 (938) 157-160; E. H.Johnston, "The Trida'!4amälä 
of Asvagho~a," jBORS 25 (939) 11-14; Lin Li-Kouang, L'aide-memoire de la l'raie loi 
(Paris: 1949) 303-305; L. Giles, Deseriptit'e Catalogue 0/ the Chinese AfanllSeripts /rom 
Tunhuallg ill the British Museum (London: 1957) 114-115; Durt, H8b8girin, cinquieme 
fase., 437; P. Demieville, "Notes on Buddhist Hymnology in the Far East," Buddhist 
StIldies ill Hono"r 0/ Walpola Rahula, ed. S. Balasooriya et al. (London: 1980) 50, n. 31; 
Seidel, H8b8girin, sixieme fase., 577-578; ete. 

63. de La Vallee Poussin, HjAS 2 (935) 287. Here again we have a case where 
what should be a straightforward referent turns out not to be so. The problems start 
with an old one. Tibetan translations almost never distinguish between stl7pa and (ai/ya. 
both terms almost always being rendered by mchod rten: there are apparent exceptions, 
but they are extremely rare-see the Mehod rten geig btab lla bye ba btab par 'gy"r pa'i 
gzungs (Peking, 6, 151-2-2 to 151-3-2; 11, 168-4-8 to 164-5-8) where the transliteration 
tsai tya appears several times. The original that was translated in our passage by mehod 
rten /a phyag mi 'tshal nas and mehod rten la phyag 'tshal bar hya'o cannot, therefore, be 
determined. There is also the fact that the Tibetan versions are not in agreement as to 
whether the text is referring to one or to several mehod rtens: the Derge has in the second 
occurrence mehod rten ja, but both Tog and Peking have lllchod r/en dag la (de La Vallee 
Poussin translates the Chinese as singular). Both considerations may bear on an even 
more important point: we do not know to whom the mehod rtell or mchod rfem belonged; 

we do not know whether the reference is to a stl7pa or stl7pas of the Buddha, or to the 
stüpa or sfüpas of the local monastic dead-it is now clear that the latter were found in 
considerable numbers at a considerable number of mostly very early monastic sites in 
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India; cf. Schopen, "An Old Inscription from AmarävatI," Ch. IX above; for some regional 
variation in regard ro whether such structures were called stUpas or (aityas. see 197 and 
n. 38. Taking this category into account it is, of course, not impossible that our text 
might be referring to a stUpa built for the deceased monk whose funeral has just been 
performed. It appears, however, that at least Mülasarvästiväda texts do not seem to link 
funereal activity per se with the ereccion of stUpas for the local monastic dead. In none 
of the numerous references to monastic funerals in Mülasarvästiväda literature that I 
know is there any reference to erecting a stUpa. In fact, the ereccion of stUpas for the local 
monastic dead is legislated separately in the Mulasarvästiväda-vinaya, not in an account 
of a funeral, but in an account concerning the post-funereal "relies" of Säriputra (Derge. 

10, 488ff). This would suggest, I think, that in this Vinaya funeral ceremonies and cult 
activity direcced toward relics or reliquaries of the local monastic dead were conceived 
of as fundamentally different forms of religious behavior. (It is-in so far as I know-only 
in a few Päli narrative passages that funeral ceremonies for local monks or nuns are 
directly linked with the ereccion of stUpas for them; cf. Udäna, 8.21; Päli Vinaya. iv, 
308.) [See now G. Schopen, "Ritual Rights and Bones of Contention: More on Monastic 
Funerals and Relics in the MUlasarvästiväda-vinaya." JIP 22 (1994) 31-80.} In light of 
these considerations, it might be well to assume-until it can be shown otherwise-that 
mchod rten (dag) la phyag 'tshal bar bya'o in our passage refers to worshipping the stUpa 

or stUpas of the Buddha, and that such an act was the final moment of a monastic funeral. 
What "external" evidence we have also would seem to indicate that funeral activity and 
activity connected with stUpas were thought of as distinct. I-tsing in his Record refers to 
something "like a stUpa" for the local monastic dead, but he seems to indicate that such 
was not always erected and that when it was it was made an indeterminate time after 
the funeral: the monks, he says, "on rerurning [from the cremation} to their apartments, 
... cleanse the floor with powdered cow-dung. All other things remain as usual. There 
is no custom as to purring on a mourning-dress. They sometimes build a thing like a 
stilpa for the dead, to contain his farfra (or rehes). It is called a 'kula .. which is like a 
small stilpa. but withour the cupola on it"; see Takakusu, ARecord 0/ the Buddhist Religion 

as PrartiL'ed in India and the Malay Archipelago, 82; cf. Bareau, ACF 1989-1990, 636: 
"Apres la cremation, on recueille les restes corporels (farfra) et on eleve sur eux un petit 
tumulus appele kula. Celui-ci ressemble a un stilpa, mais on ne dresse pas de parasols 
(chattra) a roues {cakra) a son sommet ... " For an arrempt to identifY what I-tsing calls 
a kula with what is found at a number of monastic sites in India, see G. Schopen, "Burial 
Ad Sam"!os and ehe Physical Presence of ehe Buddha in Early Indian Buddhism," Ch. VII 
above, esp. 120. Note too that Rockhill's summary of our text is particularly unsatisfactory 
at this point: "Previously to being interred the body must be washed. A cairn or tchaitya 
(",,,hod rten) must be raised over the remains" (The Li/e 0/ the Buddha and the Early History 

0/ His Order. 112). There is no justification in the text itself for his interpretation of 
either injunction: it is the monks who participated in the funeral who must wash, and 
the mthod rten is to be worshipped, not "raised." 

64. I. B. Horner, The Book 0/ the Discipline, Vol. I (Oxford: 19.18) xvi-xvii. 
65. Horner, The Book 0/ the Disdpline. Vol. I, xxix. 
66. Horner, The Book 0/ the Discipline, Vol. I, xv. 
67. Ch. Malamoud, "Les morts sans visage. Remarques sur l'ideologie funeraire 

dans le brahmanisme," La mort, les morts dans les sotiltls aneiennes, ed. G. Gnoli et J.-P. 

Vernant (Cambridge and Paris: 1982) 441-453, esp. 441, 445, 449. 
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68. 1. Dumont, Homo Hierarchicus. The Caste System and Its Implications, completely 
revised English ed. (Chicago: 1980) 49-50. 

69. Jain has recently argued that the "elaborate rules for disposing of the dead 
bodies of Jain monks" found in Jain literature are also early: "The material contained in 
the Bhag{at1atl} Ärä{dhanä} belongs to the time of early Jainism when the division of 
Svetämbara and Digambara did not exist in the Jain Sarigha" (1. Jain, "Disposal of the 
Dead in the BhagavatT Ärädhanä," JOIB 38 [1988J 123-31. Though a late text, see 
the interesting description of "The Funeral of a Renouncer" in J. P. Olivelle, ed., 
SarIJnyäsapaddhati 0/ Rudradeva, The Adyar Library Series, 114 [Madras: 1986J 63ft). It 
should be noted that the scholarly literature in regard to the date of the Mülasan1ästiväda
vinaya is marked by ambivalence and seeming contradictions. Lamotte, for example, 
notably on the basis of the fact that this Vinaya contains a "prediction" relative to Kani~ka 
and was not translated into Chinese until the eighth century, asserts that "on ne peut 
attribuer a cet ouvrage une date ant(~rieure aux IV"-V" siecles de notre ere" in Histoire 
du bouddhisme indien, 727. But Huber, already in 1914, had drawn very different conclu
sions from the presence of this prediction relative to Kani~ka. He had said: "Ce petit 
fait vient s'ajouter a un certain nombre d'autres deja connus qui tendent a montrer que 
le Vinaya des Müla-Sarvästivädins a subi un remaniement aux environs de l'ere chretienne," 
and then added: "Sans discuter la date exacte du roi Kani~ka, on peut dire que la mention 
de son nom nous reporte vers le meme temps." See E. Huber, "Etudes bouddhiques 
III.-Le roi kani~ka dans le vinaya des mülasarvästivädins," BEFEO 14 (1914) 19; Gnoli, 
Sarighabhedavastu, i, xix, has more recently made much the same observation. Moreover, 
and again long before Lamotte, Levi had already counseled against attributing too much 
significance to the date of the Chinese translation: "La date tardive de la traduction 
chinoise ... ne doit pas non plus nous entralner trop vite a tenir l'ouvrage pour recent" 
in TP 8 (907) 115f. To this might be added the fact that dating the compilation of a 
work does not necessarily date its specific contents: "dans l'etat fragmentaire de nos 
connaissances sur le bouddhisme indien, la date recente du document qui nous fait 
connaltre une legende, ne permet nullement de conclure a la formation recente de la 
legende elle-meme" (Huber, BEFEO 14 [1914J 17). This is made strikingly evident in 
regard to the Mülasan1ästiväda-vinaya in another series of observations and investigations. 
Although he repeatedly characterizes the Mülasarvästit1äda-l1inaya as "tardif' or "le plus 
recent de tous les recueils disciplinaires," Bareau says as weIl that the form of the stüpa 
it describes appears to be the "most ancient" in A. Bareau, "La construction et le culte 
des stüpa d'apres les Vinayapitaka," BEFEO 50 (1960) 233. EIsewhere, while still pointing 
to its "late" character, he says: " ... d'apres des etudes comparatives approfondies mais 
tres partielles, le Vinayapi!aka des Mülasarvästivädin paratt nettement plus archa'ique que 
celui des Sarvästivädin et meme que le plupart des autres Vinayapi!aka" (A. Bareau, Les 
seetes bouddhiques du petit vihicule [Paris: 1955J 154). More specifically, Uvi, in a detailed 
study of certain linguistic forms in the Vinaya, says for example: 'Tinterdiction de 'boire 
a la sangsue', promulgee d'abord dans un dialecte qui pratiquait l'adoucissement de la 
sourde intervocalique, est arrivee teIle quelle aux redacteurs du canon pali qui n'ont plus 
reconnu sous son alteration le terme original; ainsi des autres ecoles, a l'exception des 
Müla-Sarvästivädins, qui montrent encore sur d'autres points du canon une incontestable 
superiorite," JA (912) 510; M. Hofinger, in his study of the Second Council, argues 
that the oldest extant accounts of these events are preserved in the Mülasan'ästiz'äda
and Mahäsärighika-vinayas (M. Hofinger, Etude sur le concile de t'aifäll [Louvain: 1946} 
235-241, 256); I myself have suggested that the account of the remains of the former 
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Buddha Käsyapa found in the Mülasartlästiväda-tlinaya appears from every angle to be 
earlier than the standardized, revised, and probably conflated accounts found in our other 
Vinayas in "Two Problems in the History of Indian Buddhism," Ch. 11 above, 28-29. If 
these divergent opinions and observations suggest astate of some uncertainty concerning 
the date of the lItfülasarvästiväda-t'inaya, then their presentation has succeeded in represent
ing the actual state of our knowledge. We simply know very litde that is definitive 
about it; the illusion, of course, is that we know anyrhing more abour rhe dates of our 
other Vinayas, including that preserved in Päli. It does, however, seem that there is 
mounting evidence that the Mülasart'ästit'äda-vinaya-whatever its date or the degree of 
its "remaniement"--contains a good deal of very early material. The tules concerning 
monastic funerals may, in fact, be just anorher case in point. 

70. For the Sanskrit translated by rim gro bya ba, see L. Chandra, Tibetan-Sanskrit 
Dictionary (New Delhi: 1961) 2268-2269, and note that Sanskrit satkära, when not 
actually a "w.r. for sa'!1skära," can itself in one form or another mean "doing (the last) 
honour (to the dead), cremation of a corpse, funeral obsequies," "to pay the last honours 
to (ace.), cremate," ete.; M. Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary (Oxford: 
1899) 1134. As stated earlier, Sanskrit accounts of monasric funerals do nor always use 
the expression farlra-püjä: at Gi/git Manuscripts, iii 2, 118.15, for example, we find 
bhik~al'as tam ädäya dahanaT!t gatä~ ... bhik~at'aS tarn ädahane sa1!ukärya l'ihäram ägatä~: 
at iii 2, 125.14: bhik~atlas tam ädahana11,l nltvä sa,,;skärya l'ihäram ägatä~. 

71. Although it contains some details not yet found in the texts, I-tsing's description 
of a monastic funeral also contains, in one form or another, the same basic elements; see 
Takakusu, ARecord 0/ the Buddhist Religion as Practiced in India and the Malay Archipelago, 
81-82, and Bareau, ACF 0989-1990) 636. 

72. It would appear from Jain's remarks in Life in Ancient India as Depicted in the 

Jain Canon and Commentaries, 281-284, andJOIB 38 (1988) 123-131, that the funeral 
of a dead Jain monk was by preference and, when at all possible, an exclusively monastic 
afTair. But Jain sources explicidy legislate for contingencies: "The quest ion of carrying 
the dead (monk} for disposal was rat her complicated ... If there were only one single 
monk and it was not possible for hirn to carry the dead, ascetics belonging to non-Jain 
religion or laymen should be called, or help should be taken from the members of the 
MaIlagaQ.a, the HastipälagaQ.a or the KumbhakäragaQ.a, or in the absence of these a 
village-headman, cä'!4alas, people from degraded castes, sweepers, barbers and others 
should be approached." It is not impossible that the Buddhist Vinayas also contained 
such legislation and ir simply has not been recognized as such. The weIl-known passage 
that we associate with the Mahäparinirt'ä,!a-siltra, which has been taken wrongly to 

establish that "sarTrapüjä, the worship of relics, is the concern of the laity and not the 
bhik~usarp.gha" (Schopen, "Monks and the Relic Cult in the Mahäparinibbäna-slltta, " now 
Ch. VI above, 100-101), may be, in fact, just such legislation. In the passage in question 
(Sanskrit 36.2-36.3; Päli V.l 0), Änanda asks how the funereal farlra-püjä for the Buddha 
could be performed, and the Buddha responds in the Sanskrit version: alpotJltkas tl'am 

änanda bhat1a farlrapüjäyä~. prasafmä brähma,!agrhapataya etad äpädayiJj'anti. All of the 
other known versions are essentially similar: Päli, .. 'ne soyez pas occupes (al')'äl1a{ä tumhe 
hotha) du culte (a rendre au} corps du Tathägata' "; Chinese 0, " 'ne vous souciez pas de 
cette affaire' "; Chinese A and C, .. 'restez tranquilles' "; ete. All versions, as weIl, indicate 
essentially the same reason why Änanda need not be concerned: .. 'les pieux brahmanes 
et maitres de maison (grhapati) s'en chargeront' "; all quotations are from Bareau, Recherches 

sur la biographie du buddha dans les Jütrapi{aka et les l'inayapi{aka anciens: 11. Les derniers 
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mois, le parinirt1ä1!a et les fimerailles, T. 11, 36-37. Previous interpretations of this passage
and (hey have been many-have, it seems, never asked why Änanda should have been 
so concerned in the first place. Moreover, they have failed to take into account, among 
other things, that the Mahäparinirt1ä1Ja-sütra was almost certainly a piece of l'inaya; that 
the Buddha's declaration came at almost the very end of the various Vinayas and certainly 
at the very end of the narrative time or internal chronology assumed by the canonical 
texts; and that-finally-Änanda found hirnself, in so far as we can tell, alone. This 
would mean in terms of the Mt71asarvästit1äda-vinaya, for example, that by the time the 
reader or redactor of this Vinaya had reached this passage, he would have seen or inserted 
both sets of rules governing monastic funerals that we have looked at here and a host 
of narrative descriptions of monastic funerals, in all of which it was monks and monks 
alone who did and were explicitly directed to perform the funeral of a fellow-monk. Bur 
again, in so far as we can tell, Änanda found hirnself alone or virtually so. He could not, 
therefore, fulfill the llinaya rule. This situation can explain weil Änanda's concern, the 
Buddha's assurance, and the sense of the passage: the Buddha was allowing an exception 
to the rule. This interpretation, although differing markedly from others, is perhaps 
worth pursuing. Ir is also perhaps worth noting that it~r some residual sense that 
Änanda had indeed broken the rule-may also explain one of the charges brought against 
Änanda by Mahakasyapa at "the council of Rajagrha." Among other things and in all 
versions, Änanda is criticized, in fact charged with a fault (dll~krla), for having allowed 
apparently unauthorized individuals-nuns, laymen, and especially laywomen-to partic
ipate in what could only have been the funereal farrra-pl7jä: most of the versions emphasize 
that the women saw the Buddha's penis, and that could only have happened during the 
preparation of the body before it was wrapped. See, for the various accounts, J. Przyluski, 
Le cOllei/e de räjagrha. /lltrodllctioll a I'histoire des canons et des seetes bouddhiqlleS (Paris: 
1926-1928) 15,50-51,64,153,157, ete. 

73. The role of ghosts, demons, ete., in the promulgation of l'inaya rules would 
make an interesting topic of study. In both the Pali Vinaya (i, 149ft) and the 1If17/asart'äSli
l'äda-l'inaya (Gi/git Afanuseripls, iii 4, 149ft), for example, problems with or the presence 
of pisäca or amanllSJ'as are cited as legitimate causes for cutting short the rain-retreat, an 
act which otherwise was forbidden. Again in the Pali Vinaya the case of a monk who 
had "a non-human affliction" (ama1lltJSikäbädha) or was "possessed" prompted the Buddha 
to allow monks to eat raw flesh and drink blood (Pali Villaya, i, 202; I. B. Horner, The 
Book 0/ the Discip/ine, Vol. IV [London: 1951) 274, n. 6); ete. Ir would appear, moreover, 
from Jain's remarks that many of the rules governing Jain monastic funerals were also 
connected with the fear of "ghosts": "If these rites are not followed, it is possible that 
some deity might enter the dead body, rise, play and create disturbances to the sangha" 
(jO/B 38 [l988} 127). 

74. Unfortunately, the material studied here makes linIe specific reference to nuns, 
and in this it is probably typical of textual sources on the whole and unrepresentative 
of what actually occurred; see G. Schopen, "Monks, Nuns, and 'Vulgar' Practices," Ch. 
XI below, esp. 248ff. It is true, however, that none of the inscribed-and therefore 
certain-sll7pas of the local monastic dead found at Indian monastic sites were erected 
for a nun; see Schopen, "An Old Inscription from AmaravatT," now Ch. IX above. The 
subject requires, and will undoubtedly reward, furure research. 



CHAPTER XI 

On Monks, Nuns, and 
"Vulgar" Practices 

The Introduction of the Image Cult into 
Indian Buddhism 

THERE IS A CURIOUS consistency in the way in which major doctrinal changes 

and innovations in the history of Indian Buddhism have been explained. Some 
variant of a single explanatory model has been used to account for such diverse 

phenomena as the initial split within the Buddhist eommunity that produeed 

the Mahäsänghika and the beginnings of Buddhist seetarianism, the appearanee 
and growth of relie worship and the stüpa eult, and the appearanee of the 

Mahäyäna, "eelestial bodhisattvas," the cult of images, and Buddhist tantrie prac

tiees. The same model has been used, as weIl, co aecount for the disappearanee 
of Buddhism from India. 

It is equally eurious that we owe the most reeent and perhaps most clearly 

artieulated statement of this model to a classieist working in HIate antiquity." 

Brown, in talking about the rise of the eult of the saints in Latin Christianity, 

speaks of "a particular model of the nature and origin of the religious sentiment," 

whieh he ealls the " 'two-tiered' model." In this model: 

The views of the potentially enlightened few are thought of as being subject 
to continuous upward pressure from habitual ways of thinking current 
among "the vulgar" ... 

When applied to the nature of religious change in late antiquity, the "two
tiered" model encourages the historian to assume that a change in the piety 
of late-antique men, of the kind associated wirh the rise of the cult of 
saints, must have been the result of the capitulation by the enlightened 
elites of the Christian church to modes of thought previously eurrem only 

Originally publisheJ in Artibus Asiae 49: 1-2 (1988-1989): 153-168. Reprinted with stylis
tie ehanges with perm iss ion of Artibus Asiae. 
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among the "vulgar." The result has been a tendency to explain much of 
the cultural and religious history of late antiquity in terms of drastic 
"landslips" in the relation between the elites and the masses. Dramatic 
moments of"democratization of culture" or of capitulation to popular needs 
are held to have brought about aseries of "mutations" of late-antique and 
early medieval Christianity.\ 
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That this view or "model" has become an almost unnoticed part of our scholarly 

method could be easily documented on every side. That it is deeply embedded 

in even the best standard works on Indian Buddhism is clear from any number 

of statements in Lamotte. The latter, under the heading "influence du milieu 

la"ic," says, for example: 

Le bouddhisme n'est pas qu'une philosophie mystique a l'usage des candidats 
au Nirväl)a. Ce fut aussi une religion qui sortit du cadre etroit des couvents 
pour se repandre a travers toutes les couches de la population. 11 n'est pas 
douteux que, sur certains points de la doctrine et du culte, les religieux 
n'aient du composer avec les aspirations des laks ... les sucd~s croissants 
de la propagande eurent pour effet de transformer le bouddhisme, de message 
philosophico-mystique qu'il etait primitivement, en une veritable religion 
comportant un Dieu (plus exactement un buddha divinise), un pantheon, 
des saints, une mythologie et un culte. Cette religion ne tarda pas a s'infiltrer 
dans les monasteres et a influencer, peu ou prou, les savants docteurs. 2 

Later in the same work and at the end of his short discussion of the cult of 

images, Lamotte says: 

Dans l'ensemble, en face des exigences multipliees du sentiment populaire, 
la reaction clericale n'a manque ni de souplesse ni d'adresse ... Dans la 
vie courante, les autorites spirituelles evitaient de prendre position, toler
aient sans permettre , concedaient sans accorder ... -" 

In fact, this attitude and the " 'two-tiered' model" has particularly affected our 

understanding of such things as the introduction of the cult of images into 

Indian Buddhism almost from the very beginning of the discussion. Sixty years 

ago Coomaraswamy said: 

... it may weIl be asked how it came to pass that Hinduism, Buddhism, 
and Jainism alike became "idolatrous" religions. The answer to this quest ion 
was admirably expressed by Jacobi over forty years ago: 'I believe that this 
worship had nothing to do with original Buddhism or Jainism, that it did 
not originate with the monks, but with the lay community, when the 
people in general felt the want of a higher cult than that of their rude 
deities and demons, when the religious development of India found in 
Bhakti the supreme means of salvation. Therefore instead of seeing in the 
Buddhists the originals and in the Jainas the imitators, with regard to the 
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erection of temples and worship of statues, we assume that both sects were 
... brought to adopt this praetiee by the perpetual and irresistible influenee 
of the religious development of the people in India. 4 

That this model is still very mueh eurrent ean be seen in even the most reeent 

disCllssions of the early image cult. 5 

The position here is an odd one. Ir starts with the assumption-another 

old one-that Indian Buddhism was a religion dominated by a religious elite. 

But then it almost immediately asserts that these "enlightened elites"-"les 

savants docteurs," "les autori«~s spirituelles," "the monks"-were apparently able 

only to react: change and innovation were apparently out of their hands and 

were the result of the pressure of popular, lay feeling; it was the laity, it seems, 

who stimulated change and innovation. But apart from the fact that this would 

have been an almost complete reversal of the role that "autorites spirituelles" 

have always had in Indian culture, every indication that we have in regard to 

the cult of images, for example, suggests something like the very opposite. 

Precisely because it was a later innovation in Indian Buddhism, the develop

ment of the cult of images can be much more easily followed than many other, 

earlier developments. This is especially true of its introduction and its earlier 

phases at individual sites. By means of one of the most important and most 

unaccountably little-used sources for the history of Indian Buddhism, we are 

able to actually document the role of the Indian Buddhist monastic in this 

process. In fact, even a preliminary analysis of the large collection of donative 

inseriptions that have come down to us clearly indicates the preponderant plaee 

that the monks and nuns had in the entire enterprise. We might start late and 

with Särnäth. 

There are twenty-two image inscriptions from Särnäth in which the donor 

is clear that date ro the Ku~än and Gupta periods. In fifteen of these, including 

the z'n)' earliest. the donor of the image is a monastic.(} In only three is the donor 

speeifieally said ro be a layman, and one of these is uncertain.
7 

In four others, 

only the name of the donor is given without any indication of his status. Even 

if we assume that this last group were laymen, still there are more than twice 

as many monk donors as lay donors. The numbers for monastic donors are almost 

eertainly tar out of proportion with the actual OLlmber of monks in the general 

population. They are also in striking eontrast with what we find at Särnäth at 

the end of what Sahni calls "the Mediaeval Period": 1100-1200 C.E. Here we 

find six lay donors, and possibly two more, but not a single monk." Monasties 

initiated and disproportionately supported the cult of images at Sarnäth in the 

early periods. 

In the Western Cave Temples we can even more clearly watch the introdue

tion of the eult of images. The caves at Ajarnä were excavated in two main 

phases. In the early phase, which goes back to the first century B.c:.E., there are 
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no images. In the second phase, which started in the fifth century C.E" images 

were an integral part of the new excavations and were introduced into many of 

the older caves as weIl. Here, there is no doubt about who was responsible for 

their introduction. We have thirty-six donative inscriptions connected with 

images from Aja1na in which the status of the donor can be determined. In only 

three of these inscriptions are the donors laymen, and one of these cases is 

doubtful. The other thirty-three donors were all monks. Ninety-four percent of 

these images were given by monks. 9 

Although less overwhelming, the evidence from other cave sites in Western 

India always points in the same direction. Eighteen of our donative inscriptions 

from Kanheri record the gifts of laymen: caves, cisterns, seats, and so on. Seven 

show monks and nuns making the same kind of gifts. But although laymen 

never donated images, two additional inscriptions indicate that monks did. The 

two inscriptions from Kanheri connected with images both indicate they were 

given by monks. 1o Moreover, if Leese is right about "the earliest extant figures 

of the Buddha at KaQheri," it is worth noting that the figures she identifies 

resulted either entirely or in large part from the patronage of a group of five 

monks. " The pattern is very much the same at Kuda. Here eighteen inscriptions 

record the gifts of laymen: caves, cisterns, a bathing tank, and so on. In only 

one case did a layman give an image. There are six additional inscriptions from 

Kuda that record the gifts of monks: in two of these, monastic individuals 

donated caves; in one, the object given is unclear; the remaining three inscriptions 

all record the gifts of images by monks. 12 At both Kuda and Kanheri the images 

found are intrusive-they were not part of the original plan. They were introduced 

onto the site, and in five out of six cases they were introduced by monks. Many 

of the images at AjaQra were also intrusive, and virtually all of them were 

introduced by monks. 

The monastic role in the cult of images is also apparent in the KharoghT 

inscriptions-some quite early-from the Northwest. There are eighteen Kharo

ghT inscriptions in the old collection edited by Konow that record the gifts of 

images and in which the donor's name is preserved. Of these eighteen, more 

than two-thirds (or thirteen) record the gifts of monks. I) When we add to these 

the image inscriptions that have been published recently, the figures change 

somewhat but not markedly. I know of nine newly discovered KharoghT inscrip

tions connected with images, but in three of these the status of the donor is 

unclear or problematic. 14 In five others, the donors are lay persons, and in 

one-the earliest dated piece of Gandhäran sculpture-the donor is a monk. 1 'i 

Ir is worth noting that even if in all three of the new inscriptions in which the 

donor's status is unclear the donor is assumed to be a lay person, this would 

still mean that almost 60 percent of the inscribed images from Gandhara now 

known were given by monks, and this figure, again, is certainly way out of 
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proportion 10 terms of the percentage of monks in the total population. Ir is 

also worth noting that both of the earliest actually dated Gandhäran images 

were the gifts of monks. 

Because images are much more frequently inscribed and much more fre

quently and precisely dated at Mathurä, Mathurän images are probably our most 

important single source of information on the cult of images, especially in its 

early phase. Here too, the monastic element disproportionately predominates. 

Of the twenty-six inscriptions published in Lüders' collection that record the 

gift of an image and preserve the donors' names, seventeen--or almost two

thirds-record the gifts of monks or nuns. 16 When we add the ten more recently 
published inscriptions in which the donors are dear l7 and the six inscriptions 

on early images found elsewhere (KausämbI, Särnäth, or SrävastI) but known to 

have come from Mathurä,18 we arrive at a total of forty-two. Of these forty-two 

images, seventeen were donated by lay persons, but twenty-five by monks or 

nuns: here again, almost two-thirds. Bur because many of the Mathurän images 

are more precisely dated, we can make an even more precise chronological analysis 

of them. 
Since the four image inscriptions assigned by Lüders to the K~atrapa period 

(MI nos. 1, 72, 80, 86) are not actually dated, our analysis will be limited to 

dated Ku~än inscriptions on images of Mathurän origin in which the status of 

the donor is dear. (See Table 1. I include the two KharoghI inscriptions dated 

in an early Ku~än year, marked with an asterisk.)19 

The first feature that strikes the eye is the proportionately high number of 

monastic donors: two-thirds of the donors of images in dated Ku~än inscriptions 

were monks or nuns. But for the hazards of time, this number would have been 

higher. Only two of the Ku~än image inscriptions recording the gift of lay 

persons lacked a year date and were therefore exduded from the analysis. Bur 

four of the inscriptions recording monastic gifts lacked such a date and had to 

be exduded. The second striking feature of our table is the clustering of monastic 

donors at the very beginning 0/ the period. 
Apart from one exception, every image set up in the first dozen years of 

the period was set up by a monk or a nun. The exception-number v in our 

table-is itself very doubtful. Lüders says "owing to the deplorable state of the 

inscription, the reading of the date is not absolutely reliable." Sahni reads it as 

year 30, and Lüders in a note says "it may have been 4 or 40.":w There is a 

distinct possibility that it belongs much further down in our table. However 

this may be, we need go no further in our analysis to conclude that, on the basis 

of the actual evidence, the cult of images in the Ku~än period-the earliest 

period we can actually reach-was almost entirely, and very probably exclusively, 

a monastically initiated and supported cult. 

Bur these inscriptions can tell us even more about the individuals involved 
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Table 1. Status of Donors in Ku~an Period: Inscriptions from Mathura 

KU~än Year Type 0/ Donor Location Soune 

2 monastic KausämbT EI 24, 210ff 

11 3 monastic Särnäth EI 8, 173ff 

111 3a monastic SrävastT EI 8, 181 

IV 4 monastic Mathurä EI 34, 9ff 

V 4 or 40? lay Mathurä Afl No. 172 

VI 5* monastic Peshawar(?) BEFEO 61,54 

VII 6 monastic KausämbT Central Asia in the 
Klishan Period. 
Vol. 11, 15 

VIII 8 monastic Mathurä MI No. 154 

IX 14 lay Mathurä MI No. 81 

X 16 monastic Mathurä MI No. 157 

XI 17 lay Mathurä MI No. 150 

XII 23 lay Mathurä All No. 136 

XIII 26 lay Mathurä JIABS 10.2, 101 

XIV 31 monastic Mathurä MI No. 103 

xv 32 monastic Ahicchatra JASB 21, 67 

XVI 33 monastic Mathurä MI No. 24 

XVII 39 monastic Mathurä Afl No. 126 

XVIII 45 lay Mathurä MI No. 180 

XIX 46 lay Mathurä JAIH 13, 277ff 

xx 51 monastic Mathurä MI No. 29 

XXI 89* monastic Mamäne Qheri KI LXXXVIII 

aThe year has not actually been preserved in this inscription, but since the same donor set 
up images in the years 2 and 6, the year 3 is a reasonable approximation; cf. the following 
discussion. 

in this monastic innovation. If we set aside the doubtful lay inscription of the 

year 4 or 40, then we can see that the donors of five of the first Buddhist cult 

images known in India (i, ii, iii, vi, vii) had at least one more quality in common 

in addition to the fact that they were all monastics: these donors are all called 

trepifakas. those "who know the Three Pifakas," those who knew the whole of 

Buddhist sacred literarure as it existed at the time. This would suggest that 

they were not average monks, but high ecclesiastics of wide religious knowledge. 
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It would also mean-as we shall see in greater detail in a moment-that the 

earliest dated cult images set up at a minimum of three major Buddhist sites 

in the Ganges Basin-at Särnäth, SrävaStl, and KausämbT-and in Gandhära (i, 

ii, iii, vi, vii), were set up by learned monastics, by individuals who "knew the 

Three Pi(akas." Ir is also interesting to note that one of the two inscribed images 

introduced at Känheri was the gift of a pupil of yet another trepi(aka,2\ and that 

the donor of the other image dated in the year 4 at Mathurä (iv) was a companion 

monk to another monk who is called a "preaeher of Dharma," a dha{rj",,,,a

{kathi}ka. The connection benveen the beginnings of the image eult and learned 

monastics is everywhere, so to speak, carved in stone. 

Yet other things about the donors of these early images emerge from their 

aceompanying inseriptions. The latter indicate that at least five of these images 

were set up by a group of monastics who knew one another-perhaps intimately. 

They also allow us a rare insight into the life and multifarious relationships of 

one learned monk at the beginning of the Ku~än period. 

The learned monk, the Bhik~" Bala "who knew the Three Pi(akas," hirnself 

"caused to be set up" (prati~(häpito) an image in the third year of Kani~ka at 

Särnäth. This is a huge image, ten-feet high and three-feet wide. Both the stone 

it is made of and its style indieate that it ca me from Mathurä, which-as the 

erow flies-is 300 miles away. He "caused it to be set up" at Särnäth "at the 

plaee where the Lord {i.e., the Buddha] used to walk" (bhagal1ato Cal!lkallle); that 

is to say, on the "promenade, terrace, place for walking" at Särnäth that loeal 

tradition apparently maintained the Buddha had actually used. He also provided 

this huge image with a large stone umbrella. 22 Some time before or after-the 

exact year is unsure-this same learned monk "caused to be set up" another 

image at SrävastT. This image is also huge-eleven-feet, eight-inches high-and 

it too was made in Mathurä, whieh-again, as the crow flies-is more than 200 

miles away. At Srävastl also Bala caused this monumental image to be set up 

"at the place where the Lord used to walk." Here as weil he provided the image 

with a stone umbreIla. 2
'> 

As Vogel has already said, all the evidence points to the fact that these were 

the first images set up at SrävastT and Särnäth, two of the most important 

Buddhist sacred sites in India. It is, therefore, of considerable significance that 

the person responsible was at both places the same learned monk, and all of the 

evidence indicates that he alone was responsible, in spite of the fact that the 

eost of having the images made and having them transported must have been 

very great. There is no question abour this in regard to the SrävaStl image: 

although he attached two separate inscriptions to his gift--one on the base of 

the image and one on the umbreIla shaft-Bala hirnself is the only donor 

mentioned. The inscription on the base reads: 
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{mahäräjasya de1/aputrasya kani~kasya sa".l ... di} 10 9 etaye pUr1 laye 

bhik~t,sya pu~ya{vu}-

(ddhis}ya saddhy{e}vihärisya bhik~usya balasya trepi(akasya dänal!l b{ o}dhisatz'o 

chätraf!J dä'l4af ca fäl'astiye bhagavato cal!lkame 

kOSal!lbaku(iye acaryyä'läf!J sar1lastivädinaf!l parigahe 

(EI 8 [1905-1906] 181) 

[In the year [3] of the Great King, the Devaputra Kani~ka, in the ... the 
month of ... , on the] 19th [day], on this date the gift of the Monk Bala, 
who knows the Three Pi(akas and is a companion of the Monk Pu~yavuddhi, 
[i.e.,J a Bodhisattl'a. an umbrella, and its shaft [were set up] in Sravastl, on 
the Blessed One's Promenade, in the KosafTlbaku~i, for the possession of 
the Sarvastivadin Teaehers. 
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Here, although Bala identiftes himself in part by referenee to a fellow monk

Pu~yavuddhi-that fellow monk is not assoeiated with his gift. The gift is said 

to be Bala's alone. Note that what was almost eertainly the first eult image set 

up at SravastT--one of the most important of Buddhist sites-was not only 

given by a learned monk, it was also given to a group of learned monks, "the 

Sarvastivadin Teaehers." 

The inseription on the umbrella shaft belonging to the SravastI image, 

although very fragmentary at the beginning, almost eertainly is worded exactly 

the same as the inscription on the base. No more. In this, the inscriptions on 

the Sarnath image differ. 

There are three separate inscriptions associated with the Sarnath image: one 

on the umbrella shaft, wh ich is the longest, one on the front of the image 
pedestal, and one on the back of the image between the feet. The last of these reads: 

mahärajasya kal!idkasya} SaJ!] 3 he 3 di 2{2} 

etaye pltr1'aye bhik~usya balas)'a trepi(a{ kasaya} 

bodhisatl lo chatraya~(i ca {pratiUhäpito} 

(EI 8 (1905-1906] 179) 

The year 3 of the Great King Kani~ka, the 3rd month of winter, ehe 22nd 
day. On this date, by the Monk Bala who knows ehe Three Pi(akaJ, a 
Bodhisattl'a, an umbrella, and its shaft were caused to be set up. 

Here, Bala is the only donor mentioned. He alone is said to be responsible for 

setting up "the Bodhisattl'a, an umbrella, and its shaft." Bur the inscription on 

the front of the pedestal says that the Bodhisattl/a at least-the umbrella and 

shaft are not mentioned-was "caused to be set up" by Bala mahäk~atrapena 

kharapallanena saha k~atrapena vanasparena. which on the face of it means: 

"together with the Great Satrap Kharapallana and the Satrap Vana~para." The 

inscription on the shaft is even fuller. It records that the Bodhisattt'a. umbrella, 

and shaft were set up by the Monk Bala, who is here identified as "the companion 
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of the Monk Pu~yavuddhi"-thus identifying the Bala of the SrävastI image 

with the Bala named here at Särnäth. But it goes on co say that this was done 

"cogether with his mother and father, together with his preceptors and teachers, 

his companions and pupils, cogether with Buddhamiträ who knows the Three 

Pi!akas. cogether with the Satrap Vana~para and Kharapalläna, and cogether with 

the Four Assemblies, for the welfare and happiness of all beings." 

The situation appears somewhat contradiccory here. The inscription on the 

back of the image says that Bala alone set up the image, umbrella, and shaft. 

The other two inscriptions say that the same act was done-following the usual 

interpretation of saha-"cogether with" a number of named individuals. The 

seeming contradiction turns on the interpretation of saha: if it is taken literally, 

the inscriptions recording the same event are saying different things; if it does 

not literally mean "together with," they are not. There are internal indications that 

see m to indicate that saha was not intended co be underscood in its literal sense. 

The last group mentioned in the shaft inscription according co the way 

Vogel has printed it, is "the Four Assemblies"; that is, "all monks, nuns, laymen, 

and laywomen." The universalistic character of this group is even clearer if we 
read sahä ca sarvähi pari~ähi, "and cogether with all assemblies," instead of sahä 

ca( tu)hi pari~ähj. "cogether with the Four Assemblies. " Vogel admits he hesitated 

between the two readings. 24 In fact, both are possible. But the important point 

here is that, in either case, it is very difficult co believe that the inscription 

intended co say that the image at Särnäth was "caused CO be set up" by Bala 
"together with"-literally-"all monks, nuns, laymen, and laywomen." In fact, 

several individuals and subgroups who would fall into the larger categories such 

as "monks" have already been specifically mentioned. It seems much more likely 

that the saha construction is used here-and perhaps everywhere in Buddhist 

donative inscriptions-as a means by which the donor can share the merit of 

his act by explicitly associating others with it. He shares or "transfers" the act 

rather than, as is frequent elsewhere, the merit resulting from it. The end result 
in either case is the same.2'S 

Whether Bala's gift was literally made "cogether with" the groups or individ

uals named, or whether-as appears to be more likely the case-he chose co 

associate these groups or individuals with his meritorious act, it would seem 

obvious that he had a special relationship with them, especially with those he 

specifically names. The Satraps Vana~para and Kharapalläna were clearly 

important local political figures, and it appears likely that the Monk Bala, 

like the Monk Buddhabhadra later at Ajarnä, was "the friend of kings." Like 
Buddhabhadra again, he must also have been a man "of considerable wealth."26 

But the one other specifically named individual he associates with his act has 

no counterpart in Buddhabhadra's inscription. Bala specifically names, in addition 

to the Satraps, only Buddhamiträ: a woman-she is called here neither a nun 
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nor a pupil-who "knows the Three Pitakas." This is of particular importance, 
both for wh at it reveals about Bala's preoccupations and for the fact that it 

establishes that he knew and apparently had a special relationship with a woman 

named Buddhamiträ who---like hirnself and apparently on the same footing

"knew the Three Pitakas" or the whole of Buddhist canonical literature as it 

existed at the time. This, in turn, is important because it suggests that he 
probably knew the woman who, on at least two occasions-the year 2 and the 

year 6 of Kani~ka-"caused to be set up" the first cult images at KausämbI, yet 

another major Buddhist sacred site. 
The earliest dated cult image set up at Kausämbr was, like Bala's images 

at Särnäth and SrävastI, a very large standing image very probably made at 
Mathurä, which was more than 200 miles away. Ir, again like both Bala's images, 

was set up "on the promenade of the Blessed One, the Buddha" (bhagavato 

buddhasa ca(1J}}kame). These facts alone would suggest that the installation of 
these three images-the first of their kind at these important sites-was the 

result of a patterned and coordinated effort: all three originated from the same 
place, and all three were set up on a "promenade" associated with the Buddha. 
This suggestion is further strengthened by the fact that the KausämbI image 

was set up by a woman named Buddhamiträ who, according to the inscription, 
"knew the Three Pitakas." This Buddhamiträ, called here "a nun" (bhikhUfrtJ, 

can hardly be anyone else than the Buddhamiträ "who knows the Three Pitakas" 

that Bala mentions in his inscription from Särnäth. This same Buddhamiträ set 
up at least three separate images "on the promenade of the Blessed One" at 

KausämbI: the first in the year 2, another in the year 6, and a third in an 
unknown year. 27 

The nature of the relationship between Bala and Buddhamiträ is curiously 

unstated. Buddhamiträ is the only specifically named individual-apart from 

the Satraps-whom Bala associates with his gift. But he does not say that she 
was a nun, nor does he indicate that she was his pupil. Buddhamiträ, although 
specifically mentioned by Bala, does not mention hirn at all in any of her three 

inscriptions. She indicates that she was a nun but gives no indication of whom 
her teacher was. This is of some significance, since it was a common practice 

already for monks or nuns to identify themselves by reference to the monastic 
who was their teacher. The association ofBala and Buddhamiträ with one another, 

as well as their association with Mathurä, is, however, both confirmed and given 

specificity by the donative inscription of yet another nun who seems to have 
carried on their joint ptoject. This inscription records the fact that, in the year 
33, a nun named DhanavatI "caused to be set up" at Mathurä an image. DhanavatT 

describes herselfboth as a nun and as "the sister's daughter of the nun Buddhami
trä, who knows the Tripitaka, the female pupil of the monk Bala, who knows 

the Tripitaka" (bhfk{usya balasya (t}repitakasya antevä(si}n(f)y(e) (bhi}k{u1'!fye tre(pi-
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ti){kä}ye bllddha{mi}träy{e} bhägineylye, MI no. 24). Thirty years after Buddhami

trä set up her first image at KausämbI, her maternal nieee set up an image at 

Mathurä. The nieee identified herself exclusively in terms of her relationship to 

Buddhamiträ, and identified Buddhamiträ in turn as a "pupil" of Bala. That 

neither of the latter made referenee to Buddhamiträ's "pupilhood" is eurious, but 

it is clear that their names were stilliinked by the generation that followed them. 

If the eonneetion between learned monasties and the beginnings of the 

image eult is everywhere apparent, it is even more speeifieally so in the Bala

Buddhamiträ inscriptions. We seem to see here something like an intentional, 

organized, even eoordinated distribution of early images from a eentral point. 

The earliest eult images at three of the most important Buddhist sites in the 

Ganges Basin-KausämbI, SrävastI, and Särnäth-almost eertainly eame from 

Mathurä, where seholarly opinion is more and more inclined to loeate the 

production of the first Buddha images. 2H The produetion, transportation, and 

installation of all these images-again, the first at these sites-was effeeted by 

at least two monasties who knew one another in one or more eapaeities. And 

both of these individuals were, in their eontemporary idiom, very learned. All 

of the evidenee suggests that these learned monasties were, in Basham's words, 

"propagandists for a new eult,"29 and that this propaganda was effeeted in a 

systematie fashion. This ean only mean that the only "autorites spirituelles" 

whom we have aetual knowledge of, far from "taking no position," were the 

sponsors and initiators of one of the most radieal and far-reaehing innovations 

in Indian Buddhist eult praetiee. That some of these "autorites spirituelles" were 

women brings us to the last aspeet of the question that we can deal with here. 

If, because of an almost exclusive relianee on texrual sourees, our pierure of 

the acrual Indian Buddhist monk is more than a liede skewed, the pierure of 

the Indian Buddhist nun-for the same reason-has been almost obliterated. 

Oldenberg, for example, says: 

In number they (Buddhist nunsJ were apparendy far behind monks, and 
therefore it is tu be doubted also, whether at any time there was inherent 
in the spiritual sisterhood a degree of influence which could be feIt, bearing 
on the Buddhist community as a whole. The thoughts and forms of life of 
Buddhism had been thought out and moulded solely by men and for men.'() 

That this is off-the-mark on several counts can be surmised on the basis of what 

we have seen already of the nun Buddhamiträ: her activities at KausämbI would 

almost certainly have had profound "influence" there "on the Buddhist commu

nity as a whole." Ir was she who introduced at KausämbI the eult image. In 

fact, nuns, and laywomen as weIl, seem to have been very actively involved in 

the development of the "new cult." This will be easily apparent if we rewrite 
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our table containing the data for the image cult connected with Mathura in 

such a way as to show gender differences. (See Table 2.) 

If we set aside the two KharoHhI inscriptions, we can note that, of the 

nineteen individuals associated with Mathura who "caused images co be set up" 

in the Ku~an period, six were monks, two were laymen, six were nuns, and five 

were laywomen. Nuns here, rather than being "far behind monks," had parity 

with them both in terms of numbers and in terms of learned titles. This parity 

was not new. Ir occurred before in the earlier inscriptions recording donations 

connected with the stt7palrelic cult at SancI: there were at Sand one hundred 

twenty-nine monk donors, and one hundred twenty-five nuns. At least four 

inscriptions from SancI record the gift of a nun named Avisina who is called 

one "who is versed in the St7tras, "31 and at least three nun donors at SancI had 

"pupils" (antel/iisin).)2 The figures for other early sites show a similar pattern: at 

Pauni there were three monk donors and five nuns;'" at Bharhut, sixteen nuns 

and twenty-five monks;34 at AmaravatI, twelve monk donors and twelve nun 

donors.'5 The one striking exception from the early period comes from our 

KharoHhI inscriptions: in Konow's collection there are sixteen monk donors but 

not a single nun. There are, as weIl, no nuns in the more recently published 

KharoHhI inscriptions. The reasons for this are not yet dear. It may weIl have 

to do with the fact that the geographie area from which our KharoHhI inscriptions 

came is precisely that area which has always been most open to foreign influence 

and occupation, and this influence and occupation may have determined a differ-

Table 2. Gender Differences of Donors in Ku~an Period 
Inscriptions from Mathura 

Ku~an Year Donor Ku{an Year Donor 

2 nun XII 23 laywoman 

11 3 monk XIll 26 layman 

111 (3) monk XIV 31 nun 

IV 4 monk xv 32 monk 

V 4 or 40? laywoman XVI 33 nun 

VI 5* monk XVII 39 nun 

VII 6 nun XVIII 45 laywoman 

VIII 8 nun XIX 46 layman 

IX 14 laywoman xx 51 monk 

X 16 monk XXI 89* monk 

XI 17 laywoman 
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ent attitude toward the participation of women in monastic lives.'I6 But however 

this might eventually be explained, it is clear al ready that, in addition co 

geographical factors affecting the degree of participation of nuns in recorded 
Buddhist activities, there is a marked chronological component as weIl. 

From the very earliest period up co and through the Ku~än period, nuns 
were everywhere-apart from the KharoghI area and NägärjunikoQcJa-present 

as active donors in numbers similar to those of monks. When we move from 

the Ku~än co the Gupta period (the fourth to fifth centuries C.E.), this pattern 
changes radically. Among the donors of images associated with Mathurä in the 

Ku~än age, for example, there were, as we have seen, six monks and six nuns. 
Bur in the Gupta inscriptions from Mathurä, while there are six monk donors, 
there is only a single nun.~7 This marked drop in the number of nun donors at 

Mathurä occurred in conjunction with at least one other change that can be 
detected there: a new kind of monk appeared at Mathurä in the fourth to fifth 
centuries. Five of the six Gupta monk donors appear to have belonged to the 

same group. They all refer to themselves as fakyabhik~us-a title unknown in 
previous periods. 'I!l That the presence of these monks is related co the decline 
or disappearance of nun donors is suggested as weIl at other si tes, perhaps most 

dramatically at AjaQ~ä and Särnäth. At AjaQ~ä there were thirty-three monastic 
donors of images, all of the fifth century, and every one of them was a monk. 

There was not a single nun. Of these thirty-three monks, at least twenty-five 
specifically referred to themselves as fakyabhik~us.)9 The same pattern is found 

in the Gupta inscriptions from Särnäth: there were thirteen monk donors of 

images bur only a single nun. Here too eleven of the thirteen monk donors 
referred co themselves as fakyabhiks.us.40 

Although the full details have yet co be worked out, it appears that the 

appearance or presence of monks calling themselves fakyabhik~us everywhere in 

the fourth co fifth centuries C.E. occurred in conjunction with the marked decline 
or disappearance of the participation of nuns in recorded Buddhist religious 
activity. The fact that these fakyabhik~us were almost certainly Mahäyäna monks 

may seem curious, but it appears that the emergence of the Mahäyäna in the 
fourth co fifth centuries coincided with a marked decline in the role of women 

of all kinds in the practice of Indian Buddhism.41 What is important for us to 
note here, however, is that until that time--contrary co Oldenberg-nuns, indeed 

women as a whole, appear to have been very numerous, very active, and, as a 

consequence, very influential in the actual Buddhist communities of early India. 
The female monastics who, like their male counterparts, were so active in religious 
giving and the cults of relics and images were, again like their male counterparts, 

oftentimes of high ecclesiastical standing: they were "masters of the Three 
Pi!akas," "versed in the St7tras," and many of them had groups of disciples. 

Before we formulate any general conclusions regarding the material we have 
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seen so far, at least one point should be dearly emphasized. In dealing with the 

earliest phase of the image cult-primarily but not exdusively at Mathurä-I 

have intentionally restricted myself to inscribed, dated images in which the 

status of the donor is dear. The reasons for this are very simple: there are no 

images that can be proved to be earlier, and there are no earlier data on the 

donors of images. Whether these are absolutely the earliest images cannot, in 

fact, be known. But even if there were earlier images, they could not have been 

many, and, almost all would agree, they could not have been much earlier. Ir 
is, therefore, extremely unlikely that their indusion would alter the pattern of 

patronage we have uncovered. In a rough sort of way this can actually be 

demonstrated. Although none of them are actually dated, Lüders assigns four 

image inscriptions to the K~atrapa period. In two of these, the status of the 

donor is undear (nos. 72, 86); in one, the donor is a laywoman (no. 1); in the 

other, the donor is a monk (no. 80). (A fifth inscription, no. 155, cannot definitely 

be connected with an image.) 

These same considerations apply with even greater force to tme cult images. 

While there may have been earlier representations of the Buddha in human form 

in narrative or even decorative contexts, what evidence we have argues against 

any long-standing Buddhist tradition of monumental cult images in a medium 

other than srone.42 Unquestionably, early monumental Buddhist cult images in 

stone-like those ofBala and Buddhamiträ at Särnäth, SrävastI, and KausämbI

presuppose not a previously established, Buddhist cult-image tradition, but an 

image tradition of a different kind: 

All these early images [in stone] from Mathurä and the surrounding area 
are closely related with the loeal yaks,a figures and with images of Ku~äna 
ernperors. They belong to the same world, where the eoneepts of overlord
ship, of farne and of fortune (bhäga) predominate ... Ir has been pointed 
out that the standing Buddha image is really a repliea of the earlier standing 
yaks,a or royal image, but lacking the regalia and insignia of royalty:"H 

Surely if there had been a prior tradition of any standing of Buddhist cult images 

in wood or day, the stone images that we have would not still be borrowing so 

heavily from non-Buddhist models. The fact that our earliest extant monumental 

eult images in stone represent a tradition still groping for its own types and 

iconography, still working wich non-Buddhist models, virtually predudes any 

long-standing development of Buddhist cult images in day or wood. The monu

mental cult images we have in stone from Särnäth, SrävaStl, and elsewhere are 

probably the earliest that there were. 

Although this is but a preliminary study of Buddhist donative inscripcions 

associated with images, still a number of points are already clear. We have seen 
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that the first eult images at several major Buddhist saered sites-Sarnath, SravastI, 

Kausambi, Mathura-in the early Ku~an period were set up by learned nuns 

and monks. We have seen that the earliest dated images in the Northwest were 

the gifts of learned monks, that it was monks who introdueed images of the 

Buddha into the monastie eave complexes at Kanheri, Kuda, and-massively-at 

AjaQ~a in the fourth to fifth eenturies C.E., and that it was monks who donated 

new images in the fifth-eentury revitalization at Sarnath. Although images were 

introdueed at different times at different sites, they were almost always introdueed 

by the same group everywhere: either monks or nuns. It would appear that the 

image and its attendant eult were major preoccupations of nuns and monks; 

that they everywhere introduced the cult and everywhere disproportionately 

supported ie l ) These were not the monks and nuns our textual sources have 

presented to us; but those monks and nuns, it is coming to be clear, were not 

in any case the real Indian monastics. 

A picture of the actual Indian Buddhist monk and nun is graduaIly emerging; 

he and she differ markedly from the ideal monk and nun who have been presented 

on the basis of textual material alone. The actual monk, for example, unlike the 

textual monk, appears to have been deeply involved in religious giving and cult 

practice of every kind from the very beginning. He is preoccupied not with 

Nirtlä'la but, above aIl else, with what appears to have been a strongly feIt 

obligation to his parents, whether living or dead. He is concerned as weIl, for 

example, with the health of his companions and teaehers. He appears, in short, 

as very human and very vulnerable .. !) We do not yet understand hirn weil by 

any means, but the work of Brown, with which we started the present essay, 

may not only provide us with an alternative model for change and innovation, 

it mayaiso give us a clue concerning where we might begin to look in trying 

to understand this actual monk. 

Speaking again about the cult of the saints in Latin Christianity, Brown 

says "it is not surprising, perhaps, that the cult of the patron saint spread most 

quickly in ascetic circles." In fact, although he has been criticized for using the 

term, he refers to "the remarkable generation of Christian leaders" from these 

eircles as the impresarios of the cult: "for the impresarios of the new cult are 

precisely those who had taken on themselves the ctushing weight of holiness 
demanded by the ascetic way of life.,,·jG As Brown hirnself notes, this suggests 

that change and innovation "come from a very different direction from that 

posited by the 'two-tiered' model" and that "the evidence of the press ure from 

'mass conversions' "-compare Lamotte's "les succes croissants de la propagande" 

eited above-"has been exaggerated. Nor is there any evidence that the loClls of 

superstitious practice lay among the 'vulgar'. Indeed, it is the other way round 

... "i? Our donative inscriptions would suggest an Indian situation in the first 

centuries of the Common Era that was remarkably parallel in essentials: changes 
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in cult practice came from, and were supported by, learned "ascetic circles." Bur 

the possible parallel may go further and may provide a partial explanation for 

the Indian case. 

Brown again says: "For the impresarios of the cult of saints were studiously 

anxious men. Sulpicius and Paulinus shared the strong link ... of having very 

recently and at no small cost of suffering and scandal, abandoned their previous 

social identities," and it was they who sought "the face of a fellow human being 

where an earlier generation had wished co see the shimmering presence of a 

bodiless power ..... 4H Again there appear to be clear paralleis in the Indian 

situation. The renunciation of the household life-especially for high-class brah

mins-would have entailed the wrenching loss of their "social identity." To 

judge by the textual sourees, it was a move fraught with difficulty and generated 

strong familial reactions. 49 To judge by the inscriptional sourees, it created a 

disproportionately strong sense of anxiety in regard co their "abandoned" parents 

on the part of individual monks and nuns. These concerns, again, would have 
pressed particularly hard on monks from brahmin families, and it is precisely 

this group that apparently made up the majority of the Buddhist elite. 'So Although 

much else remains to be underscood, it appears that it was this same group that 

introduced and promoted the cult of images, that sought "the face of a fellow 

human being where an earlier generation had wished co see the shimmering 

presence of a bodiless power." 
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CHAPTER XII 

The Buddha as an Owner of Property 
and Permanent Resident in Medieval 

Indian Monasteries 

PROBABLY ALL WOULO AGREE that understanding the way in wh ich the person 

of the Buddha was understood is cencral co any attempt to characterize the 
Indian groups that came co coalesce around that person. In fact, understanding 

how that person was underscood or perceived has, it appears, oftencimes deter

mined how a great many other matters were understood. The old Anglo-German 

school of Päli scholarship, for example, saw the Buddha as a kind of sweetly 

reasonable Viccorian Gentleman. Such a view dominated not only the scholarly 

world, but as Almond has recently shown,l the popular press of the day. Ir is, 

therefore, hardly surprising that the "religion" attributed co hirn was understood 

as an orderly system of sweetly reasonable, rational Viccorian ethics, a system 
ehat-significantly-was seen to carry an implicie "native" criticism of ehe actual, 

observable religions of nineteench cencury India, and co point up their "decline."2 

This view, like virtually every other one that followed it, was built up almost 

exclusively from a particular, if not peculiar, selected reading of literary sources. 

The later views, the views of the so-called Franco-Belgian school, in this regard 

at least differed not at all. They treated later sources, co be sure, but still literary 

sources only. They cook seriously ehe works of ehe later Vasubandhu, of Asanga 

and Haribhadra-works of the early medieval and medieval periods. They deter

mined, for example, that "the extreme Mahäyäna reduced the Buddha to two 

elemencs: ... indescribable reality and the suprarational intuition of this reality"; 

that the Buddha was understood co have not one, but two, three, or--evencually

four bodies, each thought of in ever-increasing abstract terms; that, finally, the 

real Buddha was thought co be "the Dharmakäya which has no flesh or blood 
or bones.") In light of this understanding of the Buddha, the Buddhism of this 

period was underscood as a collection of loosely connected, increasingly convo-

Originally published in Journal of Indian Philosophy 18 (1990):181-217. Reprinted with 
stylistic changes with permission of Kluwer Academic Publishers. 
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luted systems of abstract theory. This understanding still confronts the neophyte 

when he or she approaches the standard textbooks dealing with Mahäyäna 

Buddhism. 

Ir is at least curious that this particular Buddhology, based as it is almost 

exclusively on a narrowly limited corpus of highly specialized literature, has 

persisted in virtually all of the work done by modern scholars on the medieval 

period. Ir is curious because, already sixty years ago, de La Vallee Poussin-a 

man whose knowledge of Buddhist scholastic literature has probably not yet 

been equaled-unequivocally declared it to be incomplete and merely partial. 

At the end of his long discussion "sur les corps du Bouddha," itself largely taken 

up with the beginnings of the increasingly abstract conceptions of the early 

medieval period, de La Vallee Poussin said: "La description des theories abstraites 

n'est qu'une partie, non negligeable, de l'histoire de la bouddhologie.,,4 Buddhist 

Studies has been slow to realize the implications of this, and many other, 

observations scattered throughout the still-astounding body of work left by this 
Belgian scholar. 

Because of this slowness, the "abstract theories" have by default been left 

to stand as the sole representatives of medieval Buddhist conceptions of the 

Buddha, and this, in turn, has left an almost permanent distortion of the doctrinal 

record, a distortion that would require the availability of other sources to remove. 

Bur such sources-at least some of them-have been available for a very long 

time, and de La Vallee Poussin, at the head of the same discussion already referred 

to, had already pointed us in a promising direction: "la veneration des corps," 
he said, "occupe une place notable dans l'epigraphie."'i De La Vallee Poussin was 

referring here primarily to the various "hymns" (stava) found, not commonly it 

now appears, in Buddhist inscriptions. Bur he was, at least, still pointing to an 

important source, a source which we too might do well to consider, although 

with a broader and less self-consciously literary selection.6 

There are considerable numbers of Buddhist donative records and land grants 

that have survived from the medieval period. 7 We might look at a sam pIe of 

these-and it is only a sample-paying particular attention to their language, 

to what they say about both the Buddha's location and abour where he was thought 

to be and to what they say about his role in the transactions being recorded. 

Earlier inscriptions already contain some hints of what is to come, but they 

are somewhat ambiguous or can, at least, be understood in more than one way. 

An inscribed first century slab from KausämbI that has the Buddha's footprints 

carved on it says, for example: "(this) slab was caused to be made ... in the 

residence of the Buddha, in the Gho~itäräma" (. .. budhät'äse gho~itäräme ... filä 

kä{ritä}).8 Given the traditions that assert that the Buddha had actually lived 

on occasion at KausämbI, the "residence of the Buddha" referred to here may 
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not refer to a mrrent residence, but to a structure or room where the Buddha 

was thought to have Jormerly residedY 

Similarly, the inscription on a face ted stone pillar from Mithouri that "may 

be assigned to the 2nd Century A.D." may also be interpreted in more than one 

way. It says the donor "caused an umbrella to be set up for the Blessed One, 

the Pitämaha, the Fully and Completely Awakened One, in the Saptapan).l}a 

Monastery" (. .. saptapanl'la-t'ihäre bhagal lat-pitämahasya samyakSaf{lbllddhasya ... 

cha{tra!~l pra}ti~!häpayati). 10 Although, in the end, the differences in possible 

meaning may be small, the inscription can be understood to be saying either 

that the umbrella was set up for the Buddha who was hirnself in the monastery, 

or it may be saying that the umbrella itself was set up in the monastery Jor the 

Buddha without specifying where the latter actually was. But even this second 

interpretation would suggest, at least, that things intended "for," or at least 

"belonging to," the Buddha were "set up" in this monastery. 

If, however, the language of these and a small number of other early inscrip

tions remains ambiguolls and not altogether explicit, the same cannot be said 

or a large nllmber of inscriptions and land grants that belong to the medieval 

period. Starting from the fourth to fifth centuries, the language of inscriptions 

becomes ever increasingly unambiguous and straightforward in regard to the 

Buddha's location, his proprietorship, and his permanent residency in local 

monasteries. The fifth century inscriptional record of the foundation of Cave 

XVI at Ajal}~ä, for example, explicirly refers to this cave as the "excellent dwelling 

to be occllpied by the Best of Ascetics"; that is, the Buddha (IIdäral?1 ... l"eSma 

)clti{ndra-sel'j'am}),11 but this cave is not a "shrine" or caityagrha. It is a l'ihära 

conraining seventeen residential ceIls, only one of which-ehe central cell in ehe 

back wall-seems to have been intended for the Buddha. 12 Moreover, in spiee 

of ehe fact ehat this cave-Cave XVI-was intended to provide residential 

quarters for monks, while ehe closely contemporaneous Cave XXVI was a cclitya

;;rha. both are referred to by the same term: l'eimafl, "dwelling." I, 

If ehe Ajal}~ä text locates the Buddha in monaseic living quarters, a fifth or 

sixth century inscription from Cave VI ae Kuda provides us with an early instance 

of his being the recipient of real property. It says: 

This is ehe gife of ehe Säkyabhik~u Sarpghadeva. And having here attached 
the Cherpdina field ie is given co ehe Buddha as capital for lamps. Whoever 
would disrupt [this endowrnent} would incur the five great sins. 

dqadhamlTJlO)'a,!J fäkyabhik~'o~ sa!!lghadet'aS)'a atra ca cheltldiflakhetra( ftl} 

badhl'ä dipamil/)'a-buddhasya datta,!, (I/} )'0 /opaye( t} par f?' }ca

mahäpätakaba{saf!llyllkto bhat1e{t}.14 

While the full technical sense of badhl1ä is not entirely clear, I have rranslated 

ie as "having attached," intending by that some of the legal sense of the English 
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phrase. Ir is, however, clear from the imprecation that we are dealing with an 

ongoing endowment. Ir is equally clear that the field was given directly co the 

Buddha, and that the profit realized from it was to be applied to his service. 

Equally interesting-although from a somewhat different angle-are two 

fifth- or sixth-century copperplate land grants, one from Bägh in Madhya Pradesh, 

the other from Gunaighar in Bengal. The first of these records the gift of a 

village that was "co be used" co provide perfumes, incense, and flowers, and the 

like "/or the Blessed One, the Buddha," and co provide the requisites for the 

monks, both of whom-the language of the record makes clear-were thought 

to reside "in the monastery called Kaläyana ... caused to be constructed by 

Darraraka" (dattataka-kärita-kaläyana-tlihäre . .. bhagaz1ato buddhäya gandhadhl7pa-

mälyabalisatropayojyal; ... äryya-bhik~u-sanghasya cätllrddifäbhyägatakasya ([z'ara

pi'!4apäta-gläna-pratyaya-feyyäsana-bhai~ajya-hetor ... )15 This "monastery" is 

almost certainly Cave 11, the cave in which the plate was found. It, like Cave 

XVI at Ajar;rä, was a residential tJihära having twenty-one cells, the central ceH 

in the back wall being reserved for the Buddha. 16 

Although, geographically speaking, it was written a long way from Bägh, 

the Gunaighar grant is quite similar. Ir records the gift of five clearly delimited 

parcels of land: 

for the perpetual employment, three times a day, of perfumes, flowers, 
lamps, incense, etc., for the Blessed One, the Buddha, (who is) in the 
monastery in the Asrama of Avalokitdvara, which is the properey of the 
community of irreversible Mahäyäna monks received through just this 
Teacher [Säntideva], and for the provision of robes, bowls, beds, seats, 
medicines, etc., für the community of monks (in the münastery). 

-äryyät'alokitefvaräframa-vihäre anenail1äcäryye1]a pratipädita- [read: -te] 

mähäyänika-l'ail'arttika- [read: -äz'aivarttika-] -bhik~lI-sa'~/ghafläJll [read: -
äfläm) parigrahe bhagaz1ato buddhasya satatan} tri~käla'tl gandha-puspa

drpa-dht7pädi-pra( l'arttanäya} (ta} sya bhik~usa'!lghaJya ca cTz'ara-piJlqapäta

fayanäsana-gläna-pratyayabhai~ajyädi-paribhogäya. 17 

As in the land grant from Bägh, the grammatical strucrure of the Gunaighar 

grant would seem to indicate that the locative phrase siruates both the Blessed 

One, the Buddha, and the community of monks in the same establishment, and 

the donors' intention seems to have been co provide for both. These two land 

grants have-as their very name implies-something else in common. Like most 

of the remaining inscriptions that will be cited here, these are not religious 

texts or panegyrics. Both the Bägh and Gunaighar grants are legal documents 

authorizing and recording the transfer of property. Their language, therefore, in 

regard to this transfer, is not likely to have been casual but must have been 

chosen to articulate specifically perceived and legally acknowledged realities. 
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Much the same sort of evidence as is found at Bägh and Gunaighar occurs 

also in the rich collection of Buddhist land grants from ValabhT in Gujarat, even 

when-and that not infrequendy-the vocabulary used is somewhat different. 
We find, for example, in a grant of Dharasena 11 dated to 575 C.E. that two 

villages were given, in part: 

for the sake of furthering the activity-through flowers, incense, perfumes, 
lamps, oils, etc.-of/for the Blessed Ones, the Buddhas, in the monastery 
of the worthy SrI Bappa which the Äeärya-Bhadanta-Sthiramati had caused 
to be built. 

äCäryya-bhadanta-sthiramati-kärita-frf-bappa-padfya-vihäre bhagavatäf!l 

b"ddhänäf!l p"spa-dhilpa-gandha-drpa-tailadi-kriyotsarppa,!ärtha~J. 18 

EIsewhere in the ValabhT grants the same expression is applied co monks in a 
given monastery, the only differenee being that their aetivity is "furthered" 

through robes, bowls, and the other monastic requisites: -vihäre nänädigabhyägatä~

!ädafa-nikäyäbhyantaräryya-bhik~u-sanghäya grasacchadana-fayanäsana-glana-bhai

Iajyadi-kriyotsarppa'lärtha1f}. 19 

When taken cogether, statements of this sort would seem co suggest that 
the ValabhT grants were intended co provide for the needs of two groups, both 

of which appear co have been thought of as residing in the loeal monasteries: 

Buddhas and monks. Although their specific needs might differ, it appears co 
have been thought that both groups must be provided for, and both were 

conceptually considered residents of a single kind of establishment. This, of 
course, must strike us as odd beeause we think of the members of the two groups 
as conceptually and completely different, and we are not in the habit of thinking 

that the Buddha-let alone several Buddhas-actually lived in any seventh 

century monastery in ValabhT or anywhere else for that matter. But the wording 
of these grants, and all of the records we have seen and will see furcher on, 
suggests that their drafters thought otherwise. Modern scholars have seen in 

these and similar passages references co what we call "images." Bur although 
this may be correct from at least our own culturally limited frame of reference, 

and although the concrete referent in these passages may, in fact, have been an 
object of stone that we would call an "image," the drafters of these grants and 

all the inscriptions we will deal with here never use a word that could-however 

unsuitably-be translated as "image." They talk about "persons," not objects; and 
these "persons"-like the monks who are also to be provided for-always live 
in monasteries. 20 

Bur if medieval records consistendy locate these "persons" in monasteries, 
some of them specify even more precisely that loeation. Yet another ValabhI 

grant of Dhruvasena lappears to provide us one such instance: 
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{a }caryya-bhadanta-buddhadäsa-karita-vihara-ku!ya1l,1 prati~!apita
bhagavatall} ssamya{ ksa1l,1bu}-( ddhana1l,1 buddh }-anam gandha-dhüpa-puspa
drpa-tailopayogi ... catur-ddif-abhy~gatobhaya-vihara-prativasi-bhik~u
sanghasya (pi) '!4apata-fayanäsana-glana-pratyaya-bha i~a jya
pari~karopayogarttha1l,1 ca pra( tip }aditaq (/ /* ). 21 

Given for the acquisition of perfumes, incense, flowers, lamps, oils, ete., 
for the Blessed Ones, the Fully and Completely Awakened Buddhas es tab
lished in the chamber in the monastery built by the ÄCärya-Bhadanta
Buddhadäsa ... and for the acquisition of the requisites-bowls, beds, 
seats, and medicines-for the community of monks dwelling in the monas
tery from the four directions. 22 

263 

There are at least two points worth noting here. First, the Buddhas are specifically 

said to be "established" not just in the monastery, but "in the chamber (ku!t) in 

the monastery." The specificity intended here, however, seems oddly incomplete: 

although the text as it now stands seems to want to indicate apreeise loeation, 

it uses a generic term without further qualification, and which "ehamber" was 

intended does not now appear to be indieated. This oddity, taken together with 

both epigraphical and textual paralleis, would see m to suggest that we have 

here a scribal error and that the intended reading was almost eertainly gandha

ku!yä1l,1. In the only other oeeurrenees of the term kUff in the ValabhI grants, for 

example, the term always occurs in compound with a preceding gandha-: a grant 

of SIläditya III reads gandha-ku!l [read: -ku!yäll,l?} ca bhagaz 1atäll,l buddhänal~l pt7jä
S11apana-gandha-dhilpa-pu~pädi-paricaryyärthartz. "for serving the Blessed Ones, the 

Buddhas, and (or, in) the Perfume Chamber with worship, baths, perfumes, 
incense, flowers, etc.";23 in a recently published plate of Dharasena IV, the 

grant is said to be in part gandhakutyäf ca kha'!4a-sphu!ita-pratisall"lSkara,!äya, "for 

repairing the cracks and breaks in the Perfume Chamber ... ."24 Not only do these 

passages support the emendation suggested above for the grant of Dhruvasena I 

but ehey indicate ehae the gandhaku!l was an established and important element 
of the monaseeries at ValabhI. Moreover, we have-as we shall see-a significant 

amount of evidence that indicates ehat this was ehe case as weIl in a considerable 
number of medieval Buddhist monasteries elsewhere in India,25 and we know 

that "the Perfume Chamber' " was supposed to be the central ceil in a Buddhist 

monastery reserved as the residence of ehe Buddha hirnself. 

The second point to be noted is ehae our passage says ehae ehe Buddhas were 

"established" (pratiu(h}äpita-) in the monaseery, but ehe monks were "dwelling" 

(prativäsi-) in ie. This verbal difference may be ehoughe to be significant, and 

perhaps ie iso However, it is imporeant to remember that the firse meaning of 

prati Vsthä is "to stand, seay, abide, dweIl," and that the causative-which we 

have here-has marked tones of"permanenee," "fixity," and "eontinued existenee 

over time." Prati V3. vas, on the other hand, need imply none of this and is 
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not infrequently used in the sense of "to lodge, receive as a guest." The Buddhas, 

then, may have been considered the only permanent residents of a monastery. 

Ir is also worth noting, as shown in these passages, the ValabhT grants 

freguently refer to Buddhas in the plural. This may be because there acrually 

were several, or we may have here-as Sircar, for example, has suggested we 

have elsewhere-Hthe plural number signifying gaural/a (venerableness)," the 

plllralis majestatims. 26 Although the use of the plural predominates, the fact that 

the use of the singular in virtually the same context and construction is not rare 

may well argue for the plurals being plurals of respect. In any case, references 

to a plurality of Buddhas are not infrequently found in Indian inscriptions from 

very early onY 

The language of the ValabhI grants provides us, then, with important 

information on monastic conceptions of the Buddha in medieval Gujarat, but 

this, of course, is not the only area for which we have records from this period. 

A roughly contemporaneous record from Nälandä, for example, provides us with 

a particularly striking instance of the language of personal presence in a form 

that we have not yet seen. The record in question, the Stone Inscription of 

Yasovarmmadeva, has been variously dated to the sixth or eighth century.2H Ir 

is written in an elaborate kät1ya style and as a consequence is not always easy to 

interpret. It would appear that its primary purpose was to record aseries of 

benefactions made by the son of a royal minister. Among these is a "permanent 

endowment" specifically said to be "for the Blessed One, the Buddha" (aks.aya

nfl'ikii bhagaz1ate l,"ddhiiya); the same donor provided the monks with food and 

gave to "the sons of the Säkya" a layana. a "residence" or "house." The most 

interesting statement, however, occurs as apart of the concluding imprecation 

and constitutes a clear warning: 

Whoever would create an obstacle to this gift which is to last as long as 
the created world (he should know that) the Conqueror in person, the 
Blessed One, dweils always here within on the Diamond Throne. 

yo diinasyiis)'a kakit krtajagadal'adher antarii)'a1!1 l'idadh)'ät säkIäd 
l'ajräsanastho jina iha bhagal1äfl ant(/r(/stha~ sadiiste /29 

The language is very strong here, and the sense of personal presence (siikS.iid. 

iha) and permanent abiding (sadiiste) is pronounced. Although the style of our 

record sometimes makes it difficult to understand, this much is certain. It is 

egually cerrain that the permanent endowment was given directly to the Buddha 

hirnself, and reasonably certain that the place wherein the Blessed One is said to 

"always" dweIl was the layana or "residence" that had been given to the monks.)() 

Yet other forms of expression involving both the sense of legal recognition 

and personal presence are found in other grants. In the Toramäl)a Inscription 

from the Salt Range in the Punjab, for example, wh ich Sircar dates to the sixth 
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century, the statement that seems to have been intended as a description of the 

primary act being recorded reads: 

This religious gift, the establishment of a monastery for the Community 
of Monks from the Four Directions which is headed by the Buddha. 

buddha-pramukha [read: -khe] cätllrdife bhik~/lJa1!tghe deyadharlllo ('}ya{ '!l) 
l'ihära-prati~(häpana.) I 

Fortunately, we have a fairly good idea ofhow such an expression would have been 

understood from both literary sources and contemporary or near-contemporary 

epigraphical records. 

Strikingly similar expressions occur throughout both Päli and Sanskrit 

canonical literature in passages that, of course, narrate events that are supposed 

ro have occurred while the Buddha was very much alive and a living presence. 

Some of these passages are so commonplace as to be cliches. In a typical passage 
describing the feeding of the Buddha and his disciples, for example, that group 

is described as buddhapramukhal!1 bhiks.usal!lghal!l or buddhapalllllkhal!l bhikkhllJal!f
ghal!l, "the community of monks headed by the Buddha."'2 T.W. Rhys Davids 

translates one such passage in the Mahaparinibbana-JIIfta by: "And the Exalted 

One robed hirnself early, rook his bowl with hirn, and repaired, with the brethren 

[saddhil!l bhikkhusal?lghena}, to the dwelling-place of SunTdha and Vassakära ... 

and with their own hands they set the sweet rice and the cakes before the 

brethren with the Buddha at their head [buddhapaJllllkhal!1 bhikkhllsal!lghal!l}."" 
Equally interesting is another passage from the same text. Ambapäli's gift of 

the "mango grove" is there expressed in the following form: illlähal!l bbante 
arama'!l buddhapal1l/1khassa bhikkhusal~lghassa dammfti. pa(iggahesi bhagat'ii iiriimal!l: 
"Reverend," Ambapäli says, "I give this grove ro the community of monks with 

the Buddha at their head. The Blessed One accepted the grove."q That the 

monastic recipients of gifts of food and real properry should be described in this 
way in texts narrating events set during the lifetime of the Buddha is not 

surprising. Such a description says nothing more than that the actual community 

that received these gifts was headed by the still-living Buddha, and that it was 

he-explicitly at least in the case of Ambapäli's grove-who accepted or rook 

possession of them. But if that is what buddhapalllllkhassa bhikkhllJaltlghassa means 
in other Buddhist texts, it is hard ro see how bllddha-pramukhe cätllrdife bhiks.lIJaltf

ghe could mean anything essentially different in the ToramäQa Inscription, an 

inscription that shows clear signs of having been authored by someone familiar 
with even the most technical textual definitions of the Buddha."" Ir is hard ro 

argue that the conception changed if the expression remained constant, regardless 

of how much time intervened. 

Much the same point is reached if we look at epigraphical usage. At the 

end of an inscription from NägärjunikoQ9a that makes provision for the mainte-
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nance, etc., of a devakula or temple, the body charged with the ultimate responsi

bility for seeing that the work was done is called the sethi-pamakha [= Skt. freuhi
pramukhaJ -nigamo, "the council of citizens headed by the banker. ",6 Similarly, in 

a sixth-century land grant from Andhra Pradesh, the order transferring the land 

is addressed to the rä~traküta-gräma-vr:ddha-pramukha-l!i~aya-{ ni}tläsinah. U ro the 

inhabitants of the district headed by the elders of the village and district officer"n 

The Nagarjunikol)c,la inscription and the Andhra land grant are, of course, 

describing corpora te or legal entities with a particular structure. Bur the fact 

that a Buddhist monastic community could be described in the same way in a 

document like the TOramäl)a Inscription dealing in part with the transfer of 

property would seem to suggest that it, too, was considered to be organizationally 

similar. This, in turn, would mean that if "the council of citizens" were legally 

or corporately recognized as headed "by the banker," the sixth-century Buddhist 

monastic community in the Salt Range must have been thought of as legally 

or corporately headed "by the Buddha." Moreover, in the same way the council 

and particularly its head, were charged with the responsibility for making sure 
the provisions of the gift were fulfilled, the monastery whose erection was 

recorded in the inscription of Toramäl)a must have been intended for holh the 

monastic community and, particularly, its corporate head. Finally-and perhaps 

most significantly-these epigraphical paralleis appear to indicate that the desig

nation -pramukha was never applied "symbolically," but always referred to actual 

individuals holding certain responsible positions. 

This corporate or legal language continued to be used for a very long time, 

and when it was not used, it was not infrequently replaced with an even more 

interesting turn of phrase. Ir was used, for example, in a twelfth century inscrip
tion from SrävastI recording the grant of six villages together with "all water 

and dry land, mines of iron and salt, repositories (i.e., ponds) of fish, etc.," 

within their boundaries. These six villages are said to be granted to: 

or: 

frTnklj-jetal'ana-mahäz'ihära-l'ästazya-b"ddha-bha((äraka-pramllkha-parama

t"b)'a-(f}äkyabhik~,,-sa'!Jghäya ... Hl 

Thc Community of Excellent Venerable Säkya-Monks which is headed by 
the Lord Buddha who rcsides in the Great Monastery in the Illustrious 
Jetavana. 

Thc Community of Excellent Venerable Säkya-Monks headed by the Lord 
Buddha which resides in the Great Monastery in the Illustrious Jetavana. 

However this long compound is nuanced, it seems fairly certain that owner

ship of the villages in question was being transferred to the monastic community 

as a corporate group, that, in terms of the transfer, the Buddha was considered 
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to be the legal head of the group, and that both the Buddha and the monastic 

community were thought ro reside in the same monastery. This last point, at 

least, again draws support from the living arrangements reflected in the ground 

plan of the monastery in question. Monastery 19 is described as having "an open 

court yard in the centre surrounded by rows of [residential) cells on all sides ... 

The central chamber in the row facing the entrance forms the shrine and IS 

situated directly opposite the main entrance-gate, so that the statue that it 

enshrined was the first object coming to the view of the vi si tor ... ",9 

This same sense of personal presence and of ownership by the Buddha 

however, is by no means resrricted to passages in which he is designated as 

-pramukha of the community. We have al ready seen one instance-the Yasovarm

madeva Inscription-in wh ich this vocabulary does not occur. An early ninth

century copperplate grant of Devapäla from Nälandä is yet another. In this grant 

we find the gift of five villages being made, in part, ro provide the resident 

Buddha with an income: 

suva{ Yr!fJa jdvrpädhipama{ hä jrajafrfbälaputrade1/ena dütakamukhena l'ayam 

vijfiapita~ yatha mayä frfnalandayäm l/ihara~ karitas tatra bhagat'ato 

buddhabhauarakasya prajfiaparamitadisakaladharmmanetrfsthanasyayärthe 
... pratipadit{ a j~40 

We, being requested ro by the Mahäräja, the Illustrious Bälaputradeva, the 
king of SuvarQQadvlpa, through an ambassador, (declare): 'As I have had 
constructed a monastery in Illustrious Nälandä [the previously mentioned 
villagesJ ... are granted for the sake of providing an income to the Blessed 
One (residing) there, the Worshipful Buddha, the Storehouse of All Methods 
of Dharma, the Perfection of Wisdom, etc.' 

As in the Yasovarmmadeva Inscription, the sense of presence is clear: the 

Buddha in question is "there" (tatra) in the monastery. As in the Yasovarmmadeva 

Inscription where a permanent endowment is given directly to the resident 
Buddha, here roo the Buddha himself is provided wich an "income" (aya) in his 

own right and not as the head of the Sangha. The implication here is that some 

of these villages are transferred directly to the Buddha hirnself, that he himself 

owns them. This again is very clear in yet other copperplate grants. 

In the so-called Larger Leiden Plates, for example, the wording is straighcfor

ward. These plates-which date to the eleventh century-record the gift of a 

village atiramatJfyafi cülamatJivarmma-viharam adhivasate buddhaya. "to che Buddha 

residing in the surpassingly beautiful Cü!ämal).ivarma Monastery" in Nägapani

nam. 41 Here again, there is no reference to the Buddha as the head of the monastic 

community, and the village is given to hirn directly as an individual; he and he 

alone became the "owner" by the terms of the grant. Here too, the explicit 

wording of the grant leaves no room to doubt that the Buddha himself was 
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thought ro acrually reside in the specifically named monastery. Ir is, moreover, 

worrh noting that there was official, external recognition of the Buddha's legal 

ownership of land, even in non-Buddhist records that record gifts similar ro 

those recorded in both the Nälandä Grant of Devapäla and the Larger Leiden 

Plates. A Chandella eopperplate grant of the twelfth century, for example, records 

the donation of a village to a number of brähmaI)as. But it explicidy excludes 

from the grant five halas of land within the village that already belonged to the 

Buddha: dez'a-frf-bauddha-satka-paficahalani bahi~kr:tya. ·12 

The last examples we might look at refer-like some of the ValabhT 

grants-ro the Gandhakurr, "the Perfume Chamber." Sircar, for example, has 

noted that originally the term Gandhakll!f referred to "the room occupied by 

the Buddha at SrävastT, but later indicated the Buddha's private chamber in any 

Buddhist establishment,"!' and Edgerron has noted literary uses that seem "ro 

imply that any monastery might be provided with one. "li The epigraphical 

soure es confi rm both. 

The earliest inseriptional reference ro the Gandhaklltf occurs in a label from 

Bhärhut, and it is clear that here the term is applied ro the original chamber 
at SrävastT.i'i But the epigraphical sources also indicate that from the fourrh or 

fifth century on, the Ga!ldhaklltf was an established part of Buddhist monastic 

establishments everywhere. There is a third- or fourrh- eentury reference to a 

Gandhakll!l in the inseriptions from GhaI)tasala;46 a late-fourrh-century reference 

in an inscription from Hyderabad to the Gandhakll(l in the monastery named 

after Govindaräja, the founder of the Vi~I)ukuI)c)i dynasty;17 references in inscrip

tions from AjaI)tä,iH Känheri,i9 and KausämbT'iO-ali probably dating from 

around the fifth century; several references in inscriptions from Särnäth dating 
from the fourrh or fifth century to the eleventh,'iJ and from Bodh-Gayä'i2 covering 

much the same period; references from ValabhT (sixth or seventh eentury),'i' 

für Kurkihar (ninth to eleventh centuries),'i·i and from Nälandä.'i'i Both the 

geographieal and the chronological range of these referenees establish that a large 
number of Buddhist monasteries had, in the medieval period, a private chamber 

reserved for the Buddha. In addition, some of these references make it very clear 

that these private chambers were formally recognized as distincr organizational 

components of their monasteries and had specifically tided monks or groups of 

monks attached to them. 

The monk donor in the Hyderabad inseription, for example, is called a 

gal?ldhaku(J-l/arika, and we have a reasonably good idea of what this might have 
meant from aseries of similarly construcred monastie tides, all of which have 

-t'arika as the final element. Literary sources know, for instance, bhajana-l'arika. 

"(monks) in charge of receptacles," panlya-t'arik'l, "(monks) in charge of be ver

ages," upadhi-l'arika, H(monks) in charge of physieal properries," or a "beadle, or 

provost of a monastery," ete. 'i6 Titles ending in -l'arika. would appear, then, ro 
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have been used to designate the monk or monks who were officially in charge 

of important administrative and material areas or aspects of a functioning monas

tery. To judge by his tide, a gandhakll!J-l/ärika must have been a similar official, 

a monk or the monk "in charge of the Perfume Chamber." The fact that such 

an office was formally instituted and acknowledged would argue for the impor

tance this chamber had in the life of the community, and would seem to indicate 

that it was already a fully integrated institutional element of medieval Buddhist 

monasteries. The same conclusions would seem to follow from the fact that 

references to "monks in charge of the Perfume Chamber" are found not only in 

Andhra Pradesh, but also at such widely separated sites as Kanheri and Nalanda: 

in a fourth or fifth-century donative record from the former site, the monk donor 

is called a mahä-gandhakll!f-2'ärika. "one who is in charge of the Great Perfume 

Chamber";57 from the latter come a number of interesting sealings, two of which 

refer to two distinct groups of gandhakll!f-l/ärikas. The first of these reads: 

frf-nälandiiy ( ä1!Z) frf-bäläditya-gandhaku4f-l'ärika-bhik~il{ I/äm} ~H 

Of/for/belonging to the monks in charge of the Perfume Chamber of 5rT
Baladitya at 5rT-Nälanda. 

and the second: 

frf-nä-dharmapäladella-gandha-kll!f-tlärika-bhik~t71Jä{ '!l} ')<) 

Of/for/belonging to the monks in charge of the Perfume Chamber of Dhar
mapäladeva at SrT-Nälandä. 

These sealings are, however, important not just because they help to establish 
the wide geographic spread of the Gandhakll!faS a formally recognized component 

of Buddhist monastic establishments; they also indicate that in at least some 

cases it was not a single monk who was charged with the oversight of the 

Perfume Chamber bur a group of monks. They confirm, as weIl, the fact that 

different individual monasteries at a single site each had its own Gandhak"!f 

and suggest that, like the monasteries themselves, these Gandhakll!fS could be 

individually named after their chief sponsors or donors. Finally, the mere existence 

of these sealings would suggest that within the monastery, the Gandhakll!f 

functioned as a distinct and individual entity that either owned its own movable 

property or had its own official correspondence with other monasteries or con

cerns. In fact, the two primary uses of such sealings appear to have been eicher 
to mark ownership of the property to which they were attached, or to "vouch 

for the genuineness" of the letters or documents that were sent or circulated 
under their seal. 60 

Bur if the sealings from Nälandä indicate that the Gandhak"!f as a corporate 

entity either owned its own property or had its own official correspondence, yet 
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anoeher eype of sealing indicaees ehae ehis was erue as weIl for ehe individual 

who resided in it. Several specimens of such sealings have been found at Särnäth

Marshall and Konow refer to "a number" of them in their report for the year 

1907,61 and Hargreaves recorded two more.62 These sealings have all been dated 

to the sixth or seventh century, and the text on all of them is essentially the same: 

frf-saddhammlacakkre mü/a-gandhaku{yäll:t bhagat'ata~ 

Although the meaning of this seems to be straightforward, the ereatment 

of ehe text has been somewhat disingenuous. Vogel, for example, has translated 

It as: 

at the Saddharmacakra in the principal GandhakurT of the Lord.63 

But Vogel's translation-suggesting as ie does eh at it is the Gandhaku{i thae is 

"of ehe Lord"-violaees what litde syntax the sealing provides and differs mark

edly from his translation of other similarly constructed texts on other sealings. 

A seal-die from Kasia, for example, which has a legend with virtually the same 

grammatical construction, reads frf-vi~rJudVipavihäre bhik~usanghasya. Here, Vogel 

takes the final inflected form for what it most obviously is-an independent 

genitive-and translates the legend as "of the community of friars at the Convent 

of Holy ViglUdvTpa."64 Bearing in mind that "an independent genitive is used 

... on seals and personal belongings to name the owner of ehe object,"6'i ehe 

sense of the Kasia legend is clear: the document or property to which the sealing 

was attached was "of," "from," or "belonged eo" ehe monks in the Vi~QudvTpa 

Monastery. In light of this Kasia legend, and others like it, the sense of the 

Särnäth sealing must almost certainly be the same and must almost certainly 

be translated: 

of/belonging co the Blessed One in the original Perfume Chamber in ehe 
SrT-Saddharmacakra (Monaseery). 

Understood in this way, these Särnäth sealings-which date from ehe sixth 

or seventh century-would see m to indicate that it was not just the monks 

attached to the Gandhaku{i who owned their own property or carried on their 

own distinct official business. The same apparently was true of "the Blessed One 

in the original Perfume Chamber." The language of the legend and what we 

know of the function of such sealings would seem to allow litde room for other 

conclusions. Moreover, by using the designaeion "original," ehese sealings would 

seem to suggest that-as Marshall and Konow noted long ago--"there were 
also other gandhaku{iS in Särnäeh,,,66 ehat at Särnäth, as at Nälandä and probably 

ae Känheri,67 ehere were several. Bue if nothing else, these sealings provide us 

with yet another kind of evidence indicating that the Buddha was thought to 

have been a current resident and an abiding presence in medieval Buddhise 
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monasteries. The language of the sealings makes it clear that the Blessed One 

himself was thought to be in the Perfume Chamber. It was this loeation and it 

alone that was noted on these sealings, sealings whose mere existence would 

seem to indicate that the Blessed One resident in the Perfume Chamber had 

certain active functions that required an official documentation. In fact, these 

sealings of the Blessed One are like-perhaps more than anything else-those 

that contemporary living kings attached to their land grants and other official 

records. 68 

The apparent emphasis on the Blessed One's presence in the GandhaklltT is 

not, however, found at Särnäth only on these sealings. It is expressed, as weIl, 

in at least one donative record from the site. The record occurs on an old rail

pillar that appears to have been recut and reused as a lampstand in the Gupta 

period. Although now frag m entary, its restoration is fairly sure. It reads: 

deyadharmmo yam paramopä-l-sika-sulak~ma1Jä)'a mü/a-! {gal1dhaku!yän,1 bba}
gal'ato buddhasya I pradrpa~69 

This is ehe religious gift of ehe excellent laywoman Sulak~mal)ä: a lamp 
for the Blessed One, the Buddha, in the original Perfume Chamber. 

When the laywoman Sulak~mal)ä gave a lamp to the Buddha, apparendy 

she did not think of hirn as gone or unlocatable bur as present in and available 

ae the Perfume Chamber, the ceH or room reserved for hirn in ehe monastery. 

In this she perhaps differed from the authors of medieval Buddhist fäsfras; or, 

at least, from the views they formaHy stated. But as we have seen, she differed 

very litde from a large number of other donors, or from those fully lieerate and 

probably monkish scribes who ehroughout the medieval period likewise appear 

to have had no doubts abour where the Buddha was. 

Sulak~maI)ä'S record-in fact medieval epigraphie material as a whole

appears then to provide us with conceptions of the Buddha that otherwise have 

not been noted, conceptions that are embedded in and underlie a whole series 

of legal or quasi-legal documents connected in the main with the transfer of 

property, and conceptions that differ markedly from those that are articulated 

in formal Buddhist literary and doctrinal sources of mueh the same period. These 

epigraphical conceptions are, moreover, not limited to a specific region but are 

pan-Indian. They are expressed from the fifth century on in "documents" from 

Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, and Bengal, from Uttar Pradesh and Maharastra, and 

from Gujarat and the Punjab. These are conceptions that-without the usual 

exaggeration implied in the phrase-can be said to occur everywhere. 

This epigraphieal material is, however, sometimes frag m entary, sometimes 

elusive, and not infrequently difficult to interpret. Fortunately, we are not without 

some means to test our interpretation. If the interpretation of the epigraphical 

material presented above is correct-if the Buddha was actually thought to 
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reside in monaseeries-ehen we should find, for example, clear evidence in 

monaseic architecture of accommodations being provided for hirn. Moreover, if 

ehe Buddha was considered co be an actual individual within ehe monastic 

community thae owned or had a claim co cereain properey, we should expect co 
find ae lease some rulings or regulations within the monastic codes or Vinayas 

co confirm this. Happily, we find both, and in fact a bit more, but none of 

this can be ereated in detail here. We can simply note, for example, that the 

Afillasart'ästit1äda-t'inaya-the one Vinaya for which we have some evidence of 

use in medieval Indian monastic communities7°-concains numerous passages 

that explicitly treat the Buddha as a juristic personality and describe the appro

priate procedures for dealing with buddhasantaka, "ehat which belongs co the 

Buddha." 

Typical of such passages is that in the Adhikara'la-tlastu where pearls are 

given "one pare for the Buddha, one pare for the Dharma, and one pare for the 

Sa'igha" (ekartl buddhä)'a ekaltl dharmäya eka".l Sa1!lghäya) , and where the Buddha 

is made co specify how each part is co be used: 

ato yo buddhasya bhägas tma gandhaku(yäfll pralepa'!l dadata; yo dharmasya 

Ja dharmadharä'läm pudgalänä'!l; ya~ sa1!lghasya ta'!1 samagra~ sa'!lgho 
bhajayatu, 7 

1 

what of this is the Buddha's share, with that you should pIaster the Perfume 
Chamber; what belongs to the Dharma, that is for the persons preserving 
the Dharma: what belongs to the Sarigha, the enrire Sarigha should share that! 

Likewise, in a Cft1ara-1/asfll passage dealing with the distribution of the 

estate of a wealthy layman who had incended co become a monk but who had 

died before he could do so, we find: 

JIIllar'la'!J ca hira'lya1!1 cänyacca krtäkrta".l trayo bhägä~ kartavyä~; eko 
buddhasya. dZ1itfyo dharmasya, tr:tfya~ sa".lghasya. )'0 buddhasya tena 
gandhakll(yäf!/ kefanakha-stilpqll ca kha'lc!achll((af!1 pratisaf!ISkartalyam: yo 

dharmasya tena buddhavacana".J lekhayitatya'!l Si'!lhäsane i'ä upayoktat1yam: 

ya~ sa1!Jghasya sa bhikIubhir bhäjayitatlya~72 

The coined and uncoined gold and other worked and unworked metal is 
to be divided inro three shares--one for the Buddha, a second for the 
Dhanna, a third for the Sarigha. With that which belongs co the Buddha, 
the dilapidation and damage in the Perfume Chamber and on the hair and 
nail stüpas is co be repaired; with that which belongs co the Dharma, the 
word of the Buddha is co be copied, or it is to be used on the Lion Throne; 
that which belongs to the Sarigha should be shared by the monks. 

EIsewhere in the Cft1ara-vastll a similar threefold division is to be effected, 

and ie is said buddhasantakena buddhapiljä vä gandhaku(yä"./ stüpe vä navakamla 
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kartavyalll,75 "with that belonging to the Buddha, worship of the Buddha is to 

be performed, or new work in the Perfume Chamber or on the stüpa is to be 

undertaken." Yet another passage from the Cfvara-l'aStli refers to two distincr 

eategories of real wealth that belong to the Buddha and indieates that both 

could be drawn on to finance püjäs of the Buddha undertaken for siek or dying 

monks. The monastic community could use-among other things-"that belong

ing to the perpetual endowment for the Buddha" (buddhäkIayanftJisantakall,I), or 

they could "seil" (vikrfya) an "umbrella or flag or banner or jewel on the tathägata

mitya or in the Perfume Chamber" (tathägata-caitye l'ä gandhaku!yäll,l I'ä (hatra'~1 

l/ä dhI'ajall,1 t'ä patäkä vä äbhara1JakaflJ Vä); in either ease, the funds obtained were 

then to be used to attend to the siek or dying monk and to perform a püja of 

the Teacher on his behalf (upasthäna11} kartavyall,l fästlif ca pÜjä). Should the latter 

reeover, he is to be told "that belonging to the Buddha was used for you" (yad 

buddhasantaka1!1 tavopay"ktalll iti) , and he should make every effort to repay it 

(tena yatnam ästhäya datat,)'alll).74 There is, finally, at least one passage in the 

Vinaya-kF,draka-llast" where the otherwise fairly eonsistent, anaehronizing lan

guage of these passages appears to break down, and the "share" apparently 

belonging to the Buddha appears to be specifically assigned to an "image." Here, 

in the aeeount of events surrounding the housing of Sariputra's relies, the text 

says the monks reeeived precious jewels and pearls but did not know how they 

should be distributed. In response to the situation, the Buddha is made to say: 

bud dud gang yin pa de dag ni shing 'dsam bu'i grib ma 1/a bzhugs pa'i Jkll 

gZllgs la dbu/ bar bya'o / gzhan yang chung shas shig ni Jh;; ri'i bll'i llIchod 
rten de'i bCOJ legJ bya bar bzhag la Ihag ma ni dge 'dun tshogJ pas bgo bar 

bya'o / de de bzhin gshegs pa'i mchod rten gyi ma )'in gyi / sh;; ri'i bu'i 11u"hod 

rten gyi yin te / de Ita bas na 'gyod par mi bya'o /7 5 

Which are for the Buddha, those are to be given to the image which IS 

sitting in the shadow of the jambu tree. A small part is co be put aside co 
repair the stüpa of Sariputra. The remainder is to be divided by the commu
nity of monks-this does not belong co the stüpa of the Tathagata, it belongs 
to the stüpa of Saripurra: therefore, there is no fault [in the latter usage). 

The translation of the first clause given here is tentative. I do not know 

what b"d d"d means, although this reading appears in ail of the Kanjurs available 

to me: the Peking, Derge, and Tog Palace. 76 Context and similar passages suggest 

that it might be the equivalent of buddhasya, buddhasantaka., or bauddha, and I 

have translated it accordingly. It may, however, be the name of a specific gern 

or precious jewel. But in either ease, the passage indieates that a "share" of 

valuable property was explicitly assigned to an "image." An instanee of just such 

an image may be had in the headless figure discovered at SafkI that bears on 

its base a Ku~an inscription indieating, it seems, that it is "a stone (image 
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depicting) the 'Jambu-shade' (episode) of the Bhagavat G~akyamuni)" (bhagaz'a
{sycl) ... sya jamb//chäyä-fllä).77 

These passages and others like them scattered throughout the Afillasart'ästi

z'ädtl-l'inaytl deserve and require a thorough study; they need co be studied in 

light of the similar passages and conceptions signaled by Gernet in VinaYC/J 

extant now only in Chinese/H they need co be studied further in connection 

with medieval Indian land grants and inscriptions that make explicit provision 

for copying texts. 7
') For the moment, though, we need only note that the Vinaya 

that may weIl have governed the majority of medieval monastic communities 

in eastern India, and perhaps as well those residing at Ajal)~a and similar sites, 

contains exactly what we would expect if our interpretation of the epigraphical 

material is correct. It contains explicit rules that acknowledge, at the very least, 

the juristic personality and presence of the Buddha within the midst of the 

monastic community that it envisions. It contains explicit rules concerning the 

property and real wealth owned by this "person." And it contains specific 

directions concerning the central accommodations provided for hirn. This Bud

dha, at least, was a force and a faccor in almost every aspect of everyday medieval 

monastic life. 

What is almost unavoidably indicated by the epigraphical material and 

monastic codes is, however, only confirmed more fuHy by what we know about 

the development of Buddhist monastic architecture. Dehejia says "the early rock

cut caves of western India ... are all Buddhist monasteries. Each site consists 

of one or more caityas-chapels for congregational worship-and several l'ihärc/J 

which were residencial halls for the monks."HO What needs to be emphasized 

however, is that although each early site necessarily had both "chapels" and 

residential quarters, they were kept spatially and architecturally distinct and 

each separated one from the other. The Buddha resided, as it were,Hl in his own 

separate quarters, in the stl7pa housed in aseparate excavation that was used for 

public and "congregational worship." Exactly the same pattern occurs at the 

much less numerous and much less well-preserved early structural sites. For 

example, even though the earliest monastic residential quarters at the Dharmara

jika at Taxila face the "Great StIlpa," they are separated from it. H2 This pattern 

becomes even clearer in the Taxila area with somewhat later l'ihäras. They are 

typically quadrangular structures having an open court surrounded by rows of 

residencial cells, usually on all four sides. The main entrance co these monasteries 

almost always faces directly-and, if possible, is symmetrically aligned with-the 

main stIlpa, which is outside of and separated from the monastic residential 

quadrangle.H) There are, of course, some variations and some movement coward 

a different arrangement-attempts coward tentatively drawing the two types of 

"residence" into a tighter intimacy. Sometimes the stl7pa is placed in the middle 

of the residential court, and although remaining distincc, it is surrounded by 
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the living quarters of the monks. 84 But these attempts remain tentative and pale 

in comparison with a major rearrangement that began to appear everywhere in 

the fifth century-at exactly the time that we start co get clear epigraphical 

references to the Buddha as an actual resident of Indian monasteries. 

Vogel was perhaps the first to sense the significance of this rearrangement, 

first at Kasia,Wi then at Bägh, where he alludes at least co its possible connection 

with the Gandhakll(T. H6 Ir has, however, been most fully studied at the Western 

Cave sites in several works by Dhavalikar. Dhavalikar notes that in the early 

Western Caves "the standard vihara plan from the beginning consisted of a 

squarish hall with cells in side and back walls," and that the caityagrha. "the 

shrine proper for the congregation" was separate from thel'ihära. which "was 

for the residence of monks." Then, through a reconstructed sequence the details 

of which may or may not be entirely acceptable, he clearly shows that the later 

t'ihäras. too, "were squarish pillared halls, with cells in side and back walls," 

but they now also had "a shrine in the centre of the back wall containing a 

Buddha image. The vihära," he now says, "also thus served the purpose of a 
shrine."H7 He also notes "that by the middle of the fifth century the typical ... 

plan of the shrine-cum-vihara was completely standardized."HH We have already 

noted this "plan" at the t1ihära Cave XVI at Ajal).~ä, l'ihära Cave II at Bägh, 

Monastery 19 at SrävastI, and Monastery I at Nälandä-all sites from which we 

have contemporary inscriptional records that speak of the Buddha as residing in 

these specific monasteries. Two additional very clear structural examples of this 

"shrine-cum-l'ihära" plan are provided by Sirpur Monasterl9 and Monastery 1 
at Ratnagiri,9° 

This plan-both pervasive and standardized after the fifth century-is not 

difficult co describe. Ir was achieved by only a slight modification of the typical 

layout for early Buddhist monasteries: structural examples were formerly quadran

gular structures surrounding an open court with rows of residential cells on all 
four sides, or, occasionally, on only three. But in this new plan, what would 

have previously been only another monastic residential cell in the middle of the 

back wall facing the main entrance has been architecturally set apart as a very 

special room. The old plan had been altered co accommodate a new and equally 

special resident: the Buddha has moved into private monastic quarters. This 

new addition is, however, in at least one important sense, only areturn to a 

much earlier tradition, and, in asense, the Buddha has only reoccupied his 

old quarters. 

In the Sayanasana-vastu a householder in Väräl).asI named Kalyäl).abhadra 

asks permission of the Buddha co build a vihara for "the disciples of the Blessed 

One" (bhagavata~ fravaka'laf!l vihära1l,l karayeyam iti). The Buddha grants permis

sion, but Kalyäl).abhadra is presented as not knowing how such a structure should 

be made. At this point the Buddha is made co give specific instructions: 
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bhagal1än äha: yadi trilayanar!l kärayasi madhye gandhaku!i~ kärayitatJyä dt'ayo~ 

pärfl1ayor dt1e layane: el'a'~J trifäle nat'a layanäfli; (atu~fäle madhye 

dl'ärakoHhakäbhimukhaf!1 gandhak,,!i~ dllärako~!hakapärftlayor dl'e layane. 91 

The Blessed One said: if you have three cells made, the Perfume Chamber 
is to be made in the middle, the two (oeher) ceHs on each side; likewise, 
if ehere are nine cells in three wings; in a quadrangular (t1ihära) the Perfume 
Chamber (is to be placed) in the middle (of ehe back wall) facing the main 
entrance, two ceHs on each side of the entrance. 

That these instructions constieute a virtually exact description of what Dhavalikar 

called "ehe shrine-cum-vihara" plan-a plan found almost everywhere after the 

fifth century-is probably obvious. We need only note that this correspondence 

between l'inaya tule and actual groundplan allows us to label more precisely 

the special cell in the middle of the back wall of post-fifth-century Buddhist 

monasteries: although called by Dhavalikar and others simply a "shrine," it could 

hardly have been intended as anything other than the Gandhaku(J. This means, 

of course, that the monastic architects at AjaQ.~ä, Bägh, Nälandä, and numerous 

other post-fifth-century sites provided---exactly like KalyäQ.abhadra in early 

Benares and AnäthapiQ.c;lika at SrävaStI-special accommodations in their monas

teries that were reserved for the Buddha hirnself. It was apparently in such 

monastic quarters that, from the fifth to the fourteenth centuries, the Buddha 
was thought to live.')] 

There may, however, be one final bit of archaeological evidence that further 

confirms what epigraphical, architectural, and llinaya sources all suggest. If the 

"images" housed in medieval monastic Gandhaku(Js were cognitively classified 

with the living Buddha, if such stone Buddhas were actually thought to lil'e in 

these establishments, they also-at least occasionally, and in spite of their unusu

ally hardy constitutions-must have died there. The remains of such "dead" 

Buddhas-if, again, our interpretation is correct-should have been treated not 

as mere objects; they should have been treated as the mortuary remains of any 

other "dead" Buddha had been treated. 

And that, it seems, is exactly what occurred. When Marshall opened a ninth

or tenth-century stüpa at SrävaStl, he did not find human remains. Instead, he 

found the remains of an old and broken image, an image that was probably 

made in the Ku~än period at Mathurä.9
> This was not an isolated find. In Stüpa 

no. 9 at the same site yet another similar broken image had been deposited. 

This stiipa was "also of the Medieval Period," although the image was much 

older.'H Marshall no ted at least three additional instances of such "burials" in 

the medieval stiipas at SäficT9
'i and still other instances at Särnäth.'>6 More recently, 

yet anmher instance was discovered at the larter site.'>? MarshalI, more than fony 

years ago, had already drawn a first, obvious conclusion: " ... the burial of older 
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culr statues, whole or fragmentary, in Buddhist stl7pas is a practice wh ich appears 

to have been common during the medieval age."'JH Ir would seem then, again 

in "the medieval age," that the remains of dead images were ritually treated and 

permanently housed exactly like the mortuary remains of dead Buddhas; that, 

in fact, the equivalence of image and actual person that we have noted held not 

just during the life of the image but in its death as weIl. 9
,) 

If nothing else, the convergence here of these distinct, and very different kinds 

of sources is remarkable. Epigraphical, architectural, l linaya. and archaeological 

sources all come together toward the same point: all document in different ways 

a conception of the Buddha that was very widely and very deeply held. This 

conception is important for the history of Indian religion because it is-in many 

respects-strikingly similar to the conception of divinity which predominates 

in medieval Hindu Temple Religion and raises, therefore, the question of the 
relationship, chronological and otherwise, between the two. IOO But it is also 

important-and perhaps most interesting-because it teIls us a great deal that 
we otherwise could not know about "the abstract theories" concerning the 

"person" of the Buddha. It confirms and gives specificity to the wisdom of de 

La Vallee Poussin's observation: "the abstract theories" were, indeed, "one part," 

but "only one part of the history of Buddhology" or rhe conception of the 

Buddha. That part, to be sure, was not "insignificant," but it was, apparently, 

not unduly significant either. Bearing in mind that our inscriptions, for example, 

did not express the views of the masses, but were obviously wrinen by literate 

individuals familiar with Buddhist doctrines of the day, it would appear that 
"the abstract theories"-which, significantly, were being developed at virtually 

the same time-had linIe, if any, direct detectable influence on a large segment 

of even the already limited number of literate members of the Buddhist society 

of their day, most of whom were probably monks. 

This is particularly striking if we bear in mind rhat rwo of the sites thar 

have produced some of the fullest epigraphical documentation for the conception 

of the Buddha as a permanent monastic resident were, during the period from 

which this documentation comes, the two most important centers of Buddhist 

scholasticism in Northern India. I-tsing, for example, says that in his day <the 
seventh century), "After having studied this commentary [the Käfikäl!t:tti}, stu

dents begin to learn composition in prose and verse, and devote themselves ro 

logic (heuwidyä) and metaphysic (abhidharmakosha) ... Thus instructed by their 

teachers and instructing others they pass two or three years, generally in the 

Nalandä monastery in Central India, or in the country of ValabhT (Walä) in 

Western India." These two places, he says, "are like Chin-ma, Shih-ch'ü, Lung
men and Ch'ue-li"-the foremost seats of learning in China. lol May says: 

Quant a l'idealisme proprement dit, il connatt, parallelement a l'ecole des 
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logieiens, une brillante floraison: il se seinde en deux ecoles prineipales ... 
L'une, est l'eeole de ValabhT ... L'autre eeole, eelle de Nälandä, eut une 
destinee brillante et devint le plus important eentre d'etudes bouddhiques 
dans les derniers siecles du bouddhisme indien. 102 

The synchronism between, for example, both the epigraphical and architec

tural sources and the development of the abstract theories points us, as weil, 

coward another curious observation: language expressing the personal presence 

and permanent abiding of the Buddha began to appear explicitly in inscriptions 

at almost exactly the same time-the fourth or fifth century-as monastery 

ground plans began co show that specific and elaborate accommodations were 
beginning to be provided for the Buddha in Indian monasteries. But both of 

these phenomena began to appear, then, at or during the period when some of 

the most abstract theories concerning the person of the Buddha were beginning 

co take definitive shape. This, of course, would suggest that all three developments 

were not unrelated, but specifying the nature of the relationship is not easy. 

Several possibilities present themselves. It is conceivable that the security, if you 

will, of dwelling in daily domestic intimacy with the Buddha provided a certain 

freedom of thought on the theoretical level-that increased etherealization and 

abstraction were possible precisely because the domestic presenee of the Buddha 

was firmly established. Ir is coneeivable, as weIl, that the abstract theories 

constituted a kind of minority report and were, in fact, areaction to the apparently 

pervasive sense of the Buddha's personal presence, that they were in intent, at 

least, an attempt at reformation. It is also conceivable, finally, that the reaction 

went in the opposite direction: the increasing emphasis on the abiding presence 

of the Buddha, and the architectural efforts to assure daily domestic contact 

with hirn, were fueled by the anxieties engendered by the increasingly abstract 

and ethereal character of current theoretical discussions. All of these are possibilit

ies but all have one thing in common: they all indicate that any attempt to 

assess the actual historical significance of Buddhist fästric notions must take into 

account a far broader range of sources than has heretofore been considered. They 

remind us-if such areminder be required-that Indian Buddhism is very much 

more than the sum of its fästras. 
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certainly a scribal error. In form it could only be either a stern form without grammatical 
marker or a nominative singular. Context and syntax, however, make ehe second alternaeive 
virtually impossible. 

24. P. R. Srinivasan, "Two Fragmentary Charters of Maitraka Dharasena IV," EI 35 
0970 but 1976) 219-224, esp. 223, line 8. 

25. See below 268ff. 
26. D. C. Sircar, Epigraphic Discoveries in East Pakistan (Calcutta: 1973) 11; 62, line 

9; D. C. Sircar, "]agadishpur Plate of ehe Gupta Year 128," EI 38 0970 but 1979) 
247-252, esp. 249. In the passage he is dealing wieh here, Sircar sees a reference to a 
Buddhise establishment, but it might very weil be ]ain; cf. S. Siddhanta, "The ]agadishpur 
Copper Plate Grant of the Gupta Year 128 (A.D. 447-448)," Journal 0/ the Varendra 
Research Afuseum 1 (972) 23-37. If the record is in fact referring to ]ain Arhats, its 
language would provide an earIy and striking ]ain parallel to what we find in Buddhist 
records from ValabhI and elsewhere. An equally earIy and more certainly ]ain parallel 
may be seen in K. N. Dikshit, "Paharpur Copper-Plate Grant of the [Gupta) Year 
159," EI 20 0929-1930) 59-64: käfika-pafica-stüpa-nikäyika-nigrantha-framdIJäcäry)'a

guhanandi-fi~ya-prafi~yädhiHhita-l/ihäre bhagavatäm arha tä,!l gandha-dhüpa-sUllldno-drpädy

arthan ... , ete. Asher (The Art 0/ Eastern [ndia, 15) has expressed some doubt about the 
]ain character of this record, but the epithet pafica-stüpa-nikäyika- makes it virtually 
certain that it is ]ain; see A. K. Chatterjee, A Comprehensiz'e History 0/ Jainism flip to 1000 
A.D.} (Calcutta: 1978) 105-106. The mere fact that it is not always easy to distinguish 
Buddhist and ]ain inscriptions of this sort is, however, in itself significant. 

27. See G. Schopen, "The Inscription on the Ku~än Image of Amitäbha and the 
Character of the Early Mahäyäna in India," JIABS 10.2 (987) 99-134, esp. 105-
106, 121-122. 

28. H. Sastri, "Nalanda Stone Inscription of che Reign of Yasovarmmadeva," EI 20 

(1929-1930) 37-46; H. Sastri, Nalanda and its Epigraphic Material, MASI, No. 66 (Delhi: 
1942) 78-82; D. C. Sircar, Selec! Inscriptions Bearing on Indian Historyl and Cil,i/ization, 
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Vol. 11 (Delhi: 1983) 229-232; S. M. Mishra, "The Nälandä Stone Inseription of the Reign 
of Yasovarmadeva-A Fresh Appraisal," StIldies in Indian Epigraph)' 3 (1977) 108-115. 

29. Sastri, EI 20 0929-1930) 44, line 9 . 
. 10. The last assertion at least may, perhaps, draw so me support from the fact that 

the inscription of Yasovarmmadeva "was found buried in the debris of the southern 
verandah of the old l'jhära-now called Monastery 1" at Nälandä. Sasrri says of this 
lijhära and the others in the eastern row: "The [monastic] quadrangles had a projecting 
porch on one side whieh gave the entranee to the monastery ... Direetly opposite to 

the entrance was the shrine wherein the principal image of Tathägata was enthroned as 
we see in Monastery No. 1 where the chape! still preserves the remains of a colossal 
figure of the Buddha ... " (Nalanda and Its Epigraphic Material, 22). What this means, 
of course, is ehat Monastery I-in fact, all the l'ihäras in the eastern row-had exaerly 
the same basic layout as Cave XVI ae AjaQ~ä and Cave II at Bägh: although all were 
primarily intended as monastic residences and consisted of individual residential cells, 
each had the central cell in the back wall specially reserved for the Buddha. For the 
layout at Nälandä, see pI. 23 in B. Kumar, Anhaeology 0/ PatalipMra and Nalanda (Delhi: 
1987) esp. 181-182. On the uncertainties concerning ehe second half of ehe verse quoted 
above, see Sastri, EI 20 0929-1930) 39 and n. 1; 46, n. 3; ete. 

31. G. Bühler, "The New Inseription of Toramana Shaha," EI 1 (1892) 238-241, 
esp. 240, line 6; Sirear, Selea Imeriptiom. Vol. I, 422-424. Bühler's notes to his edition 
reflect the curious character of the language of this record: "a mistake," "a monstrous 
form," "utterly wrong," "the utter lass of all feeling for the rules of the language"; er. 
E. Senart, 'Tinscription du vase de Wardak," JA (914) 581. 

32. T. W. Rhys Davids and J. E. Carpenter, eds., The Dfgha Nikäya. Vol. II (London: 
190.1) 88, 97, ete.; E. Waldschmidt, ed., Das AI ahäpa ri ni r1/äf!asiltra. T. II (Berlin: 1951) 
152 (6.9), 188 (12.4), 256 (26.15), ete.; cf. G. von Simson, Zur Diktion einiger Lehr!fXIt: 
da buddhistischen S,lnskritkanons (München: 1965) 16.7, 16.9, 16.11, ete.; J. S. Spq'er, 
ed., Al'adänafataka, Val. I (St. Petersbourg: 19(6) 9.8, 58.5,64.9, ete. 

)). T. W. and C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Dialoglles o/the Buddha. Pt. 11 (Landon: 1910) 9.1. 
34. Rhys Davids and Carpenter, Dfgha, ii, 98. 

35. Among the various epithets applied to the Buddha in the ToramäQa Inscription 
we find, for example, dafabalabalinatatlll'aifäradyacataJrapratisa".t{ t'idä }a{(ädaSät'e,!fkädbh,,
tctdharlllaJa1l/(l1/l'ägataJya Jarl 1asaftoat 1atJalamahäkärll1!ikaJya (Bühler, EI 1 [18921 240, lines 
5ft). These qualities or characteristics are not only textual, but were involved in "the 
controversy about the nature of the äl'er!ikabuddhadharmas ... reflected in a number of 
important Sanskrit Buddhist scholastic texts"; see Y. Bentor, "The Redactions of the 
Adbhllladhclr1t1aparyäya from Gilgit," JIABS 11.2 (1988) 21-52, esp. 25-26 and notes . 

. .,6. D. C. Sirear, "More Inscriptions from Nagarjunikonda," EI 35 (965) 1-36, 
esp. 7, line 7; cf. D. C. Sirear, "Note on Nagarjunikonda Inscription of .B3 A,D.," EI 
580969 but 1971) 183-185. 

37. S. S. Ramachandra, "Hyderabad Museum Plates of Prithivi-Sri-Mularaja," EI 
58 0969 but 1971) 192-195, esp. 194, line 15. For some earlier instanees of the use 
of the term -pramukha. see H. Lüders, Mathurä Inscriptions (Göttingen: 1961) §§47-51 
(all of whieh are associated with what Lüders translates as "the commissioners of the 
Community": Jtlfighaprclkrtän(ä}l!1 bh{ad}ragho{a-pranmkhä(näJ!I), "the commissioners of 
the Community headed by Bhadragho~a," ete.), and §27. 

58. D. R. Sahni, "Saheth-Maheth Plate of Govinda-Chandra [Vikrama-1Samvat 
1186," Ell1 0911-1912) 20-26, esp. 24, line 20. 
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39. M. Venkataramayya, Sräz1astr (New Delhi: 1956) 1.)-15. Khotanese material 
again provides some interesting parallels. First of all, according to Bailey, "In Khotanese 
texts the Sanskrit pra"",kha 'chief is used in various dialectal forms as the title of the head 
of a Buddhist monastery (t1ihära)"; see H. W. Bailey, "Iranica," BSOAS 11 0943-1946) 2. 
Elsewhere, Bailey cites as examples tcarmaja prramäha maledapraiia. "Maledaprafia principal 
[pra11lllkhal of Tcarma," and-notably-drt7ttrrai prra"'''iiha' ttathäf!,atta frrhbad"a, "the 
Tathagata SrTbhadra principal [pramllkhal of Dro-tir"; see H. W. Bailey, "Hvatanica IV," 
BSOAS 100940-1942) 921. Bailey's second example would see m to explicitly designate 
a Buddha as the head of a monastery. Notice too the invocation to P. 2026 treated in 
the same paper (894-895) where Buddhas dwelling in two local communities are referred 
(0: "Hornage, reverence to the Buddha dwelling in Brrüya; homage, reverence to the 
Buddha in Kharphyape." For even more generalized uses of pramllkha as a monastic title 
in Khotanese and in Tibetan sources dealing with Khotan, see H. W. Bailey, Indo-SLJthian 
StIldies. Being Khotanese Texts. Vol. IV (Cambridge: 1961) 24 (7), 82ff; H. W. Bailey, The 
C"ltllre 0/ the Sakas in Ancient Iranian Khotan (Delmar: 1982) 66, both dealing with a 
letter in which several monks are referred to by name with titles: Dl,jpi(aka Äcä'J'a 
Pramllkha Yasal)-prajfia, Tripi(aka ÄCät)'a Pramllkha Pu~ya-mitra, etc.); R. E. Emmerick, 
Tibetan Texts Concerning Khotan (London: 1967) 60.3, 137 (pm'-mog = jwamllkha). 

40. H. Shastri, "The Nalanda Copper-plare of Devapala-deva," EI 17 092.)-1924) 
310-327, esp. 322, line 38; Sastri, Nalanda and Its Epigraphic Alaterial. 92-102, esp: 
98, line 38. 

41. K. V. Subrahmanya Aiyer, "The Larger Leiden Plates (of Rajaraja 1)," EI 22 
0933-1934) 21.)-266, esp. 242, lines 83-84. 

42. R. B. Hiralal, "Four Chandella Copper-plate Inscriptions," EI 200929-1930) 
125-136, esp. 130, line 14; see also R. K. Dikshit, "Land-grants of the Chandella Kings," 
jOllrnal 0/ the Uttara Pradesh Historical Society 23 (950) 228-251, esp. 2.)9. 

43. D. C. Sircar, Some Epigraphical Records 0/ the lHediet'al Pn'iod Fmm Eastem India 
(New Delhi: 1979) 32. 

44. BHSD. 209. 
45. H. Lüders, Bharhllt Inscriptions. Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. 11, Pt. 

2, rev. E. Waldschmidt and M. A. Mehendale (Ootacamund: 1963) 107-108 (B 34). 
46. J. Ph. Vogel, "Prakrit Inscriptions from Ghantasala," EI 27 0947-1948) 1---4, 

esp. 3, A and B. The same inscriptions were published some twenty years later as recent 
discoveries and without reference to Vogel in M. S. Sarma, "Some Prakrit Inscriptions 
from Gha~~asäla," Epigraphia Ändhrica 2 (979) 1-3. None of these inscriptions contain 
a date. Two of them are virtually identical and record the construction of a "stone 1JJaf14apa 
with a gandhakll(l. a railing (vedikä) and a tora'la. " 

47. P. v. P. Sastry, "Hyderabad Prakrit Inscription of Govindaraja Vihara," jESI 11 
(984) 95-100. This inscription is poorly edited here and must be srudied again. For 
now, the readings marked "[ed.}" in the not es are to be preferred. The donor in rhis 
record, a monk, is called among other things gOl/i,!tdaräja-z'ihä,-asa gaf!ldhakll(i-z'ärika, the 
sense of which has been misunderstood; see below n. 56. 

48. Mirashi, Inscriptions olthe Vaka{akas. 120-129 (no. 27), esp. 127, line 27. This 
is rhe "Inscription in Ajat:l~a Cave XVII." Ir records ehe "constfuc(ion" of, among other 
things, a Gandhakll(r but because ir is badly preserved and fragmentary there is some 
uncertainty about which of the extant excavarions ar Aja~~a ir refers ro. 

49. J. Burgess, Report on the Eillra Cave Temples and the Brahmanical and jaina Caz'es 
in Western India (London: 1883) 77 (no. 6). The inscription records the gift of a fäkyabhik~" 
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(fäkya- has been inadvertently omitted from the reading published here but is easily read 
in the facsimile, pI. LI); this monk is also called mahägandhaku!1-t1ärika: cf. below, 269ff. 

50. G. R. Sharma, "Excavations at KausämbI, 1949-1955," Annllal Bibliograph)' 0/ 
Indian Archaeology, Vol. XVI (Leyden: 1958) xliv: "Inscription on a lorus-shaped lamp 
(pI. Vc and d). The inscription records the donation of the lorus-shaped lamp by Bhik~u 
Pradipta for the use in the Gandhakurt of the monastery." Although the bibliography 
of B. Ch. Chhabra's work published in St'aSti Srl Dr. B. Ch. Chhabra Felicitation Volume. 
ed. K. V. Ramesh er al. (Delhi: 1984) lisrs rhe "Ghoshirarama Terracotta Lamp Inscription" 
and says ir was "published twice in English and once in Sanskrit," it gives no further 
details and I have yer to locate it. In the phorograph published by Sharma the whole 
inscription is not dearly readable. 

51. E. Hultzsch, "The Samath Inscription of Mahipala," IA 14 (1885) L,9-140; 
and see below nn. 61, 62, and 69. 

52. B. Indraji, "An Inscription at Gayä Dated in the Year 181.3 ofBuddha's Nirvana, 
with Two Others of the Same Period," IA 10 (1881) 341-.,47, esp. 342, line 13; Th. 
Bloch, "Notes on Bodh Gayä," ARASI 1908-()9 (Calcutta: 1912) 139-158, esp. 15." 
line 1; R. D. Banerji, The Palas 0/ Bengal. Memoirs of the Asiaric Society of Bengal, Vol. 
V, No. 3 (Calcurra: 1915) .,5, line 3; D. C. Sircar, "Three Easr Indian Inscriptions of 
rhe Early Medieval Period," JAIH 6 (1972-1975) .)9-59. 

53. See above nn. 21, 23, and 24. 
54. A. Banerji-Sastri, "Ninety-three Inscriptions on the Kurkihar Bronzes,"JBORS 

26 (1940) 2.,6-251, esp. nos. 31 and 32. 
55. See below nn. 58 and 59. 
56. BHSD. 477 s.v. l'ärika. Edgerton cites as the usual Tibetan equivalent zhal (/)ta 

pa. "guard, superintend(ent)." Curiously, this Buddhist material has not been raken into 
account in an exchange between Sircar and S. P. Tewari concerning the meaning of l'ärika 
in inscriptions. See S. P. Tewari, "A Note on Varika of the Inscriptions," JESI 9 (1982) 
34-36 (also in Tewari, Contributiolls o/SanJkrit blJeriptionJ to Lexicograph)' [Delhi: 1987J 
208-211); D. C. Sirear, "The Designation 'Varika'," Vcljapeya: Essays on Et'Ollltion 0/ Indian 
Art and Cultllre. Pro): K. D. Bajpai Felicitation Voillme. Vol. I, ed. A. M. Sastri et al. 
(Delhi: 1987) 111-112. The Buddhist usage dearly favors Sirear. 

57. See n. 49 above. 
58. Sastri, Nalanda and Its Epigr,Iphic IHaterial. 38 and n. 4 (S.1. 675). 
59. Sastri, Nalanda and Its Epigraphic Material. 43 (S.1. 730), but accepting the 

emendation praposed in P. V. B. Karunatillaka, "The Administrative Organization of 
the Nälandä Mahävihära fram Sigillary Evidence," The Sri LankaJollrnal 0/ the Hllmanities 
6.1 and 2 (1980) 62. See also the more general discussion on 61-64 ofthe term t'ärika. 

There is a third sealing published in Sastri (40, SJ. A, 357) that refers co a Gandhakll{T. 

but it does not contain the term l'ärika: srükt'apäla-gandhakIl4yä'!J. 
60. See Sastri, Nalanda and Its EpigraphiL" Alaterial. 27, for example. Ir is a pity that 

in one of the very few studies connected with the Gandhakll!l the title gandhakll!ll'ärika 

and a considerable number of other things have been so carelessly treated. J. S. Strang, 
"Gandhaku~I: The Perfumed Chamber of the Buddha," His/or)' 0/ Religions 16 (1977) 
390-406, referring ro the Känheri inscription (n. 18 above), cites the title as "gandhakll(l
bhärika." This, of course, is wrong and had he acrually checked the work he cites as his 
primary source-Lüders' list in EI 10 (1909-1910) no. 989-he would have seen that 
it was so. "Gandhaku(l-bhärika" is an invention of S. Dutt (Buddhist A10nks and Alonasteries 

inlndia [London: 1962J 149), wh ich is nowhere attesred, and cerrainly not at Känheri. 
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The form found at Känheri is, as given by Lüders, "mahägandhakll{Tt'ärika?" the quest ion 
mark reflecting the uncertainty expressed in Burgess (n. 49 above) concerning the 
possibility of reading-cärika instead of -tJärika. an uncertainty that was removed by the 
publication of the Nälandä seals. In both Lüders and Burgess the tide is translated as 
"the guardian of the great gandhakuF," but because, apparently, Strong wants the tide 
ro "confirrn" a story in the Atwunafataka about a monk sweeping the Gandhak"tT, Strong 
hirnself invents a quotation that he attributes to Dutr: He says that the tide means 
"according to Sukumar Dutt, a 'monk in charge of keeping the sanctuary clean'." What 
Dutt actually says is ..... Gandhak,,{T-bhärika who was in charge of the sanctuary (Lüders, 
no. 989 at Kanheri) and probably had to keep it clean and make arrangements for the 
daily worship." The Nälandä material, long available, should have indicated to Dutt and 
Strong how unlikely it was that the term referred to a janitor. Strong says of the 
Gandhakll{T that it was "never itself a canonical tradition, figuring only sporadically in 
a few popular texts." Bur unless he wants to argue that the A117Iasart'ästit'äda-l linaya is 
not "canonical," this is contradicted in one of his own nores. In his n. 19 he says: " ... 
there are rwo references to the gandhaku{T in rhe Vinaya of the Mülasarväsrivädins"; he 
ehen cites, probably only by coincidence, ehe only two passages that occur in Bagchi's 
index, and adds: "the first of these is just a passing reference: the second specifies the 
location of the gandhakll{t as being in the middle of rhe monastery. Together they add 
litde to the Päli materials we have reviewed ... " There are several problems here. First, 
rhere are many more references to the Gandhaku{T in the Afl7lasaITästit'äda-l 'inaya than 
the two in Bagchi's index. This is clear from the fact that the passage he refers to as 
"just a passing reference" is only one of aseries of passages indicating that certain kinds 
of material possessions and moveable wealrh (hat "belonged" to ehe Buddha had to be 
lodged in or used on the Gandhakll{T and rhat-since such wealth frequently consisted 
of items like jewels and pearls-the Gandhaku{t was not only a central unit in the 
monastic economy bur also one of the wealthiest. See Gi/git l\Janllsc,-ipts. iii 2,142.10, 
143.12, 146.3; Gilgit Afanllscripts. iii 4, 210.4; SayanäSallal 1astll and Adhikarm!al·astll. 
68.22; and below. More could be added here, bur it is probably clear that few of 
the facts and perhaps even less of the interpretation in Strong's paper can be taken 
with confidence. 

61. J. H. Marshall and S. Konow, "Särnäth," ARASI1906--07 (Calcurta: 1909) 97. 
See also J. H. Marshall and S. Konow, "Excavations at Särnäth 1908," ARASI 1907-0H 

(Calcutta: 1911) 66. 
62. H. Hargreaves, "Excavation at Särnäth," ARASI 1914-15 (Calcutra: 1920) 127. 
63. J. Ph. Vogel, "Seals of Buddhist Monaseeries in Ancient India," JOIl1'1lal 0/ the 

Ceylon B,-anch 0/ the Royal Asiatic Societ)" N.S. 1 (950) 27-.32, esp. 27. 
64. Vogel, "Seals of Buddhist Monasteries in Ancient India," 30. 
65. G. Fussman, "Numismatic and Epigraphic Evidence for the Chronology of 

Early Gandharan Art," Investigating Indian Art. ed. M. Yaldiz and W. Lobo (Berlin: 
1987) 80. 

66. Marshall and Konow, ARASI 1906--07. 99. 
67. The presence of more than one Gandhakll{T at Känheri is at least suggested by 

the designation mahä-gandhakll!T-Värika (above n. 48), "the superintendent of the Great 

Gandhakll{T." the specificity added by the mahä- being otherwise unnecessary. 
68. See, for example, H. Shastri, "The Nalanda Copper-plate of Devapaladeva," EI 

17 0923-1924) 310-327, esp. 310, where the seal reads simply frT-del'apäladet'asya. 

"of ehe Illustrious Devapäladeva," and D. C. Sircar, "Lucknow Museum Copper-plate 
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Inscription of Surapala I, Regnal Year 3," EI 40 0973 but 1986) 4-16, esp. 5, which 
reads frrfilrapäladezoasya, "[this) belongs to the Illustrious .sürapaladeva." 

69. The text cited here is that found in D. R. Sahni, Catalogue 0/ the Museum 0/ 
Archaeology at Särnäth (Calcutta: 1914) 211. A second similar inscription on yer another 
recut pillar was also found at the site. Ir reads: deyadharmmo yal!' paramopa- / -{sa}ka
krrtte~ (milla-ga}ndhaku- / {tyäl!t pra}dr{p ... ddha~} (also Sahni, 211). What remains of 
both inscriptions, taken rogether with the sealings already discussed, allows for a fairly 
certain resroration. 

70. The most direct evidence comes, of course, from Gilgir. To judge by the 
manuscript material recovered from this sire, the monastic community at Gilgit was 
governed by this Vinaya, although the rest of the literature it had available was primarily
although not exclusively-Mahayana. See O. von Hinüber, "Die Erforschung der Gilgit
Handschriften (Funde buddhistischer Sanskrit-Handschriften, 1)," Nachrühten der Akade
mie der WiJSemchajten in GOItingen I. Philo-Hist. KlaJSe. Jahrgang 1979, Nr. 12 (Göttingen: 
1979) 329-359; O. von Hinüber, "Die Bedeutung des Handschriftenfundes bei Gilgit," 
ZDAIG. Supplement V, XXI. Deutscher Orientalistentag vom 4 bis. 29 März 1980 in 
Berlin (Wiesbaden: 1982) 47-66; ete. That virtually the same situation is mirrored in 
the Tibetan Kanjur-primarily Mahayana siltra literature, bur only the Afiilasart'ästil'äda
llincl)'a-would seem ro argue for the pervasiveness of this Vinaya in the primarily 
Mahayana Indian communities from which Tibet got its Buddhism, and may, in fact, 
suggest that this was the standard Vinaya in Eastern India at the time. I-tsing, A Rewrd 
0/ the Buddhist Religion as Praetised in India and the Malay Archipelago, points in the same 
direction. More specifically, his remarks suggesr rhe imporrance of this Vinaya at lamra
lipti and Nalandä (the latter, incidentally, has produced the only epigraphic reference I 
know ro the Mülasarvastivada; see S. L. Huntingron, The "Päla-Sena" Schools 0/ Smlpture 

[Leiden: 1984) 225-226, no. 34). There are, moreover, indications of a connection 
between this Vinaya and Aja,>!ä: J. Przyluski, "La roue de la vie a Aja,>~ä," JA (920) 

313-.,31; M. Lalou, "Trois recits du dulva reconnus dans les peintures d'Aja,>~ä," JA 

( 1925) 333-337; M. Lalou, "Notes sur la decoration des monasteres bouddhiques," Rel'lles 
des ar/s asiatique 5.3 (930) 183-185; D. Schlingloff, Studies in the Ajanta Paintings. 

Identifications and Interpretations (Delhi: 1987) 14, 34,70-71,77-78,153, ete. 
71. Sayanäsanatoastu and AdhikarafJavastu. 68.9ff. 
72. Gilgit Manuscripts, iii 2, 143.10. This passage-like a number of other passages 

from rhe Miilasart/ästit'äda-z1inaya-has been incorporared by I-tsing in his Record; see J. 
Takakusu, ARecord 0/ the Buddhist Religion as Praetised in India and the Malay Archipelago 
(London: 1896) 192. 

73. Gi/git Manuscripts. iii 2, 146.3. 
74. Gi/git Manuscripts, iii 2, 124.lff. There are a number of textual problems in 

the passage as a whole-Durt, for example, makes several emendarions-and the Tibetan 
translation (Peking, 41, 280- 3-6ff) differs here, as it frequently does, juSt enough so that 
it does not provide a sure guide. However, the general sense of the passage is not in doubt. 

75. Peking. 44, 95-3-5ff. 
76. Given the not infrequent difficulty in distinguishing ding, especially but nor 

exclusively, in the Peking edition, it is not impossible to read bud dung. ete. Dung can 
mean Ha kind of shell or conch." [See G. Schopen, "Ritual Rights and Bones ofContention: 
More on Monastic Funerals and Relics in the Miilasart'ästit1äda-t,jnaya." jIP 22 (994) 
59-60 for a much better discussion of the term.) 

77. J. MarshalI, A. Foucher, and N. G. Majumdar, The Monuments 0/ Säiichl. Vol. I 
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(Delhi: 1940) 385-386; Vol. BI, pl. 124b. The inscription is fragmentary and has given 
rise to somewhat different interpretations. Two interesting studies of this "episode"-the 
so-called "First Meditation"-have recently been published: H. Durt, "La 'visite aux 
laboureurs' et la 'meditation sous l'arbre jambu' dans les biographies sanskrites et chinoises 
du buddha," Indologjcal and Buddhist Studies. Voluffle in Honour 0/ Professor J. W de Jong 

on His Sixtieth Birthday, ed. L. A. Hercus et al. (Canberra: 1982) 95-120, and D. 
Schlingloff, "Die Meditation unter dem Jambu-Baum," WZKS 31 (987) 111-130 (118, 
n. 32: "Die Inschrift [on the SancI figureJ vermeldet die Errichtung einer Statue des 
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antike, 139 n. 14 
ara, 186 

arogyadak~iQäye, .,6, 51 n. 82 

badhvä, 260 
bhikkhu, 110, 11., 

bimba, 280 n. 20 
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cetiya, 89-91, 96, 197 
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drge dharme, 133, 147 n. 77 
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jinaputta, 109-110 

karal)Iya, 72, 7.', 74ff 
keSanakha-stüpa, 196 n. 34 
Khandaka-vatta, 87 -88, 95 
Krkin, King, 47 n. 31, 48 n. 35 
kula, 120, 234 n. 6.' 
kulaputra (P. kulaputta), 117, 139 n. 12 
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pluralis majesraticus, 175-177, 264 
pramukha, 266, 282 n. 37,283 n. 39 
pratikrti, 280 n. 20 
pratimä, 280 n. 20 
prati\!sthä, 263 

prati\!vas, 263 
pujä, 227 n. 36 

sahä, 69 n. 35, 245-246 
sambhinnakärT, 95 n. 17 
sarpbodhi, 136 

sarpskärya, 229 n. 41, 236 n. 70 
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101-111,211-212,221,227 n. 

38, 230 n. 4.), 2.,0 n. 46, 231 n. 58, 

236 n. 70 
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sarvabuddhapüjärtham, 52 n. 85 
sarvasatvahitasukhärtha (or variants), 36, 

37-.,8,51 n. 82 
satkära, 221, 236 
satputu~a (P. sapurisa), 187 

sävaka, 109-110, 1 J.' 

staupika, 89, 95 n. 17, 129, 130 

stüpa, 89-91, 96, 197 
stüpängana, 88 

tridaQ<;laka, 207, 208, 218, 2.,2 n. 62 

ubhayakula, 64 
ubhayalokahirasukha. 64 
uddisya ! uddissa, 61-62 
upädhyäyäcärya, 54 
upäsika, 5, 34,72,75, 77,80,84 n. 24. 

95n.15,191 
utayipabhähin, 167-169, 172, 177-178 

vara. See dhätuvara-parigahita: vara 

värika, 168 

yad atra pUQyarp tad bhavatu (ar variants), 

39-41,52 n. 87, 5.1 n. 88, 54, 
61, 161 

yagi, 76-77, 82 n. 10, 92. See also 

ya!hipratithana 

yathipratithana I yathirp aropayata, 34, 50 

n.61,157 
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